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Abstract 

China' s relations with the world have been an influenti al factor determining Chinese 

self-perceptions and how 'foreigners' and one of their languages, English, are perceived 

in the country. Between the eighteenth and twentieth centuries, China' s defeats in wars, 

uneq ual treaties and humili ations by foreign countries (mainl y from the West) destroyed 

China's self-image as a ' middle kingdom ' . Exacerbated by the deteriorating relations 

with the West in the twenti eth century, English became associated with "barbarians", 

"military aggressors", and "anti-Communists" (Adamson 2002). There is, and always 

has been, the fear of the spread of culture(s) associated with English which can lead to 

the weakening of Chinese identity. This fear was instrumental in the development of the 

' ti-yong ' principle: "Chinese learning for essence (ti), Western learning for utility 

(yong)" (" tp ~jz]J'j:] " ) (Zhang 2001: 18), which prescribes the ro le of Engli sh as a tool 

separated from Chinese essence and, has been guiding China's Engli sh education 

policies. 

Since the late 1980s, there has been a massive progression of globali sation in China, 

characterised especially by the entry into the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 200 1 

and the hosting of the Beijing Olympics in 2008 . The two events signify the most active 

participation of China in the global community in the last few decades following the 

' reform and opening up ' (' ilil:~H/J5i'. ') in the late 1970s. As a global language, the ro les 

Engli sh plays in China 's integration are significant. Engli sh is the principal language of 

trade partners, technicians, scienti sts and tourists, an essenti al tool fo r modernisati on 

and a vehicle to ensure China' s voices are heard . In China, a series of government

initiated and bottom-up Engli sh campaigns have been embarked on and forei gn 
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language education polici es have al so aimed to equip Chinese people with thi s essential 

modern skill. 

Despite the eagerness to integrate into the global community, globalisation has opened 

up China to the world and, in learning English, Chinese people are more exposed to 

western cultural va lues and beliefs. This , coupled with the absence of a clearly 

identifiable self-image, has presented challenges to the integrity of Chinese identity and 

the upholding of the ' ti-yang ' principle. Chinese identity and culture has had to confront 

the influx of English and its associated culture(s) . 

The present research stems from two issues of interest which are inte rrelated: the roles 

of English in today ' s China and what it means to 'be Chinese ' . From an applied 

linguistic perspective, this research aims to investigate Chinese perceptions of 'Self in 

relation to other countries symbolising ' the Other' th.rough English as a w indow. In 

particular, thi s thesis looks into what it means to ' be Chinese' from the officia l and 

popular perspecti ves using the ' ti-yang ' principl e as a reference point. 

To address the research aim s, a case study was conducted. It in vestigates the Chinese 

government's views on Engli sh as reflected in a government newspaper, as well as 

popular opinions through quest ionnaires and interviews. Official di scourses are 

identified and ana lysed using cr iti cal language analys is frameworks including the wo rk 

of crit ical litera ry criticisms. in particular, that o[ BakJ1tin. and Critical Di scourse 

Analysis. T he anal ys is is a lso inspired by Penn ycook· s critical approaches to global 

Engli sh. In in ves tigat ing the popu lar discourses about Eng li sh, Q methodology was used 

to collect questi onnaires and interviews data. Thi s research focu ses on the interviews as 

the primary data. ln parti cular. the anal ysis of Chinese identity d raws on post-
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structurali st approaches which take identity as ever-changing and multiple. 

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter One reviews and establi shes the concept of 

' being Chinese' and the ways Chinese perceive their country, identity and language 

which are important contextual in fo rmation for the present study of Chinese identity. 

The Beijing Ol ympics are used as a window into modern China to provide the broader 

socio-cultural and political contexts of the study. To conclude the chapter, some 

keywords that are central to the understanding of Chinese perceptions of itself and the 

wo rld are also ex plained. 

Chapter Two di scusses the history of English in China from the eighteenth century 

onwards, the impacts of English on Chinese perceptions of its identity and how English 

learning has been linked to the identity challenges of China as a nation. Along the lines 

of how the ' ti -yang' principle has manifested in different periods, the official discourses 

about Chinese identity and the challenges English learning has_presented are illustrated 

w ith reference to China's current policy directions and some ex isting literature. Chapter 

Two then discusses the theoretical fra mework adopted in the case study to analyse the 

impacts of English on Chinese identity as well as the research focus and aims that guide 

the present research. 

The case study of this thesis, including data collection methodology and analys is, is 

presented and discussed in Chapter Three to Chapter Five. Chapter Three introduces 

and discusses the data collected fo r the case study, the data collecti on methodology and 

approaches to data analysis. The chapter discusses the theoretical framewo rks used 

including Bakhtin 's literary theori es, Critical Di scourse Analysis and Q methodology. 

Chapter Four examines the data coll ected from the government newspaper, People's 
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Daily, to uncover the official Chinese perceptions of English and 'being Chinese' in 

relation to the outs ide world. It discusses how Chinese agency is claimed in learn in g or 

using English and is related to Chinese discourse of globalisation. Chapter Fom also 

demonstrates how Chinese cultural values and ideologies are manipulated to re

accentuate the purposes of Engli sh and postulate the ideological construction of Chinese 

identity in the discourses about English. 

Chapter Five discusses the results of the interviews conducted during fieldwork in 

Beijing with university and high school students, teachers and parents. Within the 

framewo rk of ' frame -shifting' of cross-cultural psychology, the interviews were set up 

to investigate the significance of Chinese identity for the participants. The chapter 

particularly focuses on the simil arities and differences between the official and popular 

discourses. In comparing the two discourses, it also investigates the extent to which 

' non-standard ' language and identity ideologies exist and the ways in which English 

learning influences ' being Chinese' among the people. The findings reveal some issues 

a.round the upholding of the ' ti-yong ' principle. 

Chapter Six discusses the manifestations of ' being Chinese' at the nati onal, local and 

personal levels as reflected in the case study. It concludes the thesis with the 

im pl icat ions of the case study for the status of the ' ti-yong' principle and a note on the 

potential areas for futu re research. 
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Chapter One 

China and 'being Chinese' 

ln Chi na, there is both a " longing fo r a total reconstruct ion of a past that is gone" and "the 
employment of a refurbi shed past in beginning a new hi story" (Banne 1999:344). 

This chapter discusses some traditional and modern Chinese perspectives on the 

relationships between China and the world . It also aims to introduce the concept of 

' being Chinese ' and the ways Chinese conceive of their country, identity and language 

which is important contextual information fo r the present study of English and its 

relation to Chi nese identity. The Beijing Olympics are also used as a window into 

modern China to provide the broader socio-cultural and political contexts of the study. 

To concl ude the chapter, some keywords that are central to the understanding of the 

Chinese perceptions of itself and the world are also illustrated. 

China once regarded itself as the 'middle kingdom ', meaning the centre of the world. 

Before its contacts with the outside, it perceived of ' the others' as backward and as 

' barbarians ' (Gelber 2007 :33). It is generally agreed that there were two periods of 

intensive confrontation and self-i solation during the recent two hundred years in te1111s 

of China's relations with the West 1
. One was the period before the Opium War (and 

during the Boxer Rebellion in 1900) and the other was the first thirty years of the 

Communist rule before the ' reform and opening up ' (' i:\{;/)jt;Ff));Z') in the late 1970s. 

From 1860 on, fo ll owing the end of the Opium Wars which first exposed the military 

weaknesses of China, western powers such as Britain and France coveted the rich 

resources China could provide in the era of the Industrial Revol ution. During the 

nineteenth century, China underwent a series of wars with the West which resulted in a 

1 Gemme Barme ( 1999:258) mentions that for China. 'the ,xorld' essentially means 'the West' and vice versa. 
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long period of host ility between Chi na and the West. In the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries, the mi litary, econom ic and political strength of the U nited Ki ngdom and 

Uni ted States grew tremendous ly. Their language, English, has been perceived by 

Chinese as a means necessary to fo llow in their footsteps and achi eve modernisation. 

Since the 'reform and opening up' co mmenced in the late 1970s and intensified in the 

late 1980s, China has litera lly been opening up to the world , and modernisation has 

become the national deve lopment direction. A lthough, for some Chinese people, the 

English language has had a long history of humiliating and unpleasant associations with 

the West as the enemy of China, it provides the major medium to modern info rmation 

and knowledge indispensab le to modernisation. With China's economic growth and 

increasing invo lvement in international affairs, Engl ish learning is unprecedented ly 

widespread and welcome especiall y after China's entry into the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) in 200 1 and the hosting of the Beijing Olympi cs in 2008. While 

modernis ing the coun try in o rder to re-negotiate a place in the world (Rofe l 2007), 

Chi na also strives to preserve and promote to the world its own characteristics . In 

achieving this , the Chinese peop le need to look back and refl ect on themselves in search 

of their identifi able and distinctive national characteri st ics. What constitute these 

characteristics of 'bei ng Chinese' has opened up studies and d iscussion in the fie lds of 

China stud ies. Under the current economic, poli tical and cu ltural atmosphere, China 

stud ies scholars (fo r example, Rofel 2007, Barme 2010) have shown that China rel ies 

on both the past and modern period to establish its world status and identity. 

Throughout Chinese history, contacts with foreign countri es have played a big part in 

China·s transformation into its current 'being ' . The spread of English and what Chinese 

identity means in today" s China cannot be considered independently of these contacts. 
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China ' s relations with foreign cow1tries thus underline the mindset that guides the 

present research and are examined further in this chapter. From a sociolinguistic 

perspective, one of the purposes of the present research is to explore and identify the 

'Chinese national character' in today's China. 

1.1 From the traditional perspectives of the relations with the world to the 

Beijing Olympics: an overview 

From its early restricted contacts with fo reigners to its openness today, China's 

perceptions of the world in relation to itself have not changed considerably. The major 

difference between the past and present mainly lies in the changes in the nature of the 

relationships between China and other countries over time. In the contemporary period, 

China's des ire to obtain world recognition is unprecedentedly strong. In the following 

sections, the traditional and modern Chinese perspectives of its relations with the world 

are discussed. 

1.1.1 Traditional Chinese perspectives on its relations with the 'world' 

Based on Gelber (2007), the table below highlights some of China's contacts with the 

outside world in different periods of Chinese history. While Gelber's (2007) detailed 

accow1ts cover 2,500 years of the encounters between China and the outside world from 

the creation of the 'middle kingdom ' to the end of the twentieth century, this thesis 

focuses on more recent encounters in the early twenty-first century as they provide the 

social and cultural milieu in which the current research is situated. 
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Year Dy nas ty Chin a's co ntacts w ith th e 
outs id e wo rld and cultu ra l 
exchanges 

I I 00 BC - 206 BC Isolationist period • Creation of ' m idd le 
kingdom' : "developed 
from an aggregation 
of tribes into a single 
people" (Gelber 
2007:21) 

206 BC - 58 I AD Qin, Han, Jin and Su i • Trade and cu ltura l 
dynasties contacts with Greece, 

Rome, and Indian 
Buddhi sm through the 
Silk Road 

581 - 1276 AD Tang and Song dynasties • Contacts w ith the 
Eastern Roman 
Empi re , Venetians, 
Near East and Central 
As ia (for examp le, 
Arabia and Persia) ; 

• Contacts with Indi a, 
Ko rea and Japan 

1210 - 1368 AD Song and Yuan dynasties • Continued cultural 
contacts w ith Jndi a, 
Korea and Japan 

1368 - 1644 AD Ming dynasty • Zheng He's 
expeditions; 

• Cultu ra l contacts with 
C lu-i stianity; 

• Import of western 
knowledge such as 
science and 
mathematics and 
export of 
Confucianism by 
western missionaries 

1644 - 1727 AD Qing dynasty • Conflicts with the 
Russ ian Empire 

1719 - 1816AD Qing dynasty • European 
mi ss ionaries and trade 

1816 - 1860 AD Qing dynasty • Trade conflicts with 
Eurnpean powers; 

• Opium Wars 

• Unequal status 
between China and 
the West began 

The history ofChina·s links w ith the world, especial ly the West. is very di verse, 

characteri sed by Chi na ·s self-i so lation, mutual learning and foreign interference. Al l 
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along, it can be said that China has relied on the categori sations of itself and ' the Other ' 

to create its ideal self-image. The old Chinese saying: "~F=¥it»~~' ;)l;:, C,, £,~" (literal 

translation: "those who are not our kin surely have a different heart"), which first 

appeared in the documentation of Chinese narrative history <<ir.1t>> (<<Zuo 

Zhuan>>) in around mid-400 BC, has been applied not only to issues regarding the 

internal stability of China, but also to the comparisons between the outside world and 

China itse lf(Zhang 200 1). China's ideal self-image, as discussed below, was formed by 

comparing the "psychologicall y salient" differences between itself and the world (Tajfel 

I 978:66) which incl uded cul tural beliefs and values. 

Before the mid-nineteenth century, 'the world ' was perceived by China as ' barbaric '. 

The Sil k Road, extending from China to Rome, played a significant role in the early 

econo mi c and cultural communications between China and other states in imperial 

Chinese history. The contacts of China with Rome and Greece during the Qin and Han 

period might have been the fi rst for China links with Europe (Gelber 2007) . According 

to Gelber (2007:35 -36), these early contacts between Rome and China were indirect. 

Via the Si lk Road and by sea, there were exchanges of goods including Chinese silks, 

ceramics, weapons and furs, and Roman glass, textiles, iron goods and gold (Zhang 

2012). Around 300 BC, China also had contacts with Greek merchant groups in Bactria 

(now Afghanistan) (Gelber 2007 :32). Apart from what could be considered ' cultural 

artefacts', the Ch inese envoys sent to Rome also brought back to China new 

information and knowledge of Rome and its neighbouring countries. Through the Silk 

Road , Buddhist cu ltura l exchanges between China and India in the Han dynasty also 

took place, and the four inventions of ancient China: paper, the compass, gunpowder 

and printing spread to Western Asia and Europe. 
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During the Tang dynasty , the Eastern Roman Empire sent Chri stian mi ssionaries and 

monks to China. Despite the prohibition of western religion, influences of Chri stian ity 

were found in the western part of China. As Gelber (2007:5 1) states , most of the 

emperors of Tang and Song were open to fo reigners and their influences. People fro m 

Japan, Korea and the Midd le East, and communities such as Nestori ans, Arabs, and 

Persians were allowed to open shops in China (Gelber 2007:58). When the Mongols 

ruled over Ch ina during the Yuan period, there were also many Italian and Islamic 

merchants in China such as the Pol o fami ly from Veni ce. As a favourite of the Mongol 

emperor Khan, Marco Polo was given a governor position in Ch ina and when he 

returned to Europe, he wrote a book on hi s travels, providing Europeans with 

information about China2 (Gelber 2007:77-78) . 

During the Tang and Song dynasties, China had more cultura l contacts with As ian 

countries. Chinese monks were sent to India to bring back Buddhist texts. There were 

also exchanges oflndia.n medicine, music and dance, and Chinese paper and printing 

(Xu, Zhao and Wen 1981 ). From Korea, many students were sent to China. The capital 

of Korea al so dupli cated the capital of Tang, Changan, and adopted its bureaucratic 

systems (Liaoning Mini stry of Education 201 0a). During the Song period, Korea also 

sent goods such as ginseng and herbal med icine to China. Japanese students and monks 

sent to China took back to Japan Chinese government systems and land and tax policies 

of the Tang dynasty (Liaoning Min istry of Education 20 I 0a). 

During the Ming Dynasty, Zheng He made seven oceanic voyages to Southeast Asian 

regions, tak ing with him articles from the official Ming dynasty and thus expandi ng 

: In the \\'CS tcrn countries. there are di sputes about whether Marco Polo really went to Chi na and the reliabi lity of his 

book. It st ill remains a mystery. 
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Chinese contacts with other countri es (Liaoning Ministry of Education 2010b). In the 

sixteenth-century Ming dynasty, the relationships of China with ' non-China ' were also 

characteri sed by early contacts with western priests and missionaries . Matteo Ricci 

(known as Li Madou), as the founder of the first missionary organi sation in China, was 

the most prominent missionary figure. Ricci and other Jesuits approached Chinese 

people and the emperor to preach Christian faith and promote mutual learning (Li 200 1, 

Gelber 2007). They transmitted western knowledge of science, mathematics, technology, 

and most signifi cantly of all for this present research, knowledge of the other side of 

' the world ' . Ricci amazed the Chinese with the presentation ofa world map, and the 

fact that " the world was round" and inhabited by men on its opposite side (Ricci 

1953 :325). During this long period of deep cultural contact, Latin was the main western 

language Chinese people learned. 

In the search for knowledge and Chinese tradition for advancing western societi es, 

fo reigners also learnt from Confucian ideas and set up oriental .studies in Europe with 

subsequent impact on the European Renaissance (Li 200 1 ). For thi s reason, it is said 

that foreign mi ssionaries and Jesuits led to the revival of Confucianism during the 

Ming-Qing period (Li 2001 ). Scholars such as Liang Qichao3 believed that Chinese 

translations and borrowings of western work brought in by the missionaries also greatl y 

influenced the development of Chinese culture and contributed to Chinese 

modernisation that he called "Chinese Renaissance" (Li 2001: 117). In short, the Jesuit 

mi ssionaries helped raise China' s awareness of the outside world and redefine what it 

meant to be Chinese through their early intercultural encounters in China. These 

unprecedented mutual learning relationships and cultural exchanges produced a general 

sense in China that there were also sources of wisdom outside the country (Sen 

3 Liang Qichao was a scho lar and an advocate for moderni sat ion of China through adopting western technology and 
skil ls duri ng the Qing Dynasty in the early twentieth centurx. 
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2005: 172). At the col lective level, the encounter of otherness has helped fo rge a 

Chinese cultural sense of self. 

After the overthrow of the Ming dynasty, the Manchus founded the Qing dynasty. The 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries saw a series of internal conflicts among 

government officials as well as China's external conflicts with Russia over land and 

resources. The Qing period was a turning point in China ' s contacts with the outside 

world. In the mid-nineteenth century, the Opium War began as a result of trade 

conflicts between China and the United Kingdom. In 1900, triggered by the killings of 

fo reigners by a Chinese group known as the Boxers, a war began between China and the 

'Eight-Nation Alliance' made up of the United Kingdom, United States, Austri a

Hungary, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and Russia. Following defeats, China was 

fo rced to sign an unequal treaty. Thi s was one of the significant foreign humiliations 

that set the tone for China's ' unfriendly' relations with the world. 

The relations of China with the world have been mutually beneficial but at times 

conflictual due to significant differences between China and the rest of the globe 

(especially western countries) in social , cultural and political values. Accord ing to 

Tajfel (1978:66), the group membership of individuals is "hi storical and cu ltural given" 

(Turner 1982:22) in that indi viduals are born and sociali sed within an already exist ing 

group membership. In group categorisations, individuals compare the positive and 

negative characteristics of different social groups, which create social psychological 

group membership that defines the psychological reality of the place of an indi vi dual 

and a group (Tajfel 1978). Ch ina's past fore ign relations and conflicts with the outside 

world exacerbated the psychological distinctiveness and resulted in ' strong ' in tergroup 

differences between Chi na and the world especially the western powers. Due to 
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differences in political values and systems, China underwent the second period of 

isolation in the late l 940s to the late 1970s. 

With the ideal self-image of'middle kingdom' destroyed, Chinese people need to seek 

for "intergro up" or " intragroup" change, that is, changes in the relation between one's 

own social group and others, or changes within one's own group, as the previous image 

with which they identified can no longer contribute to the positive aspects of being 

Chinese (Tajfel 1978, 1981 , Turner 1982). In the last sixty years since its establi shment 

in 1949, the People 's Republic of China (hereafter referred to as PRC), in an attempt to 

seek these changes, has worked towards restoring the nat ion' s internal social stabi lity, 

economic prosperity and world status. According to a retired Chinese gover11111ent 

official, Wu (2007) , China's fore ign relations policy has emphasised harmony since the 

earl y contacts with fore igners. "Harmony", as defined by Wu, means " that each 

different thing fe ll into its place in coordination with each other by getting rid of the 

differences, surplus, making up for what was lacking so that e\ferything was somethi ng 

of its own but in a unified and harmonious body" (Wu 2007 : 13). In this case, "harmony 

with differences" is the key direction in China's international relations (Wu 2007: 102). 

Through the presentation of the "Great Harmony" concept to the world in the opening 

ceremony of the Beijing Olympics, China particularl y stressed equality among people 

and countries and, more importantl y, its wish to become a member of the global 

community. The Beijing Olympics are described as a "coming-out party" of China (Cull 

2008: 122) that celebrated China' s reengagement with the world, and provided a chance 

to show the wor ld not only a modernising China nearing its 60th birthday, but also its 

history and cu lture. 
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Modernisation has been a primary development direction of the Chinese government 

since the late 1970s. However, as Chinese officials repeatedl y emphasise the 

construction of a modernised country with a specific Chinese pattern , that is, "social ism 

with Chinese characteri stics", the differences between China and the world are 

evidently st ill "psychologically salient" (Tajfel 1978:66) and moderni sation is 

seemingly st ill perceived by China as equivalent to instilling western knowledge and 

culture. Thus, what I term in thi s thesis as ' moderni sation with Chinese characteristics ' 

not only can be seen as harmonisation of Chinese and western differences, but agai n 

demonstrates China ' s needs for the West in rev iving and defining its place and identity 

in the current period. It is one of the aims of this thes is to explore what it means to be 

Chinese in relation to the wor ld today. 

1.1.2 The last 30 years: mod ernisation and the Beijing Olympics 

In achieving internal stability and econom ic prosperity, efforts have been made in the 

last sixty years in fields such as economy, language and culture in China. Zhou Enlai's4 

introduction and later on im plementation by Deng Xiaoping5 of the "Four 

Modernisations" of Agriculture, Industry, Defence and Science and Technology since 

the late 1970s have contributed significantl y to the growth and development of China. 

As 'moderni sation with Chinese characteristics' is currently China's primary goal, 

literature on modernisation helps to make sense of this process. 

Most modernisation theories posit a basic distinction between two forms of society: the 

' traditional' and the 'modern ' . Traditional society operates on traditional forms of 

behaviour and thinking, and modernisation, for so me modernisati on theorists such as 

'Zhou En lai "as the 11 rst Premier o f the People's Republic of China from October 1949 to January 1976. 
:<- Deng Xiaoping was a reformi sL leader of China who led Lhc country towards a market economy 
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Burawoy (1992), signifies a radical break with tradition and culture which are seen as 

obstacles to development. There are, however, at least two misconceptions about 

modernisation in most of the existing literature. First, the common beliefs held about 

modernisation preclude the relevance of traditions and the past in the making of a 

modern society. The general assumption of modernisation, as first initiated in Europe 

and America, is that differences at political, econom ic and social levels of societies will 

all be contained and the values of ancient civilisations must be relegated to the past. 

Modernity and traditions are seen as contradictory. Second, for a long time, 

modernisation seems synonymous with westernisation (Wittrock 1998). Modernisation 

discourse has been all along about enforcing the homogenisation of cultures along Euro

American lines (Dirlik 2002:20). 

More recent modernisation theories seek to accommodate different cultures of 

modern ity in which cultural traditions play a significant role. They do not see traditions 

as obstacles to development. Although modernity is a global condition, it only provides 

an idea to reach for and because of the cultural differences of societies, modernisation 

may assume different cultural forms (W ittrock 1998) resulting in the existence of 

"multiple modernities" in the world (Eisenstadt 2000:1) . According to Eisenstadt 

(2000: 1-2) who writes of the idea of"multiple modernities" : 

The actual developments in modernizing societies have refuted the homogenizing 

and hegemonic assumptions of this Western program of modernity (..) the ways in 

which these arenas were defined and organized varied greatly (..) giving rise to 

multiple institutional and ideological patterns (..) Such patterns were distinctively 

modern, though greatly influenced by specific cultural premises, traditions and 

historical experiences. 
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In modernisation or modernity, the past is in fact relevant. This idea of "multiple 

modernities" (Eisenstadt 2000: I ) indicates that each civilisation represents one long

standing set of cultural traditions (Wittrock 1998) which not only is relics of the past but 

also products of modernity that are empowered by its appropriation into modernity 

(Dirlik 2002). Past and traditions can therefore be invaluable resources for 

modernisation of a society, country and people's minds, and provide a basis on which a 

'localised' form of modernity develops. The modernising process itself is constantly 

shaped by a variety of cultural forms in distinct traditions, leading to the emergence of 

new ways of thinking. Following these modernisation theories , there is no such 

transition as tradition to modernity. Traditions continue in modernity as traditional 

cultures are constantly transformed and appropriated into the structure of modernisation 

(Li 1989). As modernisation is an ongoing process, it is even regarded as "a continuous 

historical process" (Li 1989:366). 

In informing the development directions and ' modern practices' of China, history has 

indeed played an important role (Barme 1999). Following Mao Zedong's6 calls for 

abandoning and destroying old traditions and cultures, China literall y became a cultural 

desert in the I 960s. In some cities, 95 to I 00% of historic and cultural relics were lost 

forever (Ryckmans 2008). Apart from the more obvious city names indicative of past 

dynasties and classical poems, Chi na is said to be retaining the spiritual presence of the 

past which it constantly studies and utilises to construct and maintain its present 

(Ryckmans 2008). As Ryckmans (2008) states, " ... the past which continues to animate 

Chinese li fe in so many striking, unexpected or subtle ways, seems to inhabit the people 

6 Mao Zedong was tht: firsl Chairman of the Peop le's Repub lic of China who led China to become a socia lst na1i o11 in 
1he early I 950s. 
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rather than the bricks and stones." In this regard, the past is still exe11ing its influence on 

the Chinese people. As Barme (2010) also recalls, 

Only days after the 1 October 2009 celebration of the sixtieth anniversary, the 

Chinese Premier, Wen Jiabao, paid a state visit to North Korea (. . .) he visited the 

memorial to the fallen members of the Chinese 'volunteer army ' that had fought 

alongside Soviet and Korean communist forces [in Pyongyang} during what is 

known in China as the 'War to Oppose American Aggression and Support Korea'. 

Among the war dead is Mao Anying #5J/1!R, the favoured son of Mao Zedong. 

After laying a wreath at Anying's tomb, Wen directly addressed a stone likeness of 

the dead soldier. He said: "Comrade Anying, J have come to see you on behalf of 

the people of the motherland. Our country is strong now and its people enjoy 

good fortune. You may rest in peace". Jl1JR/ff!,'&, tft(f;Jfflf!./lf!.A!i';JK3fif fl!{fr,0 

lfJ./lf!JJJJ(BJi X J, A Ji';$~ ) 0 (/Jfp:,fJJl/!J0 

Wen's visit and consolation to the son of Mao was interpreted by Barme (20 I 0) as a 

declaration of the success of ' Chinese revolution ' . The part of Chinese history that 

involves foreign invasions and humi liations in the eighteenth to the twentieth century 

still has its impacts on Chinese politics and society. According to Barme (I 999:269), 

1980s' and 1990s' China were influenced by the "wounded national pride" caused by 

these invasions and humiliations. What Wen's visit entails is the influence of history on 

China in the last sixty years as well as a release of the burden that history has created. 

The present China is seemingly constituted through the knowledge of the past which 

still has its 'psychological salience'. 
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At the personal level, trad itions and hi story a lso p lay a role in the construction of 

Chinese identity. Rofe l's (2007) study of young Chinese women's sense of self an d 

cosmopolitanism fits in wel l with the idea of reinvent ion of the past in maki ng sense of 

Chinese identity. Accord ing to Rafe l (2007: 11 1-1 12), cosmopol itani sm is a site fo r 

China's re-imagination of its pl ace in the world where Chinese knowledge about the 

country is reconstructed and negoti ated. For the young Chi nese women who are more 

self-centred and re- imagined the past as fi lled w ith constra in t, sac ri fice and depri vation 

(Rofel 2007: 124), thei r knowledge about China embod ies "cosmopolitani sm with 

Chinese characteri sti cs" (Rofel 2007: 11 2) (a term reminiscent of 'moderni sation with 

Chinese characteristics'), and their Chinese identity, as Rofel (2007) illustrates , is 

infl uenced by the globa l culture of consumption by which they imagine themselves to 

have become a part of the world . 

This "cosmopol itan Ch inese identity" (Rafe l 2007: 118), as Rafel (2007:3) states, is 

characterised by various "desires" which she defines as "a wide range of asp irati ons, 

needs and longings". For the young women, the ir des ires and their 'cosmopol itan self 

are defined by the ir desires of food, sex, fashi on and language (Rafel 2007: 120). They 

prefer western restaurants , and fashi onab le cloth ing wi th English-l anguage labels which 

are the symbo ls of global consumerism, and are a lso more open about d iscussing sex. 

The women's 'self defined by these des ires , which were deemed inappropriate in 

Chinese culture, emerges from their reinvention of Chi na's social ist past and distances 

the 'Ch inese self from them (Rafel 2007: 123). From Rofe l's (2007: 112) study, it can be 

seen that people in China "domesticate cosmopo litani sm" tlu·ough re inventing tl1e past. 

They re -imagined them se lves as transcending the ir country and became a tru ly 

globalised subj ect (Rofel 2007: 128). The cultural encounters with the West have led the 

young women. and by extension, young generation. to re-imagine their place in the 
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world and their being as global citizens . Their desires have led to the development of 

their cosmopolitan identity constructed partly on the basis of history. Modern 

development such as identity formation does not mean a total transformation of 

traditions and cul ture into something ' new' . It, on the contrary, invo lves manifestations 

of the past. 

While Barme interprets the changes in China by focusing on the ' revolution' aspect, 

other China studies scholars have emphasised the rhetoric of ' reform ' (such as those in 

Daedalus 1993). ' Revolution ' enta ils a reclamation and revival of the past, while 

' reform ' foc uses on changing the present for a better fu ture. Regardless of the 

perspectives taken in approaching China's modern development, it is conceivable that 

China is simultaneously reconstructing the past, creating the present and projecting into 

the future. The idea of " multiple modernities" (Eisenstadt 2000: 1) has forced a 

rethinking of the relationship between Chinese culture and modernity which 

increasingly provides the grounds for thinking about the past, the present and the future. 

Chinese modernity is like other modernities, but it is inconceivable without reference to 

its local manifestations. The Beijing Olympics present a very contemporary example of 

what constitutes ' modernisation with Chinese characteristics ' or "Chinese 

Cosmopolitanism" (Rofel 2007). 

Olympic diplomacy has played a key role in Chinese foreign poli cy since 1952, the first 

parti cipation in the Olympics as 'The People ' s Republ ic of China' (Brownell 2008). 

Before China won the bid to host the 2008 Olympics in 2002, China lost the bid to 

Sydney who hosted the 2000 Olympics. The Beijing Ol ympics were tied to an important 

national historical narrative in China. As for other previous Olympics host countries, the 

Olympic Games served as a channel to show the globe the country' s strength and 
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confidence. They provided an occasion when China could "tell the world a story about 

itself' (Barme 2009:64) and obtain the "seal of approval" and global acceptance _just as 

Japan and Korea had obtained at the Tokyo Olympics in 1964 and Seoul Olympics in 

1988 (Haugen 200846). 

By bringing forth China' s gradual development, and showcasing cultural quality 

(Collins 2008), the Beijing Olympics presented to the world the blending of ancient 

culture with images of modern China. Like the other two previous Asian host nations, 

China made use of "the East-West dichotomy" (Collins 2008: 185) in the bid. It 

presented its modern hybridity - the co-existence of modern development with ancient 

cultural traditions - as a means to demonstrate that modernisation does not equal 

westernisation. As stated in the manual for Beijing Olympics vo lunteers, the Beijing 

Olympic Games were a perfect occasion to ful ly display China's '5000 year history ' 

and its ' resplendent' culture. In the special edition of Renmin Ribao (People's Daily) 

released after the opening ceremony, there were articles with headings such as: "Let 

China be proud, Let the World be shocked " ("iJ:cp OO~JH!J i-J:t!:t-31'- *tf~") (Chen and Li 

2008), and "Let the World see the dream of Chinese people" ("·~J:1::t!:t-31'-~fU<=l0 [;fil )\.[11 

~~cl:! ") (Li and Chen 2008) . The Olympics was said to belong to the Olympics, to the 

Chinese, and to people of the world. As Price (2008:5) states, " ... the Games were a 

historical mandate, pari of the country ' s (China's) birthright and part of what it was 

owed for its decades of decay and loss of face in the world" . 

The Ol ympics were framed within Ch inese culture in order to demonstrate how Chinese 

culture and Ol ympic ideals shared some commonalities, thereby legitimi sing China as a 

host of the world ' s event. For instance. the volunteering spirit of the Olympics was 

related to the concept of ' charity' in Taoism and Buddhism, and to Confucian ideas of 
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"benevolence loves Others" and social obligations " to love people" (BOCOG7 2007: 19-

20). Volunteerism was also further related to the practice of volunteering in communist 

China as advocated by the 'four generations' of leaders: Mao Zedong's calls in 1963 of 

learning from comrade Lei Feng to serve the people; Deng Xiaoping in 198 1 who 

started a volunteer campaign to plant trees; Jiang Zemin in 1997 who encouraged young 

vo lunteers program; and Hu Jintao in 2005 approved the program of"College 

Graduates Voluntaril y Serve the West8
" which was aimed to facilitate the economi c and 

social development of the west of China (BOCOG 2007:21-23). 

In many ways, China ' localised' the Games to make them a Chinese and yet globalised 

event. This was reflected in the Beijing Olympics emblem 9, medal 10
, mascot 11 and 

venue (near Tianairn1en Square), and the sinicisation of trivial matters. For instance, the 

choice of2008/8/8 8.08pm as the starting date and time of Beijing Ol ympics was 

influenced by the idea that the number eight is a lucky number which denotes riclrness 

(Brownell 2008). Named as "Chinese Seal, Dancing Beijing", the Beijing Olympics 

emblem is said to be "engraved with commitment made to the Ol ympic Movement by a 

co untry that has 56 ethnic groups and a population of 1.3 billion" (BOCOG 2007). In 

line with the "harmony" (Wu 2007: 102) doctrine of fo reign policy, the Garnes were 

hoped to full y express the common aspiration of the Chinese people to jointly seek 

peace, common development and common progress together with the peoples of the 

7 
BOCOG is the abbreviation of The Beijing Organizing Committee/or the Olympic Games. 

8 In lh is case, 'lhc West' refers to the western part of China. 
9 

The emblem brought forth Beijing's gradual development and was a symbol of trust and an express ion of self 
confi dence of Beijing. Through the emblem, Chi na wished to show that i t was opening its arms to welcome the rest 
of the world. 
" The medals of the Beijing Olympics were made of gold and jade that symbolised nobility and traditional Chinese 
virtues of ethics and honour. They were said to be a harmonious comb inat ion of the Chinese cu lture with Olympism, 
serving as a vehicle to spread lhe Olympic Sp iri t and the concepts of the Beij ing Games, as well as to showcase 
Chinese cu lture and arts (BOCOG 2007). 
11 

The mascots of lhe Beijing Olympics were fi ve 'Fuwa' ('K ids of Blessings'), designed to express the playfu l 
qual it ies of fi ve li tt le chi ldren. They embodied the natural characteri stics of four of China's most popular animals -
the fish , the panda, the T ibetan antelope, the swallow - and the Olympic Flame. Their colours were inspired by the 
Five O lympic Ri ngs, g rand terr itory, mountain and waters of China. They were said to bring good wishes from China 
to the world (BOCOG 2007:86). 
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world (BOCOG 2007:80). The "One World, One Dream" theme 12 was intended to 

project a benign and harmony-seeking China emerging as a powerful yet positive global 

force (Haugen 2008: 135). Wl1en globalisation brings "families" of the " global village" 

closer, Chi na wishes to be a part of the Chinese people as well as of the world (Wu 

2007:5). 

As the Beijing Olympics show, in seeking to be identified as a group member on the 

world stage sharing the same modern attributes (Tajfel 1978), China sti ll intends to 

showcase Chinese identity and culture and maintain its group differentiation. In thi s 

increasingly globalised world, it makes effort in establishing, conso li dating and 

promoting the 'Ch inese characteristics ' identifiable to the outside world. As recent 

evidence suggests , Confucian ideals and the Chinese language known as Putonghua 

(' -'/;ff:@.§E') are two of these 'Chinese characteristics' promoted both inside and outside 

China. This research focuses on Engli sh and Putonghua within and outside China as the 

two languages are central to the making of Chinese identity. 

1.2. Image of Chinese national identity 

China is a linguistica lly heterogeneous country. Official statistics sl1ow that the 56 

ethnic groups speaking 130 languages (Zhou 2009) are scattered in five autonomous 

regions and other provinces that cover more than half of the total area of the country. 

Among the Han Chinese, eight groups of Han dialects or Chinese varieties are also 

spoken. Although only about 5.6% of China' s population speaks minority languages, 

this population st ill numbers about 60 million (Feng 2005). Despite thi s diversity, the 

12 The two parallel ··Ones .. and "Worl d .. and "Dream .. are meaningfully connected. The slogan in Chinese translates 
"one·· into .. tong yi·· (same. onef. highlighting the theme of--A ll the people belong to the same world : All the people 
seek the same dream ... (BOCOG 2007:83). 
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country is always presented to the world as a homogenous nation and, as Wasserstrom 

(20 10) states, focus is always drawn to Chinese national matters in foreign relations 

which has concealed the diversity within China. 

China's linguistic and ethnic diversity has been considered a hindrance to the promotion 

of national cohes ion which is perceived as essential for moderni sation. For this reason, 

the Ch inese government has worked towards national unity through (revival and) 

promotion of Confucian ideals and decades of language standardisation. As Ager 

(2005:31) illustrates, language policies are about cultural preferences and informed by 

the self-image planners have of themselves and of how they want others to see them. In 

this regard, Confucian ideals and standard Putonghua are promoted to construct and 

maintain the positive internal and external image of 'being Chinese' as one and not being 

multifaceted. The next section aims to discuss this image planning within and outside 

China which suggests how Chinese identity is expected to be recei ved and perceived. 

1.2.1 National unity (within China) 

The internal and external cultural and identity tensions in the last few decades have 

hindered the peaceful development of self-image among Chinese. China's territories 

were div ided up and controlled by warlords in the early twentieth century, and the 

1930s and 1940s also saw threats and attacks from the outside such as from Japan. 

During the Cultural Revolution in the late 1960s, Mao called for the abolition of old 

traditions, cultures, ideas and habits ('Destroy the "Four Olds'") (Orton 2009b:271), 

denounced Confucian ideals, and advocated the adoption of a new culture. In a society 

that emphasised the supremacy of family, traditional ideas including fi lial piety were 

much denounced and chi ldren were encouraged to rebel against their parents and elders 
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(Yue and Wakeman 1985, Zhang and Schwartz 1997), for they were considered as the 

cause of the fai lure of modernity. As a result of these internal and external instab ilities, 

what it means to be Chinese is sti ll an unsettled matter. 

In order to participate in the global community with a clearl y identifiable Chinese 

character, there have been emphases on a return to Confucianism to fi ll the modern 

"moral vacuum" 13 of China (Bell 2008 :9) as well as to counteract the influx of western 

values brought about by modernisation. For instance, courses on Confucianism are 

included in secondary and experimental school s and universities (Bell 2008) . 

Government support is manifested by the founding of the "Confucius Foundation" in 

1984 whose research on Confucianism is officially approved and funded by the 

government (China Confucius Foundation 20 l 0), and Communist Party officials in 

some provinces are assessed on the basis of Confucian values such as fil ial piety and 

family responsibili ty (Bell 2008:9). In the birthplace of Confucius, a plan to establish 

the "Confucius Culture University" has also been set in place. Above all, on 11 th 

January 2011 , a new Confucius bronze statue was built near the centre of Tiananmen 

Square right outside the National Historical Museum . The erection of this Confucius 

statue in a place of high political significance where scholarl y ideals were once attacked 

during the Cultural Revolution symbolises official recognition and attempts to revive 

Confucianism as a Chinese cultural icon 14 (Nanfang Dai ly 22 April 20 1 l ). 

As Bell (2008) demonstrates, attachment to Confucian values has increased during the 

period that China has modernised. At this time of socio-cultural and political changes, 

13 Mao ruled a China that was effectively closed off from the West. and instilled in the nation a sense of pride. 
something people felt they had lost as the result of Deng's open door policy (Banne 1999:258). To ·'rediscover Mao·· 
in a period of rapid change and social dislocation was for many an act of sci f-affirmation (Barm C 1999:320). Mao 
was representative of an age of certainty and confidence, of cultural and political unity. and of economic equality and 
national pride (Barme 1999:32 1). In modern China, as the initiator of the Cultu ral Revolution and class struggle 
against capitalism. Mao is a symbol ofa glorious and consolidated past, and no longer (or at least to a lesser extent) 
associated with the idea of commun ism. Mao's death in l 976 left an ideological vacuu m in China. 
14 After exactly 100 days. the statue was moved inside the Museum on the 201

h April 2011 
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the intersection of the identity vacuum and capitali st ideas has essentially changed 

Chinese society and restructured China's national character with some western 

influences (Tu I 993). Nevertheless, Confucianism is aimed to introduce a 'Chinese' 

dimension to the intersection. 

From the mid-nineteenth century, tremendous efforts were exerted, on the part of both 

the government and the general public, to revitalise and modernise the country, and 

language reform was taken as a necessary precondition for the uni ty of the country and 

moderni sation. These efforts include the simplification of writing system (Chen 

1999: 148) and large-scale lexical expansion to meet the needs for new terms in the 

growing fie lds of modern science and technology (Chen 1999:85). In exploring 'nation

ness' , Anderson ( I 99 I) demonstrates that a nation is an "imagined community", because 

the members "will never know most of their fellow-m embers, meet them, or even hear 

of them, yet in the minds of each li ves the image of their communion" (Anderso n 

1991 :6). Putonghua, which is still under standardisation, is promoted as the imaginary 

symbol of the Chinese whole in the current period . In promoting Putonghua as a 

representation of the image of the Chinese people, China has to conduct what Ager 

(2005) call s "image planning" through language planning. 

According to Ager (2005), to change the image of a language and to conduct image 

pla11J1ing successfu lly, the status of the language needs to be changed . Given the 

linguistic and ethnic diversity within China, the Chinese people must be made to believe 

and accept the image of their national identity before promoting it to the world. The 

promotion of Putonghua within China is achieved through two significant language 

ideologies: standard language ideology and mother tongue ideology. As illustrated 

below, these ideologies aim to guide Chinese people's perceptions and affiliations with 
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Putonghua. They are thus indicative of ' the' identity Chinese peopl e are expected to 

have developed and identified. The di scussion below focuses on the development of 

Putonghua in the PRC period. 

Standard language ideology 

Typical of other standard languages, Putonghua is more a socio-political ideo logy and 

discursive construction (Milroy 2001). Since the mid-nineteenth century, the key 

language reforms in China have included the standardisation of modern Chinese and 

promotion of Putonghua which were aimed to deal with a large number of mutually 

unintelligible dialects spoken in different regions of the country (Chen 1999). In the 

1950s,. more efforts were made to standardise the phonology, lexicon and grammar of 

modern Chinese which has been called Putonghua ('common speech') since 1955 15 

(Chen 1999). Government institutions, service sectors, transportation, army, mass media 

and schools at all levels gradually shifted to Putonghua as the medium of 

communication and training. In 1982, the Constitution of the People ' s Republic of 

China was revised to state that Putonghua was to be promoted across the country as the 

lingua franca. The language was to be used in media, government and all school s (Chen 

1999). 

Coming to the twenty-first century, national cohesion is still promoted thrnugh the 

promotion of standard Chinese as the official spoken language. In 2000, the legitimacy 

of Han Chinese and Putonghua was further consolidated through the introducti on of the 

"Law on the Standard Spoken and Written Chinese Language of the Peopl e's Republic 

of China "( «cp $ .A. l\i;!J:\;;fQ ~ III %:ifilffl i!8-W:$C¥$» ), the first specific law on 

15 Thi s standard variety was first named Guoyu ('national language') . 
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language in Ch ina (Ministry of Education 2000, National Language Working 

Committee 2009a). It reinstates that a common language will p rotect the country's and 

ethnic integrity and in turn enhance identification with the country and nati onality 

(Min istry of Education 2009). Education policy prescribes that schools have to use 

standard Chinese in classrooms and meetings, and Putonghua should be the primary or 

sole medium of instruction in all primary or secondary schools. Media presenters, 

t_eachers and government official s should reach the proficiency standard required by the 

government. In addition, Working Committees on Language ("i-B- -§-X-'f'. I 11=~ ff'!~") 

have been established in different cities across the country. They work to ensure the 

implementation of national language policies and promote language standardi sation. 

The Beijing Committee, for example, has recruited volunteers to be what is ca lled 

' language use admini strators' to patrol in public domains and promote standard 

language use to the public (Beijingshi yuyan wenji wang 2008). According to the 

Ministry of Educat ion, it was China's aims to have successfully popularised Putonghua 

at its first stage across the country by 2010 (Hao 2009, Ministry of Educati on 2009, 

Yuan 2009). 

In today ' s China, social programs and activities are held to promote and educate the 

public about ' correct ' use of Putonghua such as Putonghua competitions among civil 

servants, and debates and speaking contests (National Language Working Committee 

2009b). Inter-prov incial competitions such as poetry composing competitions (using 

' standard' language) , and standardised characters writing competitions (Zhej iang yuyan 

wenj i committee 20 I 0) are also organised . Each year, there is a nat ional ' Putonghua 

week ' across the country. Through singing performances and speaki ng contests, 

Putonghua is promoted in primary and secondary schools and uni versities (Ministry of 

Education 2009). Similar programs also take place in villages and minority regions, and 
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volunteer teachers are recruited in major cities to teach Putonghua in those regions. 

Minority languages, on the contrary, are not encouraged to be taught. 

The development of standard Chinese, both written and spoken forms , was said to start 

in 1949, the year of the founding of the PRC. In December 2009, an exhibition entit led 

"60 years of Chinese language development for New China" (my own translation) was 

held in Beijing. Along with a series of performances and writing and speaking contests, 

it exhibited the evol utionary processes of the language, governm ent decisions and law 

codifications at different periods, and also introduced the different ethnic languages. 

The standardisation of Chinese language is regarded as a form of modernisation of 

language which benefi ts the development of socialist culture and Chinese " rena issance" 

(National Language Working Committee 2010). After 60 years of standardi sation and 

promotion, China Daily (26 December 2004) reports that 53% of China's population 

can speak Putonghua, 68% know the pinyin system of romanisation and 95% of literates 

use standard Han characters. 

The institutional and social acceptance of Putonghua has resu lted in an ideology about 

standard language which overlays the etlmic and societal diversity within China. 

According to Dong and Blommaert (2009), monoglot ideo logi es such as standard 

language ideology are often dominant in the public debate on language and identity, 

policies as well as med ia and expe1t discourses. Standard language ideology appears to 

have produced forms of habitus and those who cannot live by the language habitus 

stand out from the rest (Dong and Blomrnaert 2009). According to Bourdieu ( 199 I: 14), 

a society comprises different "markets" or " field s" which determine the inteITelations 

between people by the di stribution of resources or capital" . Bourdieu ( 1991 ) 

distinguishes between economi c capital (for example, material wealth). symbolic capital 
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(for example, accumulated presti ge or honour), and cultural capital (for example, 

knowledge, skills and other cultu ra l acquisitions). These capitals have their va lues in 

different markets and can be converted into one another. In Bourdieu's ( 199 1 :70) terms, 

because of the symbolic power ascribed to a language through language law and its 

provision to the access of economic and symbolic capitals as constructed by the 

sanctions of lingui stic markets, the language can become a kind of "linguistic capital" 

and "habitus" which influences people 's behaviours and generates practices, perceptions 

and attitudes. In China, the discourses on homogeneity o ften revolve around the 

unquesti oned status of Putonghua (Dong and Blonunaert 2009). The standard language 

ideology in China can be seen as "habitus" that guides language choice and perceptions 

of legitimacy. 

A 'standard ' language is considered to be the norm, a variety of great presti ge, and a 

yardstick against which other varieties are measured (Milroy 200 I). The definiti on of 

'standard ' assumes that objects concerned (l anguage) are not unifo rm in nature but 

speakers living in standard language cul tures believe that their languages ex ist in 

standardi sed form s (Milroy 200 I). ln modern societi es Milroy refers to these beliefs as 

' standard language ideology', a particular set of beliefs about language. When 

standardi sation of language is not a universal concept, standard language ideology 

affects speakers ' perceptions of their languages and about language in genera l. 

China clearl y has what Milroy (2001:530) call s a "standard language culture" . 

Nativeness in Putonghua seems to correlate with the 'mainstream' Chinese identi ty or 

"offici al cul ture" (Barme 1999:20). As Train (2002) illustrates, the wider political and 

educational context of standardi sation has been characteri sed by an overt poli ticisation 

in offi cial di scourse, and the politi cisation of standards in tandem with a "covert 

depoliticization" (Train 2002:5). ' Standard ' implies the "measure of achievement", and 
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therefore refers to a va lue judgement of a product (Mi lroy 200 I :532). Through 

government legi slation and sett ing up of tests and language performance standards, 

education standards as well as standard languages are symbolically acknowledged. 

Within China, the use of 'standard' Putonghua in different formal fields including 

government, media and education is legitimi sing/pol iticis ing the variety as the 'standard' 

(McArthur 1999). The standard language ideology is an institutional ideology unifying 

people who speak different dialects for the good of the country. Decades of language 

reforms and implementations in schools have "depoliticised" and promoted standard 

Putonghua as a necessary and natural component of ' the' Chinese identity. By the 

general public gradually orienting their performance towards the standard, the standard 

language is "depo liti cised" and sits comfortably as the norm expected to be used by all , 

and furthermore, it becomes the identity marker of Ch inese people. 

In the discussion of standard language ideology, a closely related language ideology in 

China which stands out is the ideology about ' mother tongue ' . Despi te the highl y 

linguistically and culturally diverse population within China itself, Putonghua is 

promoted as the ' mother tongue ' of the Chinese people. 

Mother tongue ideo logy 

The ' mother tongue ' ideology, as is demonstrated below, also works to enhance 

national unity. In today ' s China, there does not seem to be any consensus on what 

mother tongue is. Many Ch inese scho lars (for examp le, those who study the impacts of 

English learning on cultural identification and the Chinese language) present very blurry 

definitions of mother tongue. Some use the term to refer broad ly to al l va rieties of 

Chinese spoken by the Han people, be it Putonghua or a dialect of the language. 
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Although ' mother tongue' is vaguely defined, it appears to be more of an ideology in 

China and associated with the concept o f the country as ' mother' . It is thus essential to 

illustrate the ' mother ' ideology first before ' mother tongue ' ideology. 

Sun (1995) wrote about the ' mother image' of China and how Chinese people have 

li ved in a society built upon a ' mother-children ' relationship where the Communist 

Party , and by implication, the country, has been commonly referred to as the ' mother' 

since the May Fourth Movement period in the early twentieth century. During the 

Chinese Civil War in the late 1930s to the earl y 1940s, the love for the ' country mother' 

was aro used among intellectuals during their times of imprisonment by the Chinese 

Nationali st Party known as ' Guomindang ' 16
. When these intellectuals and Party 

members were in prison, they wrote nostalgic poems and articles to their own biological 

mothers and the co untry. One of the well-known articles, "PJ ~ Ei<:J cp II " (" lovely 

China"), was composed in 1935 by a Communi st leader, "Jj";tflj'j( (Fang Zhimin) (Sun 

1995: 197-200). Fang refers directl y to China as the ' mother' who gave birth to him and 

raised him; and praises the ' mother' for 'her' provision of an ideal geographi cal location 

and climate (referred to as the body and body temperature) , and rich resources (referred 

to as the milk) 17
. 

As Sun ( 1995) states, the association of the country with mother was also influenced by 

the Chinese concept of the nature of biological mother and the tradition of ' fi lial piety' . 

' Mother' is imagined as someone who cares and makes sacrifices for her chil dren and 

16 Guomincl ang retreated to Ta iwan after being defeated by the Communist Party in the Civ il War. It is now one of 
the major poli tical parties in the Repub lic of China, which is known as Taiwan . 
17 Apart from these writings, many of wh ich are still propagated to the Chinese public today, some historica l 
incidents are also informative of the mot~er image of the country. Th e people 's hero, Lei Feng (a role model worker), 
was sai d to have composed lyrics: "Sing a song to the Party, the Party is my mother" Lei Feng is recognised and 
honoured as a people's hero for his devotion of his li fe to Mao, the Communist Party, and the country as a so ldier of 
the People's Liberation Army. He is a symbol of se lflessness and dedication. During the Ti ananmcn Square incident 
in 1989, students who starved as a fo rm of protest held the slogan: "Marna I am hungry, but I am unab le to eat!" (Sun 
1995: 12-1 3) 
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fami ly without asking for repayment (Sun 1995). This is di stinctively the Chinese 

version of a universal image. Motherly virtues and love, which are percei ved as 

so lutions to problems, are emphasised in Chinese society and are associated wi th the 

mother figure of China. According to Sun (1995: 160), the calls for the abolition of 

Confucianism during the May Fourth Movement were in fact a ca ll for the overthrow of 

' fatherly authority' which controlled the mothers and children. This explains the 

preference for ' mother' over ' father' in the choice of ' family fi gures' associated with 

the country. The co1mection between filial piety and nationali sm is illustrated by Fong 

(2004) who explores what she calls "filial nationali sm" among Chinese teenagers born 

under the one child policy. 

Fong (2004) interestingly shows that fulfilling one ' s duty for the nation is thought of as 

fulfilling one's filial duty for his/her parents. Although in Fong's (2004) study. 

teenagers did not consider China particularly admirable and complained about China' s 

" backwardness" , they excused it as a result of China's poverty and said that they owed 

it to their " motherland " to bring modernisation that would al leviate poverty, just as 

they had a duty to bring their parents out of poverty by gett ing hi gh-income wo rk, 

preferably abroad (Fong 2004 :644). Teenagers still professed a deep love for their 

country that was remini scent of the love they fe lt fo r their parents. They shared with 

the ir elders a powerful sense of nationalism based on the be li ef that they could no more 

cease to be " people of China" than they could cease to be their parents' children. As 

promoted by teachers in schools, they also often cited the popular slogan ' · Study hard to 

repay the motherland ' " (Haohao xuexi , baoxiao zuguo). 

Fong ·s study is illustrative of the connection between famil y and country in Chinese 

culture. If China is perceived as a famil y. thi s also very likely took root in the 
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significance of family in Confucian ideals where family Gia) is perceived as the basis of 

the state (guo), as refl ected in the doctrine: "put the fami ly in order and rule the state in 

peace" (Lin 2008:255). The well-being of famil y therefore has a direct positive impact 

on the state, and ' filial piety ' is regarded as the most important of all virtues (Lin 

2008:263). Chinese people have to be filial to their parents and fami ly in order to do 

good for the country. 

Up until today, China has still presented to its citizens as a lovable mother. To celebrate 

the 60th anniversary of the PRC, a Chinese website Youku (2009) held an activity named 

"/El#! tfjj_ljj_ljiltf il-!II'!II'Pif{lJ! "j;_ljj;_lj " 1[-1/iiff t!!J!IJ!tiEJ/liiffiJJ" 

(literal trans lation: Present to motherland mother - collection of videos of baby saying 

"mama ") from 8/9/2009 to 28/9/2009. It aimed to gather videos of babies up to two 

saying ' mama' fo r the production ofa memorable gift for the "motherl and mother" 18
. 

As the above discussion has shown, the ideology of ' motherland ' is associated with the 

ideology of ' mother tongue ' which has made Putonghua a language of inheritance. In 

China, a lot of people in fact do not speak Putonghua as their first language or the onl y 

language. 

18 Thi s is the descripti on of the activity: 

~ ~ oo~az a~Q3imoo~~ - 3i~•woo~~ - m-~oo~~- m-~~~~~ 
2009>¥ 10!'.l l l-1. ~lli OO !i~~60:i'11':EI , ~FJrff 't' 1f-J L_y_ JlJJtt,Hl'I El-=f , x·t'fti\2ici.ll. l'E!!z~~. lftl3i 
"li O~f/i;* iJL 1;<:itilffPf't'~ DV , ~li~tR ;/J L, =J'-;/JL. jjz fij1Jr_:;f_:;fc}f: i'!i OO "ir'.'k lifn!fi!iM~OO ~&Z i'l , 
~~~'.'k~~~~~. ~~~M~-~~~3i3i~~* · •~w.m~~ffili~re•~~-~~• 
~:;/(:,i( ! 

Baby sounds of nature are the most precious property. Its init ial weeping sound, its first laughter, first time saying 
mama .. 

Oe1ober I 2009 is motherland mother's60th birthday. ft is a day so longed/or by all China's sons and daughters. 
For you who loves motherland mother and loves your baby, you need to take out your DV, the digital camera, the 
handser .. to record the babbles of the baby calling mama, the sounds of nature; to share the baby's growth diary 
with trillion of net f riends; and to give motherland mother good luck, and laughs and happiness to eve,ybody! 
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Standard language ideology and mother tongue ideology are the ideo logies/habitus on 

which Chinese people live. The identity Chinese people are expected to have developed 

is somewhat impli ed in these two language ideo logies. It is also ' the' identity they are 

expected to bear in the encounter of anything foreign including English. On Chinese 

peop le, the impacts of the ideologies are examined in the case study of thi s research. 

1.2.2 Promotion of Chinese identity (Outside China) 

The promotion of Putonghua and Confucianism both inside and outside mainland China 

is a means by which the Chinese whole and the centralised idea of 'being Chinese' is 

constructed. The idealised nativeness of speaker of Putonghua assumes a direct "one-

nation-one-language-one-culture-one-self view" (Train 2002:3). Compared to 

Communism, by large a threat to the West which contributed to the distance between 

the West and China 19, Confucianism is deemed as a more acceptable symbol that people 

identify with and respect. The nationalist political stances have aimed to use 

Confucianism as a way of (re-)introducing the assumed 'essences' of Chinese identity, 

and make Confucianism an inspiring philosophical tradition for China and the rest of 

the world. 

Just as Germany and Italy have established respectively the Goethe Institute and Dante 

Alighieri Society to give their prominent cultural figures status and to create and project 

a favourable image to the world (Ager 2001, 2005), Confucius Institutes a.re fow1ded for 

a similar purpose. In 1987, The Office of Chinese Language Council Jnternalional, 

known as 'Ha.nban ·. was established. It serves to coordinate and implement Chinese 

language-related activities and projects such as the Chinese Proficiency Test for 

19 Communism had dominated Chinese society at dilTcrent times of Chinese histol)' such as during the Cold \Var in 
the 19-10s and I 950s. and Cultural Revo lu tion in the I 960s rcsulling in the second period of isolation and 
confrontation with the We-St mentioned before. 
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Foreigners (HSK), cultural exchanges and tours, and the establishment of Confucius 

Institutes which symbolically lines up Chinese culture wi th Confucianism20
. The 

institutes are considered a very high priority of the PRC government who provides 

financial support to the Institutes in the fo rm of joint venture21
. Confucius Institutes 

provide Chinese language teaching and teaching resources, train Chinese language 

teachers , and organise language and cultural exchange programs. Some inst itutes also 

work to reach out and introduce Chinese language and culture to the general public (The 

University of Adelaide 2010). As a fo rm of image planning (Ager 2005), the institutes 

are intended to foster a sense of familiarity with Chinese language and culture. 

On the Ministry of Education of China 's website, it is explicitly stated that the spread of 

Chinese is a means to enhance the country's soft power (Ministry of Education 2009) 

on the wor ld stage. In 2007, the Chinese Premier Hu Jintao said at the I ?'h Commw1ist 

Party Congress: "Culture has become a more and more important source of national 

cohesion and creativity and a factor of growing significance in the competition in 

overall national strength" (Dawson 20 I 0). Since the first Confucius Institute was 

estab li shed in Korea in 2004, up until October 2010, 322 Confucius Institutes and 369 

Confuci us Classrooms have been built in over 96 countries and regions (Hanban 20 13); 

161 HSK are being implemented in 37 countries and regions with accumulated 400,000 

candidates; 20,000 Chinese teachers for 40 countries have been trained; and 2740 

teacher vol unteers have been sent to I 09 countri es (Ministry of Education 2009). The 

Chinese government aims to increase the number of Confucius Institutes and 

20 The aims of a Confucius Institute, as set out on the vvebsite of Han ban (20 13), are to adapt to people's need to learn 
Chinese language around the world, enhance people's understanding of Chinese language and cu lture, strengthen 
cultural and educational exchanges between China and the world, develop friend!y relations bet\veen Ch ina and 
foreign countries, promote world multi -cultural development and build a harmonious world. 
21 The Confucius Institutes project is a part of the "i>( i'!Hi'f" i-t:lctJ ("Chinese Bridge" project) approved by the 
Chinese government in 2004 as the first systematic plan ever on promoting Chinese language. The ··Chinese Bridge" 
project includes other series of sub-projecls such as vo lunteer teachers project, joint publications of Chinese teaching 
materials between Chinese and overseas publishers, training programs for overseas Chinese teachers and HSK 
implementation (Xinhuanet 2005). 
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classrooms to 1,000 by 2020 (Dawson 20 10). 

From the above discuss ion, it can be seen that the Chinese identity characterised by 

Confucian ideals and Putonghua is being constructed and promoted both wi thin Ch ina 

and overseas. 

1.3 Mea nin gs of keywords associated with China and th e world 

This research focuses on language use and hence, it is approached from a sociolinguistic 

perspective. Referring to words that are valued by particular societies and cultures, 

Williams (1985) first coined the term ' keywords' . In Chinese, there are some keywords 

which are significant for understanding Chinese perceptions of Engli sh and Chinese 

identity. This section discusses the meanings of these keywords whi ch can be found 

across the People's Daily data used in the case study of this thesis. The methodology 

used to derive these keywords is discussed in Chapter Tlu·ee. Before the analysis 

presented in Chapter Four, it is necessary to define these keywords as they reveal ( l ) 

China's perceptions of itself in relation to the world and (2) Chinese in relation to the 

Chinese who le, contextualising fu11her the cun ent research. 

1.3.1 China in relati on to th e World 

The keywords revealing Chinese perceptions of its relations with the world include 

•friends·. ' Great Wall' and ' the world '. 
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I .3.1.1 Friends 

In the Beijing Olympics opening ceremony, 3,000 actors dressed as Confucius disciples 

chanted recitations of the sayi ngs of Confucius such as " to have friends coming from 

afar: is this not a de light?" (you peng zi yuanfang lai, bu yi le hu lfjj!j fl i&P 3/f, :f'jt), 

ffi3F-? ) (Barme 2009:76)22_ In People's Daily, ' friend' or ' friendship ' is a keyword that 

describes the relationships between Chinese and fore igners. Accord in g to Ye 

(2004:225), ' friend ' (' pengyou ') for Chinese is not a social category but only a "vague 

catego ry which says little about the nature of the relationship" . It simply refers to the 

relationship between people who are "the opposite of enemy" and who share little 

"common ground" (ibid.) . On personal communication, Ye (2011 , pers. comm., 30 June) 

mentions that in add ition to being a vague category, ' friend ' (' pengyou') is in fact 

polysemous having another meaning of 'a close friend'. 

Ye (2004) illustrates the distinction between 'shengren' ('strang~r') and ' shuren ' ('old 

acquai ntance') and 'zij iren' (' insider' ) and ' wai ren' ('outsider ') that Chinese makes. In 

contrast to ' pengyou', only these catego ries make ex plicit the nature of friendship and 

social relationships. In particular, the distinction between ' insider' and ' outsider' is 

made along a continuum of"far" ("distant") and "close" ("intimate"). Whether a person 

is "fa r" or "close" does not depend so lely on familia l relations. He or she can be a 

'zijiren ' (' insider') simply ifhe or she is ' shu ' ('well known' ). In terms of the 

Confucian ideal of friendship , Lu (20 10:23 8) argues that for Confucius, friendship is a 

relationship based on mutual communication, understanding, recognition and mutual 

trust. Friends also learn from each other, share achievement and discuss and exchange 

info rmation. 

22 See Barrne (2009) for an insightful scene-by-scene analysis of the opening ceremony. 
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As wi ll be shown in the case study, in "American touri st" 23
, for example. what ' friend s· 

or ' fri endship ' means is that Chinese and Americans now have understand ing of each 

other's language and culture, and from the wider socio-cu ltw-al and political context, 

their relationship as friends are equal sharing common interests. 

1.3.1.2 Great Wa ll and Shanhaiguan 

' Great Wall' is one of the prominent references to Chinese culture in People's Daily, 

including "Li Yang"24
: 

" " i!E :/ t )fCJJ-JIJ. -If: :JJJ _t , ft!J ffJ iJ!i iff- iJ I@! rf1 fJll A ~ M $-¥'$'ft !ffJ IJffJ: " f;IJ;ff!l' f/iJf!ldf: 
J;J, f/j:J?fitj'f!;f/J.lf ! " 

"On the Great Wall in Beijing, he led the officers of the People 's Liberation Army to 
use English lo shout: "casl steel wall, and safeguard world peace''"' 

To defend Ch ina agai nst attacks from the outside, the construction of the Great Wall 

started in the fo urteenth century and continued through different dynasties. The 

inclusion of the Great Wal l in People 's Daily signifies the eternal integrity and national 

unity of Chinese. While China is opening up, the Great Wall has then become a cu ltura l 

heritage that emphas ises the etlrni c strength of Chinese. 

The reference to Shanhaiguan, whi ch is actua lly a part of the Great Wall built in the 

Ming dynasty, is used in the People 's Daily data with a hi gh frequency. The war 

between Ch ina and the ' Eight-Nation Alliance· in 1900 mentioned previously began in 

ShanJ1aiguan. In "American tourist° ', the American touri sts are situated constant ly in 

23 ··American tourist" refers 10 an art icle extract from People 's Daily presented and analysed in Chap1er Four. 
24 --u Yang·· refers 10 an article extract from People ·s Daily prcsen1ed and analysed in Chapter Four. 
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"Shanhaiguan" wh ich conveys significant symbolic ideologies about the relations 

between China and the outside world. 

1.3.1.3 'The world' 

One interesting way China makes sense of its place in the global community concerns 

the ways in which it is positioned in relation to "the world" (" tt!:Jn!."). As the words that 

recur with ' the world ' show, ' the world' is divided into the world inclusive of China 

and the world exclusive of China. China can shift between positioning itself as a part or 

outside of the world depending on the discourse content. The fo llowing excerpts from 

the selected People's Daily articles are examples of the world that excludes China: 

1. ~~. ftillll~~~¾~ffi*~- ~$~~~~AA~. •~~+*~$I 
3 ~ • 1MrHr-J )di'J1i ~ ~ tH:,, $ , )J'f AA #Ji.d~ , (i:,J ttt Jn!. ii )J',fli -=f ~ ~ 1K 7J x 
nJJ , J=!'H~~:19:!M.;;J\.:JJ¾JlfJ . Jt7l¾ " ttWli " r111:E. 

In fact , we are not mad about English itself As a drealJ! of the Chinese People 
for over a hundred year, Olympic Games have finally arrived at the China's 
ancient capital. The passionate people long for opening their hearts and 
releasing their passion, show to the world Eastern civilisation of five 
millenniums, and welcome the guests and friends from all over the world with 
smiles. This is where the ''fever " comes from. ("Power of communication" 25) 

2. · · · tEttt !J'i'-~ .z; ~r!HIJ :k *TT-&~ X:.f!J ~ ~ x 1-t±-i1V11 ~ ,e,,, it ffif!Efi' ~ 1311 x 
ft, il c1:i ~I /Jx./9 tt!:Jn!. (i:,J ii.~h°KW1:.f1Jf.r/1i (:r-J;J; fill ······ 

.. to set up Chinese language and cultural training centres in world-famous 
cities and universities to promote Chinese culture, making China a paradise of 
travel and residence desired by the world ... ... ("Li Yang") 

3. tE~OO~~tE-~~~~tttJn!. , ~~~~~ ~AB~-*~$ . ~OOA* 
tttt!:Jn!., lciJAt-t:E'71~Ttt!:Jn!.xt~~~* tt. 

In France and throughout Europe and the world, more Chinese people have 
been 'going out ', Chinese people are concerned about the world, but at the same 
time also attract world ~ttention on China. ("River"26

) 

25 "Power of Communication" refers to an article extract from People's Daily presented and ana lysed in Chapter Four. 
26 " River" refers to an art icle extract from People's Daily pre~ented and analysed in Chapter Four. 
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1. ~w~~~$~7M~~ - ~~m~~~~TTM~~b~~mw. 

The world needs to understand more about China, China needs lo open up more 
and 'il'alk 101 vards ' the world ("Chinese fever"27

) 

As shown in the above examples. ' the world' exclusive of China tends to be di scussed 

around the issues of understanding China, promoting Chinese language and culture, and 

arotmd the need of China opening up and learning from others. 'The world ' is regarded 

as a place where China still needs to find its place. 

The following aJe exan1ples where ' the wor ld ' includes China: 

1. ~i1i~~f%l<tEtiiJOO _t~~ la $1, fl{} _r_Jf~& :h * 13 ili31'--lr±ilirfJim'~:itHri..J~M. 

As the boat started slowly in the river, ii began to explain to the tourists ji-om 
around the world ("River") 

2. g~j[-00$:~~i'.HrB<:!t'i&:~, Jti/ixrfJi%i.i§ , v,_Jj;(f);$J:t , ~-1Jd:i*f 7 ~ 
~~~~ili31'-A~i'fJ~A~~. ~~A~rfJ~~~Fl. 

The kind and happy smiles of these volunteers, sincere words, serious attitude, 
once again symbolise rhe belonging of this great party lo people of the whole 
world as well as a communal fes ti val of all human beings. ("We are also 
ready 1 ''

28
) 

·The world. that includes China is more neutral and general and is used with issues 

relating to international cooperation. In this case study of People's Daily. the ·world. is 

al,Yays assoc iated with global-ness and internationalisation such as ·global economy' 

and •international society · . 

\\ bile the \\Wld is referred to ,,ith a more limited set of words. for exan1ple. 

·foreigners ·. ·the West'. ·western culture·. differing ways to refer to China can be found: 

--Chinese fe, er"' refers lO an artic le extract from People ·s Daily presented and anal~ sed in Chapter Four. 
:s .. We are also re-ad)! .. refers to an anicle extract from People 's Daily presented and anaJysed in Chapter Four. 
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' the Chinese people', 'Hua-xia ethnicity', ' the East ', ' the voice of the East' , ' eastern 

civili sation ' and ' Chinese culture' . Below is one example: 

~fi*~~m, ~~*~~~-@~¾*~~fil~~~~~~-

The pronunciation may not be standard, and expression may not be smooth - - but this 
is the voice of the East to the world. ("River") 

As Wierzbicka (1997: I 60) notes, the world might be "abstract social and political 

entities which come to replace the emotional security ( .. .)" In the case of Ch ina, the 

double meanings of ' the world ' are revealing of the complexity of the issue of Chinese 

identity as defined in relation to China as a part of the 'world ', and in relation to the 

outside ' world ' . In line with Ye 's (2004) ideas mentioned previously, the world 

therefore is ' not so fa r and not so close'. 

1.3.2 Chinese in relation to the Chinese people 

The keywords revealing of the perceptions of Chinese in relation to the Chinese whole 

include ' motherland ', ' the Chinese people', ' children ' and ' passion'. 

l.3.2.1 Motherland, hometown and waidi ('outside' place) 

As Wierzbicka (1997) demonstrates in her illustration of ' Homeland ' and 'Fatherland ' 

in German, Russian and Poli sh, the words denoting a native cow1try provide valuable 

insights into the country's history and culture. The use of ' motherland ', as discussed 

previously, evokes the love and spirit the detained party members and intellectuals 

created co mobilise the people to protect and serve the country as an obligation. What is 

unique about the term ' motherland ' in the Chinese context is the underlying ideology of 

indebtedness and total submission to parents which adds to the term a moral and ethical 
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di mension. One is said to owe everything to parents, and obeying parents means 

obeying the country. 

In contrast to the motherland with whi ch one identifies his/her national identity, 

hometown is more associated with childhood, the roots of life, family and ancestors, 

and a local place. There is a very strong bond between people from the same holll etown 

where everyone is bonded like relatives. According to Lin (2008: 198), there is an idea 

in Chinese society ca lled ' provincialism' (t'unghsiang kua1rnien), that is , " the idea of 

being from the san1e village or same district, then everything comes within the district" . 

Ye ' s (2004) illustration of 'wai ren' ('insider') and 'waidi ' ('outsider/other-pl ace') as 

previously discussed emerged from this attachment fo r the land regarded as hometown. 

As Ye (2004) mentions, psychological affinity with people li ving in the same place 

whom one regards as 'zijiren' (' insider ') is predetermined by some shared traits such as 

blood or place rel ations and is often stable, deeply-rooted, and resistant to change. In hi s 

recent work on Chinese English, Xu (20 11 ) also illustrates the significance of 'ancestra l 

hometown' discourse in the discourse patterns of Chinese English. Questions about a 

person ' s hometown are among the first questions asked in first encounters between 

Chi nese people. 

As will be shown in "Changing sound of the hometown" 29
. the distinction between 

·hometown· and ' away from home' is made. In 'waidi · ('outs ider/other-place ') (Chen 

2003). non-local people usually feel they are ' wairen' ('outsider· ) even though they 

share the same ·Illotherland ' . Unlike 'motherland ' . hollletown does not refer to the 

nation. but the local place and relatives li ving in the san1e local place. 'Wairen· frolll 

'waidi' comes from the same motherland, but not necessarily from the same ·home·. 

:
9 

.. Changing sound of the hometown .. re fers to an article extract from People ·s Daily presented and analysed in 
Chapter Fou r. 
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1.3.2.2 The Chinese people (Zhonghua minzu i:j:t:$~~) 

'The Chinese people' is also a keyword . In the opening ceremony of the Beij ing 

Ol ympi cs, the presentation of sundi al (ri gui El~), the fo ur great inventions, the ideal of 

' harmony', the image of the Great Wall emblematic of China 's ethnic unity today, and 

the achievements of the dynasties of 'Tang-Song-Yuan-Ming-Qing' were presented as 

"one neat and continuous age" (Banne 2009: 82) to create an image of ' a Chinese 

people' . As some scholars (for example, Donald 2005, Feng 2006) show, Chinese 

media tend to recuperate all minority groups into a wider national narrative through the 

term ' a/the Chinese people ' , which is a term inclusive of all the 56 ethnic groups, 

potenti ally covers up the internal linguistic and cultural diversity and portrays a unified 

and strong Chinese identity. 

1.3.2.3 Children, students, and elderly 

The young generation as well as elderl y are fo und to be prominent characte rs in 

People's Daily. In China, traditional images of children are "brave, active, happy, j ust 

and hard-working" (Donald 2004:46). The figures of children evoke the ideas of the 

present and the future, represent successors of the nation ' s future and mobili se the 

emotion of adults, serving as affecti ve engagement (Farquhar 1999) . According to 

Donald (2005 :2 1 ), young children and older people in China are connected through the 

warmth of fee ling, which she calls 'ganging' , to construct the ties between different 

generations and between the past, present and the future. This was especially so in the 

1980s and 1990s when the society was flooded with ideas of individual achievement 

and goals of money-making. Warmth of fee ling is to maintain cultura l memories in the 
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face of globa li sat ion, and to take the past into the present where the past and the present 

are made not so di ffe ren t. 

Usi ng elderly peop le in People 's Daily is important because they signify the past hi story 

of China through which Chinese people make sense of their identity and relations with 

the world nowadays. As portrayed in "Power of Communi cation", the passion and 

hospitality of the elderly and children lead them to use Engli sh to greet forei gners. 

Passion and hospitality then constitute the threads of fee ling that connect the ol der 

generation and chi ldren which in turn reflect national unity. As Donald (2005:44) states, 

"wi thout ganqin g, there can be no bel ievable communi cati on between the old and the 

yo ung". The mention of ancient people in Chinese hi story in People 's Daily articl es 

presumably serves the same function of cormecting the past and the present. 

Under the increasing influence of consumerism and internationali sation , children are 

also utili sed to resolve identity issues (Donald 2005:49). Ch inese children and students 

now assw11 e a Ch inese national as well as an internat ional/cosmopolitan identity 

(Donald 2004) as depicted in "American tourist" . They preserve their Chinese identity 

wi th their efforts in introducing and promoting Chinese culture to the Americans, but 

are also capable of communicating with foreigners in English. In People 's Daily, young 

Chinese such as high school and university studen ts are always portrayed as model 

citizens of the new century. They are active agents of change who bri ng hopes fo r the 

future (as indicated in "New Generation" 30
, "Li Yang", "Mike" and "Power of 

communicat ion"). The fi ve ' Fuwa' (fi ve "Kids of Blessings") as the mascots of the 

Beijing Olympics discussed previous ly also utili sed the sym bolic meanings of youn g 

children in China. 

30 
.. Ne\\ Generation .. refers to an an icle extract from People's Daily presented and analysed in Chapter Four. 
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1.3.2.4 Emotion and Passion 

In People's Daily, emotive language is heavily used to engage people to learn Engli sh. 

Emotion in Chinese culture is generated in social interdependence fo rmed by Chinese 

fam ily and society which has profo und influence on its members (Li 2002). According 

to Pye (1968), Ch inese sought to associate strong emotionalism and effecti veness in 

action and believe that people need to be "stirred to passion" to succeed (Pye 1968:82). 

The function of emotion, in particular, passion, is to stir up nationalism (Pye 1968:70) 

and entice people to act. During his rule, Mao Zedong was very capable of connecting 

passion and politics and stirring emotional engagement of the masses which was 

necessary for the continuation of the revolution (Perry 2002). For example, "emoti onal 

rais ing" (tigao qingxu) was a key campaign at times of war between the Communi st 

Party and Guomindang when handbooks were even issued to detail the steps in 

mobilising emotion for the revolution (Perry 2002: 11 2) . 

In the context of this sociolingui st ic (rather than political) study of keywords , passion 

can be seen as a means to promote national togetherness. In revolutionary campaigns 

and "mobi lization meeting" (Chen 1986 : 186), shouting slogans which tended to be brief 

and easy was a means to stir emotional excitement (Chen 1986). ln " Li Yang", as is 

demonstrated in Chapter Four, students have been led to ' shout out crazily' in English 

thei r love for the motherland and party, and their purpose of learning English to protect 

the country. Thi s can be seen as a way to arouse their eagerness and passion. 
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1.4 Co ncluding remarks 

This first chapter of the thesis has established the rationale and the contextual 

background for the research question on Chinese identity. In order to do so, it has 

looked at the international relations and current developmental strategies of China, the 

Beijing Olympics as a window to current China, Chinese concepts of their country, 

identity and language, as well as discussed Confucianism and Putonghua as 

representation of Chinese identity today. Thi s chapter has also illustrated the meanings 

of the keywords significant for the study of official Chinese discourses about English 

and the outside world . As a key milestone in China's pursuit of prosperi ty through 

international openness and engagement, the Beijing Olympics have helped define 

China' s national identity in the global community as the unique embodiment of a 

timeless national culture replete with modern attributes. As the quote at the beginning of 

the chapter shows, the development direction of today's Ch ina is in short gaining and 

strengthening national strength on the world stage by (re-)claiming its past upon which 

a new glorious history of the new century can be built. 

The emphasis on showcasing traditional Chinese culture has presented a starting point 

for the evaluat ion and indeed inquiry into Chinese identi ty. As evidenced by political 

and social unrest, calls for abandonment of traditions, and now reclamation of the 

glorious past and desire to introduce Chinese culture to the world, there seems to be an 

ambiguity about the past, and Chinese cultural identification is still an unresolved issue. 

As Haugen (2008:146) also states as a conclusion to the study of Chinese discourses 

about the Beijing Olympics. Chinese leaders have attempted to fill the .. ideological 

vacuum .. in the post-Mao era by reviving the Chinese nationalist spirit. One attempt. as 

discussed in this chapter. is the restoration of Confucianism and continuous promotion 
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of Putonghua. Various economic, political and psychological fo rces help to explain why 

these ' Chinese elements' are revived . 

Facing the ex istence of moral and ideological vacuum and in the face of modernisation 

and its associated ideas, languages, and cultures, the direction of 'modernisation with 

Chinese characteri stics' illustrates that the issue scholars need to be concerned about is 

not so much the history of China, but the Chinese ways of seeing the past in the 

construction of a modern identity. According to Fi shman (1972), as the ethnocultural 

characteristics promoted are not always the reality of all the population or the elements 

of the past are not readily available in the everyday li fe of the people, language is often 

used as a symbol of national identity and as the instrument to promote the 

di stinctiveness of the group. Thi s chapter, however, has demonstrated that while 

Putonghua is promoted overseas as the identi ty and cultural marker of Chinese people, 

it is still being learnt and promoted by Chinese people themselves on the mainland. To 

both Chinese and non-Chinese, 'Chinese identity' can be seen as._ imaginary. For thi s 

reason, instead of rel ying on any ex isting conceptualisations of Chinese identity, thi s 

study investigates what is meant by 'being Chinese' nowadays including both the 

institutional and popular views of Chinese identity. Given the scope of thi s thesis, the 

language component of Chinese identity is the maj or focus of the present research. 

The historical ex periences of China, as this chapter has also shown, are necessary fo r 

the understanding of China 's international relations and current development of which 

the popularisati on and domestication of English as well as Putonghua is a part. In order 

to contextuali se further the current research on English and Chinese identity, the next 

chapter discusses and illustrates the history of the status of English in China and the 
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ways in which Eng li sh learning has been linked to the identity cha llenges of China as a 

nation. 
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Chapter Two 

English in China: English education policies, changing roles and 

Chinese identity 

To look into Chinese identity in the twenty-first century through English as a window, 

this chapter discusses the impacts of English on Ch inese perceptions of identity, and 

how English learning has been li nked to the identity challenges of China as a nation. 

This chapter first discusses the hi story of English in China from the eighteenth century 

onwards. Along the lines of how the ' ti-yong ' principle has manifested in different 

periods, the official discourses about Chinese identity are illustrated with reference to 

China's CLment policy directions. Following that, the challenges Engli sh presents to 

Chinese identity are examined with reference to some ex isting literature on the official 

and popular di scourses about Engli sh. This chapter then discusses the theoretical 

framework adopted in the case study of this thesis to analyse the impacts of Engli sh on 

Chinese identity as well as the research focus and aims that guide the present research. 

2.1 History of the status of English in China: from the eighteenth century 

onwards 

Si nce the ni neteenth century, the ' ti-yong' principle has been guiding the policy 

direction in China's English education. While there has been a concern that learning 

weste rn knowledge weakens and contradicts Chinese culture, western knowledge has 

been, at the same ti me, perceived as essential for modernisation. Chi nese politicians 

therefore introduced the idea of "Chi nese learning for essence ('ti'), Western learning 
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for utility (' yang' )" ('" cp fj(jffi ffl") (Lo Bianco 2009)31. Accordi ng to thi s idea known as 

the 'ti-yang ' principle, there is a difference between learning English and learning its 

associated culntre(s). With the primary aim to learn the language. the 'yang· aspect of 

the •ti-yang· principle dissociated English from its perceived associations with 

American and British cultures and prescribes the role of Engli sh "as in strumentall y 

useful , temporary, connected to unaltered Chinese essences that would draw knowledge 

and skill from the learning but would endure, largel y unchanged" (Lo Bianco 2009:42). 

In China, as the attitudes towards English have been ambivalent, the 'ti-yang ' pri nciple 

has been re-defined over time not only in the official discourse, but also in the public. 

Since the ' reform and opening up ' in the late 1970s, English language education has 

evolved tremendously in China to accommodate the more internationalising socio

economic landscape. The enhanced exposure of Chinese people to the outside wo rld. 

however, has presented challenges to the upholding of the 'ti-yang' principle and thus 

"alter" the "Chinese essences" (Lo Bianco 2009:42) . A purpose of this thesi s, therefore, 

is to compare the official and popular discourses about English through a case study of a 

Chinese national newspaper and the viewpoints of students. teachers and parents. Only 

recently did scholars start to look into the influence of the 'ti-yang' principle on Chinese 

identity. 

From the eighteenth century onwards, the history of the status of English can be 

classified into six periods based on China's changing perceptions of itself in relation to 

the world: ( 1) self-i solated 'middle kingdom· , (2) isolated kingdom, (3) internal cultural 

and identity crisis. (4) ·reform and opening up ' era. (5) bilingual Chinese and (6) globa l 

Chinese. These six periods were derived from readings and understandin g of the 

existing literature on Engl ish in China (for example, Adan1son 2002, 2004. Ji 2004. 

jl It was first inlroduced b) Zhang Zhidong (*Z..~4). a prominent politician during the Qing dynast~ \\ho ad,ocated 
for reforms. 
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Feng 2009). This section reviews the history of Engli sh in China. Due to the lack of 

info rmation about the 'ti-yong' principle before the nineteenth century which serves as a 

recurring point of reference and a backbone concept in this present research, this thesis 

pl aces more focu s on the status of the principle in the twentieth and twenty-first 

centuries. 

2.1.1 Self-isolated 'middle kingdom 32
' (18th century - 1940s): From English as a 

"barbarian's" tongue to English for utility 

Before the nineteenth century, there was neither a desire nor even the concept to 

modernise and to ali gn with the outside world, as China perceived itself as a self

sufficient ' middle kingdom ' and saw foreigners as barbarians who spoke barbaric 

languages. Contacts with foreigners were very minimal and were confined only to trade 

interactions. To avoid contacts of fore igners with ordinary Chinese people, foreigners 

were forbidden by the government to learn Chinese, and as a result they could only 

communicate with Chinese in a form of pidgin Engli sh (Bolton 2003). 

After the defeat in the First Opium War in 1842, China started to reali se the 

teclrnological advancement of the West as well as its own backwardness in technology 

and military. The intention to modernise through industrial and teclrnological 

development thus started to emerge. Since all the foreign manual s and specialised 

booklets of machineries were publi shed in Engli sh (Crystal 1997), English became an 

important language. In 1862, the first foreign language school called Tongwenguan was 

built with Engli sh being one of the languages taught. Courses such as Chinese, 

Mathematics and Geography were later introduced in Tongwenguan with the aim of 

32 
In the seventeenth century, China considered itself as the centre of the world, given its limited knowledge about the 

'world' beyond its border. 'M iddle kingdom' literally means 'q:ntre country' in Chinese. 
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training interpreters and profess ionals in science and military. As a result of the signing 

of unequal treati es after the Opium War with the Great Britain, China was forced to 

open up and the demands to deal with forei gners in business and trade increased. In 

1902, Tongwenguan became Peking University and many language schools were 

established in cities such as Shanghai, Guangzhou and Nanj ing. Translation courses in 

English, Russ ian, French, Japanese and other foreign languages were also offered . In the 

same year, the Qing government also introduced Engli sh into the high school 

curricul um. 

During the Republican era in the early twentieth century, English in general enjoyed a 

high status as a language for military and diplomatic relations as well as for science and 

technology (Adamson 2002) . China was inclined to al ign with western rather than 

eastern powers to strengthen its international position and to move towards a 'para llel' 

and ' equal ' co-ex istence with the West, as demonstrated in Chapter One. In 1922, 

China decided to fo llow the model of the United States education system (Adamson 

2002). Engli sh consequently assumed greater proportions in China' s education system 

and oppotiuniti es to learn the language increased, although only a few people had 

access to schooling at that time. Political and social instability created by the Sino

Japanese War in 1937-1 945 however disrupted and hence changed the education system. 

Schools did not fo llow the education policy but onl y taught at their discretion and 

whatever was availabl e. English education before the 1940s happened in a piecemeal 

manner. 

In earlier times, as the above di scussion has shown, China's contact with the West was 

more di verse and as time progressed, the West represented more the United States and 

other Engli sh-speaki ng countries. This is reflected first by the desire to learn Engli sh 
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triggered by the defeat to Britain in the First Opium War, and second, by the adoption 

of the United States education system. The unified ' ti ' in this early period, as also 

demonstrated in this discussion, was damaged by the defeat in war. However, the desire 

to learn English triggered by the defeat indicates the role English had played in defining 

China. English seemed to have taken on the role of helping China find its place and 

identity in the world alongside the West. 

2.1.2 "Isolated" kingdom (1940s -1960s): English provides access to science and 

technology, and protection against the West 

Once a self-sufficient and self-isolated 'middle kingdom ', the defeats in a series of wars 

and humiliations by western powers destroyed the self-image of Chinese. As the West 

was seen as having more advanced science and technology, the goal of learning western 

knowledge to protect China against the West became more explicit in the late 1940s and 

early 1950s. 

Up until 1949, the early PRC period when the Chinese civil war ended, Chi na was 

iso lated as a comm uni st enemy by western powers wh ich, for China, referred more to 

English-speaking countri es including the United States, United Kingdom, Canada and 

Australia. This set the tone for the earl y decades of the relations between the West and 

the PRC who sought solidarity with the fo rces of socialism to combat imperialism 

(Spence 1980, Schaller 1990). Although the Com muni st Party won the civi l war, in the 

face of the threat of Guomindang who fled to Taiwan, mass campaigns were carried out 

to unite the populace and to strengthen and give the nation a stronger ro le in 

international affairs (Adamson 2002). 
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The Uni ted States support of Taiwan in the early PRC period rendered English 

unpopular when a tide of anti-U.S. sentiment swept the country and it ·'became 

somehow unpatriotic to study the language of (the) enemies" (Tang 1983:41 ). As Sino

Soviet relations grew closer, there was a need to learn Russian , which therefore became 

the main foreign language. However, English still had practical value as a means of 

access to science and technology. It was taught in tertiary institutes with the main 

purpose of training translators to translate imported technical and scientific manuals 

(Ministry of Education 1950). 

Engl ish gradually resumed its high status as a tool for modernisation when Sino-Soviet 

relations deteriorated as a result of the overthrow of Stalin in the 1950s (Adamson 

2002). With the aim of training foreign language talents in different occupations for 

building a modern 'New China' (Tang 1983), in the early I 960s, Chinese Premier Zhou 

Enlai introduced some foreign language policies in major cities such as Beijing and 

Shanghai. On the basis of ability, a very limited number of students was chosen to study 

in foreign language schools. In the earlier period discussed in the last section. Engl ish 

seemed to play a role in defining China but in this period, it is rather obvious that 

Chinese and western 'ti' were in opposition and English was perceived as a tool for 

sc ience and technology on ly. Studying English was associated only with elites and as 

such. English became an identity marker of the e lite to some extent. The Chinese 'ti ', for 

this reason. was diverse and not unitary and , at the same time, ambivalent. 

2.1.3 Internal cultural and identity crisis (1960s - late 1970s): E ng li sh is a 

'ca pitalist' language 

During the Cultural Revolution in the mid- I 960s. the status of Engl ish collapsed when 
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Mao mobilised the masses to re-establish a prol etari an-dominant nation. Foreign 

language teaching was almost completely wiped out and the masses were mobilised to 

carry out political campaigns in support of the Party. Education organisations were 

either closed down or turned into " revolutionary headquarters" (Ji 2004:85) and 

intellectuals were ass igned to manual labour (Adamson 2002). Because of the 

associations of English with capitalism, English teachers were puni shed. Popular 

slogans such as "I am Chinese. Why do I need foreign languages?" and "Don' t learn 

ABC. Make revo luti on! " (Qun and Li 1991) spread across the cow1try. The prevailing 

perception was that learning Engli sh was usel ess and that to be a good Chinese meant to 

be a commtmist. Political identity was seemingly the most important during that time. 

In 1966 at the time of the Great Leap Famine, Mao started lo reali se that extreme 

sociali sm was "wrong" (Barme June 8 2010) and in 1968, English courses resumed fo r 

accessing sci ence and technology again. This sudden change was not without political 

purposes . As Ji (2004:97) concludes from her study of the Engl ish textbooks published 

during the Cultural Revolution Period, 

English language textbooks in China during the Cultural Revolution ensured that 

learning a foreign language was no/ going to open up a window onlo another 

world or give studenls access lo allernalive ways of lhinking. The goal was no! lo 

help the sludents communicate with fo reigners but to keep them locked within 

Maoist discourse - a discourse which they were expected to reproduce, internalize 

and live by. 

In the textbooks, Ji (2004) find s fi ve very common themes : ' the bi tter past of the 

labouring people', ' class struggle', ' reverence for workers, soldiers and especially poor 
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and lower-middle peasants ', ' the Maoist thought of serving and carin g for the people ·. 

and ' the " universal appeal of Mao's Thought" to ordinary people from other countries ' 

(Ji 2004:88). Most of the words used in the books were not part of the everyday 

vocabulary of native speakers of English but rather were the words required to translate 

the slogans of the Cultural Revolution. Before students were taught how to say ' hello ' 

or ' goodbye ' , they were taught how to say things like "Chairman Mao leads us in the 

socia list revolution and socialist construction, and in the struggle against imperi a li sm 

and revisionism" (Ji 2004:9 I ). The teaching curriculum was strictly controlled and 

confined to the study of Mao ' s works and Maoist newspaper editorial s, and to political 

talks by workers and peasants (Ji 2004). 

Coupled with the domestic and overseas political and social turmoil in previous decades, 

the Cultural Revolution ( 1966- 1976) further disrupted the modernisation of China by 

censuring all western knowledge considered capitalistic including English. As discussed 

in the previous chapter, Chinese traditions were also denounced and destroyed during 

the Cultural Revolution. Under the period of non-recognition by the West, the domestic 

condemnation of western knowledge and destruction of traditional values, Chinese 

identity lost its " spirit" and "culh1ral vitality" (Cha 2003:484). There was no foundation 

on which Chinese culture and identi ty (' ti ' ) could exist and be defined. It was primaril y 

political. 
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2.1.4 Chinese identity revisited ('reform and opening up' era, late 1970s - 1990s): 

English is essential for modernisation 

After the visit of US President Richard Nixon in 1972, the international relations of 

Chi na with the West improved. Engli sh was again perceived as essential for 

international diplomacy and re-emerged as a subject of study in school. 

In the late 1970s, especially after 1976, foreign language education was widespread, but 

it fa iled to deli ver English education at a satisfactory level in most regions due to 

insufficient qualified teachers and resources (Adamson 2002, 2004). In 1978, Deng 

Xiaoping introduced new economic reforms including the well-known 'reform and 

opening up ' policy wh ich encouraged foreign companies to invest in the PRC in the 

form of joint ventures with Chinese companies. Deng' s implementation of ' Four 

Modernisations' 33 stressed development in the areas of agriculture, industry, science 

and technology, and defence. This placed importance on the nee.d to learn English in 

order to acquire modern knowledge from the West and for foreign diplomacy. 

According to Ji (2004), the restoration and 'normalisation ' of China's foreign language 

teaching began when foreign languages became as important as mathematics and 

Chinese in the school curriculum in the late 1970s. After the ' reform and opening up ', 

foreign languages were no longer taught as a political tool for promoting the 

government's ideas but as a communication tool with fore igners. Political jargon and 

vocabulary of Chinese political debate was eliminated and lessons featur ing direct 

warfare against class enemies were replaced by a wide variety of foreign stories and 

cultural heritage of the English-speaking world, by items explaining basic science and 

technology, and by lessons intended to expand general knowledge (Ji 2004). 

33 'Fo ur Modernisations' were first introduced by Zhou Enlai as mentioned in Chapter One. 
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Intercultural communication was emphasised in the curriculum in the 1980s. As seen 

from thi s, whil e the ' ti ' of English was brought into Engl ish language educati on, the 

language was intended to be a tool separate from Chi nese 'ti' . 

Numerous policies including language policies were introduced in the late 1970s to the 

early 1980s. These included the 'Proposals for Enhancing Foreign Language Education ' 

in 1979, the 'Plan fo r University English Teacher Training' in 1980 and the 'College 

English Syllabus for Arts and Social Sciences Students ' in 1985 and 1986 (Feng 2009). 

Japanese, French and Russian were also restored to all schools from 1979. Language 

undergraduates had the chance to study overseas and native speaker teachers were 

recruited to teach in tertiary institutions. The 'reform and opening up ' increased 

people ' s contacts with English speakers and the development of international trade and 

tourist industry led to the creation of more English-speaking activities and materials. 

Despite the more recognised status of English, the Chinese government was sti ll aware 

of the political and cultural problems the high status of Engli sh could bring. Deng 

Xiaoping once publicly emphasised the resistance to corrosion by decadent ideas from 

abroad and to the bourgeois way oflife (Adamson 2002, 2004). It can be seen that the 

Chinese 'ti' was still intended to be separate from English 'yang ' . 

In the 1980s, a draft English EL T syllabus for primary and secondary school s was 

released stating that English could be learnt either from 3rd or 7'11 grade and it should 

only be taught when the required conditions such as having qualified teachers were met. 

As a result, English was restricted to some key urban primary schools which met the 

required conditions. In the late 1980s, as regions along the coast could provide better 

foreign language education in primary schools (Adamson 2002. 2004), great disparity 

ben,-;een coastal. developed areas and less developed regions was created. The most 
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prominent policies during the 1980s were the two Co ll ege English syll abuses issued in 

1985 and 1986. The CET4 (Co llege English Test - Band 4) and at a higher level CET 6 

(Co llege Engli sh Test - Band 6) have been perceived as the key to personal and 

institutional success since their introductions (Feng 2009). In the 1990s, an English 

syllabus for the new secondary school curriculum was introduced which set out the 

official role of fo reign languages as an " importan t tool for making contact with other 

countries and ... promoting the development of the national and world economy, science 

and culture" (Adamson 2002:240). In the public sector, English books sold in 

bookstores were predominantly English translations of books written by Chinese 

authors such as the poetry and thoughts of Mao, books on travel in China and children 's 

stories. Translations of the work of Marx and Lenin were also available in English and a 

few other languages. 

The unequal access to English resources in the late twentieth century began to mark the 

identi ty of the key urban primary schools as well as the coastal ®d developed areas as 

opposed to less developed inland regions of China. 'Ti ' in this sense was fabricated and 

diversified by the distinction. As Bourdieu (1991) states, the recognition of a language 

symbolically ascribes power and prestige to the language which then turns it into a 

linguistic capital of its speakers. The 'key urban schools' and coastal developed were 

thus differentiated and marked by Engli sh as a capital of prestige. 

2.1.5 Bilingual Chinese (late 1990s - early 21st century): English for 

internationalisation 

The late twentieth century saw the global spread of English as facilitated by the spread 

of American popular culture, the growth of communication systems and the Internet 
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(Crystal 200 I ). This meant that the need for Engli sh to access info rmation and to 

modernise further increased. 

In the late 1990s, the support given to English in China did not come from the top-down. 

In the public sector, there was a strong demand fo r teaching Engli sh in primary schoo ls 

from the general public and parents (Wang 1999a) and an increasing number of primary 

schools initiated their own English programs. In 1999, approximatel y seven million out 

of 130 million primary school students were learning English at school (Hu 2007). Due 

to the lack of qualified teachers, appropriate teaching material s, and uniform policy and 

national English syllabus, a vast majority of countrys ide school s did not teach Engli sh. 

In 1998, in the fourth national symposium on primary school EL T34
, it was agreed tliat 

guidelines or curriculum standards to regulate the teaching of Engli sh in primary 

schools should be developed (Wang 1999b). The public voices demanding English 

education from lower grades were seen as one of the contributing factors to the ri se of 

the language policy. 

Together with political classes such as "Marxist principles" (Cargill 2006), Engli sh has 

also been incorporated as a part of China' s basic quality ('suzhi ' ) education reform in 

tertiary education since the start of the twenty-first century. Students are requi red to 

pass both subjects upon graduation. In 200 I , a guideline named Vigorously Promoting 

the Teaching of English in Primmy Schools (translation by Hu 2007) was released 

mandating that students in both urban and rural school s start to learn Engl ish as a 

compulsory subject in the third grade, prior to which English had been introduced to the 

majority of students in the seventh grade. The purpose was clearly stated by one of the 

officials of the Ministry of Education in China: " ... the fact that English has become an 

34 EL T stands fo r English Language Teaching. 
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important tool in international interactions as a result of globalization makes the 

knowledge of Engli sh a basic requirement that citi zens of the 21st century should fulfil " 

(Hu 2007: 36 1 ). 

As internationalisation has further accelerated, efforts have been made to introduce 

'co mposite' majors at tertiary level, that is, train people with English skill s plus 

knowledge in specifi c fields (Gao 2009). The new tertiary curriculum encourages 

knowledge of other specialities to nurture all-round English majors. In 200 I , the 

guidelines fo r English-as-the-medium in undergraduate teaching were issued. They 

stipulate that five to 10% of the tertiary courses for undergraduate students be 

conducted in Engli sh or another fo reign language within three years (Feng 2009) . The 

guidelines, as Chen (2002) points out, were contradi ctory to the national language law 

promulgated in 200 I. As the first official endorsement of this strong fo rm of bilingual 

education, it violates Article IO of the Law of the PRC on the use of language and script 

which states that all educati onal institutions in China, excluding_those of minority 

groups, must use Mandarin as the primary teaching language and adopt standard 

Chinese wri tten characters as the written form (Feng 2009). This violation however did 

not receive any official responses (Feng 2009), and neither is there a law regulation to 

monitor Engli sh-as-medium-of-instruction. This signifies the importance attached to 

English by the Chinese government. 

As Feng (2005, 2009) illustrates, there are two para llel strands of bilingualism in China: 

( 1) ' traditional bil inguali sm ' di rected at minority language speakers who are expected to 

know their own languages as well as standard Chinese (Putonghua); and (2) 'modern

day bilingualism' - English and standard Chinese fo r the majority Han population. 

After the many years of ambivalence about Engli sh education, China ul timately cannot 
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avoid the growing importance of English. The ' reform and openin g up' ' opened the 

door ' to Engli sh ed ucat ion, then faci litated by accelerat ing globali sat ion, WTO 

membership and 2008 Beijing Olympics, ' mainstream bilinguali sm ' for Han people has 

been promoted in China. 

Teaching conducted in both Chinese and English is believed to be an effective way to 

produce bi lingual s in response to globalisation and internationalisation even among the 

Chinese public (Feng 2005). Although no central government policy is essentially 

present to dictate bilingual education, support for English and Chinese bilingual 

schooling has been very strong among the public. There is a growing rate of bilingual 

nurseries, schools and universities, and a large number of "experimental bilingual 

schools" using English as the medium of instruction for most schoo l subj ects includ ing 

science, mathematics, music and ai1 (Feng 2005:537). Early immersion programs and 

classes for 0-3 years old are also becoming a trend. Under these circumstances, Engli sh 

studies have become a business . Crazy Engli sh and New Ori ental are two of the famous 

English teaching enterprises cunently operating in China (for example, Lai 200 I , Lam 

2005). Outside school, many parents ai1d students also seek ex tra English classes and 

tuition . Today, parents are much better-off and thus able to invest in the best possible 

educat ion for their chi ldren because of the country's economic growth. Many more 

parents also send their children to study abroad. 

In Chi na, Engl ish policies affect two mill ion students. From pri mary school to doctorate 

classes, Engli sh is a compul sory subject. The nati onal col lege Engl ish examinations, fo r 

example, CET4 and CET6, determine who can proceed to higher study and better job 

prospects. At present, Engl ish teaching in China is profoundl y affecting the li ves of 

Chinese people. 
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2.1.6 Global Chinese (early 21 st century- present): English as a universal 

modern skill 

As China is opening up, it recognises the need for English in order to attract technology 

import and capital , cultural exchange and tourism. While it was once deemed 

unpatriotic to learn the language of the enemy, English learning is now considered a 

patriotic act which facilitates modernisation and integration into the global community 

of the country. The entry into the WTO and hosting of the Beijing Olympics in the 

twenty-first century signified a great leap forward. 

In the Beijing proposal in the Olympic bid, foreign language education was one of the 

five areas identified as in need for improvement, along with issues such as pollution and 

infrastructure. With the Olympic Games, the status of English reached a new peak. For 

example, from 2001 , the Beijing Foreign Language Committee held annual English 

promotional activities such as 'Foreign Language Week' and ' Beijing Foreign 

Language Festival'. English learning materials, self-study courses, handbooks and 

manuals were also provided for free for the public, police, restaurant staff and taxi 

dr ivers. With the conunon goal of learning English to ensure the success of the Olympic 

Games in the short term and to strengthen and modernise the country in the long term, 

the English learning can1paigns in China were initi ated from both top-down and bottom

up. 

The global spread of English has changed people ' s perceptions of the language. In my 

study of the views of English of the Chinese government and among Chinese overseas 
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students in Australia (Fong 2009), the view of English as a universal modern skill is 

very predominant. As the People 's Daily remarks , 

2}9'J-JlJ fl<.JIJrHf f.-l, #//' .E ff Jl "~ r-/JJJili ,, , "~ !l!i-lf " , "~ 7/?i=- ,, :WiJZ fJZ 

)ttJ /JH r ;ft !!HJP, ft: U n'f: fl<.J :i/t!Jff · · · z,'9'J-J7J :[!!Ht: f.-l fl<.J/$,C,,Jl /!!J 1!!,tff ilf , iifiti/f ;f!!:fJ: , 

fftf1f J?JX, ,ff!, ffi :JJ J.t, ff )9 :JJ J.t , !ff! /j1J :JJ J.t , t± ~ }ff ff !!JJf!J (itJ,M :/-'Ill!/! :w tt ft 
:Jf )Jjfl<jJJHf-f (Yang 2000). 

Civil servants do not only need to acquire modern skills such as computer literacy, 

English and driving skills, but moral and value beliefs, sense of social 

responsibility and creativity should also be the core qualities of modernisation. 

-&Jii-lffH/liflfJ-.fr±, i.fltf!tffJtIY.l&-iiff flfJI ft, fH,l{J§J!f!i,x/dlJ~:!f:Jfftl/ifi, /l3 

)9 "Jiifj/J!J/fftl/ifi" fl<.Jn'f:;/J f!i!f!, iF}U±~ ;fffl !!Jfl<j (Jiang and Ding 2004). 

A lady with very good English could not find a job. Mr Tian suggested she learn to 

be a chef because the ability structure (emphasis added) of "English plus Cooking" 

is exactly what the society is in need of 

)9 iiff§ B ii ff! it fl<.J i#f f ;ff ft/$' l'LI ft, ;/f; )j(;i.; /%,JUJi +Fl¥ /J, T Jlf - J!Jj;i.; lfr 

!1! ifJ 1·/h!I/ )j[[, f;.U-!f !NJJl;i.;t(t, ili!l! i{J fl<] J)( JfJ !ff iffti/1{-)Jj ,tr ;ff ,A.;;f (Lou and Wu 

2000). 

To accommodate to the increasing number of cases involving westerners, the court 

in Beijing implemented the.first season of English training forjudges on the I 0th to 

train practical and high-quality talents who are good al law and English. 
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Articles and statements reporting on the efforts made to modernise the education system, 

the Chinese Communist Paiiy and civil service through incorporating English into 

training such as the examples above constitute a large portion of the People's Daily data. 

From these examples, it can be seen that from the official perspectives, English has 

become a modern tool for interacting with the world in general rather than with ' native

Engli sh speakers ' . The fact that Engli sh has become an international language is 

perceived as diluting the cultural threat and English is thus no longer a threat to 'ti '. As 

shown in the first remark above, English is always placed in juxtaposi tion with driving 

and computer literacy skills, and is also encouraged to be learnt along with other 

' practical' skill s such as cooking. From the official perspectives, English is still 

associated with the 'yong' aspect of 'ti -yong' principl e. While driving, computer literacy 

and cooking are skills that are uni versal, English, in the institutional discourse, is also a 

universal modern skill with no particular culture attached (Fong 2009). This perception 

about Engli sh has implications for how English is perceived in relation to Chinese 

identity. 

For over half a century, the relation between language ai1d identity has been addressed 

from differing perspectives in the literature. Identi ty issues involved in second la11guage 

learning were studied in the 1950s by Gardner and Lambert who proposed a motivation 

theory in Second Language Acquisition. According to Gardner and Lambert (1972), 

there are mainly two types of learning motivation: instrumental motivation and 

integrative motivation. Instrumental motivation consists of well-internalised extrinsic 

motives including economic benefits, while integrat ive motivation is associated with 

components such as interest in the language and desire to assimilate into the target 

la11guage community. One component of integrative motivation relevai1t to language 

leai·ning ai1d identity is the concept of 'integrativeness' which "refl ects the individual's 
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willingness and interest in social interaction with members of other groups" (Gardner 

and MacIntyre 1993: 159). It is conceptualised as the desire to integrate into the target 

language community. 

Although their ideas have been applied widely in stud ies of Engli sh learning motivation, 

the world itself has changed greatly since Gardner and Lambert first introduced the 

notion of integrative motivation. Their ideas are predicated upon an essentiali st view of 

identity and the existence of clearly identifiable social groups associated with particular 

languages. When Indonesian learners of English were asked about their reasons for 

learning English in Lamb's (2004) study, there were only four specific references to 

English-speaking nations. The vast majority of comments were made about the ' West ' 

in general which is perceived as the source of globalisation. Indonesian learners of 

Engli sh are acutely aware that its social, economic and cultural effects will be felt inside 

Indonesia and that in the future, "( ... ) globa li zation is going to happen ( ... ) Western 

people are going to come to Indonesia, and will get invol ved in every country( ... )" In 

the minds of learners, English may not be associated wi th particular geograph ical or 

cultural communities but with a spreading international culture incorporating (inter alia) 

business, teclmological innovation, consumer values , democracy, world travel , and the 

multifarious icons of fashion, sport and music. 

In the current global era, it has a lso become easier to travel , work or study abroad, meet 

foreigners and be exposed to foreign culture. The desire to make friend s with foreigners 

by learning English wou ld concern foreigners in general rather than only Engli sh

speakers (Clement, Dornye i and Noels 1994:431 ). This is particularly true of learning 

an international language, the aim of which is not so much to get into contact with the 

nati ve-speaking community as to communicate with others who have also learned it as a 
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fore ign language. In th is global era, therefore, whether learners have a favourable 

attitude towards Engli sh-speaking cultures may no longer be a relevant question, as 

Engli sh is no longer associated just with Anglophone countries but with 'the world' in 

general. With English now a global lingua franca , the idea of ' target language 

community' has become debatable. As Warschauer (2000:512) points out, globalisation 

has brought about " a new society, in which English is shared among many groups of 

non-native speakers rather than dom inated by the British or Americans. " 

In particular regard to China, Orton (2007, 2009a) recently compared a set of textbooks 

made in the 1980s and 2000s to investigate whether English was presented to school 

learners as "just a tool", what positions and voices learners were offered and what social 

groups the learners might join by learning English. The textbooks were written by 

educators employed by the Chinese government in the People ' s Education Press (PEP) 

and especially for this reason, they are seen as in line with the government's national 

po licy and promoting and shaping learners' perceptions ofwhatjs ' acceptable' and 

' normal' in relation to learning English. 

As shown in Orton's analysis (2009a), the perceptions and roles of English in Chinese 

people ' s lives, and how Engli sh relates to being Chinese have changed wi thin the 25 

years. The images of native speakers of English in the textbooks of the 1980s were 

constructed negativel y, characteri sed by issues such as racism of whites and petty 

cri mes. In the textbooks of the early 1980s first published during the ' reform and 

open ing up' period, universal objects and activities of the home, school, street and 

political terms of the Chinese Commtmity Party featured primaril y. Instead of being a 

language for interaction with foreigners, Engli sh was merely an alternative mode for 

Chinese to communicate with other Chinese and express and access Chinese viewpoints 
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and facts as though it were an Asian language. Engli sh was also onl y a tool to acquire 

global knowledge about facts , history, famous people and science of the West. 

Foreigners were portrayed as com ing to China to learn and speak Chi nese to Chinese. 

In one of the 2006 tex ts, Orton (2009a) noticed the new relationsh ips between Chinese 

and native English speakers as depicted in a few d ialogues that involve "d irect and 

sustained Chinese-native English speaker contact" (Orton 2009a: 150). As portrayed, 

Chinese people consider themselves a participant and stakeholder of the in ternational 

community and di scuss world issues fro m a more global perspective. Modern li fe 

outside China such as lifesty les of English-speaking people is al so included. Fo r the 

Chinese people, English is a universal (and hence neutral ) means of communication. 

The ' target group ' they desire to ' integrate' with is the outside world. The dialogues not 

only are between people in formal positi ons such as teacher-student and co-workers, but 

also between friend s in informal situations. There are no observable differences between 

Chinese and native-English speakers in their interactions. This is as if they come from 

"one background who mix with people from their own or other backgrounds, taki ng part 

by choice in an activi ty together, and using English as a common language" (Orton 

2009a: I 51). The characters are no longer 'Chinese' and ' non-Chinese' , but "modern 

hybrids" (Orton 2009a: 152) . 

In Orton ' s (2007, 2009a) analysis, the text projects a new group to which the Chi nese 

learners belong, a group in which thei1· vo ices will not be that of the non-native speaker 

among those of the native speakers, but just one among several voices speaki ng the 

international language they have in common. For this reason, there is no need for 

kJ10wledge of native speaker belief systems and values, and Engli sh nowadays is main ly 

a tool to kJ1ow rather than to interact with the world . In the 2006 texts, Chinese people 
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no longer use Engli sh among themselves. Thus the iden ti ty of the language projected in 

the 2006 textbooks can be seen to have shifted from Chinese English to International 

English without a particular culture attached. 

Apart from being a uni versal modern skill, English is also a tool to let the world know 

about China in institutional discourses (Fong 2009). One article from the People 's Daily 

remarks that: 

;JI; Ji;, 1-tf!Jff/:!iiJfJ ~ Jlilf i:!J $ ffJ o cf11P fe;J}[ a ff= Jt!J fjj}, JJ!! iE # T:Jlf!i!J 1P 11 i5 

I/Io /!Mt! fig A flJ llJ 1§ tifJi Jl ,(, ,llf, !J $ iif 11!, /fiJ tit J'f- i± !J ±i r ff= fig.,,~ 77 3z:tJ!j, 

JtJ!J!i!,ti!f!f.#J(7JJ'{Ji/Jo i!{;;f}l ";:f/!,i;!}ff" Jfi{E {Jiang 2008). 

In fact, we are not enthusiastic about the English language itself Chinese have 

been longing to host the Olympics for a hundred years and this time the dream has 

finally come true. People (Chinese) wish to open up their hearts to welcome and 

show the world the 5000 years of Chinese civilisation. This i;S what we are really 

enthusiastic about. 

From this remark, English is also a tool for China to show its past and intention for 

harmonious international relations to the international community. 

The global spread of English has led Graddol (2006 :72) to predict that English will 

become a "basic skill" . English in China has changed from a language associated with 

English 'native speakers ' to an international modernisation and communication skill 

greatly promoted in the society. Under this circumstance, the twenty-fast century has 

also seen an unprecedented ' English fever' in the country which can be reflected in the 

education and job markets, and its impacts on Chinese language and culture, and social 
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strncture. Thi s demonstrates how Engl ish can potentially affect the Chinese ' ti ' . 

Ed ucat ion and job markets 

With the global economic integration, growing market economy and WTO access ion, 

the role of fo reign languages (mainly Engli sh) as a commw1icat ion medium and tool has 

become more prominent. Graduates with professional skill s and university Engli sh 

standard are very welcome in society. Engli sh is seen as a prereq uisite for stud ying 

abroad, job, promotion and graduation. Parents want the ir children to be successful so 

they are very keen for their children to start learning Engli sh at an early age, even from 

kindergarten. 

In China' s job market, many employers in both private and fore ign-owned compan ies as 

well as government departments regard Engli sh exam ination certificates as an important 

recruitment criterion. Students' academi c reputation is associated with CET-4 and 

teachers' promotion is also determined by whether s/he has a pass cert ificate. Therefore. 

many Chinese fee l the social pressure and are driven by short-term goals and benefits to 

learn English. Engli sh learning deviates from the initial purpose of acqu iri ng knowledge 

and improving quality. 

Recent literature suggests that the impact of bilingual teaching is currentl y felt most by 

students at the tertiary level. Engli sh takes up 10% of the total credits req uired fo r 

w1dergraduates (Feng 2009). As many uni versities are enthusiast ically promoting 

bilingual teaching, students often have no choice but to cope with ce11ain academ ic 

subj ects offered in Engli sh . During the nine years of primary and secondary compulsory 

educati on, standards of Engli sh proficiency are clearly defined by the current policy 
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documents (Feng 2009). Students have to meet the required level in order to proceed to 

the next stage35
. English, therefore, plays a role in students ' advancement and thus 

potential ly interferes with self-development. 

In the People 's Daily, there are a lot of instances where English teaching is avai lable to 

the rural areas as a fo rm of aid from volunteer teachers recruited from urban areas. On 

5th Jul y 2003 on Page 2 of 'News', an article (Sun 2003) reported on an English class 

held in a rural area in Nanjing by a vo lunteer Engli sh teacher from Nanjing Normal 

Univers ity as part of a fo ur-day program called "=lx~:/i:t!x'.cl-JiJJ:j:±~~Wfr~z9J" 

' Poverty-alleviation vo lunteer sum mer program" (my translation). On 25 th May 2008, 

page 2 of 'News' featured a report (Li u 2008) written on the aftermath of the 

devastating Sichuan earthquake in the same month. According to the report, Chinese 

military rescuers who knew Engli sh gave up their break to teach English to the students 

whose schools were destroyed in the earthquake. At a difficult time when teaching 

including Engli sh education was pushed to suspension, English was portrayed to 

children as a life-saving language. From an early age, children inherit beliefs about the 

values of Engli sh. The association of English with alleviation of poverty and improved 

li ving conditions also produces positi ve feelings about the language among Chinese. 

English, in thi s regard, is more than just a tool. It is associated with the 

' (re)construction ' of life and self. 

35 Feng (2009) ana lysed how the College English Curriculum Requirements issued in 2004 prescribed the 3 tiers 
tert iary students on ent rance are to be allocated accordi ng to the ir competency levels. Those who achieve Level 7 are 
to be allocated to the ·Normal Requirement' tier, those at Level 8 are classed in to the ' High Requirement ' tie r and 
those at Level 9 are streamed into 'Advanced Requirement' There is a clear emphas is on the overall competence 
of English such as speaking, listening, reading, wr iting, instead of reading alone whi ch had long been the major 
component. The bottom line fo r a student is th at ifs/he has to move upward to a good sen ior secondary school, th en 
s/he has to reach Leve l 5. Ifs/he wishes to attend uni versity, Level 7 is the minimum (Feng 2009). 
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Disruption of Chinese language and cultural ideas 

The spread of Engli sh in China has also threatened traditional Chinese val ues and 

language. Learning Engl ish is perceived by many as more important than mother

tongue learning (Liu and Li 2004, Zhang 2007), western festivals are more valued, and 

western movies and ideas are also popular (Zhang 2007). The popular cul ture fro m the 

West (mainly American cu lture) has also made Confucianism less attractive among the 

younger generations. In early 20 I 0, there was a wave of anti-Confuc ius sentiment in 

China. It was caused mainly by the forced removal of the movie Avatar as a result of 

the government 's intervention to ' give way ' to the Chinese-made movie Confucius. The 

removal resulted in calls fo r boycott of Confucius and even voices that pointed to the 

thoughts of Confucius as a negative force in Chinese hi sto ry especiall y among young 

audiences (Zhou 29 January 20 10). This incident shows that Chinese people, especiall y 

the younger generation, have developed an awareness of the outs ide wor ld from whi ch 

they do not wish to be cut off. 

As a consequence of the popularity of English and its associated culture(s) in China, 

' pollution ' of the Chinese language, which, as Chapter One has illustrated , is a key 

element of 'ti ' , has increased. Chen (2008) looked into students' attitudes towards code

mixing of Chinese and English and found that code-mixing had a direct relati on with 

ethnic identity. The more tolerant towards code-mixing students were, the more 

affiliated they were with fo reign language identi ty and less with mother tongue identity. 

Higher year students are more to lerant than lower years. Engli sh majors are more 

to lerant than Chinese majors who are more tolerant than journa li sm majors. Students are 
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more tolerant than teachers. For educators, the overall high tolerance towards code

mixing is worth-noting. 

The importance of English has also undermined students ' motivation to learn Chinese. 

In 20 I 0, four universities in Shanghai included an English test in their independent 

adm ission examinations but chose to leave out Chinese. This has received a lot of 

criticisms from the public who accuse the uni versities of"giving more importance to a 

foreign language", "discriminatory", "traitorous", and "blindly worshipping foreign 

languages" (W u 20 I 0). This exclusion of a Chinese test which was regarded as "hasty, 

irresponsible, short-sighted and inconsistent with laws" (Wu 2010) was however 

supported by some students and parents. One parent was quoted as saying "I quite agree 

with the idea .. if [my daughter] had to prepare for a Chinese test as well , she would 

have no time to sleep" (Wu 2010). Having already spent a fortune on Engli sh tuto ring 

programs, other parents felt the financial pressures to prepare thei r children for Chinese 

exams. Some students thought it was not essential to test Chinesi;;:_ because it was their 

mother tongue: "There isn't much of a point to test our Chinese skills at entrance exams 

for col leges that don't have much to do with Chinese as a language anyway" (Wu 2010). 

These students, on the other hand, thought testing Engl ish was essential for their future, 

such as visi ting and going on exchanges overseas, and researching and reading overseas 

publications which are predominantly in Engl ish. 

In minority regions, Han students used to learn minority languages in classes to 

facil itate language exchange and mutual understanding between different ethn ic 

minority groups, but now, as Feng (2009) notes, parents prefer to send their children to 

Engl ish tutoring classes after school. This demonstrates that the dominant ro le English 

plays wi ll have a direct impact on lingui stic diversity within China as on the one hand, 
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Putongh ua-Engl ish ed ucation is considered the 'mai nstream', and on the other hand, 

learning a nat ional language, that is, Putonghua, is gradua ll y put aside. l t is in thi s 

respect that Engli sh can affect Chinese 'ti' regardless of whether the Chi nese 'ti' is 

defined by the country's lingui stic diversity or the nati onal language. 

Social status 

For many Chinese people, the most direct goal of learning Engli sh is to ga in perso nal 

benefi ts such as a sense of economic superi ority and status (Yuen 2007) . Learning 

Engli sh is fashionable and provides a sense of superi ority and success (Zhang 2007). 

Donald and Zheng (2008) seem to associ ate the " new rich" or "new middle class" in 

China wi th better access to English learning resources. The "new ri ch" are shown to 

have better education and extra Engli sh tuition and to be able to equi p themselves or 

their children with English. For example, high-income parents such as entrepreneurs 

and academics tend to choose expensive experimenta l English or international schoo ls 

that put emphasis on Engli sh and technology for their children. This change in 

consumption pattern is in line with the changes in cul tural values refl ected in Chinese 

commercial disco urse (Feng and Wu 2007). 

Approaching summer and winter vacations each year, many parents start enrol li ng their 

chi ldren in extracurricular English activities. A lot of the English teaching enterprises 

hold winter English camps duri ng breaks but the costs are very high. For instance, the 

fee for an 8-day winter camp of the New Oriental School in 2009 was RMB2 ,58036
. If a 

native English-speaki ng teacher is preferred, students need to choose another camp 

36 RMB2.580 is approximately equiva lent to AUD394 (as or December 2009). 
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costing RMB3,28037 (New Oriental Corporation 2009) . The fee is the equivalent of the 

whole or half of the monthly salary of most parents38
, and it seems then that only the 

"new rich" can Uust) afford these Engli sh camps. The phenomenon of the "new rich" 

demonstrates another dimension by which the identity of Chinese people can be defined: 

ri ch people are defined by being rich. Their concept of 'ti' is to be richer and Engli sh has 

become more a feature of 'ti' fo r them as it brings them wealth. 

Chinese identity, as the discussion thus far has shown, is cultural, econom ic, political 

and lingui stic. Different lights put emphases on different aspects of Chinese identity 

such as communist affil iation, English ability and wealth. English is also associated 

with self-advancement and sense of success. Even though English is promoted in the 

official discourse as a 'culturally neutra l' universal modern ski ll, the support English 

receives in the public, the symbo lic economic and social status Engl ish can provide and 

the negati ve impacts on the Ch inese language and Chinese cultural values pose 

quest ions on the role of English for Chinese people as "instrumentally useful , 

temporary" and on Chinese identity that is said to "draw knowledge and skill from the 

learning" but " largely endure and unchanged" (Lo Bianco 2009:42). Under these 

circumstances, the ' ti ' and 'yang' distinction has thus become unclear and English 

education today can potentially present challenges to the upholding of the principle. 

One example shown in this discussion thus far is that English seems to also contribute 

to defin ing 'ti' and the proposed key element of ' ti ' such as the Chinese language being 

under threat. Through a discussion of the official and popular views about Chinese ' ti', 

37 RMB3 ,280 is approximately equivalent to AUD500 (as of December 2009). 
38 In China, the monlhly salary of some office administration staff is around RMB 3,000; a high school teacher earns 
around 4,000 per month (personal communication); general staff in foreign -invested office earn 2,500-6,000; 
supervisors 4,000-1 0,000; managers 5,500-1 5,000; and directors 8,000-25 ,000 (Xiao 2001 ). As shown on a 
recru itment notice outside a Korean BBQ restaurant in Beijing in 2009, service staff in restaurants on ly earn around 
1,000 per month . 
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the following section further illustrates this problem of the ' ti-yong' d istinction as it has 

been thought of thus far. 

2.2 'ti' (Chinese identity) vs. 'yong' (Engli sh uti li ty) 

As shown in Chapter One and the first section of this chapter, the official and popular 

discourses of 'ti ' and 'yong' have been re-defined in di ffe rent periods which is concluded 

in the tables in Appendi x 1. The focus is placed on the twentieth and twenty-first 

centuries. 

Even though there was a notion of an isolated ' ti ' defi ned by the pure existence of a 

'middle kingdom ' from which English 'yong' was strongly separated, according to 

Gelber (2007), China did not have a concept of a 'Chinese nation' up until the 

eighteenth century. In the nineteenth century, as seen in the tab le, when the ' m iddle 

kingdom' image was damaged by China's defeats in wars, Ch ina started to find its place 

and identity through English. There was an awareness of the differences in terms of 

Chinese and English cultures, and a desire for acq uis ition of English as a tool accessible 

to some people. As shown in the table, the 'ti' in the early period was perceived as 

being fragmented and pa11ly linked to the country's linguistic d iversity (wh ich included 

the d ialects and m inority languages). Only in the late nineteenth century was a nationa l 

language imposed as a way to create a national identity. 

During the Cultural Revolution in the I 960s and 1970s, Chinese cul ture built on the 

basis of Confucianism was destroyed. The meani ng of 'being Chinese ' became shaky as 

a consequence of both internal and external cultural and identity crisis. While Chinese 

culture and language/dia lects ('ti ' ) were being re-established, the reform period resumed 
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the status of English in modernisation. Involving English again, China had then to 

reconstruct and consolidate Chinese identity in the context of hastened modernisation. 

At the present time, the idea of a Chinese nation and ethnicity (' ti ') is evidenced by the 

development of Putonghua declared as the official language. While in the eighteenth 

century, fore igners were forbidden to learn Chinese to communicate with Chinese 

peopl e, the twenty-first century has witnessed growing government attempts to promote 

Putonghua as the symbol of a unified ' ti ' inside and outside China. While linguistic 

divers ity is the reality, the imposi tion of a unified 'ti ' linked to a national language is to 

impose an art ificial unity. The access to Engli sh education was limited in earlier 

centuries, but English is now accessible and open to the public as a compul sory and 

important subject. Proficiency in both standard Chinese and Engli sh is currently a 

measure of success, mainly of econom ic and social success. 

As the above discussion has indicated, the tensions between the viewpoints of the 

government and public lie in the dimensions and different emphases of Chinese identity. 

While Engli sh is only a form of econom ic and poli tical capital for the government, the 

views on Engli sh among the public are not homogenous. For the publi c such as students 

and parents, English is a cultural and economic capital and there is room for the 

development of personal self associated with English. As the table also shows, while the 

status of English in the public in today' s China is high, there is a large research gap the 

ex isting literature on the popular discourse about 'ti' in the twenty-first century has not 

yet fil led. Even though Putonghua is promoted as a characteristic of the unified 'ti', as 

Chapter One has also demonstrated, there is in fact an identity vacuum created by the 

long hi story of internal and external unrests of China. The above discussion has shown 

two possible results English education can bring. First, as English can create social 

divide, there is a tension between the personal and collective self. Second, Engli sh can 
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potentially challenge and fill the identity vacuum rather than ex ist s ide-by-si de with 

Chinese ' ti'. Thi s is the co ntext within which the present research on Engli sh and 

Chinese identity is situated. 

To contextuali se this research further , the fo llowing subsections di scuss how the official 

discourses of ' ti ' are in recent decade manifested in some of China's policies and, 

according to some recent studies, how Chinese position themselves in relation to 

Engli sh. 

2.2.1 Official discourse of Chinese 'ti' 

The aforementioned English learning campaigns and activities in preparation fo r the 

Olympics demonstrate the institutional effo11 to promote the language as a group tool to 

Chinese society. Gao (2007) points out that the 'English corners' 39 both in school s and 

public places offer an opportunity for autonomous learning efforts in the co ll ecti vist 

culture of learning and learner co llaborati on. In a more institutional setting, Cargill 

(2006) also concludes from his observations of Engli sh classrooms in Ch ina that 

learners tend to learn the language collective ly as a group rather than as indi viduals. 

Underlying the formation of a learning commun ity of English with common group 

goals is the group identity built on the Ch inese cul tural conceptions of 'self. In Chinese 

culture, each individual is socially situated, defined and shaped in social relationships. 

This is a Confucian concepti on of self whi ch can be divided into two selves - the "big" 

self, that is, the communal identity shared with one's fami ly and community, and the 

"small" self, which is the indi vidual himself or herself (Wang and Ollend ick 200 1 :256). 

39 'English comers' are spaces where people can communicate in English just for fun or practice. They can be fou nd 
in places such as the comer of a school playground or a park. 
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As the Chinese self is highly enmeshed with its own social groups, it is conceivable that 

the evaluation of one's family and other significant in-groups is an indispensable part of 

self-evaluation (Wang and Ollendick 200 1). The emphasis on social interpersonal 

relationships in China encourages the development of collectivism and individuality is 

greatly discouraged. From the di scussion thus far, whil e English is for the "big" self as a 

symbol of a modern national Chinese identity, it is also affecting the "small" self of 

individual Chinese. 

In the contemporary period, co llectivism is still ve ry much emphasised in Chinese 

institutional di scourse especially in the form of national patriotism. In 200 I , hastened 

by the admission of China into the WTO, (( the Impl ementation Guidelines to construct 

Civic virtues of citi zens)) (translation by Feng 2006:91) ( (( -0 ~m1/&\}i!rt9:~AffitlxJ~ )) , 

Gongmin Daode Jianshe Shishi Gangyao) was introduced in tertiary education, stating 

patriotism is the lawful and moral obli gation of every citizen, who needs to take pride in 

loving the country. The main purpose of patriotism education is fo enhance ethnic pride 

and confidence, and to educate citizens about the importance of national interest and 

dignity. As Feng (2006) indicates, the official conceptions of "a collectivistic socialist 

citi zenship" model (2006:92) suggest that no conflict should exist between the national 

interests and individual rights. From his translation of part of the guidelines, this idea is 

clear: 

We should encourage people to gain material benefits through hones/ work and 

legal business. On the other hand, we must guide them to conscientiously fulfil their 

obligations specified in the const itution and other governances and actively 

pe,form their social duties. He/She must always put the national and people 's 

interests first while enjoying personal legal rights (translation by Feng 2006: 91 -
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92). Personal rights or interests are conditional only when citizens.fulfil their 

obligations and pe1form their social duties and only when there is no conflict 

between the nation 's and the collective interests and their own can they start 

thinking about political, economic, cultural and social rights (Feng 2006:92). 

The last few and present Chinese premiers have been emphasisi ng education on 

patrioti sm and national interest. For instance, Premier Hu outlined the "Eight Honours 

and Eight Shames", the first honour of which is "Love the country; do it no harm" (Yan 

2006). Premier Jiang once stated: 

The patriotism we insist on and nationalism are essentially different. We must make 

our people understand that to insist on opening up lo the outside world, study 

earnestly the best elements of various nationalities in the world, introduce 

advanced science and technology, strengthen our ability and speed up the 

motherland's development are the important actions that enhance patriotism (Li 

and Deng 2004.342; my own translation). 

As the quote suggests, nationalism and patriotism are perceived as different. While 

nationalism is concerned with the attachment and feeling of Chinese people towards the 

country and their identity (that is, 'ti') , patriotism is affiliated with learning English as 

the best element of other nationalities (that is, 'yang'). Thi s is as though the di stinction 

between 'ti' and 'yang' is made by emphasising nationalism and patriotism as different 

notions . Accord ing to some Chi nese scholars (for example, Li and Deng 2004, Li 2006). 

the aim of patriotism education is to alleviate the contradictions between Chinese 

nationalism and western influence through spreadi ng the message that to live 

meaningfull y is to integrate personal goals and wants with the future of the country. and 

to repay the country and spread Chinese culture. The Chinese self, apparently, is one 
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that c01mects individual self and the nation together. Chinese 'ti' can involve both 

coll ective and indi vidual selves but the collective self is the more dominant in the 

official discourse. 

As mentioned previously, English education has been incorporated into China's basic 

quality education ('suzhi education'). This 'suzhi education' is also a manifestation of 

Chinese 'collecti ve self. Introduced in the 1980s, 'suzhi ' discourse, literally translated 

as "essentialised quality" discourse (M urphy 2004:2), is concerned with enhancing the 

quality of individual Chinese so as to improve the strength and quality of the whole 

nation. It therefore promotes the idea of linking individual effo11s to national 

development. 

As a word central to the governai1ce of the PRC, suzh.i is an all-embodied term that 

includes intelli gence and strength (Kipni s 2006). It "( ... ) refers to the i1mate and 

nurtured physical, intellectual and ideological characteristics of a person" (Kipnis 

2006:2). As early as in the late nineteenth century, China's encounters with colonial 

powers already led intellectuals to posit that national survival depended on improving 

the quality of the citi zens. For instance, Liang Qichao, in the early twentieth century, 

proposed that the intention of profiting oneself and the intention of profiting others was 

a matter of integrated intention, not two separate intentions. In contemporary China, 

Mao Zedong's pronouncements about promoting the all-round development of 

individuals under the Marxist tradition (Kipnis 2006) were also one of the earliest stages 

of the formation of ' suzhi ' discourse based upon the image of Chinese as a collective 

identity. Since the 1970s, 'suzhi' po licy has been a sub-discourse of China's 

modernisation. Achieving the modernisation of China involves simultaneously 

modernising the nation and the indi vidual (Li 2000). Many policy initiatives of the 
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Chinese government today are also linked to enhancing 'suzhi· , especia ll y followi ng 

China's entry into the WTO (Murphy 2004). 

In the promotion of the 'suzhi' discourse, Chinese people are conceptualised as a 

collective self and as many "small " selves contrib uting to the " big" self (' ti ' ) (Wang and 

Ollendick 2001 :256). They are even under the pressure to behave as one co llective unit 

by the discourse. As Kipni s (2006:310) states, " the anxiety generated by the possibi li ty 

of fa ll ing behind increases competition to atta in the trappings of suzhi " . Those with 

' high ' 'suzhi ' are seen as deserving more income, power and status than tho se with 

' low' 'suzhi ' (Kipnis 2006). Through 'suzhi education' across the country, indi viduals 

are expected to have internali sed the idea that they are responsib le for raising their 

' suzhi ' whi ch can in turn empower their hometown and country (Kipnis 2006). In 2009, 

the work of standardising Putonghua and the use of Han characters in Beijing was also 

incorporated into 'suzhi educati on' . Speaking good Putonghua and learning good 

Chinese are said to enJ1ance 'suzhi ' as they encourage growth, success and development 

(Ministry of Education 200 I, 2009). By incorporati ng Engli sh and Putonghua into 

'suzhi education', studyi ng both languages hard is portrayed as one's responsibility to 

oneself and the family as well as the country. Endorsing both languages in suzhi 

education, studying Engli sh and Putonghua for oneself naturally becomes an act of 

contributing to the country and, by extension, to the formation ofa strong ' ti '. 

Accord ing to Wu (2007), a retired Chinese government official, the views of profiting 

oneself and the group provide proof of moral legality for the appearance of personal 

profits in modern Chinese society (Wu 2007 : 144). 

In more recent studies on Engli sh learning motivation in China, however, the views of 

Chinese learners of English appear to contradict this 'propo11ional ' relation between 
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national and personal benefits. Under the current socio-economic, cultural and political 

atmosphere of China, what Gao (2009:58) calls the "ti-yong dilemma", the challenge to 

the upholding of the 'ti-yong' principle hastens. In the following subsection, this 

dilemma is discussed and illustrated with reference to some recent studies on the 

English learning motivation of Chinese people. 

2.2.2 Popular discourse of 'ti': "ti-yong dilemma" (Gao 2009:58) 

Despite the government's emphasis on English as a universal skill and group tool for 

modernisation, the opening up of China inevitably imports western beliefs and values, 

some of which may contradict native cultural values. As Gao (2009 :63) remarks, 

what has not been fully realized or willingly acknowledged by the Chinese 

government at least is that ti is embodied in the dispositions that make up a 

linguistic habitus. Anyone learning a language for any reasQn is bound to respond 

to the dispositions contained within it. Thus the clash in ti between China and the 

West has been tacitly but painfully felt by the Chinese government; teachers and 

learners alike and has become a haunting issue in the field of foreign language 

education. 

The 'ti ', like Gao ' s illustration, is aimed to orient learners towards a certain set of 

dispositions concerned with the ' ascribed ' roles of English and the positions learners are 

supposed to take in learning. As Chapter One has demonstrated, the dispositions in 

Gao ' s remarks above are made up of Chinese cultural values that represent the national 

identity including the Chinese language and Confucian heritage promoted to the outside 
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world as a marker of the Chinese whole. Furthermore, the Chinese people and self

identity, as shown previously, are conceptuali sed as a unified whole. 

In thi s increasingly globa li sed world, a consol idated Chinese ' ti ' has become even more 

a demand in the encounter of different world views and cultures. Although Engli sh is 

considered as a 'culturally neutral ' tool , the ti-yong distinction and the Chinese cu ltural 

and 'official' concepts of 'self still expect two main responses from English learners: 

first, that learning English is driven purely by instrumental motives without any desires 

to assimilate and become closer to the target language culture; second, that the 

instrumental motives be nation or community-oriented, and personal gains should 

ultimately link with national benefits. Although the ' ti -yong ' principle remain s a 

guiding principle and frames the identity of English learners in today's China, some 

recent studies on Chinese students' motivation of learning English have revealed the 

challenges presented to the upholding of the principle. 

In the studies of Gao and her associates (2003 , 2005, 2007), 2,278 Engli sh , social 

sciences and natural sciences undergraduates from 30 Ch inese uni versiti es, foreign 

language schools, and tertiary institutions of different natures across 29 provinces and 

muni cipal citi es were interviewed. The instrument was a Likert-scale questionnaire 

which included 30 items about learning motivation, based essent ial ly on a summary of 

open responses. Seven motivation types resulted from a factor analysis: l ) intrinsic 

interest 2) immediate achievement 3) learning situation 4) going abroad 5) social 

responsibility 6) ind ividual development and 7) information mediw11 (Gao, Zhao, 

Cheng and Zhou 2007). These seven facto rs were fu11her generali sed as instrumental , 

cultural, and situational motivations. Instrumental moti vations refer to the employment 

of the target language as an instrument to achieve certain goals, and immediate 
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achievement, information medium and individual development belonged to this 

category. Within cultural motivat ion falls intrinsic interest and social responsibility 

while learning situation and going abroad belong to situational motivations. 

The social responsibility and individual development motivations (Factor 5 and Factor 6) 

identified can be considered respecti vely as learning English for the nation and self. 

Under the category of cultural motivations, the social responsibility motivation found in 

Gao et al. (2003 , 2007) clearly demonstrates a community-oriented motive of learning 

English as it is const itutive of two country-related (native culture) items: "contribute to 

strengthening China" and "let the world understand China" , and a parent-related item: 

"do not disappoint parents". Its ex istence was related to the deeply-rooted Chinese 

cultural tradition of "harmonizing the famil y and putting the country in order," and the 

long-lasting promotion of the traditional ideal of "~%rr:t00" ("establish order in 

family and country") (Gao et al. 2003:36) . It may also be related to China's growing 

national strength in recent years and the resultant rise of national-.consciousness. 

Participants in the Gao et al. study also exhibited their desire of presenting their native 

culture to the world by using English as an instrument which, as the authors state, might 

be quite peculiar to the Chinese students , as no similar findings were found in the 

ex isting literature. 

In contrast to social responsibility, intrinsic interest, as another component of cultural 

motivations, was target-culture oriented, demonstrating the possible salience of English 

' ti ' for the undergraduates. Intrinsic interest refers to interest in the target language and 

culture. Overall on intrinsic interest, students majoring in English scored much higher 

than non-English majors. Thus, for students of English, choosing English as their major 

might be related to some "pure" interest in the language, indicating the influence of 
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English ' ti ' . 

Since the 1980s when social theories ofpostmodern ism and poststructuralism on culture 

and identity began to influence conceptions of language and identity, identity is no 

longer treated as fixed and pre-determined but rather as multifaceted and adaptable. In 

the mid- l 990s, scholars in second language acqui sition also called for a 

reconceptualisation of language learners as 'social being' and of language learning as a 

process of identi ty/ties construction. Accordi ng to Norton (1997), every time language 

learners speak, they are also constantly organi sing and reorganisi ng a sense of who they 

are and how they relate to the social world. The notion of multip le identi ties as 

constructed in language use is signi ficant fo r the analys is of Chinese iden tity in relation 

to the ro les of English. 

In her article, Peirce ( 1995) proposes the concept of investment to conceptualise the 

relationship of second language learners to the learni ng context and target language 

with in the post-structuralist framework of identity as divers ified and a site of strugg le 

based on the case studies of two immigrant women in Canada. She argues that asserting 

different forms of social identity in different contexts is more instrumental in L2 

learnin g than attempts to integrate with the target language group and cul ture. By 

setting up counter-discourses to resist a L2 learner subject position desiring to integrate 

wi th the dominant group, learners des ire to keep their identity as a second language 

speaker. Wishing to be identified as a second language speaker, the imm igrant women 

might desire to keep their etlrnic identity and the Canad ian identity resulting from 

migration. Thi s is similar to the official Chinese views of the dual state of identity 

mentioned in Orton ' s study (2009a) : ' pure Chinese and international ' . Language 

learners do not need to integrate fully with the target language group in thi s 
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transcultural and transnational era, and it is common to hold multiple identities 

associated with different languages. It is clear that learners ' cultural identification can 

still be acknowledged when they simultaneously are trying to assimilate and adopt 

another identity "side by side". 

This "side by side" idea of identity is further advanced by the studies in critical 

multilingualism which assume the multiplicity of language learners ' identity. Learners 

are seen as able to sh ift between their identities with a shift in language codes and in 

different contexts. Whi le mobility is perceived as the norm in this modern era, the 

notion of the side-by-side and shift of identities ofbi/multilinguals also provides a 

critical point of departure for the present research on the tensions of 'selves' of Chinese 

learners/users of English. The effects of globalisation on identities cannot be overlooked 

in language learning and identity studies. Multi-cultural40 identities have become a 

reality studied in Second Language Acquisition. Arnett (2002:777) has argued that one 

of the most striking psychological effects of globalisation is that '. 'most people now 

develop a bicultural identity, in which part of their identity is rooted in their local 

culture while another part stems from an awareness of their relation to the global 

culture" . Through the media, especiall y television and the internet, young people 

" develop a global identity that gives them a sense of belonging to a worldwide culture 

and includes an awareness of the events, practices, styles and information that are part 

of the global culture" (ibid). At the same time, however, they retain a local identity in 

their fam ili es and local communities which enables them to observe local traditions 

when necessary without any sense of contradiction with their other ' global selves'. Such 

a duality has been noted in minority students in western countries, who face the 

challenge of reconciling the self to " membership in at least two worlds" (Syed 

40 
Multi•cultural identi ty is more a current global reality although studies tend to use the term ' bi-cultural' more often. 
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2001130). 

As Gao and her associates (2005 , 2007) illustrate, students who express some intrinsic 

interest in English and its associated culture(s) have undergone productive and add iti ve 

changes. Knowing more about English-speaking cultures has aroused the awareness of 

English majors of their own native cultural identity. They are better enabled to 

appreciate the characteristics and strengths of their nati ve culture, and better motivated 

to work for the prosperity of their fami lies and their country. In other words, learners ' 

mother tongue identity is not weakened, but even enhanced by their interest in Engli sh. 

This is Gao's notion of"productive bilingualism" which suggests harmony in identity 

(Gao et al. 2007). 

As the studies of Gao and her colleagues demonstrate, social responsibility and personal 

development can coexist among students. For the Chinese undergraduate students in the 

study (Gao et al. 2007), individual development includes job search, communication, 

the sense of symbo lic social status and the related sense of achievement. Simultaneously, 

social responsibi li ty motivation which is centred on native culture plays a part alongside 

personal development. In the study of Orton (2009b ), many students also see the study 

of English as a social responsibility undertaken to develop the country and to obey 

parental wishes, while they also have personal goals for learni ng English. This is 

consistent with the 'suzhi' discourse about learning Engli sh examined before. The 

'suzhi' discourse brings collective and personal selves closer and points to the agreement 

of official and popular discourses. In terms of 'ti' and 'yong', however, the distinction 

seems to be gradual ly blurred. The English 'yong' is evo lving and coming to define the 

personal self of Chinese learners. From the official perspectives, the upholding of 'ti

yong' seems to be also changing. English can define the 'ti' of Chinese people only if it 
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is ultimately and largely connected to the collective 'ti' even though it may give rise to 

the development of personal self. 

Zhou and Gao (2009) report on their longitudinal study which investigates the 

development and changes in the motivation types of 1,300 college English and non

English majors in Beijing. Learners all participated in a two-year longitudinal study 

from 2005 , the first year of enrolment, to 2007. The questionnaire and motivation types 

used duplicate those in Gao et al. (2003). The questionnaire was distributed to the 

sh1dents three times throughout the two years (at time of first enrolment, end of first 

year and end of second year). It was found that within the two years, while intrinsic 

motivation (for example, interest in target language culture) increased, social 

responsibility motivation decreased41
. Smdents from different majors became more 

interested in English and its culture(s) over time and the change was most obvious after 

the first year. In many ways, English brings up the need of attention fo r personal 

identi ty and for the nurturing of personal self. 

In a study of Gao and her associates (2007) that was built on from the 2003 study and a 

2005 sh1dy on types of identity change, the development of personal self which 

contradicts the native self of English learners is obvious. They find that the most 

prominent self-identity change for the Chinese university English students occurred in 

41 
Some other studies also show that learning English is detrimental to the acknowledgement of mother tongue 

language and culture. For example, using questionnai re measuring against aspects of languages, values, religions, 
politics and cultural behaviours, Chen (2008) compares the results of first year and fourth year English majors in a 
university in Nanjing in order to investigate ,vhether the length of study plays an impact on students' attitudes 
towards mother tongue language and culture. He found that year one students' acknowledgement of Chinese political 
views, values and cultural behaviours is significantly higher than that of fourth year whose acknowledgement of 
fo reign values, religions, politics and cultures is significantly higher. Simi lar to Gao's study, the acknowledgement of 
the mother language increases with the length of studying English. Yum's study (2008) conducted with 65 non
English major first year undergraduates and 57 English-major 3rd and 4th year undergraduates in a university in 
Nanzhou reveals similar results. Chinese learners of English mai ntain their own mother-tongue cultural identity, 
while at the same time, have developed to different extents an identity associated with English. As compared to non
English majors, English majors rend to affiliate more with English culture. This can be possibly due to the longer 
exposure to the language. 
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self-confidence whil e the second highest score appeared in zero change. There is also 

some evidence whi ch suggests that learners driven by a native-cu lture oriented social 

responsib ili ty might have two extreme kinds of self-identity changes. The target and 

native cultures wou ld either be positively integrated and mutually enhanced in their self

identities, or they would fight against each other and result in ident ity confu sion and 

split. Even those students who studied Engli sh for immediate achievement such as those 

who learned Engli sh to go abroad or obtain good test scores might get lost and fee l the 

conflict between the two languages and cultures. 

The development of personal identity is fo und to be more predominant among 

uni versity students. As Xie (2003) illustrates, while the less deve loped economy and 

technology of China and the admiration fo r the West have been determining the sense of 

Chinese identity of university students, university students are fo und to be less 

associated with the country's politics and less oriented towards national benefits. A 

more self-oriented identification has ari sen. This new identification no longer premi ses 

upon strong fami lial relati ons and traditi onal values, but rather, upon materi a li sm and 

self-benefits (Xie 2003) . 

Among teachers , situations seem different and comply more with the institutional 

discourse. Using a 10-question on line survey about the role and impacts of Engli sh. Lo 

Bianco (2009) interviewed 154 Engli sh teachers from vari ous tertiary instituti ons in ten 

locations across China in 2006-2007 with 119 of the respondents aged under 40, and 35 

above 40. As Lo Bianco (2009) po ints out, the age profil es of the respondents 

correspond with some of the major foreign relations periods discussed previously in t11is 

chapter such as the Cultural Revolution and the start of ' reform and opening up·. 
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From the survey, Lo Bianco (2009) identified the 'problem ' and 'positive ' of learning 

Engli sh in China and grouped them into seven and six dominant themes respectively. In 

order of commonality shared by the respondents characterised by variab les of age, 

urban/provincial origins, English/non-Engl ish majors, and gender, the seven ' problems' 

are nan1ely " loss of national identity, culture and tradition", " less knowledge of Chinese 

language, classical Chinese and cultural heritage", "English as a certifi cate", "waste for 

students", "no danger", "difficult to implement" and "miscellaneous socio-political 

consequences" (Lo Bianco 2009:3 0 1-302). The six 'positive' themes are "cross-cultural 

exchange (co11U1rnni cation and understanding)", "China's development", "broadening 

Chinese people' s horizons", "better for English learning", "better employment 

prospects", and "the world knows China/Chinese language" (Lo Bianco 2009 :302-303). 

The main difference among the variables and of interest to the present study is that the 

idea of " loss of national identity" was shared by participants of all age groups, and both 

non-English/English majors, indicative of the potential threats of English to Chinese ' ti ' . 

"Better employment prospects" as an indi vidual-oriented motive ,5pread quite evenly 

across other variables . There was also a strong bi as towards " cross-cultural exchange" 

among the youngest two age categories: the 20s and 30s, that is, those born around the 

time of ' reform and opening up'. 

Although the results of all these stud ies discussed above point to learner interest in both 

the target and native cultures, and to "productive bilingualism" , they seemingly violate 

the ti-yang distinction which rules out the co-existence of two ' ti ' . The above review of 

the recent studies has also shown the less clear-cut boundary between learning English 

for self and nation. As the Chinese government seeks to produce a strong nation by 

" indi vidually" and "collectively" rai sing the quali ty of its citizens (Kipnis 2006 :296), 

personal and group aims can hardly be separated. While English learning involves 
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personal goals, it also compl ies with government campai gn of learning Engli sh as a 

patriotic act under the current socio-econolllic and polit ical atm osphere. The Chinese 

concepts of learning as well as the 'suzhi ' di scourse have already presented a vaguely

drawn line between self and social benefits42; and lll0re illlportantl y, in the official 

culture , indivi dual interests are not colllpletely denounced. In the official cul ture itself, 

social responsibi lity and personal wealth can actua ll y co-exi st. While Gao and her 

colleagues saw the struggle between learn ing Engli sh and its associated ' di spositions' 

and remaining ' Chinese' as a " ti-yang dilemma", the above discussion shows that the 

dilelllllla is one concerned more with the co-ex istence of two ' ti ' . 

2.3 Theoretical framework to the analysis of impacts of English on Chinese 

identity 

The development of fo reign language education and the politi cal, econollli c and social 

development of China are closely related. Once the large-scale lllodern isation elllbarked 

during the ' reform and opening up ' period in the late 1970s, China's demand fo r 

English, whi ch transformed from being a political tool for prollloting officia l views and 

a tool fo r modernisation to being a universal lllodern skill , a lso increased. Engli sh is 

portrayed as a col lective group tool for moderni sation and for becoming a part of the 

global community. Through incorporating Engli sh education into patrioti sm and 'suzhi ' 

education, the responsibility to strengthen the country tlu-ough acqu iri ng Engli sh is 

directed to individual Chinese. In this thesis, the research focus is placed on global 

English and its relation to Chinese identity. These are discussed below. 

42 The vague line between national and individual benefits actually started to emerge in the I 980s \\ hen the reform 
era brought power and money. while at the same time. a new sense of self-importance and sclf-wonh for the children 
of Cultural Revol ution was found (Barmc 1999). These children, then adults during the 1980s and I 990s desired for 
strength and revenge of the nation (BarmC 1999:277). while gradually accumulating wea lth . 
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2.3.1 On 'globa l English': 'global' and 'English' 

Globalisation has created the need for re-conceptualisation of 'English' and 'the world' as 

the 'target language community'. On conceptuali sing English, Kachru (1982) introduced 

hi s World Englishes (WE) paradigm to explain the indigenised varieties of English that 

emerge around the world as a result of the spread of English. Kachru's (I 982) paradigm 

postulates three concentric circles: Inner Circle, Outer Circle and Expanding Circle. 

"Iimer Ci rcle" comprises locations where English is the language of a substantial , often 

monoli ngual majori ty (for example, the Uni ted States, United Kingdom and Australia). 

A major characteristic of varieties spoken in these locations is that they provide the 

norms of correctness and appropriateness which are often propagated through language 

education and language planning in the other circles. 

The "Outer Circle" represents locations that typically were former British or American 

colonies where English continues to be used fo r interethnic COffi11Junication and social 

and economic mobility . The status of the "New Engli shes" used in these regions is still 

affected by the widespread perceptions among users that Anglo-American norms are 

somehow superior. The "Expanding Circle" represents societies where Engli sh is taught 

in schools to an increasing number of learners and is used by some people in activities 

involving members of other linguistic communities and in international trade or tourism. 

In these locations, speakers, educators, and policy-makers have traditionally looked to 

American or British models for linguistic norms. One outcome ofKachru ' s WE 

paradi gm has been the increasing number of studies that look into the ways in which 

Engli sh has been appropriated to reflect local identities of speakers and incorporate 

local as well as global nom1s. According to the WE paradigm, China is an expanding 

circle country with English used as a foreign language. Chinese people, as my earl ier 
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study (Fong 2009) has shown, regard American or British Engli sh as the standard and 

thus the norm. More recently, scholars in World Englishes have illustrated the rise of 

'Chinese Engli sh' (for exam ple, He and Li 2009, Xu 20 I 0). 

In response to the WE paradigm, critical approaches to the global spread of English 

introduced in the 1990s have aimed to develop understanding of global English better 

suited to this global era. These approaches have illustrated how Engli sh is local ised and 

appropriated to local culture fro m a micro perspect ive such as language use in language 

classroom, postcolonial comm unities and popular subculture. According to Canagarajah 

(2006:208), appropriation occurs when "others accommodate the Engl ish language to 

adopt orality based, narratively structured, person-centred di scourses that are more 

resembling of local traditions". In Malaysia, fo r instance, Engli sh as a coloniser's 

language, has shifted from being a tool of the colonisers to assert power, to bei ng a tool 

used creatively in literary work which can be taken as a way of ' writing back ' and 

' talking back' by the coloni sed (Pennycook 1994:295). Th.rough hybridi sation, hybrid 

discourses have been developed as a strategy of negotiation to appropriate the English 

language according to the needs and values of the colonised who are able to reposition 

themselves in different subject posi tions in the dominant discourses of Engli sh. 

A view significant for the reconceptualisation of English in the world is Pennycook's 

idea that Engl ish is "always/already local" (2007a: 136). This means that Engl ish is used 

to reflect local themes that are already common in the local context and "what may look 

like an imported set of global concerns may in fact be ei ther a local take on more global 

themes or a local reconstruction of both the global and local" (Pennycook 2007a: 115). 

ln the ' local', Engli sh may already be there and on ly take on more meanings brought 

about by the contacts with the 'global'. As Pennycook (2007b) states, only when 
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analysts move away from looking within Englishes to the language in a particular 

context and to its associated local beliefs and ideologies, can they understand more how 

English is received, enacted and performed to refashion new identities. In this sense, not 

only does the 'global' affect English, but there is always the 'local' that plays a part 

(Pennycook 2010:72). 

When the dichotomy of 'local' and 'global' is always made in existing literature on 

global English (for exan1ple, Pennycook 1994, Canagarajah 2006, Li 2007), Pennycook 

(2007a, 2010) looks more into the 'local' by directing the focus from 'tin1e' (such as 

colonial period, postcolonial period, and modern and postmodern period) to 'space' and 

'place' and further advances the idea of 'language (English) as local practice'. By looking 

at 'language' as practice rather than structure, language is no longer defined by 

geographical location, but as everyday social activity that constitutes the meanings of 

'li fe'. In Pennycook's (2010) view, languages shou ld not be seen as separate enti ties 

because they are always mixed and hybrid in consequence to the contacts between 

different local forces or between the local and global forces. This is particularly true 

when meeting with westerners, using computers, understanding pop songs, studying or 

travell ing abroad and pursuing a desirable career. These are aJI associated with each 

other and with English as an integral part of the globalisation processes that are 

transforming the local (Pennycook 2010). 

In the sense of Pennycook's (2010) work, 'practice' seems to be an all-inclusive term 

that embodies social activity as weJI as the beliefs that guide the activity. Practice is 

about 'doing' as weJI as about 'thinking' and 'knowledge' of the 'doing' (Pennycook 

20 I 0:24-25) that "prefigures activity" (Pennycook 2010:29). The idea of 'language as 

local practice' therefore premises on the inseparability of understanding language and 
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practice (that is, the knowing, thinking and doing in a society) and provides a "starting 

point, not the end poi nt, of the analys is" (Pennycook 20 l 0:3 1) of the ideologies that 

guide the ' doing with Engli sh' as a resource. Since language pract ice is integrated with 

a wide range of other social pract ices, practice involving Engli sh is a part of social 

practices which are "bundled" acti vities (Pennycook 20 l 0:46) guided by local 

ideologies and beliefs and indi vidual habits and ideas. From thi s point of view, Engli sh 

is always social, hi storical and local, and fo r any study of global Engli sh, it is necessa ry 

to understand how English is used locally across the social worl ds (Pennycook 201 0) as 

well as to understand the hi stories, cultures and ideologies guidi ng the use of Engli sh. 

To look into the internal working of the compl ex socio-cultural , politi cal and lingui sti c 

factors determining the spread of Engli sh in China, in other words, how the ' local' 

interacts with the 'global ' force of Engli sh, micro-l evel theoretical approaches are 

needed to dig deep into the ways English is used in China, rather than approaches that 

focus on language fo rms of Englishes and the impacts of the global spread of Engli sh on 

indigenous languages and cultures. Under globalisat ion, although there is a less clear 

boundary between countries and the fl ows of people, heterogeneity still rema ins the 

case fo r China, which, as Chapter One has illustrated, strives fo r moderni sat ion wi th 

'Chinese characteri stics ' . To look into the interacti on between Engli sh and 'Chinese 

characteristics', an approach that allows fo r discussion of the loca li sation of Engli sh is 

th us requ ired . 

As Pe1uiycook (20 I 0) shows with the examples of graffi ti as a way to claim ownership 

of space and create place and locality (20 I 0:62), locality, whi ch is itself dynami c, 

constructs and is also constructed by local practice includi ng language practices. The 

modern isat ion discourse in China, as illustrated in the previous chapters. has created a 
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place where English language practice is a pa1i of this social practice of modernisation. 

Modernisation in China as exemplified by the Beijing Olympics events has led to the 

"relocalisation" (Pennycook 2010:74) of Chinese culture and identity using English. 

This is as if language practices involving English construct what is called ' China' and 

the Chinese society. English in today's China might draw Chinese and ' foreigners ' into 

a new relationship. Pennycook's 'language as local practice' framework, in this regard, 

allows for looking at the local traditions, beliefs and ideologies in making sense of the 

use of English in China as well as at the changes brought about by the ' global' . It takes 

into account both the post-colonial and post-modern perspectives and what can be the 

'twenty-first -century tools' of investigating English as local practice (as opposed to the 

"twentieth-century tools" such as the WE paradigm, linguistic imperialism and English 

as a Lingua Franca (Pennycook 2010:81 )). The case study of the thesis relies on 

newspaper a1iicles and interviews to look into the knowledge and thinking about using 

English as a local practice. 

2.3.2 On learning English and 'being Chinese' 

In the studies discussed previously, Gao and her colleagues (Gao et al. 2007, Zhou and 

Gao 2009) conclude with a tentative remark that the social psychology and motivation 

of learners have become much more complex, as they might be struggling between 

national development and the individual benefits English could bring. The work of 

Kra1mch (2009) on multiple identities and of cross-cultural psychology on 

bicultural/bilingual identities offers a new perspective from which the tensions of the 

two ' selves' of Chinese learners/users of English associated with these two motivation 

types can be investigated. 
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From a static and essentiali st view of identity to seeing identity as multiple and 

constructed through language, Kramsch (2009) further moves identity resea rch to 

treating identity as imagined and fantasised. She looks into "multi lingual subj ects" and 

their experience of learning, speaking and thinking in a fore ign/second language 

through an anal ys is of the testimonies of language learners. From the findin gs, Kram sch 

(2009: IO I) concludes that "multilingual subj ects" have memories of other languages, 

fantasies of other identities and projections which are shaped by culture and society. As 

"the foreign language is first and foremost experienced physicall y, lingui sticall y, 

emotionally, artistically" (Kramsch 2009:60), learners' relation to a language often has a 

subjective value which transforms the language and their desires, memori es, and 

projections associated with it. Given this nature of language, learning a new language is 

seen as able to broaden learners' imaginations, and for language learners, different 

languages means different realities and imagined subjectivities they can create and 

identify with. 

As the boundari es between languages and the world from multilinguals ' perspective are 

comparatively blurred, Kramsch (2010) find s that myth plays an important role in the 

construction of the multilingual subj ect identity, such as the imagined global 

community, a concept she introduced in her earlier work. According to Krarnsch (20 l 0) , 

when considering ado lescent and young adult language learners who learn a fo reign 

language at academic institutions as part of their general education and at an age when 

they seek to define their linguistic identity and their position in the world , it is necessary 

to take into consideration the hidden layers of imagined meanings and rituali sed verbal 

behaviours. This is because these young learners. unlike children, have already been 

socialised in their native language and culture and their imaginati on in the new language 

may therefore work in non-conventional ways based on the myths and stereotypes of the 
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target language and culture. Their imagi nation can be heavily at work, building 

imagined communities of native speakers and constructing different realities that are 

projected onto the language itself. In thi s way, the myth and stereotypes of the target 

language and culture, as Kramsch (2010) argues, fulfil an important emotional function 

for non-native speakers striving to learn and use the language. 

Kramsch 's work indeed provides a framework fo r investigating the identities of Chinese 

learners of Engli sh. She illustrates in her work that when we talk about desire in 

language learning, we talk about exploring various possibilities of the self in the real or 

imagined encounters with others (Kram sch 20 I 0). ln the age of globalisation, 

identification and stable identities attached to fi xed places have become less important 

than ways of belonging. In this sense, language learning and identity research can no 

longer assume a canonical association of language and identity. Whereas for 

monolingual speakers, words and the world have a canonical one-to-one sign-and

sign ifier re_lationship, different words evoke different worlds for multilingual ~ubj ects 

(Kramsch 2010) . What ' international Chinese' and the 'world' mean can onl y be 

revealed if such an assumption of one-l anguage-one-identity-one-culture is overthrown. 

While Kramsch's ideas offer an analytical approach to identify ing the multiple identities 

of language learners, she touches little upon the relations between these multiple 

identities . The dimension of 'imagined' self is supported by social psychologists who 

also offer an approach to look into the relati ons and natures of multiple identities. 

Cross-cultural psychology has looked into how bi/multiculturals activate the 

access ibility to knowledge of different cultures in their interpretation of meanings, with 

Hong and her associates (Hong, Manis, Chiu and Benet-Martinez 2000, Hong, Ip, Chiu, 

Morris and Menon 200 1) recognised as the pioneering work. Hong et al. (2000) 
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exam ine cultural frame switching in response to contextual cues that make different 

ethnocultural identities salient. In their view, cultures internalised by bi /multiculturals 

are not necessarily blended but rather, they are internalised in the form of loose 

networks of domain-specific knowledge structures that can be activated by situational 

cues. From this viewpoint, absorbing a second culture does not always involve 

replac ing the original culture with the new one, and for bicultural individual s, their 

internalised cultural meaning networks can take turns in guiding their thoughts and 

feelings. 

Cross-cultural psychology also demonstrates that biculturals can shift between their 

'side-by-side' cultural identities in different situat ions. Hong et al. (2000, 200 I) 

compare the 'selves' of bi cultura l Chinese and Americans and find that when subjects 

think of themselves as Chinese, they mention more duties than rights. Individual rights 

are more important components when the Ameri can cultural self is made salient. The 

authors conclude from their findings that bicultmal s are able to shift between 

' individual self and 'collective self , and the sense of self is also activated by cultural 

theories. The host and native cultures cou ld be differentially accessible in biculturals ' 

minds under different contexts and the activation of a particular cu ltural identity brings 

to the fore the dominant self-concepts in that culture for biculturals (Lafromboise, 

Coleman and Gerton 1993 , Hong et al. 200 I). As also examined by Markus and 

Kitayama ( I 99 I) , individual s can effectively adjust to various social contexts and 

interpersonal cont ingencies including the "interdependent" and " independent'' aspects 

of self that are prevalent in different cultures (Markus and Kitayama 1991 ). Socially

oriented achievements, moderate level of autonomy and low levels ofindividuall y

oriented achievement are some of the attributes of interdependent selves . In an 

interdependent cu lture, positive feelings about the self derive from fulfilling the tasks 
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for others. For those with independent selves, feeling good about oneself typical ly 

requires fulfilling the tasks associated with being an independent self, that is, being 

unique, expressing one ' s inner attributes, and asserting one's autonomy. According to 

Markus and Kitayama (1991:226), "interdependent" and "independent" selves can be 

more salient than one another in different contexts. 

In their ranking of the traditional Chinese and modem western factors in identity in 

Zhang and Kulich's (2008) study, 70 20- to 30-year-old urban college students and 

white-collar adults in postgraduate classes in Shanghai rate highly the more collectivist, 

traditional and Confucian identities . Hybrid identities, however, unexpectedly 

intertwine between collectivist and individualistic identities. Individualistic or modern 

identities are more evident in younger participants such as personal uniqueness and 

individualism (for example, desires to be different and "cooler" than others). The 

authors conclude that these students' identities are made up of multi-faceted 

components arranged into a dynamic hierarchy of salience with specific identity items 

varyi ng in importance and likely to shift over time and context, and that the urban 

culture in Ch ina today is characterised by the "co-existence oftraditionality and 

modernity wit11 enormous pluralism" (Zhang and Kulich 2008:204). In the study of Li, 

Zhang, Bhatt and Yum (2006), China is also said to have possibly emerged as a "middle 

land" characterised by mixed individualistic and collectivist nature. 

Research in cross-cultural psychology bas examined identity activation that bas resulted 

from frame-switching, that is, shifts in the sense of self. Verkuyten and Pouliasi (2002) 

study frame-switching an10ng bicultural Dutch and Greek children. These children were 

primed with the iconic cultural symbols and languages associated with each of their 

bicultural identities. The authors find that compared to Dutch identity salience, 
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act ivating Greek identity led to stronger identificat ion with fr iends, more positive 

evaluation of social identity and less positive eva luat ion of personal identity. Cross

cu ltural psychology research has added to Tajfel's (1978, 198 l ) Social Identity Theory 

discussed in Chapter One the dimension of dynam icity of "psychologicall y sa li ent" 

(Tajfel l 978:66) identities. Through the activation of a group identity, people tend to 

view themselves as interchangeable exemplars of the particul ar group (Verkuyten and 

Pouliasi 2006). Contextual cues not only activate cultural knowledge networks and 

identity-specific norms but also group identification processes. Stronger identificat ion 

with a group will lead to perceptions and behaviours that are consistent with the 

particular identity and the appropriate values and norms defi ning it (Verkuyten and 

,Pouliasi 2006). 

As demonstrated by psychologists, the priming of language can ' acti vate' bilinguals' 

access ibi lity to particular cultural knowledge, mental frames and their associated values, 

behaviours and identities, as the two languages are often associated with two different 

cultural systems. In Hong et al. (2001), the Chinese version of the questionnaire 

activated the Chinese language culture, and the Engli sh version activated the English 

language culture. Bicultural and bilingual indi viduals manage the process by controll ing 

the access ibil ity of their internalised cu ltura l constructs, and can shi ft from one cultural 

self-concept to another, depending on what is ca lled for in a given situation. Thi s less 

monolithic view of culture seems particul arly appropriate at this time of increasing 

cultural interconnection. Active processes of priming oneself may help multicultural 

individuals in their ongo ing effo11 to negotiate and express their cultural identiti es 

(Hong et al. 2000). 
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Using language as a cue to activate bi cultural knowledge, Ross, Xun and Wil son (2002) 

find that the identities of East Asians and westerners may be stored in separate 

knowledge structures in bicultural individuals, with each structure activated by its 

associated language. When a given cultural frame is made salient, for example, by 

language as situational cues, culturally specific beliefs, theories, norms and standards of 

the culture associ ated with that language govern people's thinking and behaviour. The 

fear of westernisation, as discussed, has long existed in China's modernisation. While 

the ex istence of two ' ti ' , that is, Chinese and western culture and identity , has been 

undesirable from the official perspective, Engli sh learners' perceptions and desires in 

Engl ish learning are at odds with the offi ci al di scourse. The work on bicultura lity and 

cross-cultu ra l identification can assist the investigation of the significance of the two 

essences fo r Chinese learners of English in different contexts. 

The idea of mul tiple and hybrid identities has led me to presume that the 'self of 

Chi nese is not staticall y individualistic or collectivist. Rather, the _'self can switch 

between the "interdependent" ( collectivist) self and " independent" (individual) self in 

diffe rent contexts. 'The' identity involved in English learnjng can be diffe rent among 

learners depending on whkh identity is more significant and invested in fo r each 

indi vidual learner (Zhang and Kulich 2008). In the dilemma of 'self presented by 

Engli sh learning, learners presumably may shift and choose to assert one 'self over 

another in different contexts depending on the saliency of the multiple selves. The 

integrat ive motive in learning Engli sh may be associated with a particular ' self but not 

at the expense of another ' self which may assert itself more in instrumental motive. An 

approach that conjures up the shifting of mul tiple identities oflanguage learners and 

users can therefore address the possible existence of "interdependent" and 

"independent" selves. The original identity of Engl ish learners and their identi ty 
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assoc iated with learning Engli sh which ex ist on their own rights and 'retr ievab le' in 

different situat ions can be made transparen t. 

The identi ty of Chinese people is indeed multifaceted. In China, some recent studi es 

indicate that students of Engli sh have developed a multilingual/111ulticultural identity in 

the process of Engli sh learning. Of particular interest in the study of Chen (2008) is 

student comparison of two cultures . When asked about agreement wi th the western 

poli tical system, the 231 students in Chen' s study tend to show agree111ent, but when 

asked which one was better, Chinese or western political system , students supported the 

Chinese one. They are eager to learn of other cultures which are not tlu-eatening to their 

own cultures . Chen ' s study shows that the influence of western culture has not impacted 

negatively on students ' acknowledgement of their own culture. Mother tongue and 

fore ign language and culture are not necessarily contradictory. For Chinese learners of 

Engli sh, the boundary between the 'we-code' and 'they-code ' as defining the native and 

fore ign language and culture is not as clear-cut and contradi ctory; although fo r the 

students in Chen (2008) 's study, the length of study of Engli sh can affect the ir self

identifi cation as global citizen or Chinese; and the identity associated with the ' 111other 

tongue ' and English is salient in different contexts. However, Chen (2008) also 

demonstrates that fo reign language 111ajors' acknowledgement of 111other tongue 

language and culture increases with the length of studying Engl ish. 

In the Chinese case, to construct a positi ve identity in the global co111mun ity, Chi nese 

people have sought fo r changes in the relations with ' foreigners' by lessening the 

"psychologicall y salient" (Tajfel 1978:66) features associated with 'foreigners' 

including promoting Engl ish in China and Chi nese overseas. As Tajfel ( l 978:76) 

il lustrates, "perceived ill egiti111acy" is a "sociall y accepted and acceptable lever" for 
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social change in intergroup relations. It results from the rise of similarity between social 

groups and breaks down the dimensions of comparability as well as the perceived 

legitimacy of the group relations (Tajfel 1978:58). As group beliefs and values change 

with the social environment, the breakdown of perceived legitimacy will therefore 

produce a new relation between groups who retrieve to look for alternative ways to 

maintain the social distance. Tajfel's Social Identity Theory allows for an analysis of 

the internal workings of group categorisation and the ' othering process' in China. In 

particular, this research reveals how identifying feature(s) are formed by Chinese in 

differentiating themselves from 'foreigners'. 

From the discussions of Dong and Blommaert (2009) and Wang (2001), the multiple 

layers of migrant, Beijing, hometown, and minority group identity associated with 

different Chinese dialects and accents also become manifest. In relation to the outside 

world, it is ' the ' ethnic Chinese identity that becomes most salient and within the 

Chinese society itself, one's identity is defined as 'collective vs. personal ' , ' local 

resident vs. migrant' , and by social categories and occupations. National identity, local 

dialect identity, collective self and individual self are some of the layers of identity of 

Chinese. However, when English comes into the scene, it evidently affects the sense of 

self of Chinese learners. This research aims to investigate whether identity associated 

with English has become one layer of Chinese identity. The nature of 'ti' can therefore 

also be revealed. 

The dimension of ' global' as in ' global citizen' or ' global Chinese' is another possible 

layer of ' being Chinese' . In reviewing the existing studies of global English, two 

inte1Telated issues stand out. The first concerns the culture or context-specific meanings 

of globalisation or ' being global'. In addition to the emphasis on historical structural 
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processes of globali sation, just as scho lars of critical approaches to global English have 

emphas ised, sociologists also advocate looking into the "symboli c di scourse" of 

globalisation (Fiss and Hirsch 2005:32). In their investigation of fram ing and sense

making of globalisation in U.S. newspapers, Fi ss and Hirsch (2005) found that in the 

U.S. , global isation is framed by the financia l sector and increased integrati on of the 

American economy with the global economy, as the majority of articles on globalisati on 

appear in the finance section of newspapers. 

With reference to China, Marnman, Baydoun and Liu (2009) invest igated what 

globali sation means to Chinese business people in Beijing. For the study I 28 business 

people were asked to rate 13 statements on a Likert scale. The interviewees, generally, 

agreed that China is an active agent in economi c globali sation that benefits and is 

benefited from world economy. A significant majority (89.8 per cent) beli eved that 

global isation means that the Chinese economy is part of the global economy and the 

way of operating business in different parts of the world is becoming more simi lar. 

When it came to the convergence of cultural ideas, there was no consensus on 

globalisation as equivalent to ' westerni sation ' . The respondents did not see 

globali sation as full-scale adoption of western liberal va lues and behaviour. but rather, 

as a convergence of different cultures and thinking. From the stud ies of Fiss and Hirch 

(2005) and Mamman et al. (2009), the views about globalisation can be seen as cul tural 

and context specific. The existing research on global English has tended to look at the 

impacts of globalisation and overlook the underlying meanings of globali sation in their 

countries or commw1ities under investigation. For ' non-nati ve ' speakers of English, 

globalisation may not mean a total dominance of the USA or Europe and th ey 

themselves are active agents of global isation rather than passive ' experiencers ' . The 

world is viewed as a single place with common symbols, events and so lidarities 
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(Edward and Rees 2006) but this also means inten-elatedness of people, societies and 

environment in which the action of one has implications for others. 

Another issue that stands out relates to the commonly-held belief of ' one-party' 

dominance in globalisation. Some authors (for example, Gupta and Govindarajan 2002, 

Begley and Boyd 2003) have shown that individuals have developed a global mindset 

over time which they use to interpret and make sense of events under globalisation. 

Global mindset, as Begley and Boyd (2003 :25) define it, refers to: "the ability to 

develop and interpret criteria for business performance that are not dependent on the 

assumptions of a single country, culture or context and to implement those criteria 

appropriately in different countries, cultures and contexts." (Emphasis added) 

The global mindset, which is shaped by the various processes of globalisation, provides 

a new lens through which the sunoundings can be observed and understood (Essary 

2007) . As Essary (2007:512) remarks: 

a global fi'ame establishes the world as the point of orientation by incorporating 

supranational discourse into the interpretation of an event or issue (. . .) locate[s] 

an event in terms of ,vorld instead of national history, to perceive a debate as 

having worldwide instead of local significance, to identify rightfi'om wrong using 

transnational instead of personal rationalizations, or to label someone a 'human 

being ' instead of an 'other '_ The appeal of global fi'aming is that, regardless of the 

topic, evoking globality broadens the significance or relevance of an issue beyond 

its original societal context. 

Whether an individual has developed a global mindset can be signalled by his/her 

cultural cues used to discuss a topic, including the selection of words, symbols, 
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illustrations, or rat ionales, which convey a globally relevant interpretation (Essary 

2007). Thi s mindset, to put it differen tl y, interprets any local events within the 'world ' 

context, seeing them as having an impact or relation to the outside world. 

Although it is emphasised in ex isting paradigms of global English that globalisation 

links together all countries and therefore events in one location will impact on others, 

the interdependence of world countries (and languages and cultures) and the true 

meaning of global isation are not full y actuali sed in ex isting research. Researchers have 

also argued that it is essential to investigate globali sation at the level of meaning rather 

than at the level of practice (for example, Begley and Boyd 2003) as the meaning of 

globalisation held by individuals as well as government wi ll lead to specifi c deci sions 

and actions. Engli sh, as Chapter One and Two have suggested, can be seen as a 

' conscious' choice of China in this global era. A study of the meaning of globalisation 

for the Chinese government and Chinese people can potentially inform us of the 

rationale for their decisions and actions relating to English. 

Phillipson (2009) emphasises the need to analyse the role Engli sh plays in the "d ial ogic 

processes of understanding" (p.42) because "English is now the language fo r 

international communication (emphasis added)" (p.163) and understandin g. Therefore, 

globali sation (of English) should not be taken as ' one-way dom inance' but a "dialogic 

process". The current research presents an analysis of People 's Daily to reveal how 

globalisation is interpreted from the Chinese official perspectives. Since the meaning of 

globalisation is detern1ined by the interests and social positions of actors involved in the 

discourse of globalisation and influences people 's reactions to it (Fiss and Hirsch 2005 , 

Mamman et al. 2009), the analys is wi ll shed li ght on the understandi ng of how Chinese 

government takes up globali sation through looking into its perspectives on Engli sh. The 
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official discourse of globalisation ascribes how Chinese people perceive themselves and 

act within the global frame. 

From the various official policies, the message is obvious: nation comes before self. 

Research on English learning motivation of Chinese learners, in this regard, should 

investigate whether learners take up this message, rather than completely ruling out one 

or the other in learning Engli sh. The lack of official responses to the violation of the law 

on teaching medium mentioned previously indicates that there is something non

codified about English which markedly demonstrates the possible tensions between 

various ideological and social-cultural forces, hi dden or overt, and between 

globalisation and patriotism or nationali sm (Feng 2009). Schiffman (1996) 

demonstrates that every society has a body of attitudes and views towards language and 

that even when there is an absence of overt language planning, the underlying linguistic 

culture provides a kind of language planning by default. From this viewpo int, the 

attitudes and views about English in the Chinese society have to he explored in order to 

reveal the status and roles of the language in China. The current research therefore 

focuses on the nature of ' yong ' . 

As illustrated in Chapter One, the internal and external umests of China have created an 

identity and cultural vacuum. This vacuum, as this chapter has shown, has to confront 

the spread of English and its associated culture(s). The national language, Putonghua, 

and Confucian heritage, as seen in the previous chapter, are promoted as Chinese 

ethnocultural symbols both inside China and overseas. This can be seen as an attempt to 

build up and promote the linguistic image of Ch inese identity and a strong identification 

basis which Chinese people can hold onto so that modernisation as wel l as English can 

further develop and proceed in China without causing threats to native Chinese essence. 
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Th is compli es with Oi1on 's (200%:271) remark that " [i]n the face of so much new and 

foreign , the centra l task for Chinese remained the construction and maintenance of a 

coherent narrat ive of Chinese self-identity." 

With the issues of ' being Chinese ' and identity vacuum unsettled , the ' ti-yang ' principl e 

still imposes on Chinese people a unified ' ti '. This study therefore also aims to 

investigate the characteristics of ' the ' Chinese identity imposed upon Engli sh 

learners/users as well as what it means to be Chinese for them. In other words, it seeks 

to look into the nature of ' ti ' , how the notion of 'ti' has evol ved as well as how the 

relationships between 'ti' and 'yang' have become less clear. 

2.4 The present study 

In formulating the research questions, the shortcomings of exi sting research on Ch inese 

identity and English in China have been considered. First, research has tended to focus 

on language policy, learners' motivation and self-identity changes resulting from 

Engli sh learning. The official perspectives and popular attitudes towards Engl ish and 

Chinese identity as a whole have been largely w1explored. Foreign language education 

has a direct effect on a person 's career, the reputation of schoo ls and even happiness of 

a fami ly (Feng 2005 , 2006). It is the reason why Engli sh education affects all its 

stakeholders. Nonetheless, while existing studies have tended to focus on the views of 

English of university students. those of high school students, (no n-English) teachers and 

parents are undenepresented. 

Gao et al. (2005 . 2007) and Lo Bianco (2009) respecti ve ly conc lude from their findings 

that university students are motivated by personal development and influenced by 
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English culture and that the ' ti-yong ' principle still frames the perceptions of the roles 

of Chinese and English of teachers for whom national benefits of learning English (for 

example, national identity, Chinese language, China's development) seem to be more 

predominant. The present research adopts the possible determining factors of age and 

roles of different stakeholders in the education system by investigating junior high 

school and university students, teachers and parents. The purpose is to determine 

whether and how junior high school and university students, who are more influenced 

by the influx of English and its associated cultural values in China, are bound by the 'ti

yong' principle as compared to the other groups. This is particularly significant as the 

young generations are seen as "the main force for the construction of a modernized 

socialist nation in the 21st century" (Barme 1999:257), and thus are the main targets of 

patriotism education (Li 2006). 

As informed by the previous studies illustrated in this chapter, the current research on 

English and Chinese identity also seeks to explore the political, e,;onomic and cultural 

layouts of Chinese identity as well as the two different facets/layers of Chinese identity, 

namely, individual and collective through an investigation of the nature of the ' ti-yong' 

(Chinese identity-English utility) principle. Through English, the case study looks into 

· what Chinese identity is. 

In his study of English imperialism in the language classroom, Canagarajah (1999:76) 

raises some questions which are also applicable to the study of global English: 

.. while the demands of globalisation and internationalism would encourage the 

learning of English, the equally strong pull of nationalism would motivate 

resistance to English. How can these contradictory demands be reconciled? How 
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do (people) learn to live with these tensions in their eve1yday life? How do they 

transform these constraints in their /avow·? How do they creatively manipulate 

these tensions lo conduct their life with dignity and self-determination? 

The case study of thi s research takes up these questions. The fo llowing research 

questions guide the case study presented in the fo llowing chapte rs : 

1. What is/are the ascribed ro le(s) of English in China? 

2. How do high school students, university students, teachers and parents perceive 

Engli sh? These fo ur groups of informants are influenced by the Engli sh 

language education policy and the learning req uirement resu lting from the 

changing in ternational relation landscapes of China. 

3. In what ways Engli sh has been in tegrated into Chinese society and Chinese 

people ' s identity? 

4 . What are the challenges of promoting English to Chinese identity at both the 

nati onal and individual levels? 

Question 1 is aimed to fac ili tate conceptuali sation of the institutional discourses abo ut 

English, that is , the official perspectives on the language. Question 2 intends to reveal 

the various opinions on Engl ish of people in China which are termed the educational 

discourses . Questions 3 and 4 provide a point of departure for looking into the identi ty 

issue invo lved in English learning and Chinese identity. 

While QI and Q2 seek to uncover the official and popular views about English, to 

answer Q3 and Q4, the questions to be addressed include: are the expected outcomes of 

learning Engli sh different or similar between the institutional and individual levels, and 
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how do the two levels link together? How much of the 'self and 'other' is involved in 

learning English? These are explored through the learners' perceptions of the role of 

Engli sh in China and fo r themselves, along with how English is (supposed to be) learnt 

at the institutional and societal levels. While focusing on the research questions, this 

thesis uses the ' ti -yong' principle to illustrate the di screpancies between the official and 

popular discourses. 

To analyse Engli sh and Chinese identity, the case study employs critical approaches to 

the global spread of English such as Pennycook's, and Kramsch 's approaches to 

multilingual subj ects which emphasise the importance of personal experi ence and 

imagination in the identity formation of multilingual s. Cross-cultural psychology 

theories on bicultural s which provide a framework fo r the analysis of the salience of 

different identities in different contexts are also adopted . These theories, which have 

also been discussed in th is chapter, construe more closely the relations between 

language, identi ty and local culture and contribute in particular to .the understanding of 

the macro-level discourses closer to the context wi thin which the micro-level discourses 

of Engli sh are situated. 

The next chapter discusses the data, methodology fo r data collection and analysis and 

the broader theoretical and analytical framework. Following that, Chapter Four and Five 

present and illustrate the results of the case study. 
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Chapter Three 

Case study of Chinese official and popular discourses about English 

and Chi nese id entity: data, methodology and approaches to analysis 

This chapter introduces and di scusses the data co llected for the case study, the data 

collection methodology and approaches to data analysis. Three types of data have been 

collected: extracts from People's Daily newspaper, Q methodol ogy questionnai res and 

interviews. 

In the previous chapters, the macro-l evel di scourses about English and Chinese identity 

were discussed and illustrated with reference to some ex isting literature on Chinese 

identity and Engli sh education in China. This chapter discusses the broader theoretical 

framework adopted to the analys is of micro-level discourses about Engli sh closer to the 

language levels. These approaches include the noti ons of text of Halliday, Bakhti n and 

Kristeva and Critical Discourse Analys is (CDA). 

The case study combines CDA with gro unded theory method as the first step into CDA. 

Grounded theory is adopted as a coding strategy of the newspaper articles and 

intervi ews, while CDA is used to link the fi ndings to the wider socio-cu ltural and 

political contexts. In this chapter, the theoretical constructs of Q methodology as it was 

used in the collection of data on popular di scourses are also discussed. 

3.1 Data and approach to data co llection 

The case study investigates the Chinese government's views on the status and roles of 

English through analys ing a government newspaper, and popular opinions on the same 
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topic through Q questionnaires and interviews. The following section introduces and 

explains these different types of data used for the case study. It also di scusses the 

approach to data collection. 

3.Ll Data 

In the case study, the newspaper and interviews constitute the primary data while the Q 

sorts questionnaires serve to provide an overview of the diverse discourses about 

Engli sh existing in China as secondary data. This section focuses on introducing the 

primary data, and in the next section, focus is placed on Q methodology as it was used 

to guide the co llection and analysis of secondary questionnaire data as well as the set up 

of the face-to-face interviews. 

People's Daily extracts 

The primary written data analysed were collected from a Chinese newspaper, Renmin 

Ribao (People's Daily) which is China's national newspaper and the mouthpiece of the 

party and people. The aim of looking into People 's Daily is to identify the dominant 

official di scourses about English and its sub-discourses. As stated on the Renmin Ribao 

website (www.people.com.cn), the newspaper represents the views of the Chinese 

government, communist party, and the people, with the whole country as the identified 

audi ence, and is a channel for the communication between the government and the 

public. The columns open for contributions from the public include «A 1% i12;±iJ) 

(People 's discussion forum), «A l%Wt'i--f )) (People's comments), ((JE1f)) 

(Vo ice) , (( R\H!Ws1'/il'.)) (Thoughts) and (( /2,- El~ )) (Today's talk). 
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During the fieldwork, it was brought to the researcher's attention that in Beijing 

People 's Daily can only be bought in post offices or by subscript ion with limited 

ava ilability in newsagencies or convenience stores. The articles are written by a small 

circle of writers mostly affiliated with the Party. As Gregory and Hutchins (2004: 194) 

indicate, a prerequisite for the letters ' page of a local newspaper is the " local ism or 

proximity" of the copy and "a belief in the right of local people to speak in their forum " . 

People 's Daily in this case does not seem to be a local channel through which the public 

can voice their viewpoints. According to Gee (1999), newspapers , especially national 

newspapers, a.re treated as promotion of official views and ideologies that communicate 

what is to be considered 'acceptable' and 'normal'. As the newspaper is an official 

newspaper of the Chinese government, I regard it as a 'govenunent document ' that 

represents and expresses the institutional views on different issues and thus a producer 

of dominant discourse. One major flmction of dominant discourse is to manufacture 

consensus, acceptance and legitimacy of dominance. Only a few elites and writers who 

are mostly party members have access to the People 's Daily forum. Ordinary people 

may have less active or passive access to the communicative events occurring in the 

People 's Daily forum. This complies with van Dijk 's (1993) ideas that power and 

dominance are usually organised and institutionalised. 

In the People 's Daily data used in this thesis , many of the articles were taken from the 

letters to the editor and feature articles ' pages. The letters and articl es were written by 

readers or invited writers. Some might argue that the letters are not representative of 

public opinions because they are usually written by a group of people who tend to be 

better educated and politically conservative (Richardson 2007). However, as Ricl1ardson 

(2007) mentions, letters to the editor are designed to convince readers of the 

acceptability of a point of view. In selecting letters or artic les written by readers, the 
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editorial staff gives an indication of the newspaper's news values. Any letters that are 

included reflect what is considered 'acceptable' by the newspaper (van Dijk 1988). 

Letters ' pages remain important to both newspapers and their readers , representing a 

key site in which the identities of the readers - as both producers and consumers of 

news discourse - are constructed by the newspaper. In line with the ideas ofBakhtin 

and K.risteva, the letters provide the readers a channel to participate in the dialogue with 

the writers , other readers and related discourses about an issue (van Dijk 1988, 

Richardson 2007). 

In line with the key themes of CDA, study of media discourse, in particular, newspaper 

discourse, seeks to examine how journalistic discourse is produced, how journalistic 

texts function, how arguments are made and supported, and how newspaper texts may 

be implied in the production and reproduction of social inequalities (Fairclough 1995, 

Richardson 2007) . Variables such as headlines and page of the aiiicles are also 

significant for analysis (Richardson 2007). Tlu·ough an analysis of People 's Daily using 

Critical Discourse Analysis, this thesis reveals the official ' ascribed' positions or 

identities of readers in relation to English. The keywords, main themes and sub-themes 

in the articles, that is, the discourses embedded within the articles and their features, 

will be analysed in Chapter Four. 

Face-to-face interviews 

ln the case study of th.is research, the primary data on popular discourse were collected 

from face-to-face interviews. These interviews were conducted in a two-month 

fieldwork in Beijing in September-November 2009 with the use of Q methodology. 
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Pa11icipants invo lved in the interviews include uni versity and high school students, 

teachers and parents. Thi s is further introduced in the secti on below. 

3.1.2 Approach to data collection 

The theoretical constructs and procedures of Q methodology guided both the data 

collection process and analysis of the secondary Q questionnaires data, as well as the se t 

up of the face-to-face interviews which provided the primary data for the case study of 

thi s research. In the following section, these constructs and procedures, as we ll as the 

demographics of the participant cohorts in the case study, are discussed. 

Q-Methodology as a form of Discourse Ana lys is 

Q methodology, or Q, was first introduced by a British psychologist, William 

Stephenson (1953). A method that conjoins philosophical , technical , and stati sti cal 

components and a strategy linking qualitative and quantitative analyses (Stephenson 

1953 :36), Q is a too l fo r studying and representing a range of opini ons on parti cu lar 

topics. Factor analysis is a fundamental pa11 of Q. It is a means of identi fy ing groups or 

"types" of persons who share similar attitudes and the characterising views of the 

attitudes 43
. In a wide variety of fields from psychology, political science to transport 

policy, Q has been used to determine perspectives which can be taken as discourses. In 

his study on Basque national identi ty, Davis ( 1997) concludes that without Q 

-o Psychologists (for example, Oppenheim 1992) seem to treat 'a ttitudes', 'beliefs' and ' feelings ' as different matters. 
' Beliefs· and ·feelings' are seen as the characterising forces of forming a particular ' attitude '. Even Brown makes the 
distinctions between ·attitudes' and ·beliefs' ( I 980:68) in sayi ng that "attitudes are operantly defined and formally 
modelled as factors. Beliefs and values provide eJ.p!anarions of factors, and may reach into ego dynamics and other 
schemes for rheir theorerical substance." Language altitudes research tends to ignore the beliers behind the attitudes 
and lump together the t,,o terms. Study that lumps together 'atti tudes· and 'beliers• would risk pinpointing only 1he 
superficial vie,, s or languages of respondents. In this regard. Q is an ideal approach as it relics on participants · 
ratings of statements to explain the rating of one another: in which sense. Q focuses more on the belief systems 
characterising the resulting attitude measures rather than the resulting measures themselves. 
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methodology, it would not be possible to reveal the two different layers of Basque 

identity, but simply that all people identify themselves as Basque. Other examples 

include: Raje (2007) investigates the roles of transport in people 's life in the United 

Kingdom by examining the impacts of transport on individuals on a scale of social 

inclusion/exclusion. Paradice (2001) looks into attitudes and beliefs about dyslexia of 

parents, educational psychologists and special educational needs coordinators. Dryzek 

(1994) researches Australian perceptions of democracy, and Nitcavic and Dowling 

( 1990) study American perceptions of terrorism so as to predict the effects of terrorism 

coverage on American public policy. In linguistics, very limited studies have adopted Q 

methodology to look into language attitudes and identity issues (for example, Lo Bianco 

and Aliani 2008, Ives 2008). To summarise what Q methodology is , I quote Brown's 

(1980:5-6) concise explanation: 

Q technique is a set of procedures whereby a sample of objects is placed in a 

significant order with respect to a single person. in its most typical form, the 

sample involves statements of opinion (Q sample) that an individual rank-orders in 

terms of some condition of instruction - e.g. "most agree"(+ 5) to "most disagree" 

(-5). The items so arrayed comprise what is called a Q-sort. Q sorts obtained from 

several positions are normally correlated and factor-analyzed by any of the 

available statistical methods. Factors indicate clusters of persons who have ranked 

the statements in essentially the same fashion. Explanation of factors is advanced in 

terms of commonly shared attitudes or perspectives. Q methodology is the body of 

theory and principles that guides the application of technique, method and 

explanation. 
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In Q study, participants are given a set of statements fo r ranking according to how 

representative they are of thei r viewpoints. An important key construct of Q is the idea 

of ' operant subjectivity ' . Q is operant in that without having prescribed on a person any 

external frame of reference, which is said to be a shortcoming of existing conventional 

questionnaires such as Likert Scale 44
, it allows a person to express "his subj ectivity 

operantl y, model ing it (through his ranking of the statements) in some manner" (Watts 

and Stenner 20 12:26) . 

Another key principle of Q methodology is ' contextuality' which refers to "the meanin g 

associated with a statement largely dependent upon the behavioural context, the whole 

context of which it is a part" (Brown 1980 :46). While ranking the statements, 

participants are expected to constantly make comparisons between statements, 

permitting individual statements to interact with the whole set of statements. 

As was emphasised by Stephenson (1953), Brown ( 1980) and other Q scholars (for 

example, McKeown and Thomas 1988), Q is not designed to determine what percentage 

of the population hold each particular view but to elicit the range and variety of 

accounts or discourses about or around a pa11icular issue. Unlike survey research which 

looks at the correlat ion between variables observed across a large number of individuals, 

Q seeks to look into the correlation between participants who have the status of 

variables rather than sample elements. This is clearly explained by Brown ( 1980:68): 

Q technique to study attitudes and opinions is not to study a/tributes nor to measure 

the intensity of isolated opinions as is conventionally practiced. Rather, the intent is 

to provide the subject with the materials and operational procedures necessary to 

-1-i For a discussion of the shoncomings of conventional questionnaires. sec. for example. Mc Keown and Thomas 
( 1988) and Dryzek ( 1994). 
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provide the subject with the opportunity to engage in the formation of his own 

opinion, subjectively rendered. 

Q researchers cannot say how many people in the larger population are likely to hold 

particular perspectives but they can say with confidence that the perspectives do exist in 

the larger population and a degree of comprehensiveness in the perspectives identified 

can also be claimed if the participants are diverse. In this regard, Q is primarily an 

exploratory technique and cannot prove hypotheses (Watts and Stenner 2005). The 

theoretical constructs of Q are further explained in Appendix 2. 

The Q methodology procedures 

Q methodology follows a rather standardised set of research procedures. To provide a 

brief overview, the procedures used are outlined below. For the purpose of this thesis, 

this section focuses on how the primary interviews data were colle.cted and on the 

participants' demographic information. More details of each procedure can be found in 

Appendix 2, Section A2. l. 

Q methodology essentially consists of six steps: 

Step 1: 326 statements about English were collected from People's Daily between 2000 

and 2008. 

Step 2: 54 statements were selected from Step 1 and each statement was written and 

numbered on a separate card. 
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Step 3: Respondents were recruited. Before the researcher 's departure to Beijing, initial 

contacts with staff in two uni versiti es were made th.rough the researcher's personal 

networks. Email s were also sent randomly to six high schools. Although tlu-ee respo nses 

were received expressing interest in the research , on ly one teacher agreed to help 

arrange recruitment and interviews with students and parents in the end. 

Step 4: Interviews. The interviews had two phases. In Phase One, respondents were 

asked to rate how strongly they agreed or disagreed with the statements chosen in Step 2. 

Their ratings consti tute what is called the Q sorts as secondary data that provided an 

overview of the discourses about Engli sh ex isting in China. In Phase Two, face-to-face 

interviews were conducted where respondents were asked a list of 11 questions centred 

around the roles and impacts of English. These questions were tailored according to the 

contents of the statements used in Phase One Q sorts. With the respondents ' consent, 

interviews were audio-recorded. Handwritten notes were taken when the respondents 

did not agree to be audio-recorded. The 11 questions are li sted in Chapter Four. 

Step 5: Data analysis and processing using statist ical analys is software. The researcher 

completed a score table after each participant ' s ranking for analysis. The score each 

statement received was then entered into a software program called PQ Method. The 

statist ical analysis is a Q vers ion of factor analysis. Participants sharing the san1e views 

were grouped into one fac tor. 

Step 6: Results interpretation. The defining Q sorts of each facto r, that is, participants 

loaded most significantl y on each factor , were identified and results could then be 

reported in a fo rm of narratives for each factor. 
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For the present case study, the focus is placed on Phase Two of the interviews. The 

participants' responses to the 11 questions provided the primary data on popular 

di scourses for the case study. Serving as the secondary data for this research, the Q sort 

questionnaire results presented in the form of narratives for each factor are attached in 

Appendix 3. 

In the fi eldwo rk in Beijing, 87 participants in the education sector were interviewed 

including ( I) uni versity students, (2) hi gh school students, (3) parents and ( 4) teachers. 

Demographic information about the participants was obtained prior to the interviews 

including place/city of origin, mother tongue spoken, knowledge of dialect(s), length of 

stay in Beijing (if born elsewhere), English proficiency certificates obtained, study 

majors (for university students) and occupation types (for parents). Below is a brief 

introduction of the four groups of participants: 

( I) Uni versity students 

25 uni versity students from three different uni versities were interviewed. Aged between 

18 and 25 , their year levels ranged between undergraduate year three and postgraduate 

year three. While 14 were English majors, 11 were non-English majors. Among the 

non-English majors, two were Commerce maj ors; six Journalism majors; one a 

Computing major; one an Engineering major and one a Science major. The families of 

these uni versity students lived in other Chinese cities or towns, and they only moved to 

Beijing to study. Some of them had siblings. All students reported that they had passed 

either Co llege English Test - Band 4 or Band 6. 

(2) Hi gh school students 

20 students from the same high schoo l were interviewed. They came from three 
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different Grade Eight classes in a famous high school and were all considered as top 

students by their teachers. The students were aged between 12 and 13 and the majority 

were born in Beijing (onl y three students were born elsewhere and moved to Beijing 

when they entered Grade One), living with their parents and were all the onl y chi ldren 

of their parents . As they themselves reported, they were all enroll ed in extra Engl ish 

tuition classes outs ide of school. 

(3) Teachers 

The group consists of 10 university teachers, nine high school teachers and four primary 

school teachers, totalling 23 teachers. They were aged between 25 and 50. Ni ne 

university teachers were English lecturers and one was a Chinese Classics lecturer. Six 

high school teachers were English teachers, one taught Politi cs, one taught Mathemati cs, 

and one taught Chinese. The primary school teachers taught more than one subject in 

their schools, with only one teacher teaching Engli sh. 

(4) Parents 

19 parents of university and high school students (two parents of university students, 

and 17 parents of high school students) were interviewed. The parents' occupations 

included university dormitory receptionist, business owner, researcher, university 

faculty dean and government official, with the majori ty not consenting to reveal their 

occupations. 

In selecting a representat ive set of person samples, read ings of li terature and research 

informed the variables that requi red consideration. These variables included:(!) dia lects 

spoken and (2) city of residence other than Beijing. In each group, the researcher tended 

to interview participants speaking Mandarin as the first language and originall y from 
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Beijing, and participants speaking dialects and from cities other than Beijing. This is 

because whether a person first comes to the urban areas from the rural areas and 

whether they can speak Mandarin and their attitudes towards the language might also 

affect how they percei ve Engli sh as an additional language. The research therefore 

endeavoured to control the participants' first language and place of origin as variables 

when possible, although the feasibility of thi s had been a concern of the researcher and 

supervisors before the fieldwork began . 

After the researcher had arrived in China and discussed the actual demography of each 

of the groups with the local contacts and teachers, the decision to control the variables 

mentioned was deemed not feasible and discarded. The problem was associated with 

mass internal migration and urbanisation. Movement to major cities such as Beijing and 

Shanghai from rural or less developed areas for study and work opportunities has been 

an extremely common phenomenon in China. A lot of university students and 

hospita lity staff therefore were migrant students and workers from other parts of China. 

When the researcher first raised the idea of separating Beijingers and non-Beijingers in 

the interviews, all local contacts and university teachers were thus doubtful about the 

possibility. The researcher insisted on trialling the original recruitment decision for one 

week, but had to discard the ' Beijingers and non-Beijingers variable' as the recruitment 

process went along. 

Within the CDA framework, the People's Daily and interview data are analysed. 

Despite its common usage in discourse analysis, CDA has been criticised for its lack of 

vigorousness and systematicity (Stubbs 1997, van Dijk 1999) and critical discourse 

analysts are said to be laden with assumptions (Stubbe, Lane, Hilder, Vine, Vine, Marra, 
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Holmes and Weatherall 2003). ln order to mould these criticisms, grounded theory and 

keywords approach are used in this research as the first step into CDA. 

3.2 Gro unded theory and keywords approach as the first step of CDA 

While Critical Discourse Analysis does not offer a systematic micro-approach to data 

analysis and categorisations, grounded theory provides an " inductive [theory] discovery 

methodology that allows the researcher to develop a theoretical account of the general 

features of the topic" (Martin and Turner 1986:141). In general, no pre-set assumptions 

and ideas of what to look for in data analysis using grounded theory are encouraged. 

Nonetheless, supported by the existing literature discussed in Chapter Two, assumptions 

have been made before embarking on this research - the roles of English and people's 

attitudes towards the language have changed. The remaining question is why and how 

they have changed. For this, I should emphasise that this research is using Straussian 

(Strauss and Corbin 1990) grounded theory method to collect initial data and develop 

some of the emergent themes and (both general and unique) features of the topic, 

English, found in the People 's Daily and interview data. As Strauss and Corbin ( 1990, 

1998) state, without a priori constructs or research focus informed by prior knowledge, 

it is easy to become confused by the volume of data and hence conducting random 

sampling that disables the formulation of theoretical constructs. 

In this study, the choice of what categories to focus on, the interpretation of codes and 

the accounts of themes are not solely guided by the data, but also the aims of the 

research. the existing literature and background knowledge about the topic. The corpus 

of data is drawn from the results of a keyword search of •~~, yingyu ('English·) on 

the People 's Daily database of the ANU library for the years between 2000 and 2008. 
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According to Strauss and Corbin ( 1990), grounded theory research involves three basic 

steps: open coding, ax ial/theoretical coding and selective coding. This research case 

study has adopted these three steps, the details of which are outlined as follows: 

3.2.1 Open coding 

The aim of using the grounded theory method is to uncover the structures of discourses 

found in People 's Daily and interviews which are then analysed and interpreted within 

the Critical Di scourse Analysis framework. With two pre-conceived and yet tentative 

codes in mind: 'English' and 'the Other' (foreigners), I first analysed the newspaper and 

intervi ews data to extract a set of categories. These categories as they are named and 

used in grounded theory can be seen as di scourses. In the process of open coding, 

memos (S trauss and Corbin 1990) were produced to gather ideas and dimensions about 

the two pre-set codes, as well as develop emergent codes and categories through 

constant compari son. 

When I read the newspaper articles and interview transcriptions, I focused on the 

concepts conveyed through words, semantic relations and sentence structures rather 

than line-by-line analys is that is commonly used in many studies. The focus on the 

words is important for this case study for two reasons. First, some words, named as 

keywords , are culturally-specific and revealing of cultural values. According to 

Wierzbicka ( 1997), the lexicon of a language mirrors the ways of thinking and life 

characteri stic of its speakers. As she (Wierzbicka 1997:5) explains, "culture-specific 

words are conceptual tools that refl ect a society's past experience of doing and thinking 

about things in certain ways; and they help to perpetuate these ways." 
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Second, Chinese is morphologically an ana lytic or isolating language (Li and Thompson 

1978) in that Chinese words are composed of a si ngle morpheme and thus the language 

makes use of word order to convey meanings. 

Interrelated to the "key words" approach is "cu ltural elaboration" and words 

"frequency" (Wierzbicka 1997: 15). "Key words" are words that are particularly 

important in a given culture and their prominence can be indicated tlu·ough their usage 

and frequency. As illustrated in the final section of Chapter One, there are words and 

phrases with cultural meanings that recur across the People's Daily data. The case study 

of this thesis will demonstrate how they are used to convey ideas about Engl ish and 

Chinese identity. 

During open coding, the notes made in the memos were pure descriptions about the 

keywords and sentence relations at first and when comparisons were conducted, they 

facilitated the generation of insights which in turn informed the next stage of data 

collection. 

3.2.2 Axial/ T heo retica l codin g 

The starting point for axial cod ing is the list of codes produced at the end of open 

coding. Examples of the codes induced in the process include: ' learning English causing 

waste of time· , 'English as a sign of opening up ', and ' mutual respect of different 

cultures·. With the notes taken in the memos, groupings of codes into sub-categories 

were carried out. Thi s process named axial/theoretical coding is a process of relating 

different codes to each other that seem to relate to the issue. The two pre-set codes. 

English and foreigners and their relevant sub-codes could be identified in the process of 
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open coding in the data such as 'roles of English', 'images of English', foreigner 

eagerness to learn Putonghua' . New themes that emerged solel y from the data have also 

been identified including 'globalisat ion as mutual learning and Lmderstanding' , 

' association of history' , 'Reference to Chinese culture and cultural values' and 

' bilingual in Putonghua and English' . 

3.2.3 Selective coding 

Selecti ve coding is implemented when the core categories/themes have been identified 

after the grouping of sub-categories. It is a process where I selected and focused on 

particul ar sub-categori es identifi ed in theoretical coding and collected more data to 

confirm the core categories. Selective coding is thus deductive in nature as the data 

collection and labelling and categorising of codes were implemented to validate, 

elaborate or reject these categories induced in the processes of open and theoretical 

coding. For instance, the category English is confirmed as characterised by its 

' linguist ic image ', 'who speaks it' , and ' how it is used' which are the different 

dimensions of the categories. Constant comparison between the different sub-categories 

of a core category assisted in uncovering as many simil arities and divers ities around the 

core category. 

The categories analysed in this thesis were chosen based on their theoretical 

significance, that is , to what extent they answered the initial research questions about 

English and Chi na 's perceptions of itself in relation to fore igners. For example, I 

selected the sub-category of ' two-way language and cultural exchange ' of the theme 

' globali sation ' because I was interested in looking into Chinese agency in the discourses 

of the global spread of Engli sh, and in the process of validation of this sub-category, [ 
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focused on the 'subject positions' Chinese take by looking at the verbs and pronouns 

used. In this analys is, some themes were not included because final hypotheses and 

clear patterns of viewpoints could not be concluded with the di verse, contrad ictory and 

opposing views present in the data. These themes included 'social and education impacts 

of English', 'impacts of Engli sh on the Chinese language' , and 'comparison of Engli sh 

profici ency between Chinese and other non-native speakers'. The first two themes 

however shaped the set up of question 7, 8, 9 and IO in the Phase Two intervi ews with 

the participants. 

The data collection and coding process is complete when the richness of information 

allows the researcher to reach conceptual saturation and no new codes and categori es 

can be found (Glaser and Strauss 1967, Strauss and Corbin 1990). The cod ing process 

of the case study was terminated when no new information could be found in the 

People's Daily data between 2000 and 2008. The categories and themes derived from 

grounded theory methodology are then analysed within the Critical Discourse Analysis 

framework. 

3.3 Approaches to data analys is 

Critical Discourse Analys is (CDA), which has inspired the data analysis of the case 

study, is drawn upon to analyse both written and spoken texts taken from People 's 

Daily and face-to-face interviews. This section illustrates the approaches to discourse 

analysis used in the case study including the notion of text in the work of Halliday, 

Bakhtin and Kristeva which provided the theoretical underpinnings for CDA . In this 

section, the key concepts in CDA are also introduced, fo llowed by a discuss ion on how 

the approach is adopted to the data analys is of the current study. 
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Q methodology, which offers systematic procedures of data collection and analysis of 

the discourses of English in the wider society, was adopted in collecting questionnaires 

and interviews data. This section also explains the theoretical foundations and principles 

of Q methodology. 

3.3.1 'Texts' as units of analysis: 'dialogism' and 'intertextuality' (Halliday; 

Bakhtin; Kristeva) 

For the purpose of this case study, an approach that well integrates texts and the 

contexts within which they are written is required for the analysis of People 's Daily. 

In the 1970s, as study of language use in social context gradually branched out of 

structural linguistics, the concept of 'text' as si tuated in social context was developed 

and elaborated by scholars including Halliday and Hasan (1976). They perceive text as 

encoded in sentences or clauses, fun ctioning with respect to its context of situation or 

situation of use and language is actually an instrument that rationalizes social structure 

and practices. From Halliday 's point of view, social structure is an important 

determining factor of meaning-making process. As language has a range of meanings in 

different contexts, social structure determines the meanings of language among 

"meaning potentials" (Halliday 1978: 19) specific to particular features of the contexts. 

When individuals communicate, they have to draw on the lingui stic resources availabl e 

depending on the social activity, social relationships between participants and the 

communication channel, all of which, as Halliday (1978 : 110) illustrates, are "a 

conceptua l framework for representing the social context as the semiotic environment in 
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which people exchange meanings" . In linguistics, a text is any passage, be it spoken or 

written. that forms a unified whole. 

Halliday's and Hasan 's work revisits the work of the literary critics Mikhail Bakhtin 

and Julia Kristeva. For Bak.htin, any words (texts) are part of a chain of speech 

communication and , in different ways, participate in dialogues. Speakers expect a 

response from the li steners who are active pa11icipants in speech communication from 

the very beginning. In this context, the expression of an utterance always responds to 

others' utterances (Bak.htin 1986:92). It is related not only to preceding but also to 

subsequent links in the chain of speech communication. Since one would attempt to act 

in accordance with the response in anticipation, this anticipated response, in turn, exerts 

an active influence on one's utterance. In this way, all utterances act as a link to one 

another in communication, and any utterance reveals many "half-concealed or 

completely concealed" (Bak.htin 1986:92) words of others that need to be interpreted 

with the context of the whole utterances in order to understand it fully. In other words, 

any communication can be viewed as a dialogue among several writings: that of the 

writer, the addressee and the contemporary and ear li er cultural context (Kri steva 1986: 

36). As Bak.htin (1986) also explains, texts are the embodiment of an existing socio

ideological dialogue between the present and the past, between different groups in 

society. He situates text within history and society, which are then seen as texts read by 

the writer. and in to which he inserts hi s/her own voices by rewriting them (Bakhtin 

1986:36). In this sense, any two utterances. if juxtaposed on a semantic pl ane, end up in 

a dialogic relationship. or they may mutuall y suppl ement one another or contradict. 

In Bak.htin ' s (1981) views. when a wTiter inserts hi s/her own voice into a text. a new 

meaning is given while the original meaning is also retained through appropriation. By 
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entering into interaction or "struggle" with other texts , a text awakens new and 

independent words in text contexts that "dialogize" it and thus it is able to reveal ever 

newer ways to mean (Bakhtin 1981 :346). Bakhtin (1981 :324-327) calls dialogic texts 

"double-voiced", as they simultaneously serve speaker/writer and listener/reader and 

express two different intentions. In such texts, there are two voices, two meanings and 

two expressions which are dialogically interrelated (Bakhti n 1981 :324). Unli ke 

authoritative texts, dialogic texts are heterogeneous, for they are "half-ours and half

someone else's" (Bakhtin 198 1 :345). They become one's own only when the speaker 

populates it with his/her own intention when s/he appropriates the word, adapti ng to 

hi s/her own semantic and expressive intention. 

Bui lding on Bakhtin's idea of dialogism, Kristeva (1986) posits the idea of 

intertextuality which refers to the interaction of texts with the cultural and historical 

contexts in which they are wri tten and to the transformation of texts as a result of the 

interaction. In Kristeva 's words, each word (text) is an intersection of word (texts) 

where at least one other word (text) can be read (Kristeva 1986:37) . As she argues, " in 

the space of a given text, several utterances, taken from other texts , intersect and 

neutrali se one another" (Kri steva 1980:36) . Like Bakhtin, Kristeva argues that 

intertextual texts stand in opposition to any unity of meaning and to the 

authoritativeness of any official definition. Texts act through and on subjects (writers, 

readers and listeners) and on social and poli tical envirorunents (Crozet 2010). As a 

result, multiple voices of the different subj ects that respond to one another within 

particul ar historical and social contexts can be found. Because of thi s ' linkage' 

character, intertextuali ty is able to uncover the hidden political and ideological confl icts 

present at any hi storical moment in society. It gives expression to all those alternative 

and different voices that embody a struggle against the official dominant discourses. 
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As indicated by BakJ1tin 's and Kristeva's work, research on any aspects of concrete 

language needs to look at concrete utterances in different spheres such as texts of law or 

government documents which are "rejoinders" in everyday dialogue (BakJ1tin 1986:62). 

Thi s has provided a framework to the current case study which looks into how the past 

voices about English and the Other in China have been reworked ai1d renewed, and how 

new Chinese voices about them have been formed in different historical and social 

contexts. BakJHin 's and Kristeva ' s work has been adopted by scholars in various fields 

as theoretical basis including Critical Di scourse Analysis (CDA) which is used in this 

research to analyse newspapers and face-to-face interviews data. 

3.3.2 Critica l Discourse Analys is 

In the 1980s, as influenced by the early critical studies of lai1guage of scholai·s including 

Michel Foucault, and literary critics, BakJ1tin ai1d Kristeva, Critical Discourse Analysis 

(CDA) was introduced to the field of discourse analysis. In particular, CDA embod ies 

influences of Foucault ' s ideas of discourse ai1d subject ivity and BakJ1tin ' s and 

Kristeva ' s work on intertextuality and dialogism. Two of the key concepts ofCDA, 

nan1ely, discourse as social structure ai1d voice ai1d agency, are exan1ples of the 

influences of these scholars. 

3.3.2. 1 Key concepts of Critica l Discourse Analys is (CDA) 

A defining feature of CDA is its concern with power as mai1ifested in discourse in the 

society as influenced by Foucault ' s concepts of discourse, knowledge ai1d power. 
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Discourse as social structure and a site of power struggle 

From Foucault' s (1972) point of view, a discourse is not simply an utterance or a text, 

but an institutional structure that guides the meanings of utterances and texts and 

prescribes the rules of what constitutes a meaningful interaction. In Foucault's theory, 

knowledge and power is produced within a discourse. When knowledge is passed on in 

discourse and accepted by others, it then assumes its power, regulates social practices 

and influences people ' s behaviours in a particular structure. Foucault (1972) also 

focuses on the ever-changing nature of discourse about a particular subject in different 

socio-cultura l and po litical contexts when new discourse arises to represent new 

conceptions and when meanings change with discourse from time to time. 

Influenced by Foucault's ideas of discourse as social structure, CDA sees text as a 

social product of a society and a di scourse (in the sense of social structure) which 

reflects the social norms, conventions and ideologies. In this sense, discourse can be 

specified as the whole process of social interaction that cond itions the norms of 

production and interpretation of texts. It reflects the wider social conventions and 

structure which determine how language is used . In the views of Fairclough, a discourse 

itself actuall y consists of"orders of discourse", a term adopted from Foucault (1984), 

which Fairclough (1993: 138) uses to refer to the "totality of discursive practices of an 

institution and relationship between them". "Orders of discourse" are interdependent 

networks that govern discourse and social practice. When one experiences the society as 

structured into different spheres of action, the types of discourse and practice associated 

with particular spheres prescribe the ru les of what constitutes a conventional social 

activity. Whenever people produce or interpret discourse, they draw upon social 

conventions and practices which constitute the background knowledge of discourses 
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and the texts that occur within them. According to Fairclough (200 1 ), there are three 

stages of CDA: description, interpretation and explanation . These three stages require 

texts ' producers' and readers ' background knowledge of the texts. Wri ter utilises this 

background knowledge to construct ' ideal readers' (Fairclough 200 I: 128) and entice 

them into his/her way of thinking. 

Fairclough's early work was also influenced by Bourdieu 's (1991) work on language as 

symbolic resources and power in education. When one has econom ic and political 

power, s/he also has ideological power, the power to act in ways regarded as universa l 

(Wodak 2001 ). The dominant language/discourse grants its speaker/holder in a 

linguistic exchange symbolic power. In this regard, CDA is also interested in the 

relat ionships between discourse (language use) and power of an order of di scourse, as 

well as in modifications to the order of discourse (Fairclough 1995). The ways in which 

"orders of discourse" are structured and the ideologies which they embody are seen in 

CDA as determined by relationships of power in particular social institutions and in the 

society as a whole. 

CDA was also greatly influenced by literary critics, Bakl1tin and Kristeva, and took their 

ideas out of the literary world by incorporating di scourse, society and ideology in its 

fran1ework. Appl ying Bakhtin's and Kristeva's idea of intertextuality, texts are seen in 

CDA as lacking fixed authorships and meanings, and prior texts and existing 

conventions can be transformed and restructured to generate new ones (Fa irclough 

1992:270). CDA therefore sets out to reveal the multiple discourses and meanings, and 

the ideo logical assumptions hidden in the di scourses in the wider socio-cultural and 

political context. 
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Voice and agency 

The subject positions in discourse are also a concern of CDA. Subject positions are 

social roles in general constructed by discourse. In his work on sexuality, Foucault 

(1978) illustrates how discourses (in the sense of language use) produce subject 

positions, and the multiplicity of di scourse about a subj ect in a society. In different 

domains, different speakers use different discourses to speak about an idea. The rise of 

these different discourses is attributed to the "strategic necessities" (Foucault 1980:206) 

of having to identify one's position in relation to the subject under a particular 

economic and political atmosphere. To determine one's subject position within a 

di scourse, one has to locate oneself in the position which is governed by discourse 

within the social context (Foucault 1980: 132). Because of this identification of subject 

positions, a person is able to achieve his/her sense of identity within the discourse. 

For Fairclough, thus, each subject position a person occupies is-attached with a set of 

"discomsal ri ghts and ob ligations" (Fairclough 1989:3 1) prescribed by the discourse 

type. These rights and obligations refer to what is and what is not all owed and required 

to say in a society. In this regard, CDA is concerned with the conditi ons which produce 

discourse that shapes the society and its people who have to identify one's position 

under a particular economic and political context (Foucault 1980). Construction of 

subject positions and the restricted sets of legitimate subject positions are important for 

CDA analysis. Foucault ( 1972) was one of the pioneers in the study of multifaceted 

identity as constructed by language which has influenced the studies in identity and 

language learning illustrated in section 3 .1.2. In his view, the multiple roles and 

identities of a person are constructed by multiple discourses which place the person into 

different subject positions. 
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The aforementioned work ofBakhtin on dialogue also serves as a useful standpoint fo r 

w1derstanding discourses and the mul ti ple speaking positions (Mackinlay 2002). 

Although texts ascribe positions and therefore identity to readers and writers, as 

discussed previously, the ideas of dialogism and intertextuality introduce the dynamic 

and multip le nature of identities of both text producers and readers (as they insert their 

own voices into a text) , and foster a pluralism of voices. Even the author of a text is ' no 

core, fixed, unified self, but is a differentiated, complex, heterogeneous force. S/he is a 

'subject-in-process ', conveying the notion of subjectivity as always "on tri al", 

constantly questioning his/her identity and undergoing change (McAfee 2000:69). This 

is in line with discourse or text as a site of identity construction and negotiation in 

language use discussed earl ier. In Bakhtin 's (1981) views, one 's 'voice' creates one ' s 

subject and the format ion of new ' voices ' introduces new identities. Jn 'voicing out', one 

is projecting his/her identity. 

In the context of the global spread of Engl ish, the dominant English discourses of the 

West are often argued to silence the dominated whose voices cannot be heard and who 

are forced to accept the discourses. Hooks ( 1989: 12) maintains that "speaking becomes 

both a way to engage in active self-transformation and a rite of passage where one 

moves from being object to being subject. Only as subjects can we speak. As objects, 

we remain voiceless - our beings defined and interpreted by others". Studies on global 

English previously mentioned have shown that through appropriation, the boundaries 

between the Self and Other change and the self no longer is an object on which English 

is imposed, but becomes the subjects that assume agency in the reception of Engli sh. 

Through appropriation, non-English speaking commwlities add a new voice to the 

already polyvocal vers ion of the discourse, resulting in the different discourses about 
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Engli sh. It is the purpose of this research to in vestigate the appropriation of western 

discourses about Engli sh by Chinese people into which they insert their own voices and 

affi rm their self-identity. CDA is adopted in thi s thesis fo r the analysis of People's Daily 

and interviews with a focus on the interactions between the wider socio-cultural 

contexts and micro-level language use. By looking at the multi ple discourses about 

English, the subj ect positions of China and Chinese people can be revealed. 

3.3.2.2 The CDA paradigms in the current study 

Operating on the same underl ying principles of CDA, di ffe rent scholars of CDA have 

developed different focuses in their own approaches45
. Along with the funda mental 

assumptions, principles and procedures ofCDA that underlie the data analysis of the 

present study, Wodak's discourse-historical approach (Wodak 200 1) is particularly 

appropriate to the study of English in China. Wodak (200 1 :76) maintains that: 

. because history teaches that specific actions have specific consequences, one 

should perform or omit a specific action in a specific situation comparable with the 

historical example referred to. 

In investi gating historical, organisational and political topics and texts, the discourse

historical approach attempts to integrate a large quan ti ty of available knowledge about 

the hi storical info rmation and background of the social and political contexts within 

which the texts are produced and interpreted. It analyses the historical dimension of 

discurs ive actions by exploring the ways in which particular genres of discourse are 

45 Wodak (1989) introduces a historical dimension to CDA that gives rise to the discourse-hi storical approach. van 
Dijk ( 1993) emphasizes the role of social cognition in framing people's minds by means of language processing 
mechanisms, which is the social-cognitive model of CDA. The work on sociology ofFairclough (1989, 1992, 1995) 
underpins CDA, the aims and analytical methods of his approach . Depending on the nature ofa study, these 
paradigms of CDA have been appl ied in critical studies of language. 
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subject to diachronic change (Wodak 1989, 2001). Wodak ' s approach is dependent 

centra ll y on the interd iscursive and intertextual relationsh ips between discourses . It 

aims to provide a framework to study inconsistencies, (self-) contradicti ons, paradoxes 

and dilemmas in the text-internal or discourse-internal structures (Wodak 200 1 :65). The 

interconnectedness of texts and discurs ive practices, which provides a variety of 

empirical data as well as background information, in Wodak's views, can minimise bias 

(Wodak 2001). 

One way to apply Wodak ' s discourse-historical approach is to assume a dialectical 

relationship between particular discursive practices and situations in particular historical 

contexts (Wodak 2001:66). As Wodak (2001) states, discourses and discourse topics 

spread to different fields of action and discourses. They cross between field s, overl ap, 

refer to each other or are in some other way socio-functionally linked with each other. 

In thi s regard, each macro-topic allows for many sub-topics which can be created anew. 

As informed by the historical background information presented in Chapter One and 

Two, topics about English cover sub-topics such as China 's international relations, the 

history of the status of English in China and modernisation, each representing different 

realities that contribute to the frame of the Chinese discourses of Engli sh and Chinese 

identity. The notion of intertextuality permits an analys is of the relations between 

di scourses and sub-discourses. In the process of anal ys is, new di scourses about English 

can also be derived from the ex isting discourses. 

The following devices and tools offered by Critical Di scourse Analysis are adopted in 

the analysis of written resources and interviews in thi s thesis, some of wl1ich are 

outlined in Wodak (200 1). 
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Device Function 
Pronouns • Indication of agent and patient; highl ight or 

background agency or absence of agency . Pronouns might serve to stress the unity of a 
people 

Overwording, se ntence structures . Overwording - overwording signals 
preoccupation with some aspect of reality . How sentences are linked together e.g . 
cohes ion and connectors - connectors mark 
various temporal , spatial and logical 
relat ionsh ips between sentences . What connectors are used e.g. and, because, 
even though, mere juxtaposition of sentences -
texts commonsens ica lly divide information 
into re lati vely prominent and relat ive ly 
background (tending to mean re lative ly 
important and rel ative ly unimportant (Wodak 
200 I: 109) 

Semant ic re lations between words (Wodak 200 I :96) • S igna l social re lat ionships 

According to Wodak (2001), the use of the above devices is ideologically motivated and 

can be constrained by power and their associated structural effects on knowledge and 

beli efs, social relationships and social identities. These devices can therefore contribute 

to the data analysis of the case study that explores Chinese identity in relation to the 

other, and the Chinese discourses about English in the twenty-first century. In the 

following section, the written and spoken data collected and analysed for the case study 

of this research are introduced. 

3.4 Concluding remarks 

This chapter has presented and discussed the data and methodology of the case study 

and examined the select ion of the broader theoretical approaches used for the case study 

including the notions of text of Halliday, Bakhtin and Kristeva which contribute to the 

anal ysis of discourse. The focus of Critical Discourse Analysis on text and its 

interactions with the wider socio-cultural and political contexts offers a backdrop to 

analyse People's Daily articles and interviews as the primary data. The theoretical 
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constructs and procedures of Q methodology as used to reveal the discourses about 

English ex isting in the wider co ntext have also been di scussed. The methodological 

decisions supporting the research have centred on revealing the underlying beliefs and 

ideologies about English and 'being Chinese ' in the offi cial and popular di scourses. 

In the chapters that foll ow, the findings of the analys is of People 's Daily and interviews 

conducted in the major fi eldwork are discussed and illustrated using Cri tical Di scourse 

Analys is. 
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Chapter Four 

Official discourses about English and Chinese identity 

As a national newspaper and government 's mouthpiece, People 's Daily plays a ro le in 

propagating the offici al discourses about a particular subj ect/topi c. This chapter 

examines the People's Daily data to uncover the offici al Chinese percepti ons of English 

and 'being Chinese' in relation to the outs ide world. This chapter also illustrates China's 

concepts of globalisati on which contributes to understanding the roles of English in the 

country. 

Reports and articles on English can be found across diffe rent secti ons in the 

newspaper46
, the contents of whi ch do not vary largely. Articles in the 'News' section 

included reports on the ability of elderl y people to speak English, role model English 

learners, and a combination of English and other modern skills training fo r different 

sectors. In the 'Education, Teclrnology, Hygiene and Environ.rn"ent' and ' Science 

Education ' sections, articles on English education policy and acti vities carried out in 

schoo ls were also found. The ' International News' and other pages related to World 

news not onl y conta in information about Engli sh but also the history and culture of 

foreign countries, and Chinese language education overseas. From the time when China 

won the bid to host the Beijing Olympics to the end of the Garnes, there were al so some 

sections pa1i icularly written on the issues and news related to the Games such as 

' Ol ympics Special Editi on' and ' Olympics Overview'. The articles in these sections 

primarily reported on how ordinary people prepared for the Olympics such as by 

learn ing English and studying fo r volunteer certi fi cation. 

46 See in Chapter Three for the overall structu re of People's /;Jai/y. 
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In thi s chapter, some of the categories and sub-categori es derived from using grounded 

theory methodology are analysed and di scussed. The eleven articles or article extracts 

analysed in detail in thi s chapter were chosen based on the richness of info rmation, 

categories and in Cri tical Discourse Analysis's term, discourses they embody in relation 

to the research questions. They cover the recurring themes identi fied, in addition to the 

unique features they each have in exempli fy ing the themes. The categories derived 

include: ' Chinese Agency', 'G lobalisation as two-way China-the World language and 

cultural exchange ', ' Reference to history ', 'Role model discourse ' , 'Chi nese emoti ons ', 

'Co llectivism and national development di scourse', and 'Putonghua and Chinese 

identity' . Where appropriate, excerpts from other People 's Daily articles are also 

presented for clarifying key points. The keywords and phrases that convey the ideas 

pertaining to particular categories in each a11icle are presented in a table before 

discussion, and the keywords with the hi ghest frequency across the 11 People's Dail y 

examples are also attached as Appendix 5. 

In the order in which they are di scussed, the table below li sts the titles of the 11 articl es 

and extracts, the dates and sections in which they were published and the respective 

labels used in the discussion in this chapter. Both Chinese and Engli sh translati ons are 

included . All a11icles and extracts are attached in Append ix 4: People's Daily examples. 

Title Section Label given to the extract in 
this s tud y 

,i<.iz.i;,f,iJ:./IUl!l'.k'tl. (-½JtHJllilJh) 2004. 01 . 10 ms 1\1.ii "Li Yang" 

"Never lei the mother land down" [AA~ , i'iliJ'f1JJ 
2004. 07. 10 Page 8 

"Suppl ement" 

-i!H11, ft/i~:;i"1tf.tt1ti-? CA E\\ iQli) 2002.09.30 m 4 AA " Motherland" 

Motherland, what can I do for you? ~p"i] 
(People's disc uss ion) 2002. 09.30 Page 4 

'News' 

i-'(a} ;c.;3'.ci,fcfr-J)J-/'µ ( ,C,,,(afffi,;/J) 2008 . 08. 01 m 7 AA "Power of communication 11 

Th e power of language communicat ion ~i_g'f!rfiJ 
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2008. 08. 07 Page 7 
' Ol ympics' 

"51t.Jx\#/.:P~Jx\Jis" (}..fl';i,'2;1-z;) 2001.08.10 m H& "New Generation" 
The new generation is more excellent than iJ::'.liiJ 

the old (People's forum) 2001.08.10 Page 4 
'News ' 

~~m~~*~ CM~~ti~~ · ~B 2002.10.21 m 1 AA "Grandma" 

iiO iJ::'.liiJ 
Grandma dedicates to learning foreign 2002. I 0. 21 Page I 
language (seeing surrounding changes) 'News' 

't;!i$ t; ~wz ~lfillll!l.'l-llfc 2002. o4. 26 mg/\& "American tourist" 
--~ rfil w'i:g: llD'i: fil iJJ w iliJ~ fl'j l::J '.E f,l; Ji;J f lj 

Emot ional al1achment to Great Wall, 2002 .04. 26 Page 9 
Dreams come true at Siheyuan ' Ho liday le isure 

--American tour ist, Mike visiting weekly' 
'Shanhai_guan' 
~ ~~J /DJ _t W.Jr /Ui/'. ~ 2004. os. 08 m s /\& "River" 

Listening to the interpretation over Se ine i\liJflJ 
Page 8 

' Supplement' 
},3:'§°~ B "ix'. i'a!:!\" CAfl'.i;&; l-z;) JI\ 4 /\&iJ::'.liiJ "Chinese fever" 
G lad to see today ' s "Chinese Fever" Page 4 'News' 

(People ' s Di scuss ion Forum) 

":J°:ltfl'J-1:B/fr-?ft~H ! " 51"5 8 /\&~iE!fifflj " We are also ready! " 
-ii:'.itJYitE:IL:rii¥J)'~II] ii\.,l\f'1'r Page 8 'Olympics' 

" We are a lso ready! " 
- Experiences of foreign volunteers in 

Beijing 

i'l1~Jc:/t;t;.'t-ffiMR1:i:Jrl _m 15 /\&i±i:c~~ "Taxi drivers" 

The taxi driver, Lao Meng 's cherishable 
Page I 5 Social 

treasure observation 

!Hr B i& < :iE :itUJi :& H> m 16 l\&i\llJflJ "Changing sound of the hometown" 
Changing sound of the hometown Page 16 

(Entering the new farmers' village) "Suppl ement" 

The categories identified are taken as discourses. When the People's Daily articles are 

linked to the wider socio-cultural and political contexts within which they are produced, 

they then represent the facts and knowledge about these contexts. This chapter examines 

each of the categories in the previous order presented in each of the sections below. 

Some of the categories are combined as they are interrelated and the keywords cannot 

be Lmderstood by themselves in isolation. Where appropriate, a schematic relation figure 

is produced to illustrate the relations between the keywords. The words with high 

frequency inform the entities and the schematic relations between them depicted in the 
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figure s. Focus is placed on aspects and features of the articles that add ress the research 

aims. 

4.1 The Chinese people in relation to the world : making sense of Chin ese id enti ty 

in relation to ' th e Other' 

One way of looking into Chinese identity in relation to foreigners that CDA has offered 

is through the use of the notion of agency. Chinese agency has two meani ngs in this 

research . First, it means the rights to act and to initiate to act. Second, in terms of the 

'acceptance' of English, Chinese agency can be understood as Engl ish being 

appropriated into Chinese li fe (Canagarajah 2006) rather than Chinese people fittin g 

into English. 

Categories derived from the data that reflect Chi nese agency include 'Chinese 

characteristics in English learning', 'motherland and English learning' , 'reference to 

history' and 'power relations instantiated in English'. The following subsections 

illustrate and discuss these categories which are interrelated. The analysis will thereby 

demonstrate how Chinese identity is understood and realised in the relation with ' the 

Other ' . Articles are presented and discussed to illustrate the ways English is portrayed , 

then conclusions are drawn at the end of the section to bring together how Engli sh is 

' accepted' and how relations with foreigners are understood. 
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4.1.1 Chinese Agency in 'receiving' English as a symbol of 'newness' and 

'modernity': preserving Chinese identity in English learning 

As was discussed in Chapter Three, a text does not just reflect one voice, but the 

mul tipli city of voices such as the voices of the past and the present, and different 

viewpoints are in a dialogue creating double-voiced discourse in which a potential 

dialogue is embedded (Bakhtin 1981 :324). In the global era, Engli sh is a symbol of 

' newness', and 'modernity' which are the dimensions the language adds to being 

Chinese. 

In the People's Daily data, Chinese people offe r their own voices about English, 

sometimes in English. Their voices refl ect the agency they claim to speak English and 

in the interactions with fo reigners. English is a symbol of a modern and strong 

collective Chinese identity. Despite the new ' images' English has acquired, the 

hi storical discourses about Engli sh in China, as this chapter wm show, are still re levant 

and util ised to make sense of the present role of English in the country. fn speaking 

English, the attributes of ' being Chinese' are also preserved and manifest. These 

attributes of ' ti ' include references to Chinese history and cultural values and historical 

re lations with the world which can be fo und in the articles chosen fo r analys is. 

As in ferred fro m the use of language especiall y emotive words whi ch contribute to 

maki ng it a personal story, the article entitled "Li Yang" is a very personal story about 

the main character, Li Yang. Below is a table of the keywords fou nd in the article: 

Keywords/phrases 
E ng li sh 

Li Yang 
motherl and 

he (Li Yang) 

I (Chinese) 
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lo ve II 

shout/yel l out 10 

people (general) 

wor ld 

forever (never not) -
me (Chinese) 

heart 

let (motherland) 

use (English) (by Chinese) 

one's own (Chinese) 

disappointed 

"never let the motherl and down" 

Chinese language 

Chi nese cu lture 

we (Chinese) - -
high school students 

Crazy English 

crazi ly 

passion 

learn/ learn ing 

Li Yang is the fo under and a teacher of a very popular English tuition schoo l "Crazy 

English" . He tours around China, gives lectures and holds Engli sh camps every year. 

8 
8 
7 

6 
5 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

3 

Possessing the abi lity to speak English wi th an American accent, he claims he has never 

gone overseas and learnt English purely by 'yelling' Engli sh on campus during his 

universi ty life. 

In the article, "Li Yang" is one of the highest frequency words along with "motherland", 

"Engli sh", "world", "people" and "shout/ye ll" . The semantic re lations between these 

words are represented in Figure I attached as Appendix 6. 

In thi s interview with the People's Daily reporter, Li constantly recalled the past 

humiliations of China by mentioning the historic places where wars and conflicts 

between China and the Other had occurred. There is a symbolic value of mentioning his 

experience in front of the 'warrior memorial stand ' and in relation to every historical 

war and revolution spot: the Great Wall, Shaoshen , Martyr Pavilion, Old Revo lution 
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di strict and Marco Polo Bridge. The history of the relations between China and the 

world was drawn upon to perform the particular actions of shouting English at the Great 

Wall and other hi storic places. As discussed in Chapter One, 'Great Wall ' is one of the 

prominent references to Chinese culture and history in People's Daily, as in line 41-43: 

"" i!EftJfr.Jf .!ll-!f:::IJJ_f: , ft!Jf§Jih'lfil/@Jcp tfl.A te/#4!/if xt-"!% firftiljlgf: ''#J,ff!tf/iJf!J:-/f:: 
iJjf, fftjf1tf!.·J'f!;f!!-'-,Z ! " 
"On the Great Wall in Beijing, he led the officers of the People 's Liberation Army to 
use English to shout: "cast steel wall, and safeguard world peace!"" (Line 41-43) 

The act of Li Yang leading army members to shout in English at the Great Wall , which 

used to be a defensive' fence' against invasions, attaches a high symbolic value to 

Engli sh in reclaiming the country ' s past. The former humiliations that resulted from 

language and communication difficulty in a previous Olympics Game47 (line 47-49) 

were also referred to in propagating English to the Chinese public who are involved by 

Li 's use of the pronoun "our" in "our athletes" (line 49). Through mentioning these 

events in the past, the distinctive group memberships of 'Chinese' and 'foreigners ' as 

"hi storical and cultural given" (Turner 1982:22) are utilised to make sense of the current 

English learning behaviours of Chinese people and, furthermore, to propagate learning 

Engli sh as a means to 'rework' the country's past. As depicted in the schematic figure 

(Figure l) of the fo llowing sentence, the role of English as a path to benefit and defend 

the country as a beneficiary becomes clearer: 

" fit f/J :¥: n Jt/ilf ft<J fl ft<J;;f!!t ~ !!fl ;t; ilJi J7 ii it tfl ~r 111Nx Jt ii.! ft<J .,~ !!Ji, !!fl E 111 tfl 11.1 .A te ft<J 
;f!)Jj-';f ... " 
"Our aim of learning English is to learn from the advancement of the developed 
Western countries and defend the interests of the motherland and the people! ... " (Line 
53-55) 

47 That was at an Olympics Game outside China, location unknown. 
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As indicated by the arrows named 'A', acting as an agent , the people use Engl ish as a 

path to reach out to the world as a goal which will ultimately benefit the country (as a 

beneficiary). As stated in Chapter One, the word 'motherland ' is tied to love and duty 

for the country. Li's call to learn Engli sh to protect the ' motherland ', in th is case, 

associates the act of learning English with one ' s obligation fo r the country. 

In the articl e, Li Yang is highl y regarded. His contributions, career, honours, and 

people ' s attitudes towards him are positive ly portrayed. Li is described as the "sun" and 

"fire" and his bw-ning passion heats up the hearts of the students who are described as 

"timid, embarrassed, arrogant, and with darkness and dust" . The use of antonyms such 

as "sun" and "darkness and dust", and "fire", "burning passion" and " timid" emphasises 

the influence of Li Yang. Another pair of antonyms: "timid" and "self-confidence" is 

presented in line 11-12: "Li Yang's speech lets me understand the importance of 

building the child's correct self-confidence! This is mainly self-confidence to become 

use fit!, love their motherland and the people ... ... "(Line I 1-1 2) (" $/JB f/JiJftiJt, if: l:f; 

M f3 Tt7'/JtfJFFiE!luf/J flfg,t.',,~fiif:ff;gl:J! ! Jx1- flf!!f,t.',,±:J!~;i!t;f,l, Jl fl cf/Ji1J 

/Ji/ff!/1.fe ·· ··· ·''). The use of hi ghl y affective language in the first two excerpts of the 

article is notable. They focus intensively on a person's character and the emotions of 

people which, as Chapter One has shown, is a typical way to gai n support for an 

'official' agenda. 

In "Li Yang", there are three instances of"passion" and two of"vo ice of passion" 

which is a hi ghly signi ficant too l to entice people to think and act (as Chapter One has 

di scussed). They are li sted in the order of their appearance in the a11icle: 
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.= f l$$ rp-!f:~"ii-J/l r ;k/l!Jit,f n, tE "i!i(£Ilfliff" €!/)ff A $/JB ffJ$E T, !!!J!J/.!jjffi!J 
4'-flM}:Jf f$;'f/f fir1fiffflg/Nllf-, Jfffi$/JB- f-@i!i(£IJtPJ!f illiff!,flj!Jt, ".ft:if ifl ff/, 1!i 
Yf rf11P ! " "Jg-;/J -!f: 5J, Ill!& ifl tfl ! " " 

.. Over three thousand students gathered at the Grand Theatre and with much passion, 
followed Li Yang, the founder of "Crazy English " and use English to shout crazily: "I 
love the motherland, Rejuvenating the Chinese nation' "(Line 1-3) 

$ /JB fit /ff! ;Yt;, fit it1;/(, ft!Jlf! :f!it't fig tNtff !J/J-s MJJP '11-!f: !± f!J,t, ,.:Jf rf1 fig /JJH~ , JJJG, 
Mif£ , !ff#'/ ffJ ff/I~ ..!J ~ ':/jf, J)Jlif JlifJJ! ft!J f!J,t, ,!ff cp JJ/J :@Ji!# fig fJl 1ft ..!J 5/i:;J/( o NN M 
1'1,fli, $/JB:!£#/Jl;J.Jfiflffl, JfJt;a:Jt, :ifAfeffJ.±Jf!f!lf!illilf..!Jft!Jfl7X1iiJ, ltft!J 
fl7fEM!r/1:fJ! 1,flj fig ":if" If! tNtff Z Ja If$ !±J 3/U 
Li Yang is like the sun and fire. He brushed with burning passion the hearts of these 
students who are timid, embarrassed, arrogant, and wretched, and filled in their hearts 
ideals of the good and the future. For two hours, Li Yang uses English to chat with the 
students around themes of love the motherland, love the Communist Party and love the 
people, teaching them to release lo fly "love " by their voice of passion! (Line 6-10) 

/!!.ii/JI ..!JMtff f/ciifi:f/f fl X-liflfflfli 51: flgf%ift T Mf!J&/f!!, o 2.·1P:tt=, $/JB ffJMtif-z Ja/1/fiJ 
t/lJ T ifl ff/ ;;tJ-f!J_t flgfff- 1' flJ Mo 
Enthusiasm and passion always come f,-om a deep understanding and reflection of the 
history of the motherland. Over the years, Li's voice of passion for the motherland 
resonates in every corner of the earth of the motherland. (Line 36-38) 

As illustrated in the schematic figure of the sentence marked as·B : " . ... over three 

thousand students gathered at the Grand Theatre and with much passion, followed Li 

Yang, the founder of "Crazy English" and use English to shout crazily: "I love the 

motherland, Rejuvenating the Chinese nation! "(Line 1-3) (".=-'fl$$ rfi-!f:!±"ii-J/lr 

X /l!//t,f /XJ, tE "JJ}( ££JI[ i-lf " fit/ )fiA $ /JB fig$ E T , !ff !!!Ji fi!J 4'-ffJ ,t, ,ff! f$ lf/f fi 1$ iJf fig 

Mtlf-, i&fi$/JB- f-@A!Iil!!JIJJl[ilf!,flj!Jt, "tk'ffiflffl, !!iYfrfifP ! " "!}J-;/J-!f: 

5], f!i!&iflfif/ ! ""), while passion is an accompaniment, Engli sh is a path or 

instrument and the motherland is the beneficimy. Chinese people are not forced by the 

prestige of global Engli sh to learn English, but rather, their acceptance of English is 

induced by their own passion and enthusiasm. As a Chinese attribute mentioned in 

Chapter One, passion drives people to learn English indicat ing that their ' acceptance' of 

English stems from their inner Chinese self, and that ' ti ' is the core dri ving force for the 
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need of Engli sh ' yo ng'. Thi s is very clearl y refl ected in the last occurrence of ' pass ion' 

where Li's passion to learn English is sa id to ori ginate from hi s passion for the 

motherland (line 36-38) and understand ing of the motherland ' s hi story. 

In the articl e, ' Crazy ' (and its different form s such as 'crazi ly') , as also a keyword with 

fai rl y hi gh frequency, are mentioned and inserted into the texts as the voice of the 

reporter. According to the reporter, 

"JJ/J!ff $/JB,m,}'f Jt!J.£JJP, " j!J[ff" ;i;/J!IJili-lf D ilffft:!J':5J f#'?!( T § ;t;J<Ji&i/f" 
(line 22-23: " ... when Li Yang accidentally discovered that "crazily" yell in English 
could bring great benefits ... "); 

$/IBJJ,;/J! !ff ;r, fJ $f it!J fr.iJJ!iJ;(}c "iiJ[H" JJ(llif: "JJtfJJ:!J':HJililf ;J<; El ;J<;;ff!t}J!}J! fr.iJ il§;;j 

itistf/$1J!b&x:i1f;J<;.,,~il§, ffl.J.!!Jltf/fll.A. ff];J<;;fl}Jit ! " . 

(line 53-55. "In numerous speeches, Li always cannot help "crazily " yell to appeal to 
the audience: "Our aim of learning English is to learnji-om the advancement of the 
developed Western countries and defend the interests of the motherland and the 
people! ... ") 

Li Yang himself thinks (in the author 's own words as indirect speech) that: "'}ffi(n " ¾ 

- #M~. ¾A~~N , ¾iliff~ - "'}ffi(il "~~~B~ mffl~~m~ ~- A¾ 

~~ffi*•~~Am¾ "'}ffi(il "~A! 

(line 72- 74: "Li Yang believes that "crazy" is a spirit, is an attitude towards 1/fe, is a 

viewpoint of the world. The "Crazy" dreams originatedji-om the love/or the motherland. 

Everyone who works towards big dreams is "crazy"! ") 

In a society that emphasises harmony, 'being crazy' is not ' ordinary ' and even 

considered a deviant behaviour from the 'norms' . From the uses of ' Crazy' and ' crazily' 

above, ' crazy' resembles 'passion ' and 'being passionate ' . But Li Yang is not quoted in 

the artic le as explaining that ' Crazy ' refers to ' being passionate' . It is only the reporter's 
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own voice and interpretation. The passion of Li Yang is emphasised in the article by the 

reporter 's choice of adverbs and verbs in bui lding up the direct discourses (that is, di rect 

speech) of Li: shouted in English crazily, excitedly. Through this insertion of voice and 

imposed emphasis on Li's passion, Chinese people, like Li Yang, are now portrayed as 

passionate about Engli sh. The reworking on the word 'Crazy' takes away the 'deviant' 

connotation and therefore legitimises the passion about learning English, which is 

portrayed as ori ginating from the love for the motherland . 

The way Engli sh benefits the motherland is conveyed through Li Yang and his leading 

of the people's shouting in English, as shown in the foll owing sentences: 

tE "JJf(JijJ[i{f" §tJjf;•,AJfE ffB flJ &lJ T , JJ!!JJ!!fr/J If, flJ ,t,,ff!f$ ;JJU;f f$iJf fll7Jit!f, i&JN * ffB - Jg JJf( !I i!PJ'tl JR ilf ;ff; IJ!#t: "lit Jff ffl. tfl, tJ§ Yf cf!$ ! ,, "§flJ '.!Jf: ;s:;, I/Hf ffl. 
/]Jj ! // 

"Over three thousand students gathered at the Grand Theatre and with much passion, 
followed Li Yang, the founder of "Crazy English " and crazily use English to shout: "l 
love the motherland, Rejuvenating the Chinese nation' "" study hard and serve the 
motherland! "(Line 1-3) -

tE it JfUi!J! ff: :fritJ:., ft!JJ!J jJ[ ilfij /@! cf! tfl A !i!/dl/ $ .?t E' fi ;ff; IJ!#t: "f#lftf!JJ f$ ff: :frit, 
fff iPt!tJUn.1-;z 1 

On the Great Wall in Beijing, he led the officers of the People 's Liberation Army to use 
English to shout.· "cast steel wall, and safeguard world peace!" (Line 41-43) 

!/J!!/J! jf)j 1' /j, Bi, * /fB ± #/l /;J. jff ffl. {fl , jff J:(; ;rr Jt , jff _.A. ti! fl] ± .lff J/J JR i{j $ ft!J {/JX,j 
if!i ··· 
For two hours, Li Yang uses English lo chat with the students around the themes of love 
the motherland, love the Communist Party and love the people ... (Line 8-9) 

"ltf/J '.!Jf: Pf JRilf flJ § fJ<J,ff/tJL!! fiiJ ilff ;'J' £ii; tfl §(/ffl 1/fUcii! flJ ,,f:f!.§, 1-!1 J! ffl. tfJ ,f!J A ti! 
fljjfljjt" 
"Our aim of learning English is to learn.from the advancement of the developed 
Western countries and defend the interests of the motherland and the people! ... " (Line 
53 -55) 
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With the aim of strengthening the country through equipping Chinese people with 

English knowledge, Li Yang is said to ' use ' Engli sh to shout or lead people to shout out 

affection for the country, and to chat withpeople about loving the country. Thi s gives 

the motherland the role of beneficiary as well as being a theme and experiencer, as 

illustrated in the schematic relation figure of the above sentences (Figure I). The 

motherland wi ll benefit from ' her ' people's English knowledge. Chinese sons and 

daughters take on the roles as dative or goals because the motherland sets its hopes on 

them. The students and Army are led to shout and yell in Engli sh as a way to learn the 

language in order to prevent further humili ations, and for this reason, they are also the 

agents of change. 

The mention of Li's background as an ord inary university student who has passed 

through the stages of struggling with English, exams and career introduces the 

"lifeworld discourse" in the public sphere (Fairclough 1995 :204 ). These discourses 

about the world of common experience therefore resonate to readers. 

Building on the discourse of English as new and modern, Li believes that Chi nese need 

to learn English to acquire western civilisation so as to modernise and protect the 

benefits of the country and people in thi s era of globalisation. The claim that not 

knowing Engli sh wi ll bring new humiliations to the country relates learning Engl ish to 

national service and empowering the country. The idea/slogan, "never let the 

motherland down" as shown at the end of the article, is seen as uniting all Chinese from 

different regions and forming the 'voice ' of a strong country: 
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Mk ✓0•3! lJif >'f flJ!ifll %t, Mk ;;;,7 :fl im ;1}( !ff f/fJi#i fiJ, Mk iZYJ cp $ J lft/;A. ill tfJ x tr m 
;/ f;Jll # Jg :!K f/fJ ii ft ggjj{j Htf-t ff.& ff ! 
This is a cry from the bottom of the heart, this is a shining and eternal verse, this is the 
most magnificent tone of the limes of hundreds of millions of Chinese sons and 
daughters from the north and south of the country! (Line 85-87) 

The continuous emphasis on the act of 'shout' and ' yell' is co-referential with the final 

sentence of the article. This concluding line demonstrates that the 'cry ' as well as the 

shouting and yelling described throughout the article is the collective voice of 

"hundreds of millions of Chinese sons and daughters" for the motherland. 

According to the parent at the outset of the article, high school students who were timid 

are now confident because of ' Crazy English'. By introducing this "lifeworld discourse" 

(Fairclough 1995:204) about the 'ordinary people ' in the society, ' Crazy English ' not 

only ascribes a new image to English, one that is no longer historically and culturally 

constructed, but also gives ownership of English to Chinese people who now take an 

active role in learning Engli sh. In making use of the historic discourses about China's 

relations with the world, the Yoice of the past and the "lifeworld discourses", English is 

appropriated (Canagarajah 2006) and made accessible to the public who are placed in 

the position of active learners capable of 'overcoming' English (Pennycook 1994). 

The example "Motherland" can also demonstrate the role of the history of international 

relations in today ' s meaning-making of learning English and relations with foreigners in 

China. 

Keywords/phrases 

peo.rle (general) 

for 

ask 
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15 

13 
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morherland 7 

heart (different combinations) 7 - - - -
oneself ( different forms) 7 

counrry 6 

li fe , li ve, li fe and death 4 

you 4 

change (different forms) 3 

my 3 

should 2 -
English 2 

we 2 -- -
our 2 

From the table above, the keywords with high frequency include ' People' , 'For' , 'Ask' , 

'I' , 'Motherland ', 'Heart ' and ' Oneself(different forms)'. As the schematic figu re 

(Figure 2) illustrates, ' oneself(" El e,") and ' people' ("A") are co-references of the 

same referent - Chinese people. This is reflected in sentences such as: 

ft ;YJ - 1' ,t, tfl A El .a££ 1ft ;iJ; f-f-laJ f1 c, 
As a Chinese, one should always ask oneself the question. (Li ne 92) 

fiJ .a &ix =ff ffJ flt It#, 1/f !#::f" tt fa] f1 c : I.fl {f/, fJt nt;YJ fj.f;ff ft-z. ? x :ff !Ji 1/t;ij; 11 jJjj 

M f1 c , !Jt-1/J ffJ ± frf :/:ff !lf! ;J.t rm Ji});, !Jt-ff 7 f/f; iff 4 ;f;t 1f 7 ::f" /ffJ ~ ;tt f/;;&.°5' , 
On every nation's birthday, one cannot help asking oneself: "home country, what can J 

do for you?" If we keep asking and reminding ourselves, our life will be more enriched. 

Our hard work will then have extraordinary meanings. (Line 120-122) 

The high frequency of ' people ' is due to the mentions of different ' types ' of people 

throughout the article including 'ancient people ' (line 94), ' ord inary people ' (line 94), 

' construction worker' (line I 04) (in Chinese, 'wo rker' is a compound consisting of 

' working-people ' ). and scholar ('stud y-people ' ) (line 11 1). As also seen in the above 

sentences and the schematic relations figure , ' people ' and 'oneself(different fo rms)' are 

simultaneously the agent and patient of the verb ' ask ' . The effect of asking the question: 

"Motherland, what can I do for you?" is emphasised by the three sets of parallel 
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sentences. These parallel sentences functi on to clearly and emotionally illustrate the 

' power ' of the 'ask' action which can then turn an ordinary reporter, an ordinary teacher, 

an ordinary worker, and an English teacher to ' people' who bring extraordinary results. 

This is referent ial with both the opening and concluding sentences of the article: 

- f5J it f!l! lE ,t, ,JIJ. , R Jfl - 1-1!! M" IE 't: if! !if :ft, ;ff!t ft 3£'ft.Jt-# 71 Sf" 
When a saying is hidden in mind, ii is only an idea. If it is said, ii then becomes a source 
of power. (Line 88) 

,R !ff nt '!lt~/1 f!llfll fl c , ftf/J flJ ~ ii§ :/ff /Jf/ J/t f!if J!SJ)(, ftf/J f/f; iff-4 ,ftl/Yff T .:F ff,J -{J 1ft 
f/JkY!.o 
if we keep asking and reminding ourselves, our life will be more enriched. Our hard 
work will then have l 14. extraordinary meanings. (Line 121-122) 

As also stressed by the use of the other parallel sentences in the passage, "At 15 years 

old, ask (one)self the question; at 25, still ask (one)self the question;" (-f-.lilfr', ~II 

/a] fl c : ~ -/-.liJ;', iE~t'f/a] fl c,), the high-frequency of 'ask' serves to engage 

and encourage readers to ask themselves the questi on. This also explains the hi gh 

frequency of the first and second person pronouns ' I' and 'you ' which form a 

"coherence chain" (van Dijk 1985: 128) that makes the message more personal. 

As one of the keywords of the articl e, ' for '(' 7.J' ) is repeatedly used in the passage, and 

as schematic Figure 2 of the sentences marked as Band C in Appendix 6 shows, it is 

used in denoting the beneficimy status of the 'Motherland ' whi ch is ' benefited' by the 

' people ' 'asking' ' themselves' the question . The ' benefits' of the act of 'asking' are also 

emphasised through the use of parallelism in the second paragraph: 
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ft » - 1' * tfl _Ji..1fl a fit g ;z t 'I 1°1 fl c" 1r MA nt» %c/J1 !iJ ,1;, 1r MA nt;X; JJI mffJ 
13 , 1f f;<J A n't ;X; tfJ Jif $ }1t;" 
As a Chinese, one should always ask oneself the question. Some people can work/or the 
benefits of the family, some for development of the city, and some for glorifying the 
country. (Line 92-93) 

Parallel sentences serve to emphasise that the contributions people make are elevated 

from within the fami ly, to the city and country. This complies with the Chinese 

traditional idea that family is the foundation ori which a society and country is built. 

Furthermore, the author's use of ' friends ' is aimed to make connections with the readers 

as the author and readers are expected to share the commonality, that is, asking 

themselves the question. Although English is only mentioned twice in the article, at the 

discourse level, the article communicates the message that learning English and 

teaching English is a form of contribution to the country. This is achieved by placing 

the roles of English and the English teacher in apposition with other 'ordinary people'. 

According to van Dijk (1985), the meaningfulness of discourse resides not only at the 

local level of immediate clause and linear sentence connections (local coherence), but 

also at the global level where the meaningfulness of paragraphs occurs in larger text 

segments. The meaning-making process of a text relies on mapping sequences of 

sentences of the text on sequences of other sentences at more abstract and global levels. 

This, as van Dijk (I 985: 115) named as "global coherence" is typical of People 's Daily 

articles including those illustrated in this case study. Because of the global coherence 

found in the examples, the schematic representations of these various sentences that 

contain 'passion' are combined as one figure in order to show the intertextual relations 

between different keywords and issues. 
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The mention of the high school English teacher in line 104-109 follows the listing of 

' ordinary Chinese people' of different age groups and occupation connecting ' being 

ordinary' and ' learning English' . The global coherence (van Dijk 1985) between the 

first and fina l paragraph about world relations and past humiliations also frames and 

foregrounds learning Engli sh as a form of contribution to the country. This is a category 

illustrated further in 4.2. 

From over 20 years ago when the author (first person) first learnt to read a world map, 

she has been asking herself " What I can do for you, my home country?" The history of 

China ' s relation with the world is referred to here when the comment was made with 

reference to a world map, which was first introduced by Ricci as mentioned in Chapter 

One. Before the ' reform and opening up ', other parts of the world used to be very ' far' 

away for Chinese. In the fourteenth century, only some oceanic states could have 

exchanges with China in the Ming dynasty when the emperor sent out envoys to Asian 

nations such as Japan and Korea to develop peaceful diplomatic-relations. These envoys 

visited 36 countries beyond borders and learned about 31 different countries. So from 

the fourteenth century, the Ch inese people had a quite clear awareness of the ' world ' , 

but the ' world' in their mind was not as ' wide ' as it is now (Wu 2007:44-45) . Ricci 

raised Chinese awareness of the ' world ' which Chinese people currently utilise to 

benefit the country. The intertextual relations of this artic le with the historical discourse 

about world re lati on, and the Chinese discourse of learning to strength the country, in 

this sense, are used again to engage with the present Engli sh-learning behaviours. The 

' ti ' and 'yong' distinction again manifests. 

Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the article also utilises the discourses about the 

present in ' legitimising' the language as relevant to the current period. The mention of 
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the English 900 book brings in the public experience of English learning campaigns 

before and during the Olympics when numerous simil ar publications were published. 

The reference to the achievement of scien ti sts also situates the readers in the modern 

period. In short, English education in this "Motherl and" article is embedded in a 

Chinese-centred narrative that links the past and present, which mitigates the ' otherness' 

and emphasises the ' newness' of English at the present time wi th reference to scientific 

achievement and the Beijing Olympics. 

The article entitled "Power of communication" also demonstrates that, as English is 

ascribed new roles and status, Chinese people now assume more agency in accepting 

and using the language. Operating within a national development discourse, "Power of 

communication" shows that the evolving lingui stic landscape of China corresponds to 

the development of the country and that English has been involved in the development 

of the country all along. This is achieved by topicalising and thus emphasis ing the 

present and old days at the outset of each paragraph: the coming of the Olympics, the 

Chinese dream for over a hundred years, the ancient time represented by sundials and 

traditional food and residences, and '30 years ago ' . The word 'Olympics ' is first 

mentioned at the begiru1ing, but without explicit coru1ection with the opening and 

second paragraph on the popul arity of Engli sh and the Chinese dream respectively. The 

third paragraph jumps to the differences between eastern and western culture, indicating 

that the Olympics are about the contacts between Ch ina and the West. The global 

coherence imposed upon the text is a sign of the prior assumptions about the associat ion 

of English with western culntre. Chinese people, especially in the second paragraph, are 

represented in four differing ways: " the Ch inese people" ("9" $ 1~;/i~"), "Chi nese 

ancient capital" ("if-Ji°ti"~ll"), "People" ("A 1fJ"), and "eastern civilisation" (";f,1.fX 

~"). Although different words/phrases are used, the referents or the two ma in 
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characters remain the same - China and the world, or Chinese people and fore igners 

from the West. This is illustrated in the schematic figure (Figure 3) in Appendix 6. 

The opening paragraph reflects a mixture of the author' s own voice about the popularity 

of English in China (with some statistics) and a foreigner (foreign director) voice about 

the 'English fever' in China. As the table below demonstrates, ' English' is one of the 

high-frequency words in the article , together with 'Communication/Communicate' and 

' Olympics ', showing that the key issue addressed is communication in English within 

the context of the Olympics. 

Keywords 

English 

communicate/commu nicatio n 

Olympics 

mad/madness 

Beijing 

use (English) 

Frequency 

13 

9 

8 

6 

5 

4 

The article is loaded with Chinese people's agency in the encounter with the Other. As 

an agent, the fo reign director comments on the 'Engl ish fever' of Chinese people as the 

patient. This agent-patient relation between foreigners and Chinese people however is 

counteracted by the ' talking back' of the article ' s author: " In fact, we are not mad about 

English itself." (":;It~ , flt1f]:ffJ:!\(:j<J:f~~iil-;$:~ , " ) By talking about Engli sh and 

inse1iing thei r own voice, Chinese people appropriate the language as a means to engage 

in dialogues with fore igners (Canagarajah 2006), thereby claiming agency in the 

reception of the language and ownership of English (Pennycook 1994). 
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As seen in the schematic figure (Figme 3) of the following two sentences marked as 

sentence A and B in Appendix 6, 

"i!i n/"'ft ffJ ;Jt ilf ilif ii:, ft!J/£ TI& ;gff!f !/fJ /JJtx!f f!if if, tE f1'it11Jlf/ Jiblf-fJfM. " 
"Having passed very hard English exams, he has become a volunteer at the Forbidden 

City Museum, using English to give introductions al the Time Museum. " (Line 147- 149) 

" 4-5f M /nJ Ji!. ffJ :/ff A , /), fXJfJ ;J; ilf JI! :/ff J'f fl HJ nt Uj, Ill :ift flJ ~ ,:J!!,i 1/fffHJ:, Yi~ wf! 

fl PN~•flJJf$J11 flfll ··· " 
"Today, the elderly and children in Hu tongs greet foreigners in English, showing their 

hospitality, and more importantly, their openness and self confidence originating ji'om 

their hearts ... " (Line 153- 155) 

English is taken as a path by which Chinese people communicate with foreigners as a 

goal and the 'Engli sh learning fever' is attributed by the author of the article to the 

Chinese people's characteristics of openness and self-confidence. These ' ti' 

characteristics therefore can be seen as the source (reason) leading them to use Engli sh 

(path/ instrument) to communicate with fore igners (goal). 

Furthermore, when the Olympics are said to be a channel to showcase Chinese cu ltu re, 

the ' World ', foreigners, and the West (referring to the same referent) are portrayed as 

the recipient of ' eastern civi lisation ' from ' the pass ionate (Chinese) people ' as the agent. 

Thi s is seen in the schematic analys is of sentence C in Figure 3: "The passionate peopl e 

long fo r opening their hearts and releasing their passion, show to the world the eastern 

civilisation of five millenni urn s ... " ("1Mili' 1¥:J A 11] Y~ ~ 1\l!l:TT ,C,,$, ;J'f;/j_kjfJHili', 1-;,J ill:-!Tf 

ii~.:li-f-if:i¥:J3:K7J)(ll}j .. ,", line 130-131). The "five millenniums of Chi nese 

civili sation" can be taken as having the semantic role as a theme. 
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Contextualising the article within the context of the Beijing Ol ympic Games and the 

consequent popularity of English echoes the discourse of Olympics and English as a 

new phase of China ' s development. As discussed in Chapter One, the Games signified a 

new phase of China's international relations. The Chi nese attribute of self-confidence is 

clearly both the source and goal of communication with the world. 

The reference to the previous 30 years in the excerpt below is significant fo r the 

understanding of the role of English in the development of China as the role of English 

at a particular time can reflect the relations of China with foreign countries at that 

particular time. English was not ascribed a high value until the ' reform and openi ng up' 

in the 1980s . Before that time, people were very curious to encounter foreigners but at 

the present time, Chinese accept and speak English because of their own in terests and 

desire to be part of the world. This signifies a move from curiosity to interest and hence 

shows the agency Chinese people claim in interactions with foreigners . 

" :F!fI. -,,'1§B", JO ff=t!t°A fl7tEfiJ_f:f!J-.ffl/}'f!JJIA 4 1/if!lffJ, 11.E/Jf/J!J, 4'5fM/ffJJIJ.flJ 
~A , /J,fAJIJJblf ;fll~}'fjJjtJP1fl1, JtljftflJJfl:,:f!!,i/fffj;f Ij:, .!l!Jfl:H El p;;,(,, flJJ1$;fll 
@fff--i3:Jfl:rf'&t±4 fll - r i!lfjjjf, ,, 
Crazy is our dedication lo learning English, open is our attitude. 30 years ago, we felt 
vety curious when we saw foreigners in the streets. Today, the elderly and children in 
Hutongs greet foreigners in English, showing their hospitality, and more importantly, 
their openness and self-confidence - this is a microcosm of the Chinese society. 

As China moves to a new stage of development, the Engli sh language also takes on new 

meanings and status. As is often the case in Chinese official di scourse illustrated in 

Chapter One, the younger generation, especially those born in the 1980s and 1990s, 

represent the future hopes of the country, while elderl y people are a representation of 

the past. The use of elderly and the young generation in the example connects all 

Chinese generations together. Whi le they greet foreigners in English in their traditional 
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residences, hutongs (' tJ:] [ri] ')48
, and their traditional Ch inese att ributes represented by 

the residence remai n intact, there is a sense of Engli sh used as a group tool to show 

Chinese peop le 's openness and confidence. The humi liating connotations of Engli sh 

have been appropriated by the elderly people using the language confidently 

(Pennycook 1994). With the evolving development of the country, English is no longer 

associated with past humiliations by foreigners , but rather, with moderni sa tion and a 

modern China. It is now a burden-free language in China. 

For Li Yang, ' craziness' is a spirit, an attitude, a perspective which stems from the love 

for the country. Similarly, in "Power of communication", the article responds to the 

foreign-made documentary, "Mad about English" (Lian 2008). The writer makes the 

comment that " '}ffi(fEB{j~~i,.g , ;/f)J)(B{j~,t:,,,0" " (l ine 152: "Crazy is [our) 

dedication to learning English, open is [our] attitude.") . This topica li sing of ' crazy' 

situates the foreigners' comment in Chinese narratives which in turn re-accentuates and 

introduces Chinese own vo ices about Engli sh. 

The contacts between different cultures fac ili tated by globali sation lead Ch inese people 

to accommodate cultural differences by accepting and learning the language. 

Exemplified and backgrounded by the third paragraph of "Power of communi cation" 

(line 134-141), the purpose of learning and speaking Engli sh portrayed in the article is 

to accommodate and solve problems caused by cultural differences between the East 

and West who mutually learn fro m each other through communication. In response to 

the comment that Chinese people are suffering from "Engl ish fever" , the writer 

attributes the ' madness ' to Chinese people 's attitudes and their own long-lasti ng hi story 

and culn1re. By emphasising the hospitab le, open and confident attributes shared by 

48 Hu tongs are a type or narrow streets most commonly found and symbolic of Beijing. 
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both the youngest and oldest generations of Chinese, the article also intends to show 

that Chinese people are motivated by their own attitudes, their long-existing ' Chinese 

characteristics ' and their very nature of being Chinese (' ti' ) to learn English . "Power of 

communication" was published right before the Olympic Games. It was aimed to 

promote self-confidence among Chinese people in dealing with foreigners and show 

them that there is a new phase of Chinese development which dissociates the language 

with the past history. 

Under the force of globalisation, the characteristics of 'being Chinese' still exert their 

influences . Agency is in this regard assumed in the spread of English in China, and 

hence the role of ' ti ' is also assumed in English ' yong'. In fact, the volunteer, and the 

elderly and children in hutongs are portrayed as the ' users ' of English rather than 

' learners'. The distinction between ' learn ' and ' use' English is made at the article outset: 

"In the main street and small alley, people who learn and use English increase." ("1:E:1:: 

1!JJJ, ;f! , ~~i."Pf , ffl~i.-Pf(l{JA ili ~ T o "). Verbs including ' learn' , ' use ' and ' teach ' 

can be found across most of the articles in this case study. 

In the People's Daily data, people who learn English are always portrayed as being able 

to ' preserve' their Chinese identity and assume agency. This is achieved through 

denoting English as simply a path and instrument to strengthen the country and to 

communicate with the world, as wel l as the subject positions constructed in the 

discourses about English fo r Chinese people. The fo llowing examples show that 

Chinese identity is still ' preserved' while learning or speaking English and how China 

constructs the restricted sets of legitimate subject positions in the discourses about 

English. 
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As the example entit led "New Generation" demonstrates, the naming of the English 

speaking contest with '21st century' itself hints at the reconceptuali sation of Engl ish 

present in today's Chinese society, showing an insertion of a Chinese voice into the 

discourse about English. The table below shows that 'English' and 'China' , and Chinese 

people as represented by the use of different pronouns are the focus of the article. 

Keywo rds Frequency 

English 6 

China 6 

learn (other subjects) -- 6 

I (Chi nese) 5 

our (Chinese) - - -- - - ---- -- - 3 

we (Chinese) 3 

their (Chinese) 3 

The new century (note that the article was published in 2001) ascribes a new status and 

role of English in China which is different to that of the past centuries . The two hi ghest

frequency keywords are English and China. 

In numerous articles in People 's Daily, articulated around the word 'English' are a set 

of qualities associated with the word including ' reform and opening up ' whi ch 

legitimise the act of learning English and put the responsibility of learning Engli sh to 

contribute to the country onto 'ordinary people ' . ' Reform and opening up' , as the local 

Chinese manifestation of modernisation discussed in Chapter One, can be treated as a 

"preconstructed expression" (Fairclough 1992:283) that contribu tes and even prescribes 

the construction of subject positions Chinese people are expected to take. 

In four of the articles selected for this case study, interdiscmsive relation to ' reform and 

opening up· ('i:&1i1,:3rn.!Z' ) is made. For instance, in "New generati on", the abi liti es of 
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the new generation including English ab ility are concluded in the last paragraph as the 

" inevitable result of reform and opening up" : "Liang Qichao in the "Young China " 

mentioned his wish upon the young generations who will be better than their old 

generations, th is is now happening at our time. This is a sign of national prosperity, as 

well as the definite result of 'reform and opening up '. " ("~JfjJM}!!JffclE {1,'ffctcp /Jf! 

-ff!,)) - Jt '11 /:f.i i;JJ JPJ fNIJ "!ftct fl!/! 't'i " , "/ff! ff!. iJ.tJ!f " ffJ J,IJ tiff, iE lE .ft flJ jg 1' 111 f t 

!if JJ(I, o jg~ /Jfl $:J'Hi£iftiis ffJ liU!J, t!J ~ i& ¥ Jf $ ffJ £> t!r fi!i JR o " ) 

By linking English learning to 'reform and opening up' through global coherence, the 

discourse about Engli sh is portrayed as a sub-discourse about China ' s nat ional 

development. It is embedded within a Chinese-centred discourse which directs a certain 

degree of subjectivity to Chinese students and China. The prescribed positions Chinese 

people take in this di scourse of national development are ones that strive to strengthen 

the country and contribute to moderni sation. 

Young people, as a symbol of the future and hope of the country, are also utili sed in the 

official discourse to make sense of the act of learning English in today's China. In the 

fi nal paragraph where the author is maki ng sense of the changes to young people, two 

sets of paralle lism can be found: 

ftl!, ff J ffJ Jr!, iH, ftl!, flJ fl; ;;f $, ftl!, flJ ffJ ti !i!J, ftft fi! Jl,'{!J jgff!i ~ jk ~ }lg Z tf JR o 

Their knowledge, their talent, the ir skills, lend to make us as old men marvel. (Line 186-
187) 

i/JN,, ffl-l! fft, ii$ JJf! ffl/!Mn, iM ff ffJ $fl!, i1ff ;r ~ iM IN fJ<J '/Jt,,$! o 

full ofjoy,full of passion.full of hope, rather than full of anxiety. (Line 192-193) 
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These two sets of sentences hi ghlight the author' s emotion about the achievement of 

young Chinese people and the country, which is aimed to also emotionall y strike the 

readers. 

The headline is neither a direct discourse (quote) from the contestant nor the reporter 

herself. It is a quote from a poem written by Li Shangyin in the Song dynasty. The use 

of the quote by the reporter in the context of the English speaking competition is itself a 

response to and reworking of the voice of Li, constituting a "double-voiced" text 

(Bakhtin 1981 :324) that applies to today's China. The quote used in th is context adds to 

the discourse about Engli sh that Engli sh is representative of the new generation and 

China. 

By way of reporting the experience of the Chinese university student in an Engli sh 

contest, the article urges a new way of thinking about the language. To the foreign judge, 

the student contestant explains: "In the course of nearing towards globalisation, we will 

definitely learn a lotfiomforeign countries to catch up with the advanced standard in 

different aspects. " (" i!EJE fnJ '3}:I:jtf.-l ' f/Jjj:fjjjr:p , ft(/J ff JEfi-fnJ}'f tilfij!:;s:Jf/jj;$ 

ilff, i!EZ.-fti.i.iJf...ttifJ'f- fj{Jjc;i/17/( .oyz• ) English is one of the aspects China learns from 

foreign countries to meet the ' advanced standard ', whi le preserving its own culture. Jn 

line with Wodak's (2001) illustration of the symbolic meanings of adverbs, a range of 

adjectives and adverbs such as 'fluent' (" i,~1§¥;1Ul'U", line 163), 'effortlessly' (" ITTJ J1M~ 

::.fiB. , :J1t-ifllj EJ:!/Q ", line 165) and 'in a relaxing way' (''$£fz;$~±ili", line 170-171) is 

used to describe the high English proficiency of Chinese university students, placing 

Chinese people in the object position. 
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In this "New Generation" article, the contestant shows agency in ' receiving' English by 

using Engli sh to talk about English. The reporter ' s choice of adverb, ' in a relaxing way' 

in building up the direct speech of the contestant initially indicates the 'English user ' 

identity of Chinese people rather than ' learner' . Drawing upon the historic discourses 

about ' ti -yong' di stinction, the contestant in her own voice creates the oppositional 

relations between Chinese culture and Engli sh. However, the contradi ctions are then 

eliminated by the contestant utilising Chinese traditions to appropriate and understand 

English as a symbol of modernity (Canagaraj ah 2006). Traditions and modernity which, 

as the contestant explains 'on behalf of the "smart Chinese people"', are symbolised by 

traditional costumes and speaking English which are not contradictory. Because of the 

' smart' attributes of Chinese, Engli sh can be well integrated and the ' world ' and China 

can get along harmoniously. This hints at the idea that when English is dominating the 

Chinese society, Chinese people can still keep their 'Chinese characteristics', not being 

affected by the past history associated with the language. In utilising the vo ice of Liang 

Qichao and Li Shangyin in the article, the relevance of traditional Chinese culture and 

history in realising today ' s development is highlighted . On behalf of the university 

students as well as the Chinese as a whole, the contestant speaks to the foreign judges 

'satisfactorily' about globalisation as a combination of traditions and modernity, thereby 

symbolicall y claiming agency and ownership of globalisat ion and English from 

fo reigners. 

As discussed in Chapter Three, Critical Discourse analysts perceive pronominal use as 

an area of analysis that can reveal social relationships. The use of pronouns in both 

written and spoken text constructs the identities of people in the text as well as those of 

the audience. Particularly in political discourse, pronoun use helps define speaker 

identity as well as his/her relations with others (De Fina 1995). In other words, it can 
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indicate the " ident ity alignment" of people concerned in a text (Cramer 20 I 0:624). In 

People 's Daily, the use of pronouns by the writer reveals how Ch inese and fore igners 

are positioned, how Chinese is aligned with particular identities, and how they distance 

or affiliate with fore igners and other Chinese. In sys tematically outli ning and revea li ng 

the patterns of the use of pronouns in the People's Daily articles, Wortharn ' s (J 996) 

deictic mapping chart is adopted to map out the pronouns used and thei r referents. All 

the tab les of pronominal analys is are attached in Appendix 7. 

In "New Generat ion", there are three 'speakers ' : the writer, the foreign judge and the 

Chinese female uni versity student. As seen in the deictic mapping chart (Table 2), the 

author as a Chinese seems to be indexing a group distinction between herse lf and the 

university student through the pronouns in line J 65, 166 and 170 with the third person 

pronouns 'she ' and ' her ' to refer to the student. However, towards the end of the arti cle, 

in line 186 and 187 where the distinction is marked by ' their' (young people in different 

areas) and ' us' and 'our ', it is clear that the distinction is one based on age and 

generation, that is, between the young and old generations of Chi nese who are then 

connected as one by the last pronoun ' our' in " ... thi s is now happening at our time. This 

is a sign of country's prosperity .. " (line I 89). The old and young generations are 

representation of the continuation of the past into the present and future. 

The position and identity of the fo reign judge as distinct from the Chinese university 

student is also reflected in the article. The Chinese student creates an in-group as wel l as 

out-group identity with the foreign judge. In line 174, the student uses ' our ' to refer to 

the communication between the judge and herself, diminishing her distance from the 

foreigner. In 174, 175, 180 and 181 , the university student shifts her identity back to 

being a member of the Chinese people, as indicated by her use of 'our ' ('our country ') 
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and 'we' (refeiTing to Chinese people including the student herself). The student 's use 

of pronouns to shift between a ' modern ' identity (associated with English) and Chinese 

identity demonstrates her hybrid identity. 

The "Grandma" article also makes use of Chinese traditions, "li feworld discourse" 

(Fairclough 1995:204) and the discourses about China 's relations with the Other to 

make sense of the role of English today. 

Keywords 

Grandma 

Hometown 

Tourists (Chinese and foreigner; foreigner) 

Frequency 

7 

5 

3 

The table above shows that "grandma" and "hometown" are the- major keywords of the 

passage. As the title suggests, grandma is clearly the main character and subject who is, 

interestingly, only mentioned in the head line and the last paragraph. The high frequency 

of"grnndma" is attributable to the excessive use of the noun which could actually be 

replaced by the pronoun "she". For instance, "grandma" in line 205 could be replaced 

by "she" as an anaphoric reference. The reasons for the repetition are presumably 

twofold . First, it is aimed to emphasise the ' old' but ' hardworking' grandma utilising 

the 'elderly' image mentioned in Chapter One. Second, the order of the sentences makes 

apparent the more global action that happens in the hometown, followed by the reasons 

for why grandma needs to learn English at night time. It is to highlight the contribution 

grandma can make to the hometown as an individual. 
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The schematic representation of the keywords and the concepts conveyed is presented 

as Figure 4 in Appendix 6. Grandma, as the agent, is learn ing English as one of the 

"new languages" as shown in (line 206-208 'Grandma, who has remained in the village 

in her entire lifetime, now is filled with new words, does "foreign lrade " everyday, and 

even uses fo reign language to "negotiate " with foreigners'). Engli sh enables her to 

engage in foreign trade and negotiation with touri sts, and as a result, the hometown has 

become a 'new place' characterised by ' prosperi ty' and 'foreigners' . Engl ish, in thi s case, 

is an instrument fac il itative of development and modernisat ion. 

As discussed in Chapter One, modernisation has been the top priority of China's policy 

direction. As can be seen in the article , moderni sation of the country including language 

has extended to the ru ral and tribal areas. The author's description of the hometown in 

the past and the current " new world" brings in the di scourse of modern isation and 

development. The hometown has become a "new world" as it preserves the traditional 

tribal craftwork and customs that turn it into a new local and foreign touri st attraction. It 

is obvious that the new plus old element this example shows is compatible with the 

direction of 'moderni sa tion with Chinese characteri st ics'. As the second and third 

paragraphs indi cate, what also makes the hometown modern and new is the Engli sh 

knowledge of grandma and souvenir businesses (in comparison with the loca l food 

trade). Promoted here is a mi xtme of traditions and modernity and the ro le Engli sh 

plays in achieving thi s mi xture. Through simply its connection with the hometown ' s 

development, the 'chilling ', and 'mountainous ' landscape of the hometown has become 

a ' unique natural' tou ri st attraction, and the 'local food trade' of the vill agers whose 

boredom is emphasised by the use of ' pass the day ' has become ' rich customs and 

traditions ' . The opening up and development changes the ' status ' of the landscape and 
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customs. These changes are conveyed through the use of parallelism to emphasise the 

info rmation as underlined: 

ii! f Z 111 $ .J; £f!·UfrflJ LIJ 14, fff M flJ !if JJif!/#, itiff f/ff !&!1t B flJx'.:tt-J;fo · · · · · · 
In memory, the hometown is chilling and mountainous, (hasl very low buildings, & 
characterised byl reliance on simple local fo od trade of villagers to pass the day ... 
(Line 195-196) 

l!1r#flJ:xl!!U!f JJ[J, t«fi/JflJ J;JXUiH.ft', r!fFJI Jff A$ flJ 111 J'f i1JN?ro 
The unique natural landscape, rich customs and traditions, attract plenty of Chinese 
and f oreign tourists. (Line 199-200) 

In these three sets of para ll el sentences, the contrasts of the hometown in the old and 

present days are clearly portrayed. These contrasts are ascribed to English learning as a 

part of hometown development. 

As represented by grandma, Chinese can now assume more agency in the relationships 

with foreigners in the trade "negotiati on" of traditional Chinese -products. The act of 

using English to "deal with" (line 204), " introduce" (line 205) and "negotiate" (line 208) 

as mentioned towards the end of the article reworks grandma' s identity as a ' user' of 

English. Thi s indicates the changing fore ign and power relations English can bring. At 

both the personal and societal levels, English is portrayed as a means of empowerment 

of the economy and Chinese people in the encounter with fo reigners. In accepti ng 

English, Chinese people are able to appropriate the language into their local lives 

(Canagaraj ah 2006) . This is as if Chinese people are active agents in both the 

relationships with the Other and the reception of English. 

Agency in using English is achieved and promoted not only through a reconstruction of 

the subject positions Chinese people take in the discourses about English, but also 
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through a construction of the subject positions the Other takes in re lat ion to Chinese 

peop le. Thi s is exempl ifi ed in the example entitl ed "American touri st" below. 

Keywords 

Shanhaiguan 

China (C hin ese students, children, ca lli grapher etc) 

(American/Mike's) students 

Englis h 

his (fore igner) 

Frequency 

8 

7 

5 

3 

With ' China ' (represented by Chinese students and children) and ' (American/Mike' s) 

students' as high-frequency words, the article excerpt is clearl y concerned about the 

interactions and relations between the two groups. As the representation of the 

keywords and the concepts they convey attached as Figure 5 ind icates, there is a power 

hierarchy between Chinese and foreigners. Although they sing together and 'speak' to 

each other, in the sentence marked as A in the schematic fi gure, the American teacher 

and students are said to ' hear' the Chinese children speaking English (as an experiencer) 

and they 'are let ' speak and practice Chinese (as a patient): " rJff cl0 ~f~-=fii/1' - @:y;fi,g- , 

i.J::~~~1'.WJV5Jcp )(" (line 210-212 "Hearing Chinese children speak a paragraph 

of English, letting American studenls speak a few sentences of Chinese "). The openi ng 

sentence of the second paragraph (line 215-216) is revealing of the experiencer role of 

the American touri sts situated in the text. Mike's wish and hope foreground the rest of 

the excerpt which describes the activities aimed to fulfil the students' and hi s own 

wishes to understand more about Chinese culture and communicate with Chinese 

students. 
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Chinese students speaking English is understood not as changing themselves to 

accommodate the tourists, but rather as learning to provide help to friends using their 

language. 'Ti' again is intact in relation to ' yong ' . The headline of the articl e in fact also 

hints at the ' experiencer' identity of the American tourists who are ' attached to the 

Great Wall ' and whose "dreams come true by visiting siheyuan" ("[9-@j-[1%")49
. At the 

beginning, the Americans' journey in China was mentioned as "wonderful experience" 

which is emphasised through the three sets of what is called ' balanced pairs', which is a 

sentence structure of Chinese: 

Jll/flj:Jc TJ!f-:k , jjjfYti/#_t~Jtfl-; , 
Climbing the Shanhaiguan , overlooking the Laolongtou (Line 2 I 0) 

ft ft /l!I fr /I/t , JiLif /NII %J, 
Living in Siheyuan, Walking along hutong (Line 210) 

· · · !Jli cf! & l!tr w- lP:J4iff, ii~ & -¥: !I ift/l m * x · • • 
... Hearing Chinese children speak a paragraph of English, lettirzg American students 
speak a few sentences of Chinese ... (Line 210-212) 

As these pairs also show, "hearing Chinese children speak a paragraph of Engli sh, 

letting American students speak a few sentences of Chinese" (" UJi· 9'100 I~ -j°i,J~- fx~ 

i,ff , -~1~ [;fil~~~JVf'D 9'1.>C") is described as a ' program' of the journey of the 

American tourists. 

As di scussed in Chapter One, Shanhaiguan is one of the keywords that substitutes for 

Great Wall. Reference to Shanhaiguan in "American touri sts" is used with the highest 

frequency as seen in the keywords table. Mike and hi s students practice writing 

49 A siheyuan is a historical type of residence that was commonly found in Beij ing. It is a courtyard srroundeded by 
four buildings. 
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"Shanhaiguan" and finish their "Chinese assignment" under the guidance of students 

from "Shanhaiguan High School" and a local calligrapher from "Shanhaiguan". By 

' backgrounding' the journey of the American tourists constantly with Shanhaiguan as a 

theme and situating their passive experiencer role in Shanhaigua.n (see sentence B in 

Figure 5), the pa.st defeats and invasion of foreigners in Shanhaigua.n a.re counteracted, 

reworked and claimed. Now it is Chinese who assumes an agentive role of ' providing' 

and ' teaching ' in Sha.nhaigua.n. 

The choice of words to describe language abi lity is also indicative of the agency of 

Chinese people. When Chinese speak 'a paragraph of English, Americans speak ' a few 

sentences' of Mandari n Chinese. The contrast in the use of 'Chinese children ' and 

'American students' also exemplifies the respective ' user' and ' learner' identity of 

Chinese and Americans. Towards the end of the article, the differences between the two 

groups' proficiency of each other's language become clearer. The American students 

practice writing Chinese words, while Chinese students perform a drama in Engli sh 

(line 217-220). The singing of an English song by all the students then concludes the 

program. The higher proficiency of English of the Chinese students is first of all implied, 

and the final singing of an Engli sh song together can be seen as a form of language 

accommodation to the American students who are portrayed as being led through the 

entire ' Chinese journey' . This is also represented in the schematic figure where Engli sh 

serves as an instrument and Americans as again experiencer of the accommodation. In 

this sense, Chinese are portrayed as more active, empowered, and ahead of fore igners 

linguisticall y. 

The drama performance shows that Chinese people do not lose their Chinese identity 

when using Engli sh. Learning English does not undermine being Chinese, but it on ly 
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helps project a strong Chinese identity in the enco unters wi th fore igners. By way of 

using English to present Ch inese identity, the ownership of English is somehow claimed. 

English represents the collecti ve image of Chinese peopl e which has to be shown to 

tourists li ke other cultural relics. 

In relation to English, ' trying out ' the Chinese language is also a part of the ' Chinese 

experience ' of the tourists. While Americans only have English as their cultural capital, 

Chinese people have both the Chinese language and Engli sh at their disposal. Although 

English is becom ing a representation of Chinese image, Chinese people have the agency 

to decide whether to use English at a particular time. The global power of English does 

not prescribe a passive position to them. Instead, they accept the language and use it in 

their own ways. 

The current relations of Chinese and Americans portrayed are dialogical with the 

discourse of international relations that can be considered as part of the sub-discourses 

about English. Studies on international relations in China have reflected on the 30th 

anniversary ofC hina-U.S . relations (Guo and Guo 2010). They contend that China's 

relations with the U.S. in recent years are characterised by mutual interdependence and 

equal cooperation. Thi s can be seen in the comments Mike made at the conclusion of 

the article: "ITi'¥ ~=t /;?,' fff ~M OOA i;i;;{;\~MR , cp OOA~~ OO A@it?dMiMR , ft ta 

=1'.z.1¥J-'¥: '.:tt~l-\r,\ ~ 7.1 M 00 i¥J Rff-fj:: tl:l~ jJ , "(line 222-224 "Premier Jiang hopes to 

see the friendship of people of the two nations, and my students and I are willing to take 

part in the making of the friendship between the two countries. ") Ordinary people, as 

represented by the American tourists, relate to poli ticians and other ordinary (Chinese) 

people. Chinese and Americans speak each other 's language and they are also said to be 

developing a fr iendship relati on. As Chapter One has illustrated, mutual understanding 
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is emphasised in the relationships between China and the global community and 

between Chinese and foreigners. The idea of 'China-the World friendship ' underpins 

the People 's Daily data. Mike's speech quoted as a direct speech at the end of the article 

plays a completive function of the text which symbolicall y legitimises and 

acknowledges the wri ter 's descriptions of Mike's journey and fee lings tlu-oughout the 

article. 

In accordance with the interrelations between Chinese international politics and 

attitudes towards English discussed in Chapter Two, the current spread and popularity 

of English in China highlights the promising international relations and the 

unprecedentedly high international status of the country. The discourse about English is 

intertextual with the discourse about foreigners. English at present empowers Chi na in 

globalisation and international relations by giving more agency and subjectivity to the 

country and the people. Chinese people used to block out international exchanges. 

However, the roles are reversed in this Chinese-American exchange in "American 

tourist". Chinese people even step out and have more impacts on foreigners. The 

distancing between Chinese and foreigners is very clear. In addressing Mike, the US 

tourist and teacher is described as an 'ordinary American tourist', as opposed to 

' Premier' Jiang Zemin. It was the 'ordi nary' American university Chinese teacher, Mike, 

who wrote to the Chinese Premier. In his own voice (d irect quote) , Mike used 

'Premier' to call Jiang. As shown in the deictic mapping chart (Table 3), Mike refers to 

himself with 'I' and 'my', and the author also refers to Mike and his students with third 

person pronouns. 

The changes in the discourse about English and discursi ve practices also contribute to 

changes in identity. Intertextuality and constant changes in intertextual relations in 
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discourse are therefore centra l to an understanding of processes of subject constitution, 

and the constitution and reconstitution of social groups and communities. The People 's 

Daily examples illustrated in this section have demonstrated how Chinese people's 

agency and ownership is assumed over English through inserting their own vo ices into 

the dialogue with the historic discourses about English and the Other. In line with 

Peirce's (1995) idea di scussed previously, by setting up a ' user ' position in the new 

English di scourses, Chinese people reject those L2 learner positions who are portrayed 

as desiring to integrate with ' native' Engl ish speakers. They instead possess a high level 

of agency to take on different positions as 'English users' and 'Chinese' and adjust their 

positions in relation to fo reigners (Markus and Kitayama 199 1), maintaining the ' ti

yong' principle. 

The hybridi sati on of ex isting Chinese discourses and discourses about English gives ri se 

to new discourses about Engli sh as a symbol of ' newness ' and 'modernity' and about 

the Other as 'actively gett ing to know about China' . Engli sh is emotionally related to 

national respect when history is manipul ated to bring the readers into the historically 

' humiliated' positions. In the modern era, Chinese people such as the university student 

in "New Generation" are also portrayed as having easily grasped English as they are 

determined, seri ous and keen to learn Engli sh. They learn English also because of their 

burning passion and open-mindedness, and can combine tradi tions and modernity. They 

use Engli sh to introduce the culture, rejuvenate the home country and let the world 

understand more about China. The identity/subject positions of Chinese are portrayed in 

the official discourse as active agent of the globali sation of English. 

As Bourdieu (1991) postulates, the authori ty of speakers of a dominant language 

reproduces the legitimacy of the language. In other words, the linguistic relation of 
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power is determined by the relation between the groups who speak different languages. 

From the analysis of People's Daily presented in this section, the wo rd choice, subj ect 

positions, connections of words and sentence structure have revealed the agency and 

subjectivity China claims in the globalisation of English. The ' newness' and 

' modernity' of Engli sh and Chinese people's abil ity to speak English empower ' the 

Chinese people ' . 

In the next section, another category, relative status of Chinese and English, and its 

subcategories derived from the data analysis are ill ustrated, thereby demonstrating what 

globalisation means from the official Chi nese perspectives. 

4.2 Globalisation as two-way China-th e World language and cultural exchan ge 

This section illustrates another category derived fro m the People's Daily data which is 

the Chinese discourse on globali sation. It shows how globalisation as an 'othering' as 

well as 'de-othering' process is the means by which China's agency is achieved and 

built out of the existing discourses about English and Chinese history associated with 

the language. The ways in which the global isation disco urse is realised lingui st icall y is 

also examined in this section. 

As the analysis suggests, English is a symbol of ' newness ' and ' modernity' central to 

the globalisation discourse. Globalisati on is conceptualised as a mixture of ' Old ' and 

'New' where ' Old ' is Chinese traditions and cul tures, and 'New', as it appears in the 

data, is something modern and not authentically Chjnese. Th is is all illustrated in this 

section with People 's Daily examples, some of which have been discussed in the 

previous sections. 
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4.2.1 Relative status of Chinese and English 

Another di scourse derived from the data using the grounded theory and keyword 

approach concerns the growing status of Chinese relative to English in the global era. 

The article entitled "River" provides very rich information on the growing status of 

Chinese tlu·ough the verbs it uses which are prevalent across the People 's Daily data. 

"River" indicates that Chinese people ' going out' (" JE tH z- ") is a sign of China 

opening up to the outside world. That is why Chinese voices can be heard overseas, in 

France and even across the whole of Europe and whole world. It is also interesting to 

note the sequence of the sentences below which depict the voices of Chinese as a part of 

the world that has started to be of interest to other countries : 

"tErl ll] J1~ tE~1'[X):1fl·l:tD tt!J'L JE tH z- 1J1-J 1:P 00 A Bi&~*:®:$, i=p 00 .A.~ii: ltt 
Jf. , lnJRt-t:Bi31i@Tt!tWMi=p~li¥:J~ ii:, " 
"In France and throughout Europe and the world, more Chinese people have been 
going out, Chinese people are concerned about the world, but at the same lime also 
attract world attention on China." (Line 244-246) -

After it is mentioned that more Chinese peopl e are said to be 'go ing out' and caring 

about the world, the article continues to say that ' at the same time, (they) attract the 

world attention on China'. This is worded and ordered as a cause-and-effect relation in 

that it is because of China opening up to the outside, the world can know more about 

China. China still assumes agency in deciding whether or not to let the world know 

more about itself 

The article continues to give gr.eater description of English and Chinese language in the 

world. Its emphasi s on the language spread, as indicated by "Ji!,:, :iz:;'.s:¼ -arn~n~ ! " 

(Line 235 "This, how could this be possible!") draws readers to think about the 
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meanings behind the apposition and co-appearance of Chinese with the other two 

' strong languages ', French and English. China is portrayed as exerting its influence 

overseas and in France which is renowned for her advocacy of language purity. By 

mentioning French affection for their own language and culture, the writer also imposes 

a voice on behalf of French to create a dialogue between Chinese and French voices. 

Chinese voices, 'the voices of Beijing', and ' voices of the East' heard overseas 

exempli fy the growing status of China in the world which again is framed with in the 

context of ' reform and opening up ' in paragraph 4 and discussed through to the 

concluding paragraph by global coherence. In the encounter with Engl ish, the 

humiliating past associations of the language are cleared away by the country's ' reform 

and opening up ' that makes the English and Ch inese language equal. Because of the 

development and opening up of China, the country provides France, 'economic energy', 

which is shown by the use of' ~' ('provide') in" cp ~VH~ B<J::k:i:ilJ :J:lC #'it~ (·1%:S: 

b"fi'iA Tm jJ o " (Line 266-267 " ... the large number of Chinese tourists in France 

lzas provided injections of vitality into the economy") , and "i@ifff B'J .A"={, §::k B<J ~i"11 

It , li,~~r@j:l)l¼'ffi'* T 5tJ~jf.HJL "(Line 262-263 " The high fame, large amount of 

customers, provides this shopping mall ·with many commercial opportunities. ") The 

spread of Chinese worldwi de is symbolic of the agency of Chinese people. This is a 

phenomenon shown across the selection of articl es in thi s case study. 

In describing the impacts of Chinese touri sts on the affluence of France, the author is 

actuall y speaking for France, by insert ing a Chinese voice. The rush of Chinese tourists 

is said to be a ' happy' scene for France. 

Keywords/phrases 

Seine 

France 
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Paris 9 -----•----'-"- --- ------------ --· 
we (Chinese) 8 --- --- -- ------·-, -----------------......---------·----Internatio nal 7 ------------"'------- ----- -- ----- ----·· -- -------
Chinese interpretation 6 -·-- - - -- w-- - ~ --,-
the world _,_ 

''"·---"'"' --· - ·-· ·---~ -· --~---- - 6 
touri st (Chinese) 6 - -- - --- - - - - _, -
Chinese (l anguage) - '"···-------- ------- - 5 
Voice 5 --"- - --·- - ------------__,-·---....,,.,. .. ....- .... -·---------...... -Language 

~ - - - .... - -- -- - -- ----------- -- - --- 4 
Europe 4 •-«--·······-----,---···--"'l\""' ~--·--,,,-----···· .. -- --"··..,.--·· ""' l'""':t"r! (Chinese) provide --- -- --- ----- -- 3 
China 3 - --- - - ----- ------······--.·--···,o··---····· .... , .., .... _,,.,_, .... ,._, 
Chinese (people) ~------- __ ,., .... - --· -- ,_ --- -- ---- --- 3 
development 3 ··-- -- -- -- ---------- - -exchange 3 

As seen in the table above, there is a hi gh occurrence of "Seine" , "Paris" and "France", 

some of which could have been referred to with an anaphoric pronoun. For instance, 

when both paragraph 4 and 5 began with the Chinese interpretation on the cruise over 

Seine, there are fi ve mentions of "France", five of"Seine" and two of"Paris" in 

paragraph 5 again which began with a more redundant " the cruise on the Seine of Paris 

in France". The emphasis on France and Seine is obvious. In the People 's Daily data, 

France is a country frequently mentioned in the articles between 2000 and 2008. Thi s is, 

as current world affa irs suggest, due to the welcoming attitudes of the French towards 

Chinese people. Taking Galeries Lafayette mentioned in "River" as an example (line 

260-267), Galeries Lafayette provides a Chinese version of their website in addition to 

French. During the Chinese New Year in 2006, the building was decorated with banners 

of"1,J~%'.tii:W~" ("Happy New Year") and Chinese lanterns. The Chinese interpretation 

on the cruise over Seine is presumably taken by the author as a representation of the 

status of China not only in France, but also ' the world ' as reflected by the frequency of 

the keyword ' international', and the 'world ' . The mention of ' global economy ' is also 

illustrative of this. The influence of China in France is elevated to the global level. 
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In " River", the writer (first person perspective) describes his experience on Seine 'on

behalf-of the group of Chinese tourists using ' we ' to present a 'group' voice as 

illustrated in the deictic mapping table (Table 4 in Appendix 7). This group identity is 

also indicated by his use of "the voice of the East" (line 257). There is also a di stincti on 

between "our" (a lso "we", "I", "my") and " they" (and " thei r") which refers to French 

people tlu·oughout the article. In this case, China is not ascribed a passive role in the 

encounter of the world, but an active agent ro le contributing to the world, as is further 

exemplified in the fo llowing extracts from "Chinese fever". 

The focus of "Chinese fever" is placed on the Chinese language, but as shown in the 

table of keywords below, "China", "Chinese", ""Chinese culture", "forei gn (foreigners, 

foreign countries), and learning Chinese overseas (Confucius Institute) are all related to 

the language fever. 

Keywords/phrases Frequency 

China 31 

Chinese 22 

foreign 7 

(Chinese) culture 7 

Chinese fever 6 

learn (Chinese) 6 

establish 5 

gl obe 5 

language 5 

world 4 

cooperation 4 

Confucius In stitute 4 
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As indicated by " ... the world needs to understand more about China, China needs to 

open up more and 'go outto ' the world" (line 3 17-318 "·· ·tt!:Wi'ffi?/.f'!g;±t!i, T M"P 

00 , i:p l'lfili'ffi~ lJ-~ ,/JQ Jfn.9:El'J~;'§JEl"Jtt!: !i'f-o "), Chinese assume more agency as the 

world can understand more about China onl y when China opens up and goes out of the 

'open door' . China's 'voices' are also mentioned as taking part in the larger dialogue 

about international affa irs and diplomacy with other countries. To foreigners, China 

provides enormous commercial opportunities. There is very obvious differentiation of 

Chinese and foreigners' positions through the use of pronouns in three places. 'Our' (line 

319) mother tongue, Chinese, is determining the development and career of foreign 

management persoirnel which is referred to as 'their' future in line 294. People overseas 

learn Chinese also because of their interest in Chinese culture such as the French 

President (line 310). 

Since more foreigners get to know more about China and gain economic benefits 

tlu-ough learning Chinese, in a sense, foreigners such as the French people also play a 

role in spreading 'Chinese voices'. The use of ' - ij\' ( ' a glimpse of) in the description 

of the past visits of foreigners such as Marco Polo (line 306) is intended to make a 

contrast to the present ' active ' opening up of China. When China was forced to open up 

by the West, fo reigners could hardl y see the beauty of Chinese culture; conversely, at 

the present time when Ch ina takes the agency in opening up, foreigners can see and 

admire more Chinese language and culture as represented by Peking opera, Wushu and 

Chinese food in the article (line 307-311 ). Synonyms of China including 'Hutongs' , 

'Eastern civilisation' , ' ancient capital' , and 'Chinese ethnicity' are used in the People 's 

Daily data. These are representations of China in the encounters with fore igners. The 

world and the Other are portrayed as desiring to know more about China and Chinese 
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culture. Thi s is reflected in the subject positions they are placed in texts as has been 

illustrated thrnughout. 

Although the ti tle itself suggests its focus on "Chinese fever", the discourses about the 

' two-way ' exchange between China and the world are also embedded in the article. First. 

it mentions that "like "learning English " in the past, many people overseas star/ 

"learning Chinese "" (line 290-29 1) (" ... :tiofr.iJWf~ " $:!J;fi-! " - f (c , ilF~#H~A± 

JHzt " $ i:j:i Y.." , ). The inverted quotation marks on both " learning Engli sh" and 

" learning Chinese" (whi ch is one of the hi ghest-frequency phrases) not on ly are 

intended to highlight the status of Chinese in relation to English, but also the similarity 

between the two phenomena. The similarity lies in the fact that fore igners now need to 

learn Chinese to advance their career, resembling when Chinese needed to learn Engli sh 

for study and career. In the article, " learning English" is framed as a past experience (as 

indicated by the adverb " W~" ("at some time", "in the past"), whi le " learning 

Chinese" is framed as a cLment trend. The cancellation of the Chi nese interpretation 

service mentioned in the article indicates that Chi nese people ' s Engl ish proficiency is 

' suffi cient ', and fore igners are now learning Chinese which is their "vo luntary" choice 

(" 13 IB:izHf"in line 288). 

Although not expl icitly said, the statement: "Like " learning Engli sh", a lot of people 

overseas have started to " learn Chinese"" somewhat indicates the paral lel development 

of Chinese and English in the official discourse. As also di scussed in Chapter One, like 

Engli sh. an increasing number of people sit for the Chinese exams each year, and the 

Chinese language is offered as a uni versity subj ect in universities overseas. Chinese has 

become a promotion requirement of multinational corporat ions. All these fac tors point 

to the seemingly parallel development of Chinese and Engli sh. 
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In "Chinese fever", the growth of China is attributed to the ' reform and opening up ' : 

"After 'reform and opening up', China opens up [its} heart to welcome friends from five 

lakes and four seas ... " (line 307-308) ("~1i£Jf·)'j5U§, 't1 If! r,lj!/JT Jri!ij,i:;f )(j:i@Ji$Jj [!] #!)' i¥J 

)lfj .tz · · · "). "Chinese fever" is said to radiate outward the potentials of Chinese economy 

(line 285 -286). The use of "radiate" has a sense of things diverging from one focal point, 

and the focal point in this case is China. The gathering of elites from the globe as 

mentioned in the article is symbolic of having ' the world ' in China, which in turn 

signifies the importance of China and Chinese language. The Chinese language is also 

portrayed as functioning to demonstrate the culture of ' the Chinese people ' and enhance 

understanding between different countries in the world. Referring to other countries as 

'friends', as Chapter One has shown, makes a connection between 'the world' and 'the 

Chinese people' who seem to share cultural interests and common goals of creating a 

modern world. Chinese speaking English and fore igners speaking Chinese are always 

positively described and reported in People's Daily. This 'harmonious' relationship 

between Chinese and foreigners is also captured in "We are also ready! 

In "We are also ready! ", the foreigne rs described in the article are all portrayed as 

settling and li ving comfo rtably among Chinese people . Although the language in which 

they talk to the reporter is no t stated, the frequency of the keywords "my","!", and 

" me" (a ll used by/with fore igners) as shown below, and the excessive direct quotes 

indicate that the views reported are the foreigners' own perspectives. 

Keywords 

Beijing 

vo lunteer 

Olympics 

speak 
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II 
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I (foreigner) 9 

my (foreigner) 7 - -
come to 5 

learn 5 

China 5 

feel 5 -
he (foreigne r) 5 

Chinese language 4 

live 4 

Beijing Olympics 4 

my own (foreigner) 4 

fore ign 4 

foreigner 4 

me (fore igner) 4 

Massiah, a volunteer for the Beijing Olympics from Canada, stayed with a local family 

while in Beijing. In the fam il y, he was an Engli sh teacher fo r the son who became a 

Chinese teacher for Massiah. Realising the English abil ity of Chinese people after 

arriving in Beij ing, Shelakas also thought that it was now hi s turn to learn Chinese. 

Throughout the article, the opinions of foreign volunteers of the Beijing Olympics are 

reported from a first person perspective, accounting for the high frequency of the use of 

' ! ' , ' my' and 'me' (used by foreigners) which is also ill ustrated in the deictic mapping 

chart (Table 5). Despite the group di stinction between Ch inese and the overseas 

volunteers made by the use of third person pronouns throughout the article, the 

distinction seems necessary to stress the inputs made by the foreign volunteers to China 

as a different cultural group, thereby emphasising the ' attractiveness ' of the Beijing 

Ol ympics. On ly at the end of one article are the foreign vo lunteers and Chinese people 

brought together in the Beijing Olympics which is described as "a communal festival of 

all the human beings .. (line 368). In line 342, whi le Shelakas describes the beauty of 

Beijing, he uses ' you· to address people in general: 
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"· · · f:t tE:J/UtJf(Z ,w cf£ $ i:ii+$ :/tJfe!fl cp tfl ;ttlt!J Pit 1/f fig ftt}tf!f! Jt, @ :/tJJr fig~ 
Jf1f!f! Jt 5£ M5c ± cr!f JJe /JJ *fig, R 11 #i :fa* f!Jii;Jll., $ f!/JJ/I 1P!liltf:, fir IN J;J.JHJi _t ** ft ft !l! A 1!1, f;t;~-n't If!! jt fl/ ii;J!i!PJ 1/J fig zf/J A zjj; 0 V 

" ... Before J came to Beijing, [1} have seen a lot of scenery photos of Beijing and other 
Chinese cities, but the beauty of Beijing can hardly be captured and shown in photos, 
only by coming to experience, seeing the gardens, palaces and people walking in the 
streets, you can feel the impressive things about this city. " (Line 340-343) 

Taking a 'foreigner's ' stance to describe the beauty of China, the attractiveness of 

Beij ing and China from the fore igner's own perspective is thus stressed. Shelakas's use 

of 'you ' can also be interpreted as a way to reduce hi s distance from the reporter as ifhe 

is introducing Chinese culture from an 'insider's' perspective. 

By mentioning the relationship between Massiah and the 17-year-old son, and 

Shelakas's experience, the status between Chinese and foreigners are portrayed as equal, 

with both groups being the ' teacher ' of each other, and a corresponding relationship 

between Chinese and English. Mass iah even ' owns' the language when he says "my 

Chinese to be of use" ("'flUJ(J 9:i j:}JiLt T ffl:l:m" in line 328-329)_ There is a lot of 

similar descriptions and articles about the exchange of languages between Chinese and 

English speakers_ The positive attitudes towards ' language exchange' are always 

mentioned and quoted fro in the perspectives of ' foreigners' . 

In the aspect of culture, the word choice and foreigners' comments in the article are in 

keeping with the Chinese discourse of agency and globali sation. The phrase used to 

describe the fo rei gners ' " taking up the position" is ' very Chinese' , and the way David is 

referred to as "old Beijing" is also 'very Chinese' (line 326-327). There are almost no 

equivalents in Engli sh. ' Old Beijing' is normall y used with people closely connected to 

Beij ing. By referring to David as such, foreigners are situated within a Chinese-centred 

narrative which gives agency to Chinese people. As Ye (2004) di scusses, calling a 
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foreigner "an old fri end of China" during initi al encounters can be striking for 

·outsiders ' but it conveys a message that the fo reigner is regarded as having a close 

relationship with China. In a similar sense, when David is called ' old Beijing' , it thus 

indicates that David has a close relationship with Beij ing and is considered an ' insider' . 

The personal and equal connections between Chinese (Beijingers) and foreigners are 

made. 

On the other hand, Ch inese people and foreigners are placed in apposition at the global 

level. While it has been shown in previous articles that ' passion ' is an attribute of 

Chinese that urges them to learn English, the foreign vo lunteers, as mentioned in the 

second paragraph of the article, also come to Beijing with ' passion ' . The foreigner 

desire to experience the Beijing Olympics is as intense as the desi re of Chinese to learn 

Engli sh and commw1i cate with ' the world ' . Chinese di scourse of being a part of the 

global community is also instantiated in: Massiah' s becom ing good friends with 

Chinese; David ' s description of his life in Beijing as "comfortable" and "convenient"; 

and his detai led and somewhat repetitive mention of the "kindness", " thoughtfulness", 

"compassion", "hospitabili ty" and "friendliness" of Chinese people in line 352-35 8. 

This is as ifhe does not experience any language and cu ltural barriers. The ' li ving' 

experience of fo reigners in Beijing is given prom inence by the recurring use of " li ve" 

and "serve·'. The ·gJobalness ' of China is most exempl ified in the concluding paragraph. 

The Beijing Ol ympics belong to all people in the world and yet, the Chi nese provi sion 

of a good oppo11unity fo r the world to understand more about China is once again 

emphasised. Th.is not only can be seen as a way to claim Chinese agency, but the 

'global' attribute of ' being Chinese ' is also impli ed. 
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' Chinese students speaking Engli sh, and American students speaking Chinese ' in 

"American tourist" reflect some of the current lingui stic trends and status of languages 

in the world . The status of the two languages ti es up closely with the development of 

China. In "Li Yang", it is clear that Li Yang aims to popul arise English on the Chi nese 

mainland, while also simultaneously stri ving to promote Chinese language and culture 

overseas and make the country "a paradise of travel and residence desired by the world". 

When he works towards strengthening the motherland, he emphasises both the 

popularity of Engli sh and Chinese inside China and overseas, as indicated by his saying: 

"~~~1Uli1l\\i.H±~ R~i.i\-i'CT i:p X s-<Ji1l\\tti,_l ! "(Line 81-82. " ! need to continue to 

fight for the popularity of English and Chinese on the battlefield"). By battlefield, Li 

refers to the world inclusive of China where the world is the battlefield of promoting 

Chinese and China is the battlefield of spread ing English. 

4.2.2 Globalisation as 'othering' and 'deothering' process 

The combination of ' Old ' and 'New' is also reflected in some collocations found in 

People 's Daily, as shown by the following 'role model locality ' named "Dongsi" and 

the ' role model college' named "Yuanming": 

.,, "Dongs1 

*[)lli&:"/t , 700 ifs-<JMIElllf~JU±l:"/t~G~sc(s-<JJlJlJJ!l: *[)llf&if-Jr , J:JJ1,1-i;:1ts-<Jif§i~:;l(JlfM 
ili\X1'[= :Ffil%s-<:1$ 7J<.Ib:it : *[)llf&'~ im. :;;r:;:i:t:!1'UG~5': 100 g; -t-f!f:i!tJ-¥ 9.t: i:ps-<J-:5} 
'T- : *[)llf&if~. 1!11J~ :iz:-t-W~ . ~~4 "~;tfl213'l " 

2008. 04 . 18 ~ 14 /\&~~~ili 1t1c1 , ff.)]3: ;1f-\l7:, 

Dongsi is very old with the 700-year-old hutong residences; yet, Dongsi is very new 
with the modern high-rise buildings that overlook the busy traffic of the road; Dongsi is 
very ordinary, only one of the hundreds roads in Beijing. Dongsi is very special, 
because~ this locality is called 'Olympics'. 

2008 04. J 8 (Page 14 'Olympics ') Author. Xue Yuan, Hao Fei 
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";;;.;i-g-:;ki:W::W:" ~* ll9H~ ITT ~iE3::fil'iffiiJJZ - , ~~~~~,:,;t ~ o ~di Ji~ 1Z9 :-ti 
~ITT~1t±lO~-~:/sp;go 2005of-JHiU: " ~i#:;k~:~", 1$J1(Jil,gff§t, ~JE 
~M- ~~~~~~~m$M~o•il~-~fflXITT~$~~ffl~~m, -~~ 
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~fLBITTo "~:Iti'..B'!llz:T - 't* : " ~iiJPJL 1fF:'&-i.~~i-'8·o " 

"ivcl ffO.fil.~1"[:/sJr*~:X,½\, IJ)l,1'£1Bi'\&J:~n~m11f T O "~i7'±.!-flliiJ lliiJiili01, 
m, "~iE~* T , n@l11'JITT-~v'ix~ , - 1:iJrllJ$Btx1i.! , ~i.lA*~ilJtlUR 
t)] O " 

~AITT'.&MA:,$:, " *cji_)\ , •m:A, ~JJ!i:A" , i3:~1f:12]1!rm~lr&~**ll1 
3'2::FJlttITT€1JifJiZ.mo 

" ~ 1l!!J~L ~¥Ti , !;E;fO i~ " 
M~*ll13'2::iE~ITT~M, 1f:IZ9@~~1"f~BITT~ffi o 
13:>f: ll9~*111 3'2:Y1-t1;t;rif r:p ,c,, fl o, 3ti[-JR1=11i$, J:llif5ji[ "~ ~iE~:lw 

~-Z~fr~= ~~WP" o it~~~~:iE~~~A~#~mMITT-1:iJ~ , ~~ 
H:1f:IZ9@~ITTB~~ffi"P, ~~"!;E1ll!M,~:f:m,!;E~~"o 

The "communal English classroom " is one of the Olympic activities of Dongsi that 
attracl a lot of participants. Mr and Mrs Jiao have attended the class for over 2 years 
since 2005, from no/ even knowing a single alphabet to being able to take part in simple 
conversations. The experiences of using English in real-life situations make Mrs Jiao 
very satisfied. Once, she saw a foreign customer who was shopping for clothes in a 
shopping mall. The shopkeeper did not speak any English, and when she found out, she 
wen/ and fold the shopkeeper, "He wants red". The shopkeeper was surprised and said 
"Auntie, how come you know English?" 

Mr Jiao said happily, "There are always lots of visitors in hutongs. Now I dare to 
approach and greet them. " "The Olympics is approaching. Our smile and simple 
conversation will make others feel warm". 
Humanity is the focus of the locality. "Care, respect and equip people ". This is the 
1110/10 for Dongsi in preparalionfor the Olympics. 

"Healthier ", "happier ", "more harmonious " 
With the understanding of the Olympics, Dongsi residents even have their innovation. 
At the entrance of Dongsi Olympics Cultural and Sports Centre, there is a monument 
thal reads "The glory of ancienl Olympics rests on: "beauty and dignity". This is a line 
which has been said by the fou nder of modern Olympics, Le baron Pierre De Coubertin, 
when applying this to the life of Dongsi residents, ii means "healthier ", "happier", 
"more harmonious ". 
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"Yuan ming" 

~~~~JrlJ§[m~flft "Yi!&\i'ii#!C 
200 1. 09.24 ~ 6 /\&t!£-g • Htt • x1t 11=1'i , -g1: 

The focus on morality in education of Beijing Yuanming College 
2001.09.24 (Page 6 'Education, Technology, Culture') Author· Yu Wen 

~~~*~~• m@m. ~~ms . ~~.~~~~x~~~~~~~- ~*~ 
"OO~*tzrjl" ~£,ft~ . p;j ~'E),:)% «i1!:i~ )) . ((jt -=f )) it?&~. ij~ifl:fil p;J :Yr~1'i 

~ ~~N:l'!im, ~~~~~~~ffltt~~~~ - TM~~x~~ffff, ~~Y• 
i'ii:l'!i , -g ,AA;,j\: 1:fJ I§ s<J, 

In addition to the computer literacy, international business, law, English and Chinese 
classes, the college also holds "national classics" as the compulsory subjects. They 
include classics such as "Analects" and "Mencius ". The college employs renowned 
scholarsfi'om both within the nation and overseas to teach. It allows students to acquire 
skills, and at the same time, to learn about Chinese civilisation, which can train their 
morality and develop humanity. 

The "Dongsi" artic le utilises the role model discourse examined in the next subsection. 

The learning experience of elderly people like the Jiao couple is reported here and so as 

their learning outcomes conveyed through a blending of the ' respect for elders' tradition, 

and ro le model and English learning discourses. The shopkeeper 'was shocked' (the 

writer 's own choice of adjecti ve) to find out about Mrs Jiao's English ability: "Auntie, 

how come yo u know English?" Thi s is a combination of Chinese culture (calling elderly 

people a term showing respect) and English modernity, conveyed in the use oflanguage 

- polite address term - and social development - elderly knowing English. As shown 

more clearl y in the heading of the article, the Beijing locality is praised for its fine 

incorporation and combination of new modern buildings and skills and old traditional 

residences. People's knowledge of English is also portrayed favourably with the use of 

"happil y" and the example of solving communication problems with fo reign vis itors. 

The combined courses of classical Chinese literature with 'modern skills' including 

international trade, law and English offered in the Yuanming college are also reported 
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favourab ly. Yuam11ing, known as the Old Summer Palace, was the res idence of the 

Empress Cixi in the Qing dynasty. During the Second Opium War in the mid-nineteenth 

century, it was burnt down by foreigners. The introduction of English and other modern 

skills taught in the Yuanming College is symbolic of the mixture of ' hi story ' and 

' newness ' . It adds a 'Chinese voice ' to the hi story associated with "military aggressors", 

thereby creating a new voice and discourse about English and foreign relations. 

These two examples above demonstrate clearly the combination of 'New' and ' Old ' 

which explains why globalisation is taken as both an 'othering' and ' de-othering ' 

process by which China integrates into the global community. Engli sh plays a role in 

fac ilitating the integration but at the same time Chinese people are ab le to preserve their 

distinctive features. Not only is English appropriated into the local lives of the people 

(Canagarajah 2006), but as shown in the last excerpt of "Dongsi", the global event of 

the Olympics has also been adapted into Chinese life , thereby situating ordinary citizens 

in the 'world ' . This is seen in the mention of the Olympics ideals of "beauty and 

dignity" being applied among the res idents as "healthier", "happier", "more 

harmonious" . This 'appropriation of the 'world " is given prominence by the emphasis 

put on it with the word "even" in "With the understanding of the Ol ympics, Dongs i 

residents even have their im1ovation. " ("x-!~**121 5'l :iE$JB<:!l:U itl , 1J~[ll m~:if1sf El c 

ITTEIJ lfJi o " ). The residents' appropriation also gives ' newness ' (innovation) to the ideals 

of the global event. In a sense, the contributory role Chinese peop le play in the 'world' 

is also expressed. The collocations appearing in the headline of "Dongsi" such as "old 

but new and modern", and "ord inary but special" are used to exemplify the 'traditional 

and modern' attribute of the community. In fact , simi lar collocations can be often found 

in People 's Daily. 'Newness ' is always juxtaposed with the traditional and old attributes 
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of Chinese such as "new hometown on the ancient land" (line 463) in the art icle entitled 

"Changing sound of the hometown" illustrated in 4.3. 

The ' ideal ' form of globalisation is also captured in "American tourist". The passage 

about the American tourist, Mike, describes the exchange program of a group of 

American students in China. It begins with a description of the journey of an American 

teacher and his students traveling to places of historical heritage such as the Great Wall, 

Siheyuan and Hutongs. Siheyuan have been the traditional Beijing dwelling compounds 

of numerous generations. They are generally rectangular like the Chinese character 

"Kou" (" □") ("mouth"), and thus they are called Siheyuan (the fo ur sides squarely 

facing the cardinal points) . As part of traditional Chinese culture, this kind of 

architecture gives a fee ling of closeness and contains profound cultural elements. 

Accompanying Siheyuan are Hutongs, or alleys, which come in different sizes and are 

said to be engraved by the changes of time. Beij ingers have special feelings for H utongs 

and this has given rise to the development of a new tourism proj ect - Hutong tour. As 

stated in the Beijing Olympics volunteer manual (BOCOG 2007: 181-182), sitting in an 

ancient transportation vehicle - Pedicab, tourists can see numerous Hutongs, walk into 

ordinary Siheyuan and enjoy a conversation with elderly Beijingers, which will enable 

them to feel another facet of the city 's hi storical past. 

The Chinese views of globali sation as opening up the country to the world and as a 

mixture of ' new+old ' manifest at the beginning of the article and set up the context of 

interpretation for readers. What is new is the friendl y relations with the West as 

represented by foreign tourists, _t_he new ro le of English as representing the image of 

Chinese and the trad itional buildings and elderly Beijingers are symbol s of old Chinese 

elements. Thi s is the ' new+old' nature (for example, English and cultural relics) of 
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China that has always been promoted to fore igners as seen around the time of the 

Beijing Olympics. The article operates within some of the dominant Chinese di scourses 

about globalisation at the present time. 

In terms of ' language rel ations', Chinese people and the American touri sts are said to 

speak each other's language. This seemingly is compatible with the Chinese view of 

global isation as a two-way exchange. The use of "friends" ("mliii: ") to address the 

Americans is an important word in the institutional discourses of globalisation that 

prescribe the globe as 'o ne community' as seen in Chapter One. Despite the show of the 

agency of Chinese people and higher language proficiency of Chinese as illustrated in 

4.1 , Chinese speaking English and Americans speaking Mandarin Chinese is a 

preferable phenomenon. American and Chinese are learning each other's languages and 

cultures under globalisation. The fact that Mike as an American is a Chinese teacher in 

the U.S. already reflects the results of th is language exchange phenomenon. Because of 

the ' friendship' developing between the U.S. and China, their languages are developin g 

equal ly on each other 's land. Under globalisation, Chinese people are not changing 

themselves to fit in the world, and there are no signs of what Phillipson calls "linguistic 

imperiali sm" (1992); but rather, Chinese people acquire as well as provide what is 

needed to be a part of the global community, to be friends with the world. In this case, 

they are acquiring Engli sh and providing Chinese. This again emphasises the two-way 

exchange where China also has a voice. 

In the People 's Daily examples discussed thus far including "Li Yang", "Home 

cow1try" and "Power of comrnu11ication", ' fore ign ' or 'expert' voices are introduced to 

build up the discourse represented in the artic les. For instance, in "Li Yan g", the Cuban 

national hero, Jose Marti (line 83), is quoted; in "home country", the novel Las/ Lesson 
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of the French writer, Alphonse Daudet (line 98), is menti oned; and in "Power of 

Communication", a general reference to sociologists is inserted to explain the 

importance of communication (line 136) . The last two 'foreign and expert' voices are 

indirect di scourse with which the voice of the People's Daily itself is blended 

(Fairclough 1992). The purpose of thi s is presumabl y to make the messages conveyed in 

the a11icle more persuasive and authoritative. It also brings in the discourse of 

globalisation that prescribes China as a pat1 of the global community with a global 

perspective. In the official discourse, ' learning from each other ' and 'global 

perspective' appear to be an important process of globali sation. 

The analysis and discussion in this section has illustrated the Chinese discourse of 

globalisation. Through offering their voices in the dialogue about Engli sh, globalisation 

and national development, China perceives itself on an equal footing with the world, as 

a part of the global community. It has the agency to utilise the language to their best 

interest. Globalisation is taken as an 'othering' and ' de-othering '· process because 

through the two-way exchange, a country leai·ns and absorbs the languages and cultures 

of the others to whom it simultaneously transfers its own languages and cultures. 

Modernity, prosperity and English used to be the categories by which Chinese people 

differentiated themselves from ' the Other' . These criteria are however being eliminated 

with English being a lever for change in the intergroup relations (Tajfel 198 1). When 

the concept of globalisation as a combination of traditions and modernity and as ' two

way' China-the world exchange is operationalised into linguistic categories, China and 

the world are engaged in language and cultural exchange. In Taj fe l' s (1981) terms, this 

process involves mitigating the legitimacy of English as a salient feature favouri ng the 

Other, ai1d legitimising Chinese language as a new distingu ishing characteristic of 

Chinese people. The discourses about language and cultura l exchange are built out of 
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the discourse of Putonghua as a Chinese national identity symbol di scussed in Chapter 

One. It demonstrates the dialogical relations between Chinese globali sation discourse 

and discourse about Chinese identity and cul ture. 

Concluding this subsecti on on the ' two-way ' China-the world exchange, what fo llows is 

an excerpt ofa speech given by the Chinese Premi er, Wen Ji aobao, to a fo reign 

audience. It affirms the discussion in thi s subsection thus far. 

"Wen's speech" 

ffl '.ttM E8 H~ yt ~ q:i 00 
~ tfiiiJ13'i' :;ic '.¥ Er-J mijj: q:i:f¥,)d'.~J¾tDOOOO~illt ,8, fJ!l iilll.*<i: (2009 $ 2 J=J 2 

El , ~ 00 iiiJITT) 
2009.02.04~ 3/\& [J1&;g , 00~5FJ' l'ifJ J 1'1c ~ , P.iE:;k:1-'!i 

Seeing China.from a development point of view 
The speech of Chinese Premier, Wen Jiabao, at The University of Cambridge 

(2009.02.02 Cambridge, United Kingdom) 
2009.02.04 (Page 3 'International news '.) Author: Yao Dawei 

~~00*.~~~-Er-J~~. • Jiffl~#-. fflK~~~fflli'.¥ ~ -~~Er-19'1 
00 , ~3~Att'.¥~ffi , ~100$~W$At1:00*W'.¥. ftillEr-J~~ . r•. ~ 
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~. a&~q:i~~. ~~~~q:iooEr-J••~mw. 
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Differem countries and ethnicities need to respect each other, be generous and inclusive 
and learn fro m each other. In today's China, 3 billion Chinese people are learning 
English and o,·er I million young people are studying overseas. Our television, radio 
broadcasts and publications introduce the cultures of different countries e,·eryday lo 
audiences. Because ,rn are able to learn from the communication wilh other cul!ures, 
China is prosperous and improi-ing. 
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Coming to the 21'1 century, globalisation and the internet has connected the world as 
one. Cultural development is no longer self-contained, but progresses through learning 
fi·om others. The contribution of a country or an ethnicity to humanities depends very 
much on her [the Chinese feminine pronoun used in Wen's speech] ability to learn from 
others and utilise them to rebuild herself China will forever maintain its openness and 
generosity. ft will preserve its culture and traditions, while at the same time learn from 
others. ft will harmoniously and gently achieve economic and social prosperity. 

As indicated in thi s speech of Premier Wen at the University of Cambridge, 

globalisation for China is conceptualised as mutual learning between countr ies and 

ethnicities. Wen 's speech is given on behalf of all Chinese people. The artic le is framed 

under China 's development but in the speech content, Wen also talks about humanity in 

general to situate China as a part of the global community. Through topicali sation of 

different issues, first, all countries and cultures in general, then the world and China, 

Wen comments on what the world should do in the face of globali sation, followed by 

specifically focusing on China. Wen' s speech about China's development incorporates 

the global di scourse about globalisation and Internet by a general reference to country 

and culture. This mixing of Chinese and global discourses can be seen as an 

acconunodation to the 'world ' audi ence. 

From Chinese perspective, globalisation is about every country contributing and 

learning from each other, and is taken as a ' two-way exchange' . Consistent with the 

Chinese conceptualisations of globalisation, English is reinterpreted as something 'new' 

despite the long hi story of the language in China. When the world is progressing 

towards a new era, English is seen as a ' refreshed ' and neutral language essential for 

integrating into the new era. The reception of English is portrayed as a sub-discourse of 

globalisation. 
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Globalisati on is regarded more as a natural fl ow faci litated by all coun tries and cul tures 

rather than being 'Ameri can-led'. The discussion thus far has demonstrated how 

Chinese discourses about English and globalisation have been shaped by the past and 

present, and the relations between China and the world. The voices of China's past and 

present intersect each other fo rming new ' vo ices' (Bakh tin 198 I ), some of whi ch are 

juxtaposed to one another such as the voices of the present status of Engli sh, and voices 

of the history of China. English serves to empower China as a 'global' and 'modern ' 

country , giving it a status equal to other cul tures and countries, and Chinese 

globalisation discourse is also reflected in the perceived equal status of Chinese and 

English. It is under these circumstances that Chinese people learn Engli sh in today's 

China. 

As discussed in Chapter One, China's internal and external unrests have presented 

challenges to the very definitions of Chinese ' ti ' . When two-way language and cultura l 

exchange is advocated as Chinese voices of globalisation, then what is ' the ' Ch inese 

identity and cul ture promoted by Chinese people in exchange for Engli sh with 

fore igners? This is a theme identified in People 's Daily and illus trated in section 4.3 

which also brings together the characteristics of 'being Chi nese ' (' ti ') as found in al l the 

articles presented and analysed thus far. 

4.3 Chinese in relatio n to the Chin ese peo ple: makin g sense of Chin ese id enti ty in 

English learn ing 

As a society that emphasises collectivism, the group identity of the Chinese whole is 

very significant and Chinese people are encouraged to learn English for coll ective 

benefits. ln People 's Daily, a number of strategies are used to create an educat ing voice 
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on the collective motivations of learning Engli sh including the uti lisation of " li fewor ld 

discourses" (Fairclough 1995 :204) about Chinese cultural values such as attitudes 

towards ro le models, culture of learning, collectivism and patriotism. Drawing upon 

these discourses including the ' ti-yang' principle, the Chinese identity of English 

learners is still asse1ied in learning English. This is achieved through reworking and re

accentuating the discourses about Engli sh by the insertion of Chinese discourses and 

voices. 

This sect ion aims to exam ine this assertion of Chinese identity in English learning. It 

first discusses how the discourses about rol e models and culture of learning serve as the 

Chinese vo ices manipulated to re-accentuate the purposes of English. In particular, it 

demonstrates how Chinese cultural va lues and ideologies are manipulated to postulate 

the ideological construction of Chinese identity in the discourses about English. This 

section then draws together the characteristics of being Chinese as seen in the articles of 

People's Daily selected for this case study. Particular focus is put on examining how 

Putonghua (Mandarin Chinese) is promoted as a national identity marker. 

4.3.1 Role model discourse and the culture of learning 

Bangyangjiaoyu ('education by role models') has long characterised moral education in 

China. Role models mainly refer to national heroes and heroines and other outstanding 

indi viduals who are also promoted as the desired outcome of moral education (Feng 

2006:97) . China has a culture of using emotive slogans and honouring national models 

and heroes with titles. As stated in Gangyao (the guidelines to construct civic virtues set 

out in 200 1) discussed in Chapter One, "we must mobilize the masses to learn from our 

outstanding role models. We must be good at discovering and making use of moral role 
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models that look close, responsible, believable and learnable" (Feng 2006:97). The role 

models' deeds are nationall y recognised and propagated, and people replicating their 

deeds are rewarded. 

The role model discourse is one of the ways in whi ch English is encouraged in China. In 

the People 's Daily data, there are "national model court", "model bank", "model schoo l 

principal", "model poli ce" and "model worker". They are all named and honoured for 

their dedication to learning different modern skills including English or promoti ng the 

use of English in their services. Ordinary Chinese people, such as the grandma in the 

"Grandma" a11icle, are portrayed as role model English learners. Most of the arti cles on 

role models published during the time before the Olympics appeared predominantl y in 

the ' Olympics' section . Especially in the context of the Beijing Olympics, in Beij ing 

and other Chinese cities, people seemingl y were learning English in a cooperative 

situation. English, in this regard, is portrayed and propagated as a group tool fo r 

col lective ai ms. 

In the "Grandma" article, promotion of English is achi eved through the description of 

the hometown and more notably the character, grandma, as a role model. Her hard work 

is very concretely described: 

"A~. ftMa~~m~~~A~. ~~~~~-~~~~~·· 00~*- ~· 
~~~~~~~m~m~•~~~~~~~- ~~-~~~fflt~~~$. ~A~ 
*~· ~~*ill~~~~I~~-~~~~~. ~~~~~- D 

"A t night, I lay on the Simmons, not being able to ge t to sleep. Some noises of 
practising English ltlere heard from the room next door. 1 went and checked. I saw 
grandma ltlas seriously learning English from my sister who was in senior high school. 
Grandma deals with fo reign tourists everyday and knows a bit of fore ign language. She 
could introduce rhem the crafts of 'Dong' tribe. Grandma is therefore busy in daytime 
and can only learn at night. " (Line 202-206) 
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Diligence has been a significant attribute of role models in Chinese culture of learning. 

Tapping on the ex isting discourses of Chinese culture to resonate to readers, ' learning 

English ' is an attribute added to the institutional di scourses about role model. Making 

use of ex isting discourses is aimed to make learning English more acceptable and 

identifiable for the public. 

Grandma, as a traditional indigenous person, is engaged in foreign trade and negotiation 

with foreigners through learning English. Grandma "who has remained in the village in 

her entire lifetime" signifies the loyalty to the village of the older generation. 'Learn 

modern skills (including Engli sh) and come back to develop the hometown and 

contribute to moderni sation' can be one of the messages the role model discourse is 

aimed to convey. In China, people who have moved to the urban areas from rural areas 

such as uni versity students are encouraged to return to and help develop their 

hometowns. Indeed, People's Daily always reports on the voluntary proj ects that engage 

youth to develop rural vi llages and towns such as the pove11y alleviation program 

mentioned in Chapter Two. The article "Grandma" can be seen as utili sing a grandma as 

an exampl e to promote the rural development idea. lntertextuality can be found between 

this artic le and the wider discourses of national development, in that there is a relation 

between the role model and nat ional development discourse. 

The topic of the article "~P]')(~J:l:J ,C,, ~5Hfr" ("Grandma dedicates to learning foreign 

language") indicates to readers that the article is about grandma learning foreign 

language. However, the discourses about 'foreign language' do not appear until the last 

paragraph. The coherence of the ai1icle is thus establi shed by the headline at the global 

level (van Dijk 1985), which makes grandma stand out more as the main character and 
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role model. By recalling the old days of the hometown, the first paragraph is essentiall y 

aimed to lead into the second paragraph which describes the changes the hometown is 

undergoing and sets up the context in which grandma is learn ing Engli sh. The last 

paragraph mentions a number of changes associated with learn ing Engl ish: "fore ign 

trade", "foreigners", "Simmons" and "know English" ("new words") and introduces the 

discourse about Engli sh associated with economic and material gains the first time. The 

way grandma learns English seems very laborious and systematic. She works at daytime 

and studies Engli sh at night. Her hard work is positively related to the outcomes in the 

final paragraph. The use of "r,\!,'~ }i!!," ("Simmons", line 202) in grandma' s home, a 

famous American brand of high-quality mattresses, indicates the good li ving and 

financial conditions in the hometown brought about by learning English to 

communicate and trade. 

Furthermore, as illustrated in 4 .2, the use of 'grandma' in promoting English learning is 

taking advantages of the 'respect for elderly' in Chinese culture to make the report ing 

more affective and hence more effective . As Yue and Ng (1999) show in their stud y in 

Beijing, ' respecting elders' is still a value endorsed by yo ung people and elderly. Young 

people are still comm itted to fulfil their filial obligations whil e older people still hold 

high fi lial expectations from thei r children. The effor1s grandma paid in learning 

English fo r her ' li ttle business' elevated her to doing business with foreigners and 

foreign "negotiation" (l ine 208) ("~/1J") (which actual ly means price bargai ning). Th e 

concrete and emotive descriptions of grandma such as the use of ":¼'.&~1 B (J{j" 

("wh ite-haired", line 206) are also manipu lative of readers' emoti ons. 

The following is the table of keywords for an arti cle entitled "Tax i dri ver" in wh ich the 

character chosen is also an 'ordinary person' . 
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Keywords Frequency 
(Lao) Meng .. ,_,.. . .....,.. -·---· 16 

English - ---- II - - -- -- - -
he (Meng) 

=·-······"""·········=------ ----------
6 

little memo notes 5 ··-------- -.---,-, ----------
passenger - --- - ---- - ·--- - --- - 5 
O lympi cs 4 - --- ... ...,.- - --' ~ --~--- =·- --·---· 
learn 4 - - -- ------- -- -- ----
foreigner 3 -- ·- -- -· -- -- --- --------
hi s (Meng) - - - - - -'-~--- ___ , ~·- --- --- 3 
him (Meng) 3 

Like "Li Yang" in 4.1. 1, "Meng" as the main character of the article is the highest 

frequency word (along with the pronoun "he"), indicating that the artic le centres again 

on one particular person. "English" is also one of the keywords with hi gh frequency. 

The choice of a taxi driver as the main character is significant as he acts as the 

intermediary between Ch ina and foreign tourists and moves people and brings them into 

contact. The different channel s of learning English that Meng uses include: memo notes, 

memorisation of conversations, learning material s and teachers provided by the taxi 

companies, transcription with Chinese phonemes, listening to English radio, MP3 audio 

recordings and learning from anyone who knows Engli sh. Out of them all, the amount 

of "little memo notes" is also stressed by the use of "thick pile" (")!\[Jf-fl{", line 379). 

Figure 6 shows the schematic roles of the keywords in the article. 

The methods of learning Engli sh Lao Meng uses appear to be more than typical English 

learning skill s that involve largely memori sation and replication. The use of English 

radio and MP3 audio recordings on one hand, indicate a modem China reworking the 

past di scourses about the backwardness of China; on the other hand, it educates and 
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informs readers of the methods they can fo ll ow to learn English, producing new 

discourses about English education. Some other features of the dom inant insti tutional 

discourse about ro le models are also fo und in the passage. Meng's attributes including 

diligence, maturity (middle-aged), low educational qual ification, 'speaking English with 

a Chinese accent ' and the difficulties encountered in learning Engli sh resonate to a lot 

of readers who share the same attributes. 

Like those of grand ma, Mr. Meng' s attributes contradict the belief of ' the younger, the 

better ' expressed in Premier Wen ' s quote mentioned in Chapter Two. The writer in thi s 

case functions between the interdiscursive language acquisi tion and diligence discourses 

which positions the readers in contradictory ways . However, a new di scourse about 

diligence is created and promoted: diligence is the most fundamental to successful 

language learning. The use of Engli sh to start the passage is in tended to show the results 

of learning English to attract readers. More importantly, Mr. Meng demonstrates the 

possibility of learning English despite age and education problems. In the topic of"B<:i 

1it" ("tax i driver") , the first word "E!<:I" is a simplifi cation of the Engli sh loanword of 

"taxi" (E!<:I ± ) . The character "1it" litera lly means 'elder brother' but it is used to show 

respect fo r the taxi driver as a ro le model. The topic therefore has already reflected the 

influence of Engli sh on the Ch inese language, and the positive attitudes towards the 

influence. The use of"-5{E5£H,ffi;;}" (" li ttle memo notes"), and "fffr/;j" ("cherishes") 

in line 373 and "~ !T.l" ("baby"; "treasure") in the topic reflects the hi gh impo11ance of 

learn ing English for Mr. Meng. The ' learn ing English ' element is added to the ex ist ing 

role model discourses. The head line of the article is not a direct discourse/quote from 

Mr. Meng, but the 'voice· of the reporter which blends with the voice of Mr. Meng. It 

contains an elaboration of the reporter. transposing the 'voice' of Mr. Meng into her 

own frame - keeping the English memo notes as treasures. Through such characters as 
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grandma and Mr. Meng, readers, regardless of their attributes, are encouraged to learn 

English. 

Furthermore, Mr. Meng is addressed as Lao Meng. "Lao" is a term used with middle

aged males that shows solidarity and thus allows possibilities of identification. There is 

also a sentence that seems to show solidarity and friendship between Mr Meng, a 

Chinese taxi driver and foreigners : 

-~~~~*~-~m•~~*~~B~~~O . ~~~~*~~~ffl~M~tt m~~**~~@~g. w~~M~*~* OO A, ~~m*~~~~n~~ - " 
"Now, some simple basic exchanges between Lao Meng and Laowai have not been a 
problem. Lao Meng's English and his passionate and frank dispositions bring many 
customers back to him. Those fo reigners who have been taken by him before call him 
when they need a ride. "(Line 39 1-393) 

"Laowai" ("~:>'~" ) is a colloquial term for addressing fore igners, and 'lao + surname' 

in Chinese culture is a way of showing solidarity. The choice of_'Lao Meng' and 

"laowai', in line with Ye' s (2004) discussion of ' lao ' that denotes old and close friends, 

indicates the mutual respect of the taxi driver and fo reigners. Their relationships are 

premised upon exchange. 

Consistent with the culture of honouring people of excellence, ' Star Taxi Driver' 

elections have been conducted since 2001 in support of the 2008 Beijing Olympics. 

Drivers who receive the highest number of votes are awarded the title ' Taxi Star' and a 

sign 'Taxi Star ' would be put up on the roof of the taxi. Learning English has become 

one of the personal qualities that attract votes. This, again, complies with the di scourse 

of role model. 
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Chinese people value effort in their learning and achievement which has been shown to 

be primarily social as opposed to individualistic (Yu and Yang 1994, Li 2002) . As Li 

(2002:250) discusses, seeking knowledge is more valued and highly regarded by 

Chinese people as exemplified in the Chinese value of "hao-xue-sin" (the heart and 

mind for wanting to learn) . Diligence, enduring hardship, persistence are also elements 

of a Chinese learning model (ibid.). Ideal learners acquire effective learning methods 

and seize all opportunities to learn. Chinese emphasise the possibility of re-education. 

This is evidence of the Confucian emphasis on malleability of human beings and life

long learning which can re-shape and bring perfections to human beings (Yu and Yang 

1994 ). This learning model of Chinese can explain the life-long learning of elderly 

people, taxi drivers and many others as depicted in the newspaper. 

Within the "hao-xue-xin" model, role models play an important part. Tlu-ough an 

analysis of both pre- and post-1949 posters created by the Chinese government, 

Landsberger (2001) demonstrates that model s have long played an important role in 

educating people about the "correct behavior and correct ideals" in China (Landsberger 

2001:541). They are perceived as "learners' soul mates" (Li 2002:262) and particularly 

influential in demonstrating that obstacles can be overcome by diligence and persistence. 

Since 1949, behavioural models who value learning and deeds that contribute to the 

country have been employed to mobilise the mass, and propagate ideas and behaviours. 

Following model behaviours can be interpreted as attachment to the society at large. In 

People's Daily, both 'ancient' and 'modernised' models are directed towards readers. In 

some cases, 'ancient' models are ' restyled ' to suit the cunent moderni sing China. For 

instance, Lei Feng, who was mentioned in Chapter One, was touted as a pri vate 

entrepreneur (which was strongly condemned during Mao's regime) (Landsberger 

200 I :557). The models appearing in People's Daily believe to serve the sa me functions 
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of mobilisation. An interdependent society stresses self-control , education and skill 

learning, and the_ fu lfilment of occupational, familial , and societal obligations. Each 

character such as grandma, the university student in "New Generation" and Mr Meng 

represents different age groups and sectors of the society. They are used as role model 

Engli sh learners whose education fu lfils social obligations. 

4.3.2 Collectivism and national development discourse 

Collectivi sm and national development discourse is another theme identified from using 

the key words approach in coding the People's Daily data. It is another Chinese 

discourse inse1ied into the di sco urses about English to make sense of Chinese identity. 

In Chinese culture, indi vidual goals must confo rm to the values of the group, and only 

by achieving the goals of the in-group can the individual realise him or herself (Yu and 

Yang 1994). 

In "Grandma", although the article is framed as reporting on the grandma' s experience 

of learning fore ign language as indi cated in the headline, with the concluding sentence, 

" the hometown has indeed changed", grandma's English learning experience is linked to 

the changes in the hometown and new world. The influences of Engli sh on ' grandma' 

are extended to the home vi llage and her English abi li ty at the personal level is elevated 

to the collective level through reworki ng the benefits of English with the insertion of the 

Chinese discourse of collectivism. The benefits of English are portrayed as being fe lt 

within the hometown vi llage, aligning individual benefits with group development. This 

points to the co-ex istence of individual and group development which echoes the wider 

discourse of collectivism and 'suzhi ' discourse which is a feature of interdependent 
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society menti oned in Chapter Two. Chi nese fee l a sense of pri de when seeing 

ind ividuals ' achievements that benefit others. 

In "Grandma", the author was emotional seeing the changes to the hometown as 

indi cated in the concluding sentence below. He conveys a sense of pride for grandma as 

well as the hometown showing that Chinese people's emotion al so operates within the 

Chinese discourse of collectivi sm: 

"~lf :~Uli: JJI B Et:J1t ~iil"9~ , flt,C,, i!/Jli@fJe , N,* :±l i1 w* Et'~ ~iil" 9~ , IJJl,ti:#Jj i::i fffriiiJ , 
7\7\fij "Jrm" ' :iasffl 5'h-\%1i'.1U r~A "~/lj " 0 %5~EfJ5z:7 0 " 

"Looking at the white-haired grandma, 1 was emotional. Grandma, who has remained 

in the village in her entire lifetime, now is filled with new words, does "fo reign trade" 

everyday, and even uses f oreign language to "negotiate " with fo reigners. The 

hometown has indeed changed " (Line 206-209) 

In "Taxi driver", the Engli sh sentence at the very beginning of the article introduces the 

contex t in whi ch the arti cle should be understood. It contextualises the arti cle before 

continuing to di scuss the meanings the Engli sh language carries at the part icul ar tim e. 

The Beijing Olympics is not merely in itself an in ternati onal sport event; but it also 

represents a new breakthrough fo r Chinese peopl e in term s of China ' s international 

status as di scussed in Chapter One. The event provides a new contex t fo r the 

understanding of no t only English but also Chinese relations wi th its speakers. 

As the author comm ents, learn ing Engli sh coul d bring more customers to Mr. Meng: 

"1tftis1;t'f i-\%tofm1:M*~e.JJ s1·t1:ftt;gfmw:::1cf :'.t'~-Y-:~ , w §';*i1ft1fc:(:t15'r f;fil 

,A_ , fffi~ffl$1:lt4i~fmtJft!,i.jso "(Line 392-393. "LaoMeng 'sEnglishandhis 

passionate andfi'ank dispositions bring many customers back to him. Those f oreigners 

who have been taken by him before call him when they need a ride "). The schematic 

fi gure of th is sentence (Figure 6) shows thi s semantic network. When Meng has 
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acquired Engli sh (through using little memo notes (as one of the keywords of the 

article)) , it becomes a source that brings passengers to him. In this case, Engli sh takes 

on the role as a source, passenger as experiencer and Meng as a goal. English 

knowledge not on ly is a goal (that Chinese people aspire to reach) but has also become 

a source (that brings foreigners (that is, the world) to the Chinese people). 

The personality and Engl ish ability of Meng provide foreigners the incentives to call 

back. In a similar sense, Engli sh is also a path by which Mr Meng reaches out to the 

passengers. He can obtain personal benefits out of his personal efforts in learning 

English, in addition to the support provided from al l levels including passengers, taxi 

companies and media which can be considered ' collective efforts ' . Throughout the 

article, the distant relations of the author and Lao Meng are indexed by the author' s 

frequent use of the masculine third person pronouns "he", "him" and "hi s" as indicated 

in Table 6 in Appendix 7. There is also one instance where Lao Meng uses "my" (line 

388) . The concluding sentence of the artic le nevertheless diminishes the distance 

between Lao Meng and readers and creates an in-group membership by his use of"our" 

(line 399) to refer to Chinese people. To affirm the thoughts as final , thi s is achieved 

through the use of first person perspective: '"':ey:::ks'-J ~:lz:titJl'Jt:Jlbl Yr OOA T mir- T P~1fJ Er-J 

Jtf,Lo " ~:ili:l/L " (line 398-399: '"' The biggest harvest was to let foreigners 

understand our culture. " Lao Meng said. ") Lao Meng's individual achievement is 

contributory to national achievement. Even though the ai1icle mentions primarily the 

personal efforts of Meng in learning English, the outcomes extend to the collective level. 

The discourse of collectivism is fu11her put forward in the end, connecting personal 

efforts with the collective benefit English can bring to the country. 
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Although it is not specified in the artic le whether fore igners can be Meng's teachers, 

' passengers and foreigners' are co-referential as shown by the sentence: 

"£;1{£/Jf#! tt!fx;>JfflJ-?:J;:~, ft!Jfrt-&JR/Jf/$A -i;;liiJ-itf#J{f, @.JKB:lJ'ff i:lJXEr;f/; 
iJ!!, i/l_JjJ!J/JJ!Jfff± T -D!f!f!Rfll-S:ttEl!f, £;1{#,tt-lixM-¥iJ!!, m!ilx:ltft'J &, 

"You see, old bridge, abou t 700 yearso "$/l f!J!l!J!;)'{J/J/!, @tg:µtF!}t;/(JE 
fl{J " ,,,., o 

Lao Meng was most impressed once. He pulled an American passenger to Hebei 
Zhuozhou. On the way back, they passed by the Beijing stone highway where a.fine 
ancient stone bridge had just been unearthed. Lao Meng slowed down on purpose and 
used English to introduce, "You see, old bridge, about 700 years. " The passenger was 
interested very much, saying thats/he would photograph it next time. (Line 394-398) 

The "American passenger" (line 394), "passenger" (l ine 397) and "foreigners" (line 399) 

refer to the same referent. ln Chinese cu lture , a teacher is a hi ghly respected occupation , 

as shown by the long intellectual and civil service examination hi story when onl y 

scholars could be government officials. The ' teacher-student relationship ' symbolically 

gives power to foreigners. Nonetheless, as illustrated in 4.1 , Chinese people can claim 

agency in interactions with foreigners , for instance, the use of"let" puts ' forei gners' in 

the object posi tion. Conclud ing the a11icle with the above quote from Meng red irects 

agency back to Chinese people in relation to foreigners. The comment creates globa l 

coherence to the text, signaling that Engli sh learning wi ll ultimately give agency to 

Ch inese people in re lation to fore igners as the 'experiencer' of Chinese culture. Indeed, 

towards the end of the art icle, Lao Meng is said to ' use ' English to introduce Ch inese 

culture, rather than ' learn ' which is used earlier in the second paragraph : 

Last paragraph: 

£ ii{ £fl%< tt ix iJf flJ -d,_~~, f t!J /rt -& JR /liJ $ A -ii; liif-it I# JN, @;;/< B1if!ff i:i.A':f:ir;ffj 
iJ/!, i!l -1:. /JI!/ /JI!/ ffJ ± 7 -1!1! !f!JJR flJ "i!i £ E!Ji, £ ;1{#:!ff $1:£ ¥iJ!!, m !Jc-.X :It ft'J-iJd, 

"You see, old bridge, about 700 yearso "$Af/J!!!J!;)'{J/J/!, @if:i}dF!;J;:.JK#! 
,,W, o V 
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"Lao Meng was most impressed once. He pulled an American passenger to Hebei 
Zhuozhou. On the way back, they passed by the Beijing stone highway where a fine 
ancient stone bridge had just been unearthed. Lao Meng slowed down on purpose and 
used English to introduce, "You see, old bridge, about 700 years. "The passenger was 
interested very much, saying thats/he would photograph ii next time." (Line 394-398) 

Second paragraph: 

" ~ ,if ;fjt F ifR IL, ,J!! /11 /11 :!f: jJl i-lf O V 

" .. Lao Meng has decided to learn English wholeheartedly ... "(Line 375) 

In "Li Yang", although the description of personal experience and honours of Li Yang 

takes up a large portion of the article, Li's personal story is finally linked to national 

benefits, in Li Yang's own words: ":fJt :fJ!l fu/¥EfJ J: OOt\itti!: I~ 5!±(, Jl';ft:tf!::J-"E E'I c.1J}ijlj:,5.Ji:i',t, 

~7'J }A1lUE1.00 g; T - 1- .,A_:;-j- , Y T - 1-~:;-J- ! ··· "(line 55-56. "My understanding of 

patriotism is to strengthen oneself, forge oneself to become useful .. " ). In this particular 

sentence, the theme is patriotism and self-strengthening is a manifestation of patriotism. 

In the artic le, the reporter writes: 

"$ JIB flJ ~ !±! §!ilJJ.' .li ~ /Ji/ #f f!f 1# ~!/Ti±* flJ ffi-1/. o ft/J i!t i ' -1/. ;Jg ilb'-lf o ilf Ix lf 
~r, lit 1ft ;Jg "iJl ilf II# tr/1 !Jl ,, , "tx Jt i-lf o i-lf fll a* J/i/J" , "~ /Ji/ iJ/i "ift Jr ,, o 2000 
$ , $/ff! -1s Y-!J "-1': /Ji/-/-,;tJJifJl)J/fJ" !Jf tf{; 2002 $, lit if¥ B tfl:f'!-;ff ffl!J!*ifZ ;Jg 
"tit :f'!-;ff f/!Nlf # fJ! " o " 

Li Yang's outstanding contribution and patriotism are recognised by the society. He is 
recognized as an English education expert, known as "English plan/er, ""the magician 
oral English teacher, ""speaker of nationalism. "in 2000, Li was listed in the "top ten 
culling-edge figures "; in 2002, he was appointed by the World Cup organizing 
committee of Korea and Japan as "Honorary Special Envoy for the World Cup. "(Line 
58-62) 

This is then followed by 

"2fo JIB# if! fit~ lE Jft 1ft .li §1-1-t,P, ft!J1f 1IUI# J!!)WJ~ flJ $ Y.f o ft!J /fiJ tf/j, m J;, ftM:fJ 
fl! fJ! /fiJ ~ fZ, ,P /Ji/ ./•JNI " fi}[JIJ;,f ilf" '/Jr! i1!5t!i!1/;/;; i!Eiff /Ji/- f-1' /Jjf"i/f .fOit/J ;g ¥ JJ. 
,;t jJ[} tJ! iJt ilfff J.Ji Ix lf if!!@ iJ/i i#,. lE ,P /Ji/ 1t ff/ it!J 1K tt J!t- a /flf $ JIB • JP: JI: tt /Ji! /Ii, J;t 
i-lf $ f/l 1 1 :!f: ( fl 7!fJ B tt %t T -;-.li/flf J .. · " 
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"Li Yang was not immersed in honours and flowers, he dreamed of a more glorious 
career. He revealed to the world, he will continue to spread to three hundred million 
Chinese people "Crazy English"; hold a large-scale quality English education tour in 
the thousand cities and regions of the motherland; build one hundred Li Yang- Pulitzer 
International English Primary School in poverty-stricken areas in China (15 schools so 
fm) ... " (Line 63-67) 

This conjunct ive li sting structure (Fairclough 1995) in which Li's honours are conjoined 

with the contributions to the country is aimed to create emphasis on the ' expected ' and 

'more des irable ' behaviours described in the second extract. With the use of pronouns in 

the article, Li' s personal achievements are also effectively shifted to coll ect ive benefits. 

The deictic mapping chart (Table 7) shows that the author and Li are first indexed as 

belonging to different groups. While the author uses first person pronouns to refer to 

himself throughout, Li is always substituted fo r with "he", "his", and "him". Finall y, the 

distance between Li and the author as Chinese is dimini shed by Li Yang him self 

through the use of pronouns in his final quotes. Li 's use of"we" is inclusive of the 

author, students and people of his generation as in line 75 -76. In line 39, he refers to the 

motherland as "(our) self motherland" and in line 49, he uses "our" to refer to the 

Chinese athletes. Line 81 is the only instance of Li using "l" to refer solely to himself 

but it is used on ly when he places himself in the battle fo r national interests in a way 

that conjoins hi s personal acts with national benefits. 

Adding authoritative and ' scientific ' ' vo ices' to the argument, the author cites the letter 

of a professor in Engl ish written to Li. The professor stated that Li not only is helping 

Chinese people learn fo reign language, but also introducing to the world a new 

scientific method of learning invented in China. The honour Li has received is clearl y 

' authoritatively ' extended to the country, which is also reflected most clearly in the use 

of 'T' in hi s slogan in relation to the country: " I love the motherland, Rejuvenating the 
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Chinese nation!" (l ine 2-3) ("#J; ~1_§_ 1IJ , 1M~"P$!"). These two sentences entail a 

cause-result relation. A person's patriotism will rejuvenate the nation. 

The government 's invi tations to teach Beijingers and civil servants mentioned in the 

a1iicle officially recognised Li Yang's efforts and views about English. Li was 

interviewed by the official Chinese TV cha1rnel , ranked the first of"China's top 10 new 

people" in 2000 and called "Oral Engli sh magician", "oral English educator" and 

"speaker of patriotism" . With these personal honours, Li nevertheless extends the 

honours to the country. While he teaches English, he perceives himself as promoting his 

ideas of ' never let the motherland down' and of loving the country, paiiy and people 

which are the conversation topics Li uses to practice English with his students. Under 

the direction of Li, the students learn English to be patriotic Chinese50
. The self-prestige 

he has received is linked to national benefi ts from him. This is an educating voice 

eliciting university students and readers to fo llow. 

Furthermore, in the People 's Daily, there is a tendency for "private events" and 

incidents that happen to individuals to become newsworthy (Fai rclough 1992 :276) and 

public stories tlu-ough the insertion of the collectivism discourse into the texts. For 

instance, "Grandma" is wri tten in a ' private voice' from the first person perspective and 

it even appears on Page 1 of'News' . In "Motherland" as exanuned below, the 

50 Li 's (2009) case studies show that learners enrolled in Li Yang's Crazy Engl ish have a strong desire for social mobility, better-paid jobs, developing "authentic American pronunciation" and for patriotic reasons (Li 2009:214-215), all of which were perceived as obtainable through the provis ion of bener chances by attaining command of 
English. Furthermore, the learners reported in Li ' s study felt good shouting English and the Crazy English course also gave them more self-confidence which in turn changed their se lf-image. The personalities of learners have been 
changed by the course in that they have become more positive (Li 2009:218). Under the influence of Li Yang, learners also longed to join tl1e world as '·International Chinese" (Li 2009:220). They seem to have more 
·cosmopolitan ' dreams such as opening a '·bookshop where coffee is so ld" (Li 2009:220) which can attract local s and tourists. There are indeed personal motivations involved in the learners' imaginations, but il is legitimized by Li Yang who proclaimed publicly that making money is a legitimate goal when combined with patriotism (Li 2009:2 15). By connecting them to being patriotic Chinese, the personal benefits Engl ish learning can bring are legitimated . 
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'ordinariness' of 'ordinary' indi vidual s whose experiences/stories are also made public is 

clearly emphasised. 

"#1/Jil, i1tlff'/i}lgfff,(iffft,;;.? -/-.liP, Jz:#1oJf!e; ~-/-.Jilf/, :iEJJ:l-f1°Jfle .- .:= 
+11$, IZ!l-/-.lilf/, /fi:iz:#1°Jf!e .... ·· ltifl1fJJ:-fa], IZJJt/iJJxT. ··· " 
"Motherland, what can I do for you ? At 15 years old, ask self the question; at 25, still 

ask self the question; at 35, 45, ask again. .. Wh ether or not the question has been asked 

does mailer. (Line l 00-1 0 l) 

The writer in this case does not indicate clear addressees but only the age range fo r 

example, at 15, 25, 35 and 45. From the context of the article, it seems very likely that 

the writer's query is directed at anyone who is Chinese which can be seen more clearl y 

in another sentence: 

" .. · 1f T Jz:- /a], fJ1. !/.UYfHJ!f :ill1 fig ic :jff, T ~)!flt !ff!f;J!tj Jii.1f-r#Jjl .J!; !ii. M ,R JfH!f 
:ill1 fl<; if!f J/i/i, if!f .1Df!/t5t'ft.f;£EJIE fl<; :Ji l!P: !ii. M ,R /fl i1f' :ill1J1! JJ[ I A , )Ji/J-¥, 14#,f!/tftY }lg 1f Jiu. 

1f /t!fllffJfl ··· ··· " 
" ... The meanings and value of life are related to this. With the question asked, an 

ordinary reporter will feel energetic when writing; being an ordinary teacher, the 

classroom will then become a solemn palace; being an ordinary construe/ion worker, 

the rack will become a supporter ... .. " (Line 101 -1 04) 

This excerpt indicates that no matter whether a member of the elite, profess ional or 

working class - even though one is ordinary, a person needs to think about giving to the 

country. As shown in the deictic mapping chart (Table 8), in the first paragraph where 

the author is 'talking to him/herself , the motherland is the ' addressee ' , but from the 

second paragraph where "we" is used by the author, motherland then beco mes the ' third 

person' as the author is ta lking about the motherland. Towards the end of the artic le, the 

first person 'T includes both the author and readers, and "you" refers to the motherl and 

as the second person. The word "ordinary", in this regard , serves to connect everyone in 

Chi nese society as one group. In "Motherland ". the contrast of ordinary vs. 
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extraordinary seems to convey that the contributions ordinary people make to the 

country can yield extraordinary outcomes as concluded by the very last sentence: "our 

hard work will then have extraordinary meanings. " (" tltf/JflJiff 4Jffltlf 7 ::r:Pl# 1/f/lJ 

,&,')( o ", line 122) 

The elderly and children living in the Hutongs in " Power of communication" and 

"American tourists" are also ' cul tural representatives ' of China. They learn English to 

show the touri sts the passionate, open and improving Chinese. Chinese touri sts overseas 

in articles named "Chinese fever" and "River" play the same role as representing 

China' s image since Chinese culture has gradually captured the world 's attention. The 

educating voices mani fes t in all the aforementioned articles which show that ordinary 

people such as grandma, taxi driver, elderly and children are learning Engli sh to 

contribute to the country. Calling for readers to fo llow, the articles and reports 

demonstrate that any ordinary peop le can contribute to the nation . 

Chinese culture emphasises sharing the fru its of individual success with the group. The 

above sentence: "our hard work will then have extraordinary meanings." (" tltf/1/l]iff 

4 1/fltlf 7 ::r:fnJ# $/IJ,&,')c o ", line 122) also indicates a shift fro m talking about 

oneself, to talking about the Chinese whole, as also reflected in the use of "we" and 

"our" in other parts of "Motherland". Co llective and individual efforts are reduced to 

individual actions based in the presumed popular experience of private life. 

As also reflected in the article, English benefits and strengthens the country. English 

teaching and learning is involved in the contribution to the country. Reference to the 

historical saying "71 't' $di@i!'il lm*-=1'5" ("Learning fo r the rise of Chinese") sti ll applies 

today and influences a lot of people including those who study English. Thi s not only 
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operates within the traditional discourse of learning, but also the long-lasting values of 

collectivism. A person who is greatly influenced by English, for example, an Engli sh 

teacher, is still dedicated to contributing to the country. In "Motherland" there is still an 

educati ng voice promoting intellectual study for the benefit of the country. Building on 

from the long tradition of imperial examinations, people currently need to learn Engli sh 

wel l along with other ' modern ' knowledge and ski lls to strengthen the country. As 

shown in the final paragraph, Chinese people have striven to contribute to national 

development from even a century ago. A poem written over l 00 years ago by a 

prominent Chinese government official in the Qing dynasty, Lin, is quoted in the 

"Motherland" article: ("7~':P¥U ~%~% [)_' a 129t1\iltli'iill:E~Z.", "He who is ready lo 

sacrifice his life for the lightest interest of his country will not consider his for lune or 

misfortune ", line 113-114). In 2003 and 2009, Premier Wen Jiabao used the poem on 

two occasions. 

In a speech given in his first press conference as the Premier of the PRC in 2003 , Wen 

quoted classical literature four times in front of several hundreds of Chinese and 

foreigner journalists in the Great Hall of the People, including the lines from Lin given 

above. On February 28 2009, Premier Wen went to the Chinese government and Xinlrna 

news agency live Internet studio and communicated with Internet users around the 

world for two hours. He quoted the same verses . Lin was a patriotic government official 

who represented the imperial Chinese government in international diplomacy and 

destroyed opium a century ago (line 11 2). By mentioning hi s story, the article ca ll s fo r 

contribu tions to strengthen the country and renounce personal gains. Lin 's verses are 

said to reveal the ri ghteousness of a great man which motivates and inspires later 

generati ons. The mention of past humili ations by the West elicits readers' efforts to 

strengthen the country by arousing their emotions about past hi story. The con tinuation 
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of Lin's spirit up until the present time shows that the culture of collectivism still 

remains consolidated. 

In "Motherland", there is indeed no mention of indi vidual benefits of learning English. 

It only mentions doing good "for the family", "for the city" and "for the country" (line 

92-93) which became more significant approaching the anniversary of the People ' s 

Republic of China when the article was publi shed. The article therefore operates on the 

prevalent traditional discourse of collectivi sm, that is, working together towards the 

good of the country. In "New Generation", the author also connects the success of the 

new generation with the future and hopes of the country in the article. As noted 

previously, he mentions Liang Qichao in illustrating his point that intellectual learning 

has had a long tradition of aiming to benefit the nation. Under the voice of a university 

student, the use of the personal pronoun "I" is shifted to a "we", "our (country)" and the 

use of"Chinese people" in her response to a foreign judge who commented: "In the 

next 25 years, China will certainly develop at a faster pace. I want to know, what do 

you think are the things that need to remain unchanged in China? What is very worth 

cherishing and needs to continue to be carried forward?" (line 167-169). The deictic 

mapping table (Table 2) in Appendix 6 illustrates the use of pronouns . By way of 

building up a dialogical relation with intellectual discourse using pronouns, the personal 

and col lective benefits of learning English are conjoined together. 

Operating within the long history of discourses about learning, learning is connected to 

contributing to the country, and so is English learning. In People 's Daily, learning 

English is said to be able to bring benefits, and individual and personal benefits are 

always extended to include national benefits. Strengthening of the self is strengthening 

the cow1try. This is compatible with the historical and intellectual views mentioned in 
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Chapter Two, and the citizenship education that Feng (2006) discusses. Over 

generat ions, Chinese intellectuals have been encouraged to learn with the aim to 

strengthen and contribute to the country. As Donald (2004) explains, the new generation 

has affect ive power and as discussed previously in Chapter One, it is a prevalent 

Chinese discourse that children and students are symbo ls of a bright future for China. 

The connection between the old and young is aim ed to evoke the emotions of readers 

and project a prosperous future tlu-ough depicting the harmonious relationships across 

generations. Using the examples of student and children, People's Daily shows that the 

new Chinese generation who speak English and preserve their own traditions can 

empower the country. Previous examples including "Li Yang", "Power of 

communication" and "New Generation" feature ' high school students ', 'children' , 

' university students, and 'young Chinese people' in the texts. Emphasis has also been 

placed on 'Ch inese characteristics' including 'passion ', 'open' , 'self-confident' , and 

' smart'. The symbolic values of mentioning the young generation and their attribu tes 

are utilised in the meaning-making of Chinese identity. 

In appropriating English, as thi s chapter has demonstrated, the attributes of Ch inese 

culture are defined and displayed. The Chinese discourses of role model , culture of 

learning and coll ectivism and national development influence the practice of learn ing 

English (Foucault 1972). They are the distinguishing or "psychologically sal ient" 

features that can differentiate Chinese people in comparisons with the Other (Tajfel 

1978:66). In the official discourse about Chinese identity discussed in Chapter One, the 

language that represents China is the national language, Putonghua. This is another 

category identified in People 's Daily which is illustrated in the next section. 
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4.3.3 Putonghua and Chinese identity 

As the discussion thus far has illustrated, "Chinese fever" , "River" and "American 

tourist" show the Chinese language itself as a 'selling point' of Chinese culture. They 

attribute the Chinese fever overseas to the charm, uniqueness and attractiveness of 

Chinese culture and to the peaceful development of China. The number of foreigners 

learning Chinese both in and outside China is increasing as pointed out in Chapter One. 

To further illustrate the roles of the standard Chinese language (known as Putonghua) in 

the official discourse of China, the article entitled "Changing sound of the hometown" 

is analysed. 

The article shows that, together with English, Chinese language can contribute to the 

modernisation of the country, especially of the rural areas that are still relatively 

underdeve loped. As it appears, modern Chinese and English provide capital for 

economic growth. People who leave their hometowns to work in-coastal cities return 

home, bringing with them "~~ )ffri.-'!;L )ffriil] , )ffr i:J { l< fffr x-9;\~, fffr }t!J{t" ("the new 

language, new words, new accents, new ideas, new thinking" , line 428-429). The new 

languages, new words and new accents include "Beijing accent", "Cantonese" and 

"Engli sh" (line 422-423) echoing the discourses of ' new+old ' or ' tradition and 

modernity ' and national development. These languages and accents contribute to the 

improvement of the people as well as the hometown by facilitating the emergence of 

"new ideas", "new thoughts", "new tactics" (line 429-430), and therefore modernisation. 

As a contrast, the out-datedness of the obsession with native dialect and old living style 

is emphasised by the use of "in the 60s of the last century" ("J:. t!Hc 6 0 '.qo1~") to refer 

to the 1960s. Thi s renders the native dialect and old living style undesirable. In this case, 

the l 960s, a period of internal political and cultural umests, is implici tly denounced. 
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Even though history is utili sed to make sense of Chinese people 's behaviours in today ' s 

China, the past is not always desirable. 

Notably, in "Changing sound of the hometown", the dialect itself is blamed for its 

changes and fusion with other languages. This is seen in paragraph 5: 

"l:.f ilif, i!i Jl $ J};@ _j; !§f Jfc, ~ Z! jt!J 15 :fit §'lj _j; -ff t!J tE i& ¥ (/J X i!JJ cp jl]J]_T!J(' TO !]{'ff! 
~n@ffe§#, ~ ngvm~, EN~*~$mfl5fl~z-ff~m, ~ff, ffi~ 
T #5: Miff .,r;, w -Ef'. !K!id!! _fa -ff fl; JDJ!.//P, -11- ilf Jo J/!ilf, " 
"However, when 1 returned home in recent years to visit my family, !felt ve,y deeply 
about the 'hometown language ' which was changing with the tide of refo rm. ft no 
longer stands still and stays protected, no longer guards its purity. It is becoming more 
exotic with the penetration and fusion of foreign languages and accents of different 
places and region, and turning into a hybrid language. Melt into the local accent is 
firstly the Beijing accent, then Cantonese and English. " (Line 419-423) 

The personification of dialect draws the responsibility for the language mixing and 

change to the dialect itself which is stressed by the two parall el sentences where " it" 

refers to the dialect: 

''!J('ff!~n@i/J§#, ~n_!feff'm~, ,, 
"ft no longer stands still and stays protected, no longer guards its purity." (Line 420-

421) 

As an inanimate object, dialect ca1rnot stay protected against other languages by itself, 

but through the use of personification in the article, it is made animate and responsible. 

It is given human attributes and is described as if it is not sufficientl y strong and fail s to 

protect itself from the penetration of exotic languages. The delay in mentioning Beijing 

accent, Cantonese and Engli sh in the same sentence lessens their effects and thus their 

responsibility for the mi xing. Rather implicitl y "Changing sound of the hometown" 

denies the hometown dialect as a culture and acknowledges these new dialects and 
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languages as beneficial fo r hometown development. Whi le dialect used to stand for 

one 's origin, ancestor and ' foundation ' as Chapter One has shown, "accents from the 

south and north" were not val ued. As the article indicates, when the author greeted his 

childhood friend Qiang in the dialect as a sign of so lidarity, Qiang refused to speak it to 

the author and stated that "::/s[\'i]#, 1$!:1§ T JZJd';$'§ , -~i.!iE~jz/,'.,± ~ , '&A 

~1h-,~ '§ Jl~~;f ! .. . " ("Old schoolmate, you have been a government official for so 

many years, but still speak in an old-fashioned way, no one would laugh at you playing 

bureaucrat ... ", li ne 440-44 1 ). Local dialects are strongly affi liated with one ' s 

hometowns and ancestors in the Chinese society. In the past, Putonghua was considered 

a bureaucratic language spoken by people with high status or government officials, but 

it is now portrayed as a common language that supersedes local dialects and expresses 

the sense of belonging to one China. The word "old-fashioned" as it is used in the text 

fits in the discourse of standard language ideology and image planning of Putonghua 

discussed in Chapter One. 

The author first impl icit ly judges "accents of the south and north" as undesirable but at 

the end of the article, realising the positive impacts of the languages on the development 

of the hometown, he seems to have relaxed some of his fee li ngs about keeping the 

dialect. This not only is seen in the word choice, but also construed relative to the 

knowledge of China, namely, the knowledge of the meanings of 'reform and opening 

up ' (which is associated with the changes to the dialect), and the favourable 

combination of 'o ld + new' as seen in "the rising of a new hometown on the ancient 

land" in line 463. The author being "ashamed" of the hometown dialect also indicates 

acceptance of new languages and accents, and the word "evolvement" used to refer to 

the changes of people's thoughts also denotes a sense of ' becoming better and more 

mature'. The author ' s feeling of 'shan1e' can also be attributed to his feeling of 
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inadequate learn ing. According to Li (2002), when Chinese peopl e are ashamed , it is 

usually because they cannot face up to their fam ilies due to their inadequacy in learn ing. 

Taken together, the author fee ls ashamed upon his realisati on of the changes hi s 

hometown, the basis of his fam ily, has undergone. The Chinese cu lture of learning 

holds the author responsible fo r his poor erudition. 

The article makes use of the local coherence of its structure, that is, the juxtapositi on of 

ideas tlu-oughout the paragraphs to illustrate the status of dialect in vi 11 agers' 

relationships in the past and the present, and the break is very clearly presented. The 

first three paragraphs describe the situations when people did not speak ' pure' dialect, 

and the association of dialect wi th the hometown and ' vi llagers' as relatives. From 

paragraph fo ur onwards, the present situation is described , illustrating the changes 

occurring in the hometown and the dialect as a result of ' reform and opening up' . Once 

a sign of familiarity and affi liation in the past, the dialect has now been ascribed the 

attribute of ' old-fashioned' di stancing the vi llagers: 

Paragraph 2: 

"· · · :'b'{N!E;lc H :iFJl i!E 11:f f, i!E:it /I£:iFJl i!E-=-'f.:l!ff, i!E tf fi w 7.Jci/1 il;Jli!E .iz 'J/f w 
T, .:::Fl!Nf!lf-li-!:t-o J; iff, ffif.JJ. fif .§IJ!jf!J,!f!.i;fff!J<;J; iff, JR-/;l]f.f/f-F#if fl cJl.:::Fk 
/l!Jf!J 7/if J;, ,@fEJ; iff _§j; *· lf!lj:iFffff .:::F flf,-f , "J!liJ!J!lf J/il" fi!J±if/Jfjp!J J; iff 
ft 1:, !§ i!l.J ' Jfl ilk, Jg 1/f ;Jc-/§ f/3, lff/1 ..f. - (f!f/Jft 4ft (!j jJ];t.', ,JJJj 1£ 0 ,, 

" ... regardless of whether !was in the border or beyond the Great Wall, or in 

Guangzhou or in Nanjing, in Gui/in or buried beneath a mountain side, not only did I 
not lose my accent, but eve,y time when 1 heard the fa miliar accent, I suspected whether 

I was back home, regarding the accent as my relatives. Sometimes, without shame, I 
took the initiative to approach and chat with people with the accent. No one had ever 
actually reji,sed to talk, only for a while, we fel t like we were intimate fr iends. " (Line 

408-41 3) 

Paragraph 8-9 : 

".ft_-J; 7 ;f!tjftXfft!J!J<jjjf-,{!,i,fO fl c, "&_',tJ;fs:" , ,ff/t±if/J..f. lif;'fTf{]Pf_. ":7!iffd-r, (,fr 
lk-1-jlg,i/B.:Y, 3 o $1F-;!2J[!,iJif, f,fr:iFfJ'{t.r!t(}f.:Y-1-r!Jff 1 " ft!JfJl 7 -T, .J1 .IJ;-i:J. 
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/if:ll ff:f/f, t/J-i!Uf-Dtf.!fif/f:i!h!f, ".lffft,J!f!:, ft,.§ T :Jg2.if;$'tr, iJ!,iffiEJljg 
2. ± ~ , if.LA.Jtfj;:ffF'g)j{,!J!f ! J!fjjift,Pf], ff.lJ!JtEJl1'~ A ~/j\ tlJJJ1$-!£, }'f tfj,,A. 
Pi/ ff jffJf; !£, _f; jff {!J Iii/ ff j'-!f .15 IJf, i \ tfJ J1!. Iii/ ff jff,(J, i&. ff {!J z, \ tfJJE !ff-fir ¢1 it! _r_ m 
Pfl-" ffflJ.iE-/J!,lfiff, 52#f1ffiJii~Jfffn "PK" i@-foiftEftl!,!ftJ:0. f!ff!d"T'-
~, j'_!jf lif l/J-1£ ~ ft: %1-=J= it t£jjf§J M!Jlff 1/!J T - JFJ, "xt ~ ~ , i\ iiJ 1f if!$ JtJE T, 
!Jlj !ffe 7l fj; i£ :1E ift 4 ' D ,, iJ!, 11-;iff'! ;f/lj//J/t}E TO ,, 
"/ wished to express [ my J affection and "sense of belonging " to him, and so I took the 
initiative to say hello (in the local dialect): "Qiang sister, you son of the X, it 's been 30 
years since I last met you but you still look like a kid" He was shocked for a moment, 
and then recognised me right away, but he spoke influent Mandarin: "Old schoolmate, 
you have been a government official for so many years, but still speak in an old
fashioned way, no one would laugh at you playing bureaucrat! I report to you, I am 
now sort of a Chairman, foreigners call me Mr. Zhang, folks call me boss Zhang, in the 
company, they call me Chairman Zhang We are preparing to apply to be listed on the 
stock market. -" While we were talking, a Santana suddenly stopped beside him. Qiang 
sister - no, Chairman Zhang quickly bowed toward me with his hands held in the chest: 
"I'm sorry, there is an urgency in the company so [!} have to go. [ !} will host a banquet 
to welcome you home tomorrow." Then [he} left in a flash " (Line 437-447) 

Paragraph 2 and paragraph 8 echo each other, showing the symbolic value of the dialect 

in the past and cw-rent period. While the dialect used to be an ingroup identity marker 

that brought people together, the distancing relationship dialect makes today is strongly 

expressed by the way Qiang's leaving is described - "he left in a.flash " - after his 

comment on the author' s use of dialect In the article, the juxtaposition of dialect, 

Mandarin (Putonghua) and English exemplifies the relative status of the three 

languages/dialects. While dialect is not welcomed, Mandarin is used for work, in daily 

life and as an identity symbol and English is for international communication (with 

"foreigners" in the case of "Mr Qiang" in line 442) and acquiring new knowledge and 

skills. There seem to be clear-cut functions, but at the same tin1e, the higher value of 

Putonghua and English is expressed . The "local coherence" chain (van Dijk 1985: 128), 

that is, the juxtaposition between "Beijing tone", "Cantonese" and "English" in line 423, 

"sound of the hometown with Cantonese accent" in line 424, "Canton flavour" and 

"Hong Kong flavour" in line 426 with "new language", "new words" and "new accents" 

in line 428-429 explains this preferable ' development ' of languages. Although up to the 
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point of line 436, it is still unclear whether thi s new 'development ' of languages is 

favourable, the local and global coherence of these lines mentioned and the last 

paragraph confirms the posi tive evaluation of the ' new' languages. 

Regarding Chinese identity, as the analysis of the local coherence of the articl e reveals, 

there is a shift from saving face and close famil y relations, which are Confucian ideals, 

to di srespect and impoliteness. This is reflected in the fo llowing two sets of excerpts: 

'Face' 

Paragraph 1: 

"_t tiffc 6 o ff:lt.ftflJHff 1'-lEJf Jtl!,I ft 3 $/IF!efff:!f!JJ;:Jfifjff, ~ J; #flJ/JL-iiR 
fl1, /lf /J, ~ fiJ /l f5J rr 'fr /JP" < /ix J; A fE ff .ill it/$ ft rr 'fr /l}" ) , J; #flJ $/JlE tJf Jff 

J!fiil!ft/Jll "fiJ T /l5f o , ;f7t,Ec ic T .1t-m.Jff, ;r,: Jniftfl c/l/1$P$Jtl!,;ofJ<17}( itx 
8'(;.11 0 .II 

"In the 60s of the last century, a teenager in our village who had worked for 3 years 

away from home returned to visit relatives. When he spoke with the villagers, he 

occasionally used a few sentences of the "bureaucratic" language (hometown people 

referred to Mandarin as "bureaucratic''), the relatives accused him at his back "only 

away for a few days and already forgot his ancestors and the water he drank came 

fi'om "" (Line 403 -407) 

Paragraph 8: 

".ft)lgT$:iftxtft/JflJjff/!!,ijfnftc rrifl,?f;;;fs:", ,f7t±if/JLn8fT!{JP-'f: rriJJJ!d-r, f/F 

jj;f fJf,,ip:-r, 3 o $:if:if/:JiJ[fff, /$i£f$f.T!UJJ-r - lll!ff ! "ft!J'/JJ T - T, .JtJJ-f!.. 
fiJll.ft*, t-fJ-ifeJ/i'-Dtf.lfif-!f.i!iit.- ((.::,ft-fffJ:!f:, -$.a Tjj;-z§ff:lr, &itiJ:Jljj; 
-z± ~, &A!!it/$!/!lr/JPl!ff 1 " 
"/ wished to express [my} affection and "sense of belonging " lo him, and so 1 look the 

initiative to say hello (in the local dialect): "Qiang sister, you son of the X, it 's been 30 

years since I last met you but you still look like a kid" He was shocked fo r a moment, 

and then recognised me right away, but he spoke influent Mandarin: "old schoolmate, 

you have been a government official for so many years, but still speak in an old

fashioned way, no one would laugh al you playing bureaucrat! " (Line 437-441 ) 

These two paragraphs present the differences in ' face' between the past and current 

period. Wh ile the relatives accused people behind their back in the past, Chiang 
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comments directly to the author's face on his use of dialect as "o ld-fashioned" at the 

present ti me. 

' Family relations' 

Paragraph 3: 

"ii] ff .f.tjff-(k @Jj[-!Jijff 111, 3 jff f!J J.f!, .f.tiE.Jf} - o ltf It ltf !Jf fig Jic 3 iff, 5E /f' !f£Jfg 
;t: t-1# Iii.- "/Jfl & g f}f T', ff! /7 g ~if:$, Jic .J, flgiff-,s 1/f & &, iH :a~- # ;JJ; 
ft, fef'ff!JP, I 11 11 

"[!} remember when !first went home to visit relative, villagers all had [their} thumbs 
up when [they] heard me still speak an authentic native dialect.· "This Guoliang has left 
for so many years but still has not changed his hometown dialect. [It's} still as good as 
[it} was in the past, excellent! "" (Line 416-41 8) 

Paragraph 10-1 2: 

"i!ii!fJ -r fig !fJJ;M1-fs Pt/ jf!j{Jf T', fE/4ff/1 Jf} 1' iH!JJ M -r ·iJbff l/f IS J1J fig Mfl!I, :t:5fc-¥ 
.Yf/tf~&!JJ!/fl T Jl:tf I, :Jt'l1f.;fcf!')Ji!JJf@T-1'!Hffi\ ff/, _ajf!g T ::'/tiff, iE!tilt 
~ J1f 7 Jll ff! , J1f ;;Ji fJt ft ff! g , IE ft JJ. Ji: .YI! t/3 "llz ,, fl/ T , 

/!!HS x'ltf lEH JJ. :Ji: .YI! .a }k, JJP, lE & g (;ff T, iii >frflt!J§:HtlE i\ ff/ Jl!. llz lilfiliHff· 
~flt!J~~~M~~tWnir.aIA, /E$5<.'7~.i~~,flt!J~¥- fJfl, m~7 
fi!Jifd .- "g.Jf}JJTI/f ftflg!Jr)E, .f.t&M/%/J!f, ,, . 

MJ/i,flt!JJE~~-!1i, ~~ft-r~$x'MR.- ~n~JE-1'JJP,ftft:Ji:.Yf~~ 
T Jj[;Jj{ :ft fig f.tf/f!/, Jic-K f/f!/ fig 'lf JJl, ,f!Jtjf M/IE /t-i!J fJ' f/f!/6, ~ ;gf fit fjf jf{ ii T, /i, fef' 
ffl.xft, Pff;.I, /al.ft 1/!i/ff!{fJf, 1$./f'JJ/i/JdH!c, RPli/!1$.ftA, 11 JtfJ/f, /!!!J$5<.'iE.Jf} 
J/EJ/Efi!J..l:]J[~ T, ,R.Jf}/!JfF.£Jl fiJ$ff§, ,, 

"The little sister of Qiang is named Daisy. At home she was a shy girl when talking with 
boys. After graduation, she went to work in Shenzhen for a few years. Like playing 
magic, she started an aquaculture company and became a boss. What was more is she 
also engaged in the reorganization of assets and resources, and 'ate out ' the village-run 
enterprises. 

Her uncle originally was a leader of the village enterprises. He lost his job and begged 
her to give him a job, but she asked him to be a worker in the breeding company which 
made the uncle vety angry. She insisted as if she had no decision-making power: "This 
is the board's decision, I cannot fix it up." 

Then she took off her glasses and explained patiently to the uncle: "If a modern 
enterprise becomes a family business and patriarchal system of management, the 
economic efficiency of the company cannot be improved. If you have difficulty, y ou can 
report and apply for aid. But if you do not obey, I have to ask you lo leave. " Her uncle 
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still obediently went lo work, with only a few occasional comp!ainls. " (Line 449-460) 

Not on ly have villagers' relat ionships changed, the article also indicates a change in the 

upholding of fami ly values and respect for seniors. As seen above, the relations between 

Qiang's sister and her uncle are now multi faceted. Being the boss, Qiang's sister asks 

her uncl e to either follow the company's policy or to resign. The change in economi c 

act ivity and structure is accompanied by changes in family va lues and supersedes famil y 

relationships. People's Daily has to admit to disharmony withi n (extended) fam ily and a 

vill age that arises in responses to increasing development and reform. 

In "Changing sound of the hometown", pronouns are also effectively used to indicate 

relationships, some of which have a very hi gh frequency as shown below. 

Keywo rds 

I (Chinese) 

sound of the hom etown 

new (language, words, accents, id eas, thinking, tactics) 

me (C hi nese) 

re lati ves 

"away from home" (different forms: 'wa idi ' 5-'Ht!l, 
' leave home' :J:: 11, and 'd ifferent hometowns and 

regions ' Jr 3, :n'J.Jt) 
go home 

you (object) 

you (subject) 

h im 

@Jw 

hometown dialect 

reform (and) opening up 

Lao (sol idarity term) 

she (Qiang's sister) 

he (Chi nese) 

liel3, 

Frequency 

14 

12 

9 

9 

7 

6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

As seen in the above table as well as the deictic mapping chart (Table 9), the articl e uses 

relati vely more th ird person pronouns including "he", and "she". With the highest 
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frequency, the first person pronoun "I" is used by the author throughout to report his 

visit and experience in his hometown. The use of third person pronouns increases when 

the author starts to introduce Qiang and his sister. When the author first meets Qiang 

after many years of separation, he speaks in the hometown dialect to Qiang who replies 

in Mandarin (line 437-441 ). The identity and group di stinctions become obvious as 

Qiang uses "you" (line 440-442, 446) to address the author and "I" and "me" to position 

himself (line 442-443). Furthermore, Qiang also positions himself together with his 

business with "our company", indicating the significance of the economic changes for 

hi s identification. To refer to Qiang, the author and Comrade Zhang also use "him" and 

"he" (line 439, 448), after finding out that he is no longer affil iated with the hometown 

dialect. At one point, the author creates an in-group relation with Qiang in line 431 with 

"our" as in "our hometown". This "our" is inclusive ofQiang. In line 444 with "we", 

the in-group relation is also created between the author and Qiang, but when Qiang's 

sister stops by to pick up Qiang as in line 444, the in-group marker is eliminated and the 

marking of group distinctions resumes· in line 447. This symbo1ically represents the 

distant relationship the new economy, language and ideas have created. 

Co1made Zhang is depicted as belonging to the same 'group' as the author. This not 

only is indicated by the author ' s use of the solidarity address term "Comrade", but also 

by Zhang ' s use of"him" in line 448 to refer to Qiang. Comrade Zhang and the author 

are talking about Qiang and her sister as "he" and " she". The author uses "she" and 

"her" to position Qiang's sister (line 453-460), and the direct quotes from Qiang's sister 

also show her own distancing from the uncle ("I" and "me" as opposed to "you", line 

455 , 458 and 459). As demonstrated in this article, people in the vi llages and those who 

have left the hometown and progressed in the new economy are represented as two 

differential groups. 
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Interestingly, as also indicated in the above table, places outside of the hom etown are 

refe1Ted to with different synonyms including "away from home" (":1/r±tl!", line 404), 

and "different places and different regions" (" !ff Ji, !ff±i", line 422), as opposed to 

"home" as in "went home" ("[0*", line 416). The fo llowing excerpt makes expl ici t the 

' home ' and ' not-home' (Shenzhen) di stinction: 

Paragraph 10: 

"f!ff/{;/6!:figtJtJ/},.i;PL/J#/(5Fr, tE~BtJJ}1'-Jf?Jfj[//7-i}(Jit#/ffL1~f/1f!if&. x-!Jf:4/;I 
JJ:kf * N :ffe/fJ 7 Jli°F I , :Jt'/Jf ;f: (t)Jt!JJ'F@ 7 - 1'-JHiff 2-,' fiJ, §Ji& 7:15 I.Ii. :Jr :J/tff/
z. fff ;rr Jlf m, f1f Hft-ftf.i tt, JEH JJ.11:JJ: ff!, ,, nt,, w 7. ,, 
"The little sister of Qiang is named Daisy. At home she was a shy girl when talking 

with boys. After graduation, she went lo work in Shenzhen for a few years. Like playing 

magic, she started an aquaculture company and became a boss. What was more is she 

also engaged in the reorganization of assets and resources, and 'ate out ' the village-run 

enterprises. " (Line 449-452) 

These different places and regions away from home are actuall y also within China, but 

they are considered as ' not-home ' . The languages or accents of these different places 

are also described as exotic. Thi s indicates that people indeed identify their 

city/town/village of origin as ' home ', and this ' home' has its own characteri stics and 

language. 

This "Changing sound of the hometown" article indeed raises a number of issues 

regard ing Chinese identity. If one's dialect, as the arti cle first claimed, is one 's cu ltural 

and identity foundation associated with ancestors, then what does the chan ge impl y? 

What then has become the fo undation of Chinese identity? That is, what are the 

essences of ' ti ' ? The texts in the newspaper are constituted by elements of di scourses of 

Putonghua as symbolic power. The ambivalence Chinese dialect speakers have 
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encountered is made use of and represented in the news aiiicle, but this ambivalence 

drawn upon from the " lifeworld" is in the end resolved by the writer 's recognition of the 

need for new languages. There is a merging of public discourse about dialect as an 

identity marker and official discourse about Putonghua as the 'mother tongue' and 

symbolic capital. The merging results in a view that 'standard ' Putonghua is more 

valued whi le minority languages are di scouraged and gradually fade out due to 

modernisation. 

Through the global coherence of the article that connects the local coherence with the 

concl uding paragraph, the distancing of relationships that dialect makes, changing 

famil y relations and changing harmony ideals ai·e referred to as the features 

characterising the new hometown. These go against Chinese culture and values -

Confuciai1 ideals - the society has been promoting. 

In the encounter of globali sat ion, closer international relations·,- increasing contacts with 

fore igners and the desire and need to let foreigners know about China, Chinese people 

are forced to position themselves towards Chinese language and culture and to rethink 

what Chinese culture ai1d identity mean. But what is Chinese culture and what is 

Chinese identity? As discussed in previous chapters, one's identity is defined in relation 

to others. Thi s seems to be the case for the official views of Chinese identity as the 

analysis of People 's Daily has shown. Chinese culture and identity can be defined in the 

encounters with foreigners when cultural identity becomes manifest as a result of 

cultural compai·isons. For foreign touri sts, the 'selling point' of Chinese culture is the 

craftworks ai1d tribal ai·ts of tribal towns and villages, which are also the source of 

income for village people as discussed in the "Grandma" example. Foreign tourists are 

interested in scenic spots such as the Great Wa.11, and traditional arts such as calligraphy, 
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traditional dance (American tourist - Mike), traditional Ch inese food (Power of 

comm unication; Chinese fever), Peking opera, Wushu (Ch inese fever) and costumes 

(New Generation). The articles also rai se people 's awareness of trad iti onal bui ldings 

and streets that are very commonly taken for granted by Chinese people, but are of great 

cultural value such as Hutongs and Siheyuan (Power of communication; American 

tourist - Mike). 

Apart from the tangible elements of cu lture, some traditional Chinese cultural va lues are 

also promoted and reinforced in the face of globali sation. One dominant idea is 

Collectivism. The educating voices of role model learners, learning fo r co llective 

benefits, and contributing to the country are traces of the preval ent influences of 

Collectivism. The influences of Confucianism also become obvious in the utili sation of 

' respect for elders', and ' loving oneself is loving one's country ' (Grandma; Power of 

communication; Home country). 

In "Taxi driver" , the ' discovery' of the ancient bridge has a resonating fun cti on for 

Chinese readers. The bridge is described as "f]IJ[xjlj /:/:\ ::I::." (line 395-396: "had just been 

unea11hed"), which indi cates that even in this modern era, Chinese culture not only is 

preserved, but also constantly anew for Chinese themselves. The co ntrast of the freeway 

and the 700-year-old bridge is a combination of the 'new+old ' nature of development 

and modernisation in the Chinese di scou.rses . The educating voices of the themes 

identified and illustrated to some extent are influenced by and thus built out of the 

language (and cultural ) ideo logy of China that C11apter One has di scussed. Putonghua 

(Mandarin) is the offi cial language of Ch ina. It not only is promoted as the 'standard 

language' of the country and the lingua franca among different ethnic minoriti es, but 

al so as the ' mother tongue ' of Ch inese. 
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"Changing sound of the hometown" demonstrates that Putonghua is perceived as a more 

preferred language than dialect. This idea is symbolically recognised by its appearance 

in the national newspaper. Both Putonghua and the local dialect have been prai sed as 

' intimate ' and ' familiar ' but, fo r the local dialect, the descriptions become more 

negative towards the end of the article: ashamed, old-fashioned, no longer pure. 

Although it is affil iated with the hometown, di alect is considered backward even in the 

hometown. It changes with the tide of reform , and is no longer ' useful '. The relative 

status and functions of dialect, Putonghua and English can also be found in other 

articles not analysed in this thesis. The unwelcoming attitudes towards dialect are 

conveyed through. the adjectives used to describe them as opposed to Putonghua and 

English such as "old-fashioned" and " low quali ty" . One example found in People 's 

Daily is the use of Shanghainese in Shanghai. The use of Shanghainese in rai lway 

broadcasts is seen as hindrance to the promotion of Putonghua, and is said to be "of low 

qual ity" (Li 2007). 

On the contrary, Putonghua is associated with new development, and is positively 

portrayed and described: beautiful , new, standard, resonant. Its use is broad-ranging, 

and representative of China. Connected with Putonghua is the issue of Chinese-English. 

translation and interpretation. The broadcast over the Seine River in Paris, Chinese fever 

and the interpreting abi lity of Li Yang from English to Chinese and Chinese to English 

all illustrate the ' usefulness' and importance of Putonghua which has high symbo lic 

values associated with economic and social development. Putonghua has high symbolic 

values because it is constantly _associated with refom1s, development as well as the 

identity of the Chinese whole. Relations with 'reform and opening up ' appear to make 

any activity/action ' legitimate' within the institutional 'voices' of English. The 
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incorporation of the Ch inese voice of modern isation and nati onal develop ment into the 

current discourse about Engli sh creates a new hybrid discourse about Engli sh that 

legitimises and thus encourages Engli sh learning to contribu te to "national prosperity" . 

Thi s incorporation is sometimes achi eved through global coherence as in the las t few 

sentences of "Changing sound of the hometown" that conclude about the learning of 

new languages and new ideas: 

"ifiJX,J}Jt 'If ff8/ I;) fl If fFJ!if 4-5/c i& $<] 3 if, Jit$t/.fti/Jff T ff ii fflitt. .ftftffi!i Ti& 
-¥ Jr ;JxtlJ lrfli!Jj; Jif, It iJUJJ Ti&-¥ xif/J rf1 $ 3 A le /if!,:ff!lf{f,fl; $<Jjjj ft. 

ifti M 3 if fFJ f1Jl!J£ rf1, ttff BJ T ti~± Jt!J_t - 1'-!Ji Iii 3 fFJ f//JJJ!g. " 
"J used to feel proud of [my} ability to keep [my} local accent. But at this moment, lfeel 

ashamed. I underestimated the magical power of the reform, and 1 overlooked !he 

evolvemenl of the thinking of [my} hometown fellows in !he tides of refo rm. 

From the changes of the local accent, 1 can see the rising of a new hometown on the 

ancient land. " (Line 460-463) 

In "Motherland", the global coherence between English learning in the middle of the 

text and ' reform and opening up ' in the conclusion below is also made: 

"/!IJ5flJ, .ftflJ.:Yl rf1 tf!J&-=f $/!iJJi!Xf-t ifti!JJHJJ, .:Yli&-iff Jr$1i~ o<J ex!J£f-t ifti@ 
Jt. #f}!jtf!Jx"fio<Jflf(!Jt, fffffit::rtt/07 fl c : i/1&, .ftn'/!:.:Yl~,fifHfz.? ,R!Jffli'!/t~ 

# Ill If£ fl c , .ftff J o<J ~ lilf :/# ff/ Jit iftf Jt:J;, .ftflJ o<J ti 4 JJJt ff T ;r /f'fJ # tt f/J,ift;;!.. " 
"Friends, we are proud of the thousands of years of cultural richness of Chinese, [we J 
lake pride in the enormous changes !he open door policy has brought. On every 

nation 's birthday, one cannot help asking oneself: "mo/her/and, what can 1 do for 

you?" ff [we] keep asking and reminding ourselves, our life will be more enriched. Our 

hard work will !hen have exlraordinary meanings." (Line 11 9- 122) 

The 'standard language' of Chi na is promoted as a symbo l of Chinese identity which is 

also refl ected in the descripti ons of Chinese language experience of forei gners as in 

"American tourist" and " Chinese feve r" : write Chinese words, hear Chinese children 

speak a paragraph of Engli sh, learn Chi nese, use Chinese, have a gl impse of Ch inese 

cu lture, admi re more Chinese language and culture. 
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To project to the outside world a strong Chinese identity, a standard ' mother tongue' 

and unified identity is emphasised; but the 'mother tongue' ideology exerts some 

influences on Chinese people. Putonghua clearly represents Chinese ethnicity ('ti'). The 

promotion of Confucius Institutes abroad and the two-way learning of English and 

teaching of Chinese of Chinese people rank highly in reporting in international news 

pages. This is as if language and cultural exchange is a form of diplomacy. China is 

aware of the rising status of Mandarin Chinese overseas as a result of the rising 

economic and international status of China. Mandarin Chinese is said to be able to 

display Chinese culture and facilitate communication and exchange, and Chinese can be 

heard among the many world languages. 

As is prescribed in the official di scourse, there seems to be an existence of " independent 

self ' but this " independent self ' is embedded and attached to the "interdependent 

selves" (Markus and Kitayama 199 1:226) . In learning English;-chinese people seem to 

be able to shift from " independent self' to " interdependent selves" (Hong et al. 2001) 

operating within the discourse about joint individual and national development. When 

they learn English for self-benefits, the individual identity evoked is always tied to the 

'collective Chinese identity ' . The ' ti ' in this regard is community-oriented and 

constitutive of many ' small individual selves ' . 

4.4 Concluding remarks 

Through an analysis of a selection of People 's Daily articles about English, the official 

Chinese perceptions of itself and the Other have been explored in thi s chapter. These 

perceptions are embedded within the discourses about English and globalisation and 
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Chinese cu ltural discourses. In the official di scourses, Engli sh is symbolic ofa new 

generation and new image of Chinese people. Knowledge of English, on a par with 

international business and other ' modern skill s' , is a character istic of the new generation. 

It is well-integrated into Chinese society and appropriated to the interest of the country 

tlu-ough the comb ination of traditional Chinese di scourses and Engli sh educati on 

(Canagarajah 2006). As the anal ysis has demonstrated, the current di scourses about 

English in China are embedded within the exi sting Chinese mediatic discourse patterns 

including the discourses of ro le model , learning, and collectivism and national 

development. English, in this case, is used to reflect local Chinese themes that are 

already common in the local context and, at the same time, is appropriated to refashion 

a new 'modern ' Chinese identity (Pennycook 20 10). 

Having been re-accentuated by these Chinese discourses, English is a means by which 

personal benefits are obtained and elevated to co llective benefits. The group identity 

constructed by the collectivism discourse is imposed upon the discourse of Engli sh 

through the reworking of the hi story associated with the language. It in turn constructs 

the subj ect positions Chinese people are placed in learning Engli sh. Together with 

traditions, the hi story associated with English in China is uti li sed to make sense of the 

present intentions to learn and populari se the language. The reworking of the past 

discourses about English and fore igners is aimed to shape the current attitudes and 

practices of learn ing English. The need for thi s reworking and reaccentuation illustrates 

the ro le the ' ti-yong ' principle still currently plays in English education in Chi na. 

As exami ned in thi s chapter, the roles of Engl ish can be rea li sed within the context of 

' reform and opening up ' wh ich is considered a ' Chinese ' way of 'walking towards ' 

globali sation and towards bei ng a part of the global community. With ' reform and 
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opening up', not only is the ownership of Engli sh claimed, but also that of globalisation. 

The mitigation of the power of English is achieved by clai ming agency in globalisation 

and the advocacy of two-way language and cultural exchange, that is, learning English 

and teaching Chinese or teaching English and learning Chinese. This direction of 

'modernisation with Chinese characteristics' is an identifier of China's global community 

membership. 

A dialectical/dialogical relationship between China and the global community, which 

can be treated as a counter-discourse to the dominance of English, is desirable. How 

China perceives global isation has influenced its perceptions of English. It is the 

discourses about globalisation that lead to those about English identified in the current 

study. The study of the "intertextual chains" of English, globali sation and Chinese 

identity is one way of gaining insight into social structuring and perceptions of the 

wor ld (Fairclough 1992:288) . The way in which Chinese people receive English and 

China integrates into the global community is thus revealing tneir past and projecting 

into the future. The current texts about English, the Other and globali sation of China are 

inserted into Chinese hi story which are then "reworked and reaccentuated" (Bakhtin 

1986:89) in future subsequent texts. This production and reproduction of old and new 

' voices' is illustrated in the figure below. 
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The three types of discourses as shown in the figure are the components/voices found 

relating to the discourses about English in China. The production and reproduction of 

discourses is indicated by the two-way pointed arrows. The new voices of English are 

shaped by the previous discourses about the language but also produce future 

subsequent voices. This also applies to the discourses about China's relation with the 

Other. As the fi gure shows, the "lifewo rld discourses" about Chinese culture and 

identity are involved in the current "orders of discourse" (Foucault 1984: 23) that govern 

the attitudes and practices of learning English. Chinese culture is emphasised in the 

networks of official discourses about English. 

In China, the status of English is reali sed in relation to Putonghua (Mandarin) and that 

of Mandarin in relation to other di alects. The legitimacy and power of the two dominant 

languages as "lingui stic capital" (Bourdieu 199 1 :70) in the society manifests in similar 

"markets" (Bourdi eu 1991 :58) such as education (as characterised by the minority and 

majori ty streams of bi lingual education) and job markets. Chiria perceives as succes;;ful 

its 'acquisition' of English and it now aims to spread Chinese in the world. Its past 

international relations with the West and the historical associ ati ons of English have 

created the ideologies associated with English by which China and Chinese people live 

and act. The relative symbolic status of English and Chinese represents the wider 

relati ons of power between fore igners and Chinese. In a sense, China now conceives 

itself as having the two desirable languages of the world. In accepting English, the 

Chi nese language is promoted to the world to create an equal relat ionship between 

China and the world . 

The analysis of the People's Daily artic les has also revealed two facets of Chinese 

identity, namely, 'mainstream pure Chinese' and 'global citizen', which are in line with 
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Orton's (2009a) 'pure Chinese and international' but more revealing of the natures of 

'pure Chinese' and 'global'. Chinese do ' being Chinese' (as in "do ' being European'" in 

Cramer 2010:633) sti ll through making the clear ' us ' and ' them ', ' we ' and ' they' as 

well as 't i' and ' yong' distinctions. The analys is of pronominal use in the newspaper 

articles has shown that the Chinese sense of di stinction from foreigners and the world is 

salient but there is also a sense of being a part of the global community as English adds 

'new', 'modern' 'open' and 'global' elements to 'being Chinese' (' ti ') . In learn ing Engli sh, 

Chinese people still keep intact the Chinese identity, one that is historically constructed; 

but Chinese identity, as this study has demonstrated, is also more complicated than a 

simple ' us ' and the internal complexities of the very nature of being Ch inese are visible. 

As a national identity marker, Putonghua undermines other local dialects that are 

strongly affi liated wi th one's hometown or local identity. 

One of the aims of this thesis, as mentioned previously, is to investigate and compare 

the popular and official discourses about English. In the next chapter, drawing from the 

results of the interviews conducted in Beijing, the perceptions of Engl ish of uni vers ity 

and high school students, teachers and parents are presented and examined. 
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Chapter Five 

"Chinese people know more about themselves, so [they] have awakened": 

popular discourses about English and 'being Chinese' and a 

comparison with the official discourses 

Using English as a window into what it means to ' be Chinese' today, this chapter 

di scusses the results of Phase Two interviews conducted following the Q sort 

questionnaires (as Phase One of the interviews, the results of which are presented and 

di scussed in Appendix 2). The results of the Q sort questionnaires revealed the existing 

di scourses about English. The diversity of these discourses reflects the multiple voices 

and subjecti vities associated with Engli sh that have developed among Chinese 

respondents. In contrast to the 'standard' view of English as a universal modern ski ll, 

these popular discourses have demonstrated that there is not a coherent 'standard ' view 

of English among the public; 1
• This chapter illustrates and disc,usses these ' non-

standard' views and the ways in which English learning influences ' being Chinese' in 

popular discourse. It focuses on the voices that represent different discourses about 

English and Chinese identity existing in the Chinese society. To address the research 

quest ions of the differences between the official and popular discourses, this chapter is 

divided into two main sections, namely, the similarities and di ffe rences between the 

official and popular discourses. 

Within the framework of frame-shifting of cross-cultural psychology, each question in 

the interviews is set up to frame the 'self for the participants. Below is an outline of 

what each question aims to achieve : 

51 The names of the discourses derived highlight the public viev.rs on English. For a detailed narrative or beliefs that 
characterise the particular di scourses, sec Appendix 2. 
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Question Aim Question 

QI Function as a starting point "Do you think it is essential to learn 
Engli sh?" 

Q2 Not define or fram e the 'self "Why or why not?" 

Q3 Define self as a Chinese "What is the role of Engli sh fo r 
yourself as a Chinese?" 

Q4 Define the participants' self as part "What is the ro le of English fo r the 

of the Chinese whole country?" 

QS Investigate whether there are "Do you like learning Engli sh? and 

personal or intrinsic reasons to learn why?" 
Engli sh (' individual self) 

Q6 Test the significance of the "Do you think all Chinese people 

'collecti ve self should learn English? and why?" 

Q7 Investigate how interviewees frame "Do you think there are any impacts 

themselves when the country is of Engli sh on the country? if so, 

raised what impacts or changes?" 

Q8 Investigate views on mother tongue "Which one is more important, 

relative to Engli sh, using Engli sh as mother tongue or English? and 

a window into what mother tongue why?" 

is for Chinese people 

Q9 and Reveal more the relative status of Q9: "Do you think Engli sh learning 

QI0 Chinese and Engli sh language and has affected the mother tongue? if 

culture so, in what ways?" 
Q I 0: "Does English learning affect 
traditional Chinese culture? if so, in 
what ways?" 

QI! Test the desire to learn western "In order to learn English well , do 

culture you think it is essential to learn the 
culture associated with the 
language? and why?" 

As Kramsch (2009) states, keywords reveal the embodi ed dimensions of language 

learning experience. In pa11icular to the Chinese language, as mentioned in Chapter 

One, meanings are pri marily conveyed through words. The keywords used in the 

interview responses of the hi gh schoo l and uni versity students, teachers and parents to 

each of the 11 questions were recorded and attached as Appendix 4. Using grounded 

theory methodology. coding of ideas in the interviews was completed to derive 

categories and their sub-categories. These categories identified are taken as discourses 
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about English and Chinese identity which are then interpreted within a Critical 

Discourse Analysis framework. 

For discussion in this chapter, some focal participants are chosen from each participant 

group. Excerpts of interviews are presented and discussed to illustrate the common 

discourses identified as well as the diffe rences between the official and popular 

discourses. Each section of these interview data is introduced by a summative statement, 

fo ll owed by presentation of these data and a reflective commentary from the researcher. 

At the end of each section, conclusions are then drawn to bring together the key issues 

reflected in the interviews. 

5.1 Popular discourses: similarities with official discourses 

As illustrated in Chapter Four, the official discourse portrays an active agent role of 

Chinese people who offer thei r own voices about English, in English. Their voices 

reflect the agency they claim to speak English as well as in interactions with foreigners. 

The official discourse about the Chinese people in relation to the world is influenced by 

the official discourses about history, national development and globalisation as a two

way exchange. The Chinese identity as portrayed in these official discourses is assumed 

to remain intact and to be ' pure Chinese' and ' International' (Orton 2009a). There also 

seems to be an ' independent self involved in learning English but this ' independent 

self is embedded and attached to the ' interdependent self . 

As the analysis of interviews has revealed, the participants also draw on the official 

discourses about history, nat ional development and globalisation in making sense of the 

roles of Engli sh. They are found to have developed an individual/personal identity that 
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seems to branch out from the col lect ive and interdependent Chinese self. In relation to 

the world , their perceptions about Engli sh have also indicated the devel opment of their 

global identity. This all is consistent with the official di scourse about English and the 

co-existence of Chinese and global identities. The foll owi ng section illustrates how the 

popular discourses about Ch inese identity and the world are consistent with the official 

di scourses. 

5.1.1 "My future job will requi re more English. I also think that in Beijin g such a 

big metropo lis, many people, the people encountered, can spea k English": 

developmen t of a Chin ese plus global identity 

According to cross-cultura l psychologists as di scussed in Chapter Two, biculturals are 

able to shift between different facets of their identities as cued by culturall y-specifi c 

frames (Hong et al. 2000). In various situations, frames are the "structures of 

expectati ons about situations" that provide a guideline for indi viduals to act (Tannen 

1993:2 1). For instance, if participants are placed wi thin a fram e that defines their selves 

as a Chinese in re lation to the co llecti ve Chinese who le and in relation to the world , 

they will then supposedly respond wi thin the ' co llect ive Chinese footing '. Thi s is based 

on the hypothesis of cross-cul tural psychologists that strong identificati on with a group 

will lead to perceptions and behaviours that are consistent with the particular identity 

and the appropriate values and norms defining it. In the interviews, while QI serves as 

a starting question, the significance of the different 'selves' within different 'frames' for 

the interviewees can be most illustrated over the course of answering the 11 questions, 

especially Q2 to Q4. 
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Focusing on the perceptions consistent with the official discourse, thi s secti on aims to 

show how the four groups of participants perceive Chinese identity and their relations 

with the world through the issue of Engli sh learning as a window. It particularly 

investigates the upholding of the ' ti -yang' principle among the participants. 

High school students 

As the interviews have shown, Engli sh has further highli ghted Chinese identity in 

relation to the outside world and led to the ri se o f a global identi ty among the high 

school student participants. From the responses to Q2 to Q4 about the necessity and 

roles of Engli sh, the keywords with the highest frequency in Q2 include 

' communication ' ( ' 3(1,,1t' ), ' understand ' (' 7 f(Jli{ ' ), 'they' (' ftl!.1i'J ') and ' the world ' 

('ttl:Jl!.'). The keywo rds in Q3 include 'tool' ('I~') and 'communication' (' XYKL '), and 

those in Q4 were 'the world' ('ttl:W') and 'communication' (' 3(¥;1t'). The range of 

keywords demonstrates that fo r some high school students, English is a com mon 

language and communication tool of the world which can also broaden Chinese 

people 's horizons. Students also learn English fo r exams, job/promotion, employment 

in multinational corporations, further study, personal interest, and to read world famous 

literature. English learning, fro m the high school students' perspectives, also enhances 

' suzhi ' , helps acqui siti on of advanced technology from the West and "walking 

towards" the world. 

In responding to Q2 which all owed the students to define the 'frame of reference ' 

themselves, hi gh schoo l stude1its generally sti ll tended to mark the distinct group 

memberships of themselves and 'foreigners' (and ' the West ' ). On the other hand, they 

were al so aware of the universality of English which led them to situate themselves as a 
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part of China and a part of the world . Below are a high school student' s responses to 

Q2 to Q4: 

Excerpt ( I): 

Because ! live in Beijing and Beijing is a ve,y international metropolis. Especially 

now, due to globalisation, the world and every country started lo communicate. 

Because there are many English-speaking co untries, if I need to communicate with 

them, I need to use English. (Q2) 

Excerpt (2): 

And as for the role for myself, first, English is a tool and then also leis me understand 

this world. (Q3) 

Excerpt (3): 

For all Chinese people, China and the West need a bridge. There was originally no 

English and then Chinese people thought that the West was barbarian and backward 

when there was no understanding of English. And then now there is a better 

understanding of th e West. (Q4) 

From this high school student 's responses to Q2 to Q4, the Chinese fram e of self was 

maintained throughout especially by the group distinctions she made between herself 

and China/Chinese people and the West/this world in Q3 and Q4. In addition to thi s 

Chinese identity, there were al so signs of a global identity ind icated in her response to 

Q2. In expressing the views about the roles of English when her self was not defined in 

Q2, the expectations and ideas about being a Chinese in relation to the world was 

significant. This can be demonstrated by the student situating her 'self within Beijing 

as an international metropoli s and the wor ld, which was referred to by the student with 

' international' , ' global isation ' , ' Engli sh-speaking countries' as wel l as ' them ' in 

Excerpt ( I ). In answering Q3 which defined the self as ' a Chinese' , the student still 

retai ned her ' Chinese self with clearly identifiable pronouns "myself' and "me", as 

opposed to " thi s world". Whil e Q4 placed her under a ' collecti ve Chi nese ' frame. she 

constructed a national ·collective ' Chinese identi ty through the catego ri sations of 
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'Chinese people' / 'China' and ' the West '/' the world ' . From the high school student's 

perspectives about English and ' the world ' , it can be seen that global and Chinese 

identities exist side-by-side. 

' The world' is a keyword with high frequency in the responses to Q2 to Q4. In the 

students' responses to Q2, there are a total of seven instances of 'world ', six in Q3 and 

nine in Q4. These show that when the self was not defined in Q2 or was framed as ' a 

Chinese ' in Q3 and ' part of the collective Chinese self in Q4, that is, regardless of the 

frames within which she was situated, the student ' s global and Chinese identities were 

prominent. For the high school students, English in general was a tool fo r 

communicating with and understand ing ' the world ', and there were no obvious 

di fferences when the ' frames ' vary in Q2, Q3 and Q4. This is further illustrated in the 

fo llowing line-up of the ' global ', ' student' and 'Chinese ' discourses constructed by a 

student. The impacts of Engli sh learning that students ra ised in responding to Q7 are a 

mix of local, national and global-level impacts, when the ques.t1on framed their 'self as 

a 'national self. Presented below are two examples : 

Excerpt (4): 

.. China has closer and more fi·equenl communication and contacts with the outside 
('global' perspective) and in China, many foreign investors come to communicate and 
exchange with Chinese people ('Chinese' and 'global' perspective). This is meaningful 
lo China 's development ('Chinese' perspective) . English is now used everyday and 
integrated into daily life. Everyone, for example, says "thank you " in English and 
everyone is working hard to learn foreign language and know some English ('Chinese' 
perspective). (Q7) 

Excerpt (5): 

There are definitely changes. Because for example, if comparing us with the Qing 
dynasty, the changes should be huge. The Qing dynasty was very hostile to the West. 
And now we are equal friends with the West and some people admire these western 
countries ('Chinese' and 'global' perspective) . In our daily life, it's now a bilingual 
society and everyone celebrates Christmas, Hallo ween, Thanksgiving, these festivals 
('student ' and 'Chinese' perspective) . (Q7) 
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The keywords in Q7 include ' we ' ('ftfl] '), ' communicate ' (' Y:YHL' ), and 'foreign' ('5r 

00') . The words used by the hi gh schoo l students also include ' life' (' '.:1::m ·), ' thinking ' 

('!Ji$'), ' develop ' ('~mi:') and ' integrate ' ('~a 'Ei" '). As refl ected in Excerpt (4) above, 

the high school student contended that, Chinese people, at the global level, assumed the 

agency to connect with foreign countries and to play a part in the global community 

while, at the more local level, they used English in their dai ly li fe. In Excerpt (5) , 

Chinese and the West were said to be equal fri ends . As marked in both excerpts above, 

the student made the comments from multip le perspecti ves as a part of the global 

community (through the use of"we" in "we are equal friends" in Excerpt (5)), as a part 

of the co ll ective Chinese who le (through the use of "Chinese people" vs. "the West" in 

Excerpt (4) and (5)) and as a student (through the use of"our daily li fe" in Excerpt (5)) . 

As both Excerpt (4) and (5) show, English seems to have contributed to the 

development of a global identity of Chinese people, and at the same time, English also 

appears to be used commonl y as a ' norm ' in the society whi ch the student thinks has 

become bilingual. In using English, the identity of being Ch inese, as refl ected in the 

interviews, can be preserved while a global identity has been developed. 

In response to Q4 and Q7 which constructed a 'collective Chinese whole ' frame fo r the 

students, some students drew upon the past hi story to make sense of the need of a ll 

Chinese to learn English. For instance, Ben, a Grade 8 student born in Beijing ra ised 

the Qing dynasty and the past idea of"barbarian" in exp lai ning the role of Engli sh in 

cu1Tent China in Excerpt (5) above. When asked about the changes English has brought 

to China in Q7. Ben also drew upon China ' s relations with the world: 
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Excerpt (6): 

. Firs/, English is a loo/for communication and exchange. If you want to exchange 
successfi,lly with foreigners, there is not a need to recite all grammar very perfectly or 
to speak very correct sentences, as long as [you} can communicate. So I think the 
changes to China include its limitation on people 's potential to develop. Bui at the 
same time, I also think that there are many advantages fo r China. There are not only 
very extreme effects of English, there are also many positives. For example, people 's 
thinking has changed, the knowledge about themselves has changed. Because during 
the Qing dynasty, they thought they were a great civilisation and other places were 
barbarian. So, 1 think English has also facilitated the communication between China 
and the outside. Chinese people know more about themselves, so [they} have 
awakened. (Q7) 

In Excerpt (6) above, through the use of 'they' to refer to Chinese people living in the 

Qing dynasty, Ben actua lly di stanced himself and today's China from the Qing period 

(as is the case in Excerpt (5) where Ben used " us" and "Qing dynasty" in " if comparing 

us with the Qing dynasty, the changes should be huge" to mark the group distinctions 

between today' s China and the past). In "they thought they were a great civilisation and 

other places were barbarian" in Excerpt (6) , although Ben's use of"they" seems to 

refer to Chinese people including himself, he did not attach himself too much to the 

narrative about Engli sh and Chinese society as though he was making an objective 

comment and presenting an evaluation of the English learning situation in the past 

outside the ' col lective frame ' . Even though the hi story was distant to him as a Chinese 

living in current China, Ben still looked back at the history to make sense of the 

integrity of ' ti ' and to regain a sense of how China had come into its current being. 

In response to Q2 to Q4, Ben, tended to retain the frame as a part of the 'Chinese whole': 

Excerpt (7): 

When a country is strong and its power is strengthened and recognised by the world, its 
language will spread. It's like in a company, you won't work hard to understand what 
your colleagues are saying, but when your boss tells you something, [you] will try your 
utmost to complete the job your boss gives you. When a big country speaks to you, you 
possibly need to learn from them and understand their development. So you need to 
learn English. I think if China can become as strong as the US, Chinese will also 
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become the world 's important language. So al the present time, no ma//er ii 's a social 

demand or trend, learning English is relatively important. (Q2) 

Excerpt (8): 

I think it plays the role of, as a language, a tool fo r human communication. It provides 

convenience to mutually communicate, mutually learn. So I think English now for me is 

a tool. At the same time, because English proficiency is required in many respects, 

English is also a personal standard for myself. (Q3) 

Excerpt (9): 

For the whole country, it is a standard by which people 's oral ability is assessed. 

Furthermore, I think that it can also show a country's strength. We are city dwellers 

learning English but people living in the farmers village are not. This is because we as 

city dwellers have sufficient energy and sufficient money to learn English, whereas/or 

people in the farmers village, they have to get up very early, sleep at night very late, 

support the f amily, so they don 't have the energy to learn English, and haven 't even 

thought about learning English. So when all the people in the country can sp eak 

English, this shows that the country has a certain status. When people in a country can 

speak English, Chinese will also become a universal language of the world. (Q4) 

Ben's responses provide a few interesting insights into how Chinese language and 

identity is understood in relation to the world. As the response to Q2 indicates, if a 

country is strong, its language then becomes a symbolic power desired by the world. 

Ben ' s ideas about the world and about language as power were presumably info rmed 

by the history of the ri se of English as a world language. In response to Q3 in Excerpt 

(8) , although Ben mentioned the roles of English for himself, he embedded hi s own 

'self within the social 'self when he mentioned that Engli sh was a tool required in 

many di ffe rent fields and thus had also become hi s own standard. Th is is as if Ben 

learned English fo r social purposes which then also became his standards. 

Ben's individual 'self is embedded wi thin the collective Chinese self. Even though in 

responding to Q4. he seemed to exclude the "people li vi ng in the fa rmers village" from 

"people in the country" in talking about the need of all Chinese to learn Engli sh which 

contradicts the official discourse of a unified Chinese whole, in Q6 where Ben was 
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asked to explain whether all Chinese should learn English, he did not make any 

classifications: 

Excerpt (10): 

Learning English is a promotion of language. [The situation that] Chinese people [are] 
learning English indicates that [the country], like the English-speaking countries in the 
world such as the US has a high status. So its language will spread to other parts of the 
world. J think English for all is necessary because English learning entails the 
enhancement of people's suzhi and learning English can also increase communication 
between China and the outside. At the same time, [we] can understand Chinese and 
foreign cultures. People learning English like us can know more western ways of 
seeing things, their economy and technology and their ways of dealing with things. We 
can understand their thinking through learning. But those who don't know English 
cannot understand. it's like a bookji-om heaven. (Q6) 

The host ile relationships between China and the world in the past help the students 

make sense of learning Engli sh. In commenting on the necessity for all Chinese people 

to learn Engli sh, Ben responded as a ' national Chinese ', explaining the need at the 

national and global level. For Ben and the other students, the 'Chinese self was 

significant throughout. The ideas of language as power and English as a means to learn 

from foreign countries to enhance ' suzhi ' , which, as Chapter Two has discussed, 

symbolises the ' ti ' constitutive of individual ' small selves' , are salient in their meaning-

making of English learning. 

Despite the group distinctions between China and 'the world' in the viewpoints of hi gh 

school students, the students emphasised the role of English in faci li tating the mutual 

cooperative relationships between the two groups. Engli sh seems to provide some high 

school student participants wi th a chance to look back at Chinese history. At the same 

time, it also enables them to develop the Chinese self they identify with in relation to 

'the Other'. The high school stL1dents' individual facet of self has also developed upon 

the ' collective Chinese self. Within the mutually contributory discourse, there are signs 

of the co-existence of individual, global and Chinese identity. This is consistent with the 
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official discourse wh ich highlights both the distinctive Chi nese and global identiti es, as 

well as the notion of 'smal l self embedded within ' big self. 

University students 

The keywords with the highest frequency in Q2 include 'we' ('ft1iJ'), 'understand '(' T 

M'), ' communication' ('3lt}ii'), and ' the world' ('it!:::'?\'- ' ). The keywords in Q3 include 

'too l' ('I,El.'), 'understand' (' T f~'), 'communication' ('3'.Z:i'ii'), 'we' ('}.lt11'J') and 

'culture' ('X1t') and those in Q4 are 'we' ('ft11'J'), 'tool' ('IJel.'), 'the wor ld ' ('1:t!:17'-') 

and 'foreign' ('7~ 00') . 

University students' viewpoints about Engli sh are very diverse. Across the responses to 

Q2 to Q4, the pronoun 'we' ('ft1i'J') has a sign ificantl y high freq uency, as compared to 

the high school students who had a significantly lower frequency of use. For some 

univers ity students, English is a common language and communication too l of the 

world. They also take English fo r exams and jobs and fo r their interest in the language 

and its associated culture(s) (' interest' as a keyword in Q5). English learning, from 

their perspectives, is also for acquiring advanced technology from the West , and for 

"walking towards" the world. 

The focal university students chosen for this discussion provide very detai led and 

interesting insights into each question. Their conceptions of 'Chinese self in relation to 

the world and the Chinese people reveal the development and co-existence of their 

global and Chi nese identities. In response to Q2, the students commonly used 'we/us· 

(' ftfi'l) to refer to Chinese people. but instead of using ·they/them ' ('1ili1i'J') to refer to 
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foreigners , they used directly ' the world' ('ili:::J'\!. ' ) and 'foreigners' ('7'r ~ A '). As an 

English major postgraduate, Lin, stated: 

Excerpt (1 1): 

Because probably for me, my future job will require more English. 1 also think that in 
Beijing such a big metropolis, many people, the people encountered, can speak English. 
Many companies will cooperate with foreigners. in personal life, there are many 
fo reigners. I think it [English] is needed (Q2) 

Lin moved from Shandong to study in Beijing in 2004 . She reported that she spoke 

dialect in her hometown and regarded Putonghua as her mother tongue. While Q2 did 

not define the ' self fo r her, in responding to the question, she raised the roles of 

English for her job and for communicating with fo reigners whi ch are more instrumental 

reasons fo r learning English. When asked about whether she liked learning English in 

QS , she simpl y said "okay" . She seemed to have fewer intrinsic reasons for learning 

English which was confirmed further by her response to Q3 and Q4 that fram ed her 

'self respectively as a Chinese and a part of the 'collective Chi_nese whole ' : 

Excerpt ( 12): 

I think it's a tool, a tool that allows me to work and study better. (Q3) 

Excerpt ( 13): 

I think it 's simply a tool. Because we are after all Chinese. No matter what, English 
will not achieve an equal status as the Chinese language. So, 1 think it 's a tool. (Q4) 

For Lin who has learnt English for over 13 years, as well as some other Engli sh and 

non-Engli sh majors, English does not have a 'subj ective value ' (Kramsch 2009) and is 

simply a ' tool ' (as one of the keywords in Q3) . Lin 's Chinese identity is made sa lient by 

her comparison of the language with English. Contrary to previous studies (for exampl e, 

Chen 2008), these responses show that the length of studying English does not 

necessaril y affect the students' sense of Chinese identity. However, consistent with 
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Chen (2008), it does not necessaril y increase the ir affil iation with Engl ish. Lin's 

experi ence of learn ing Engli sh was sti 11 organised by the sense of practicality and the 

sense of bei ng Chinese. 

Alex is a postgraduate journali sm student in hi s early twenties, having studied Engli sh 

fo r over 12 years . He is from Siclrnan and moved to Beijing in 2007 . He stated that he 

had scored l 06 in TOFEL which he did to apply fo r a postgraduate program in the U.S. 

He also reported that he spoke his local dial ect when he was in his hometown and his 

mother tongue was Putonghua. Alex offered some very interesting insights into the 

ro les of English in China. In responding to Q2-Q4, his individual personal self appears 

to co-exist with the coll ective and the global 'self' which complies with the official 

di scourse. Alex's responses in Q2-Q4 are presented and discussed below: 

Excerpt (14): 

(1) Because the current development of the society is relatively fast, many foreign 

countries are more advanced than China. So if you want to increase competitiveness, 

ji-om a personal point of view, if you want to increase competitiveness, you must walk 

in front of others. Because no matter how fast technology is getting imported these days, 

the quickest, at the end of the day, would still be the ones who can get information on 

their own. It 's impossible to obtain first-hand details of what 's happening overseas if 

you don't understand English- it might not be several months, half a year, or even a 

year until the information reaches China. So I think you need lo know about other 

places - especially those that are more advanced than China - what is happening to 

th em. (2) The second point is I think learning English is not simply learning a language. 

You can understand through English you read something about th e outside, understand 

the situations outside and you will find out a totally different society. You will.find out 

even though you are told that the society you grew up in was very special, you will find 

0111 every society has its own uniqueness after knowing about other societies. The 

society you live in is not that outstanding bur ii is in Jae/ very ordinary. So I think 

[learning English] is helpjiil for building a multi-dimensional view. ff you ever only 

know about one culture or you have only one source of information, you are probably 

being controlled. You ever only watch one TV channel, only read one newspaper, you 

read the Globaltimes, so you think that the thing the whole world wants to do everyday 

is lo get rid of China-when that is so not /rue. [English] can also let our thinking 

pattern be more multi-dimensional. There is also a third point. (3) I myself like 

learning languages because I have also learnt Japanese. For English, I have taken 

TOFEL before when I was in Year 2, I got 106. Now I am preparing for the GRE 

because I am preparing to go to the US to apply for the school there. Personally, 

[English] is very much valued because English is very important. ft becomes the key 
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when you study or live overseas. It's not because of exams, even though it 's for taking 
TOFEL, GRE and IELTS, these types of exams. You should have noticed that they will 
be very helpful for the future. You also memorise vocabulary now. There is something 
you do early. As [your} memory is very good now, you can do it earlier. It's very 
helpful. (Q2) 

In thi s response to Q2, Alex constructed and shifted between the different frames of 

'Chinese' (vs. fo reigners) and hi s personal self. As marked by (I) in the excerpt, he 

started by talking about the roles of English in the global/national level where group 

distinctions were made between "foreign countries", "overseas", "other places" and 

"them", and "China". He mentioned the ro le of English in enhancing competitiveness 

of China at the international level where the collecti ve self of Chinese in relation to ' the 

world ' was constructed. As indicated by (2), Alex continued to make the group 

distincti ons between China and the "whole world" and "other societies" which were 

characterised by the di ffe rences in worldviews and cultures. It is not until (3) that Alex 

mentioned hi s personal need fo r Engli sh to study and lived overseas whi ch is also more 

an instrumental motive. 

Below is Alex's response to Q3 where hi s self was defined as 'a Chinese': 

Excerpt (1 5): 

(4) The fi rst point is because English will become a prerequisite, for example, if you 
find a job, they will ask about your results of the Band-4 and Band-6 tests. If you apply 
for a public servant position, many of them will require your Band-4 test score lo be 
above 600 and require you to pass Band- 6. There are many concrete requirements. If 
you cannot reach the requirements, no one will be able to help you through personal 
relations because you don 't fulfil the requirement. (5) The second point is that I think 
that learning English is different to many other things since it reflects one 's suzhi. So 
eve1yone lo their abilities- some are particularly bright ·with numbers, some are good 
at other fields, and you 're talented at languages. If you 're able to use this to your 
advantage, then it 's also something that you can train yourself on. (6) And as 1 said 
before, I major in Journalism, so I need to read the CNN and BBC websites. What 1 
should know should be complete and not edited information. What I don 't need to know 
is those opposed to China. 1 want to know more about other information. if you want to 
get more original stuff which is not sufficient in China, especially databases and 
electronic publications and thesis, they are not adequate. if we want to do more 
concrete and comprehensive research in an area, we might want to search in English 
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databases. Because from there, we can find more. All the 56 students in the class won 't 

hand in the same work. Even though you borro\V something from others, you will 

probably also import something new, a new perspective. This is more related lo our 

study. (7) In relation lo life, because now you can see many things wrillen in English 

such as manuals, tags. For example, fruits. Even on frui ts, there is a lag In this case, 

we can understand more information. Although it might not be very helpful fo r you, ii 

will let you understand more things. This is related lo personal life. (Q3) 

When the self was framed as a ' Chinese self, Alex responded first within a Chi nese 

frame talking about the need of English fo r applying fo r government positi ons in the 

broader context in (4). As indicated by (5), Alex further drew upon the official 

discourse of 'suzhi ' in explaining the need for Engli sh. 'S uzhi ' , as di scussed in Chapter 

Two, conceptualises ' the Chinese peopl e' (' ti ') as constitutive of many 'small selves'. 

In (6), Alex expressed again the point about Engli sh fo r accessi ng information not 

ava ilable in China or in the Chinese language as he di d in responding to Q2. He also 

constructed a university student identi ty within this 'Chinese self frame by mentioning 

the ro le of English in research. Excerpt (7) is a more general point appl ying to all 

Chinese where Alex explained how English was relevant to dail y life. 

In response to Q4, Alex made the fo llowing comment: 

Excerpt (16): 

(8) I don't think all people need to learn English because no/ everyone has the 

opportunity lo engage with the outside. fl 's really not necessary for everyone to learn 

English because there are many other languages. If you really lei everyone learn 

language, there are many other languages lo choose from. Now ii 's all free -trade. 

China doesn 't just deal with English-speaking countries- there are also lots of others. 

For instance, you 'II notice, if you study foreign relations, that those who study Sino

American relationships fa,· surpass those who study Sino-Arab relationships. There 

then implies a stereotype, because in fac t we aren '/ any less intimate with these other 

countries as we are with the U.S. In reality we are closely linked to the former when ii 

comes lo oil resources. But why is it that so few people can understand Arabic? I am 

not say ing Iha! all people need to learn Arabic. 1 am just saying that the gap is very big 

Because there are ve,y few people who know ii [Arabic} and the proportion is very 

small. (9) I think one s/il/ needs to choose based on personal inleresl. if a person, he 

doesn 'r like English, he doesn '! like languages, but you force them to learn, !hen you 

are really wasting rheir lime. (JO) But for the whole China, I think a portion of people, 

I'm not sure about the percentage, bur I think a portion of people should learn English. 
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In this case, you will be able lo exchange with the outside your thinking and know 
what's happening, unlike in the past when the country was closed off and let oneself be 
stupid (Q4) 

Q4 defined the ' self as a part of the collective Chinese whole for Alex. As marked by 

(8), Alex began with mentioning the necessity for Engli sh at the national level. He 

presented an objective view about the necessity for other languages determ ined by 

China 's econom ic and trade relations with other countries. In (9), Alex then moved on 

to talking about the personal preference of learning English which appears to be rather 

' personal' within the collective Chi nese frame Q4 had constructed. In (10), however, he 

shifted back to the collective Chinese frame as he drew upon the history of ' closed 

door ' to illustrate the necessity of English of some Chinese people. Thi s can also be 

seen in the distinctions marked by Alex's use of "the whole China" and "outside". 

As Alex's responses to Q2-Q4 show, the different frames or selves are significant to 

him at different times . Alex was able to shi ft between hi s multiple frames of reference: 

as a Chinese, a pa11 of the Chinese whole in relation to 'the world ' and univers ity 

student. Throughout Q2-Q4, Alex's responses/narratives are very structured, moving 

from one point to another and from one frame to another. The global and co llective 

Chinese selves and the interconnection of these different facets of identities are 

prominent for him. Th is is consistent with the official di scourse of Chinese identity. 

lt is interesting that instead of using 'I' to identify the subject position in his nanatives, 

Alex, as well as other university student participants, frequently used 'you ' in making 

his points. Like Ben who constantly used ' they' to refer to Chinese people, 'you' , in 

Alex's responses, not only wa·s used to refer to Chinese people including him self, but 

Alex also attempted to distant himself from the narratives about Engl ish and the 

Chinese society by using ' you'. According to Herman (I 994:378), this use of "you" in 
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narrative, termed as "doubl y deictic you" results in "de ictic transfer" from " I" to "you" 

when the first-person character refers to him/ herself as "you". A funct ion of "doubl y 

deictic you" is to generalise a viewpoint or experience that the speaker considers 

'general' or the ' norm ' (Mildorf2006). 

In the university students' responses in Q2, 63 instances of"you" and "your" we1·e 

recorded, 42 instances were recorded in Q3 and 16 in Q4. For hi gh school students, 

there were 14 instances of"you" and "your" in Q2 , eight in Q3 and none in Q4. For 

parents, there was none in Q2-Q4 and for teachers, there were onl y three to fo ur 

instances in Q2-Q4. For the university student participants such as Alex, the use of the 

generic "you", based on Herman' s (1994) argument, serves to generali se their 

experience and fee lings to other Chinese people and thereby brings in the co llective 

Chinese frame. The differences in the freq uency of second person pronoun used by the 

fo ur groups cannot be suffic iently explained here given the relati vely short responses 

provided by the parents. Nevertheless, it can be said that uni versity students, as more 

"advanced" Engli sh learners and users (Kramsch 2009:59), mi ght have more subj ecti ve 

experiences that allow them to evaluate Engli sh learning. 

When the students were asked about the impacts of Engli sh on the country in Q7, some 

of them also situated the Chinese self within the global community, portray in g the role 

of Engl ish as a ' co1rnector' of China and the world: 

Excerpt (17): 

It might be that the way of thinking is no longer so stubborn, and the way we see 

problems have changed a lot as we use the western point of view lo see China (Chinese 

and western perspectives). You'll be more attentive lo each individual country as well 

as the world after you 've learnt English. For example, when we learn journalism (local 

identity as students), we point out the positives as well as the negatives of other foreign 

countries to see howforeigners see us {Chinese and western perspectives). And now 

Chinese have also started travelling and other business trends, as well as in many other 
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respects ... now you won't, we are no longer too surprised when we see a foreigner in 
the streets as if we see a monster. ft 's all commonplace now, they are like us as people 
(Chinese and global perspective) -this would be a better way to see it. So it 's one 
world, one dream, and everyone's on the same planet (global perspective) . This sense 
of community is something that J'm particularly fond of (Q7) 

As marked in the response above, the global-Chinese-student perspecti ves and 

identities exist side-by-side. In illustrating how English had broadened the horizons of 

the Chinese people (referred to as "we" by the student), the student used his own 

ex peri ence as a jow-nalism studen t. The national benefits of learning English are 

thereby ali gned with the benefits at the personal levels. In the excerpt above, English 

no longer seems to be an identity and group marker differentiating between China and 

' the world ' from the student 's perspective. Rather, it has become a 'communi ty' 

language of " the one world" . The idea about 'seeing fo reigners as monsters' in the 

above excerpt presents a counter-discourse to the curiosity of seeing fore igners 

depicted in the People's Daily article, "Power of communication", examined in Chapter 

Four. For the university students, Chinese people are now more open and assume 

agency in the reception of English. As demonstrated in the fol lowing responses to Q7 

and Ql 0, university students also make sense of this 'equal' re lation with the world 

tlu·ough the di scourses about history and national development which again points to 

the co-ex istence of Chinese and global identities: 

Excerpt (1 8): 

Of course, in the many years of 'reform and opening up ', because we learn English, 1 
think our people can be more open. They are more willing to learn other things. 1 think 
this is very important for us ... And also because 1 think more people learning English, 
for China, can bring China more the rights to speak. in fact, not only English but also 
other foreign languages ... (Q7) 

Excerpt (19): 

it's actually not contradictory, but because China is currently at a turning point and 
becoming stronger in contrast with a weaker China in the past (. . .) But the thing is the 
Chinese public does not wield enough confidence yet, and therefore there is a lack of 
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confidence of the government and the public. This in turn exacerbated their negligence 

of their own culture and their blinded pursuit in learning English, be it due to the needs 

of governance or individual interests. There are lots of Chinese people who have now 

raised the concern about increasing awareness and education of traditional Chinese 

culture. This is a wonderful trend. J believe that our mindset would be different once 

China has Indy taken on a more powe,ful position after some fifty years or a cenlwy 

(. . .) we will gradually realise the importance of our own culture. (QI 0) 

Reflected in Excerpt (I 8), the lack of fore ign language knowledge, in the student's 

view, would weaken China and deprive it of its " rights to speak". English was linked to 

the ' reform and opening up ' of Chjna which can be regarded as linking Chi na's 

nation.al development discourse to Engli sh. Indeed, when asked about the changes 

English has brought to China in Q7, most students referred to the ' reform and opening 

up' of the country which is one of the keywords of Q7. In responding to Q I O about the 

contradictions between learning Chinese and Engli sh in Excerpt (19), the 'weak' and 

infe rior China in the past was mapped by the student onto Chinese people's Engli sh 

learn ing experience in today's 'growing China' and in the future. The discourses about 

national development and hi story are drawn upon by the students to make sense of the 

roles of English fo r the Chinese people as a whole. From some students ' perspectives, 

China and ' the world ' not only wi ll become more equal, but China will possibly 

become even more powerful. In learni ng English, the co llective Chinese self is still 

guiding their perceptions; and this co llective Chi nese self co-exists with the global 

identity. 

Teachers 

From the teachers' responses, signs of the co-existence of Chinese and global ident ities 

can be found. For the teachers. the keywords with the hjghest frequency in Q2 incl ude 

' communication · C- X:i11f.' ), ' the world. ('t!:!:J'f-'). ' understand ' ('T M '). 'tool' (' IJil,'), 
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'culture' ('X1-t. '), 'work ' (' I 11=') and ' life' (' 1::m'). The keywords in Q3 include 

'culture' ('X1-t.'), 'tool' ('IJl. '), ' translat ion' (' ffi jj~'), ' communicati on' (' 31:YJYL'), 

' important ' nit~ ') and ' li fe' (' 1:Em'), and those in Q4 are 'the world' ('tl:t j'\'-' ) 'too l' 

(' IJl. ') and 'culture' ('X1-t.'). The range ofkeywords for teachers is rather identical 

to those of the high schoo l and uni versity students. 

In response to Q2 with the teachers' self undefined, to Q3 that defined the teachers' self 

as ' a Chinese ' and to Q4 that put the teachers under a 'collective Chinese' frame, the 

set of keywords reveals that fo r the teachers, English is a tool fo r communicating and 

understanding the world and its culture. It is also a common view among the teachers 

that English is important fo r their j ob. Despite the high frequency of ' translation ' in Q3, 

fi ve out of seven of its occurrences came from one teacher who thought that trans lated 

work very likely had twisted the original meanings and that knowing Engli sh could 

help read original English work and obtain information . 

The high frequency of ' life ' ('~m') in the responses to Q2 and Q3 can be explained 

by the views of a teacher below: 

Excerpt (20): 

To me English is a very important de.vice to communicate and lo absorb western 
culture. English has also become part of my life. (Q2) 

Excerpt (2 1 ): 

I think English can enrich my life. I read English newspapers and listen to English 
news broadcast at leisure time. It's interesting to compare how English and Chinese 
express the same thing and see the differences. (Q3) 

As shown in Excerpt (20) and Excerpt (2 1), English has become a part of the teacher's 

li fe . It not onl y was used as a means to communicate, the teacher's English knowledge 
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also enabled her to read English newspapers and listen to Engli sh news broadcast at 

lei sure. Although she disp layed an in terest in western cu lture, the knowledge about 

western cultu re seems to enable her to understand the diffe rences between English and 

Chinese as shown in Excerpt (21). Thi s points to the fact that the ' otherness' of English 

makes exp lic it the ' Chineseness ' of the teacher, rather than making her ' less Ch inese' . 

Unl ike the two student coho11s, the hi ghest freq uency words in the teachers' responses 

to Q2-Q7 do not include any pronouns. This can be due to the fact that the teachers 

more frequently used ' the world ' (' ili:J\'-' ), ' international ' (' li~ff>' ) and 'global' (' :i: f:J< ') 

instead. There are eight mentions of ' world ' ('ili: J\'-' ) in Q2 responses, five in Q3 , and 

13 in Q4. When the 'self was not defined in Q2 and defi ned as part of the ' co ll ective 

Chinese self in Q4, Chinese people' s relation with the world Engli sh evokes became 

more signifi cant for the teachers. As the teachers' selves were defined as 'a Chi nese ' in 

Q3 , understand ing foreign culture and reading English work was more sa li ent for them. 

It can be seen that the sense of being Chinese (vs. the world, fo reign culture and 

English) was significant for the teachers regardless of the frames wi th in which they 

were situated. 

Like the official discourse, both Engli sh and non-Engli sh teachers generally perceived 

that China and 'the world' were in a mutually fac ilitative relati onship and that their 

global and Chi nese identities co-existed. This is illustrated below in Q2-Q4 responses 

of a classical Chinese lecturer, a male in hi s mid-thirties: 

Excerpt (22): 

fl ·s in all levels of our academic careers: from middle school lo high school, from 

university lo posrgraduale studies, and fro m then on lo becoming a doctorare- il all 

involves exams on English proficiency. The other thing is occupation. ff one wants lo 

be promoledfrom a lecturer lo an associate professor or fi'om that lo a professor, for 
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instance, it 's impossible not to have his or her English ability assessed as an objective 
requirement (teacher's perspective). All career opportunities require English ability as 
a prerequisite, so if you don '/ have that in you then you 're automatically sacrificing all 
the chances for promotion. Some people find English appealing as a personal interest. 
Western culture fascinates them and they want to understand more about the culture, to 
read foreign work and communicate with fore igners, to travel overseas .. .for them there 
is a real need. They are not forced to learn (individual needs, collective Chinese 
perspective) . As for myself having to present my papers and find ways to get myself 
promoted, I need to communicate, using English, with students who aren't so good at 
Chinese (teacher's perspective) (Q2). 

Excerpt (23) : 

First of all, for me it is a very important tool, as I study linguistics (teacher's 
perspective) . Having learned a language, the most critical thing is to grasp how foreign 
scholars learn. Now because we 're studying the Chinese language, the only way to 
figure the peculiarit ies of Chinese is by comparing as well as contrasting it with other 
languages~without contrast there is no way we could see what sort of advantages the 
Chinese language holds (collective Chinese perspective). A lot of documentaries are 
written in English, and the language is extremely important to my academic career 
(personal/teacher's perspective). Other than being a device for learning, it is also a 
means of communication. For instance, I often need to interact with foreign students, 
teachers and fi'iends. They don 't know Chinese, and so I had to speak English 
(personal/teacher 's perspective). English is a window through which I can expand my 
knowledge and horizons. I have read a lot of books in English and absorbed the 
essence of western culture to enhance my suzhi. It 's a pathway to learn western culture 
(individual/collective Chinese perspective) (Q3) . 

Excerpt (24) : 

For Chinese people, it can be considered a bridge. China walks towards the world and 
the world walks into China. ft 's like a bridge that exchanges the civilisations of 
Chinese and the West (collective Chinese perspective) (Q4). 

As seen in the responses above, this classical Chinese lecturer constructed and shifted 

between the different facets of hi s ' self th roughout. While Q2 did not define the frame 

of self for him, in Excerpt (22), he constructed a teacher identity by describing his own 

learning experience and the need for English abil ity for promotion. Additionally, he 

referred to the experience and purposes of other Chinese people in responding to the 

question. This is as if when the self was not defined, he had all Chinese who were 

learning English at the back of his mind. Despite the fact that Chinese people have 

di fferent reasons, both intrinsic and instrumental, for learning Engli sh, these Chinese 
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peop le constitute the Chinese whole, reflecting the idea that 'small selves ' are 

embedded with the ' bi g self. The 'self thi s class ical Chinese lecturer co nstructed fo r 

himself in this case is one associated wi th hi s occupation as a teacher as we ll as a 

collective Chinese self. This is further refl ected in his response to Q3 whi ch placed hi m 

within the frame of ' Chinese self . 

In Excerpt (23), although this lecturer indicated some intrinsic reasons fo r learning 

Engli sh such as interest in western culture, he related English knowledge to enhancing 

' suzhi ' : "English is a window through which I can expand my knowledge and hori zons. 

I have read a lot of books in English and absorbed the essence of western culture to 

enhance my suzhi". As Chapter Two has illustrated, 'suzhi ' is a contemporary fo rm of 

Chinese 'co llective self. ' Suzhi ' discourse, literally translated as "essenti ali sed 

qual ity" discourse (Murphy 2004:2), is concerned with enhancin g the quality of 

individual Chinese so as to improve the strength and quality of the whole nation. It also 

links individual efforts to national development. By linki ng English learning to 'suzhi ', 

the ' individual' aspect of self associated with Engli sh learning is therefore linked to the 

coll ective Chinese whole. It is obvious that knowing Engli sh does not make the lecturer 

' less Chinese ' . Rather, it only makes him more global as Engli sh knowledge enabl es 

him to communicate with fo reign scholars, students and "friends". As Excerpt (24) 

shows, it is also a bri dge fo r the contacts between China and 'the world '. The globa l 

and Chinese identities exist side-by-side for this teacher, for whom an indiv idual 

personal identity has also developed but is embedded withi n the co ll ective self. 

Mr Wang is an English univers ity lecturer in his forties. Like the classical Ch inese 

lecturer. Mr Wang also retai ned a 'co ll ective Chi nese self' throughout Q2-Q4. He gave 

the same response to Q3 and Q4: 
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Excerpt (25): 

I am an English teacher. If I don't learn English, my English will deteriorate. (Q2) 

Excerpt (26): 

After the many years of 'reform and opening up ', as a Chinese and when China plays 
an important role in the world, [one] should maintain the spread of culture and have 
the responsibility to spread the motherland 's language and culture to the world. This is 
a necessity in globalisation. (Q3&Q4) 

In making sense of the roles of English, Mr Wang refe rred to his English lecturer 

identity when hi s self was not defined in Q2. In response to Q3 and Q4 which 

respecti vely defined his 'self as a 'Chinese self and a part of the ' collective Chinese 

self, he referred to the changes China had undergone since the 'reform and opening 

up' at the international level , thereby constructing a collective Chinese identity. Mr 

Wang's mention of globalisation whereby the Chinese language and culture was spread 

not only indicates hi s conceptual categori sation of 'Chinese ' in contrast to ' the globe', 

further highlighting the collective Chinese identity, at the same time, it can be seen that, 

from Mr Wang's perspective, the collective Chinese self is also situated within ' the 

globe' of which it is a part. While English spreads to the country, the Chinese language 

and culture should also spread to the world. This constructs the mutually contributory 

discourse within which the global plus Chinese identities are constructed. 

When the teachers were asked about the impacts of Engli sh on the country (Q7), the 

keywords they used include 'culture' (' :X{-l'..' ), ' we' ('ft1i'J'), 'they' (1tl!.1fJ') and 

' communicate/communication' ('Y:1}['). Teachers tended to perceive English as a 

means to introduce Chinese culture to foreigners whose knowledge of Chinese culture 

could facilitate communication. Although the group di stinctions between Chinese and 

foreigners were st ill made through the use of ' they ' and 'we', demonstrating the 
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attempt to preserve Chinese ident ity in relat ion to ' the world ", the Chi nese se lf was also 

situated within the global community, indicating the co-existence of global and Chinese 

identities. 

Like the two student cohorts, teachers also made sense of the roles of English tlu·ough 

the discourses about history and national development. A hi gh school politics teacher 

made the fo ll owin g comment in response to Q2: 

Excerpt (27) : 

It 's a very uncomfortable situation. Our Chinese culture- being one of the four major 

civilizations of the world-we once had such spectacular epochs! (past) Yet now we are 

so powerless that we need to learnfi'om the West. (present) We don 't have enough time. 

The things that you can say with their language and the depth of it- it all pales in 

comparison to the Chinese language. After all, J think that the Chinese language can 

express so much more- not just in contents but also in depth- lhan English. A few 
words from the poems or prose of the Tang and Song dynasties can express such 

beautifid and subtle meanings whereas all of that gets wrecked when translated to 

English. We have such incredible words and yet we weren 't able to make its beauty 
known to the world (past and present). On the contrary, we even need to spend such a 

long lime learning English. J think it 's so embarrassing. And yet there 's nothing we can 

do: we need to connect with the world. (present) We 've been closed-up for many years, 

went through the revolution, and for a long time we've lost contact with the rest of the 

world. (past and present) But now we need a means to re-establish a form of con/act 

with the world, and in this case it is English. If the Chinese wants to be heard in the 

international arena, then we must rely on English. Others would not approve if we use 

Chinese, not to mention in international assemblies. There 's no other way, so the 

Chinese must be stronger- we must master the tools well. (present) 

The role of English for this high school po litics teacher was realised tlu·ough the past 

history of China in relation to the world. To talk about the present and proj ect into the 

future, this teacher drew on and reaccentuated the di scourses about the Chi nese 

language, world 's ancient civilisations and tl1e Tang-Song dynasties, wh ich are a ll part 

of the official di scourses di scussed in the previous chapters. ln organising hi s memory 

and ex perience of English, th is hi gh schoo l teacher, as marked in the excerpt, alternated 

between the past and present and at tim es the past and present could not be separated 

such as the development of Tang and Song poetics which is stil l part of Chi nese culture. 
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What constitutes this teacher ' s self therefore needs to be conceived as extended in time 

through memories and projections (Kramsch 2009). Hi s reaccentuation of the past 

constructs the continuity and integrity of Chinese identity, ' ti '. Like the high school and 

university students, the reference to the hi story associated with English evoked the 

national Chinese identity for this teacher. 

In the case study, non-Engli sh and English teachers did not display much discrepancy 

in terms of their views of mutuality and China 's relation with the world. Their 

experience with Engli sh was organised more by practicality and their perceptions that 

English was associated with globali sation. 

Parents 

All parent participants were in their mid-thirties and forti es. It must be emphasised that 

their responses were too limited to be able to derive a range of·keywords, and that in 

the responses to Q2-Q4, they did not highlight their standpoints as parents in 

expressing their views of the need to learn Engli sh. Thi s is due to the fact that the 

interview questions were aimed to elicit their views of the roles of English for 

themselves but not their children. The keywords wi th the highest frequency in Q2 

include 'communication' (' 3(¥}it'), ' the world ' (' tl!J'f-' ), 'understand ' ('7~/f. '), 

' international ' ('II!~i') and 'tool' ('IJl '). Those in Q3 include 'tool' (' I Jl'), 

'communication' (' 3(¥./iI '), ' the world' (' tl!J'f- ' ), ' important' (' ~ :'.l~n and 'we/us/our ' 

('f\til'J '), and those in Q4 are 'we/us/our' ('f\til'J '), 'tool' ('IJl ') , and ' understand ' (' 7 

fulr- '). The range of keywords f~ r Q2 to Q4 does not differ from that for the teacher 

participants, indicating that English for them is a common tool for communication and 

understanding ' the world ' and ' the West'. 
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The highest frequency words in Q2-Q6 do not include the pronoun 'we' (' lldfJ') and 

its diffe rent forms. Simi lar to the teachers, this can be due to the fact that in stead of 

pronouns, the parents more frequently used ' the world' ('lli:31'-') and 'i ntern ational' 

(' 00 ~ff-'). In the responses , there are 13 instances of 'the world ' in Q2, five instances in 

Q3 , and four in Q4. When the self was not defined in Q2 fo r the parents, they all 

answered from a 'collective' perspective. When the self was defined as 'a Chi nese' in 

Q3, the ro les of English remained to a considerable extent the same as those for the self 

undefined. More commonl y ra ised in response to Q3 was the po int that Engli sh was 

useful fo r accessing information in English and for jobs. Regarding the roles of Engl ish 

for all Chinese in Q4, parents held a diverse range of viewpo ints. Engli sh was 

considered a tool for achieving different purposes. Their conceptions of 'Chinese self 

in relation to the world and the Chinese people are also more compatible with the 

official discourse, in that their 'small self is c01mected with the ir ' big self. Parent 

partic ipants have also developed a global identity, alongside their Chinese identity. 

As a public servant, Mrs Song adopted the 'collect ive Chinese self perspective all 

along: 

Excerpt (28): 

Because since the co11nt1y's 'reform and opening up ', there have been more contacts 

wit!, tire West. It's therefore necessary to learn lo communicate with tlrem, and English 

as an international universal language, naturally has become a prerequisite/or 

understanding the West ... (Q2) 

Excerpt (29): 

I think English for me represents trendiness. Because after all I am already over ./0, 

my contacts with English since a young age have been fewe r than the children 

nowadays. Bui if [one} wants to impro ve wit!, tlris society, then ii 's necessary lo al 

least know a Iii/le bit of English. It is a !rend that brings me forward (Q3) 
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Excerpt (30) : 

I think it plays the role of an assistant. As we need to understand western culture, 
English is like a patient assistant who helps us out such as for translating foreign 
literature. (Q4) 

While the frame of self was not defined in Q2, Mrs Song made the group distinctions 

between China and the West, as indicated by her use of ' country', ' the West ', and 

' them' (referring to ' the West') . In learni ng Engl ish, the Chinese national/collective 

frame is clearly significant fo r her. In response to Q3 , Engli sh was said to give Mrs 

Song a sense of ' trendiness'. Learning English meant that she was taking part in this 

social trend and allowed her to " improve with this society". Even though Mrs Song 

stated the ro les of English fo r herself, showing a rather strong ' individual-self focus 

through the use of"I think", "my" and "me", she embedded her motives of learni ng 

Engli sh within the wider society, which is consistent wi th the traditional Chinese 

perspective of "small self embedded within the ' big self' discussed in Chapter Two. 

In response to Q4 whi ch put her under the collective Chinese frame, Mrs Song shifted 

back to a collective Chinese frame as marked by "we" and "us" embedding her own 

perspective and self-identity (marked by "I think") within the collective Chinese frame. 

Another focal parent, Mrs Zhang, a whi te-collar worker, also adopted the 'small-self

big-self perspecti ve in response to the three different frames: 

Excerpt (3 I): 

I wish, through learning English, to communicate and learn from p eople from many 
different countries, in order to better understand the world's culture, understand the 
knowledge in politics, military, and science of other countries. Through 
communication, the understanding between people of different countries in the world 
can be enhanced to achieve the integration of the world's ethnic cultures. (Q2) 
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Excerpt (32): 

Since the end of my student's life, basically English has no/ been necessary. It can be 

said that English has become strange when it used to be familiar. But with the big leap 

forward of China's 'reform and opening up ', especially since the 2008 Beijing 

Olympics, English for us has become more familiar. ft will become a language of 

necessity of our life, a partner for communication. (Q3) 

Excerpt (33): 

ft 's a second mother tongue. ft can be said that all people are now learning English. It 

will become an important thing in life. (Q4) 

Mrs Zhang also aligned her own 'self with the collective Chinese self. For example, in 

Excerpt (31), even though she began her response with a clearly identifiable " I" to 

emphasise her own views, this use of ' I' served to construct her own self as di fferent to 

"people from many cotmtries", " the world", "other countries" and "the wo rl d's ethni c 

cultures". In response to Q3 when the self was defi ned as a 'Chinese self , Mrs Zhang 

situated herself as a part of"u s" and "our" in Excerpt (32) which represented the 

col lective Chinese whol e. She related using Engli sh to the two major events of Chi na -

' reform and opening up ', and 2008 Beijing Olympi cs - and did not mention the use of 

English for herself. Responding to Q4 that defined the self as a ' collective Chi nese self, 

Mrs Zhang even referred to English as a second mother tongue for all Ch inese people as 

it would become important. 

Un like with the two student cohorts, there were clear uses of ' I/me/my' and 'we/us/our' 

in the responses of Mrs Song and Mrs Zhang to identify their subject positions as a part 

of the collective Ch inese self in the di scourses about Engli sh (Kramsch 2009). English 

is linked with ' refonn and opening up ' and the Beijing Olympics. In panicular, English 

has been and will continue to be relevant to Mrs Zhang as a part of the development of 

her 'Chinese self since the past (as indicated by the referral to ' refo rm and opening 

up '), at present (as indicated by the referral to the widespread use of Engli sh and the 
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Olympics), and in the future (as indicated by the comment " It will become a language 

of necessity of our li fe, a partner for communi cation. " (Q3 ) and " It will become an 

important thing in li fe" (Q4) with both ' t::' (' it') referring to English). The refe1i-al to 

the national and international events also shows that parents, like the other three 

participant groups, make sense of Engli sh learning tlu·ough the discourses about history, 

national development and globalisation which indicates the development of their global 

Chinese identities. 

In the response to Q7 about the impacts of English, it is more obvious that parents have 

developed a Chinese plus global identity. Below is the response of Mr Pu, a manager 

in a company, in hi s thi1iies: 

Ex cerpt (34): 

Of course there are [impacts]. Now children can speak English, right? And now more 
foreigners come to travel in China, doing business withforeignfi'iends (global+ 
Chinese perspective), doing shopping, right? Providing much. convenience to 
foreigners (global + Chinese perspective). Also, children learn English at a very young 
age, and elderly people also learn English. Then English is one more way for 
expression, language expression. (Q7) 

In explaining the impacts of Engli sh in China, Mr Pu considered the impacts on both 

the Chinese people and foreigners. As indicated in the second line of the response 

above, Engli sh could be used to communicate with fo reigners who travelled and did 

business in China. By mention ing thi s, Mr Pu created the group distinction between the 

Chinese people and fo reigners, reinstating the Chinese identity in relation to the world. 

Like the People 's Daily article, "American tourist", discussed in Chapter Four, 

foreigners, in Mr Pu' s response above, were said to be provided convenience by 

Chinese peopl e through language acconm1odation. This further hi ghlights the agency of 

Chinese people and the consol idated Chinese identity in the interactions with foreigners. 
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Simultaneously, Mr Pu also situated Chinese people withi n the global communi ty 

simpl y by menti on ing the common day-to-day exchanges between Chinese people and 

"foreign friends". Mr Pu 's response reveal s the mutually contributory relationships 

between Chinese and foreigners by which the global identity of Chinese peopl e is 

constructed. 

Parents, like Mr Pu, emphasise that Engli sh is necessary for spreading Chinese culture 

to the world. As shown in Q9 responses, they perceived that there were no 

contradictions between learning Engli sh and learning Chinese because English 

belonged to the world and therefore also belonged to the Chinese people. Thi s 

viewpoint also reflects the parent 's bearing of a 'Chinese-global identity': 

Excerpt (3 5): 

Contradictions for China? Don 't exist! The Chinese people means the world, the world 

is also the people (the Chinese people). (Q9) 

The responses presented thus far show that the 'col lective Chinese self' in rel ation to 

' the world' is significant for some parent participants. Thi s is al so reflected in Q7 

responses of which the keywords include '~XE~' (' Ol ympics') and 'Jfn>'.' ('open '), 

indicating that the Olympics and opening up of China have played an important role in 

the construction of the global identi ty for the parents. While some parents did not think 

that Engli sh has brought any changes to the country, some parents stated that Engli sh 

has made China more open. They did associate English with an image of openness, 

hi gher understanding of' the world ', communication with the outside, broadening 

Chinese people 's horizons and enhancing 'suzhi'. Like the official discourse, parents 

also perceived the relationship between China and the world as 'two-way' and mutuall y 

facilitat ive. 
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The above discussion has demonstrated that the four groups of participants: high school 

and university students, teachers and parents have developed global and Chinese 

perspectives within which they make sense of the roles of English. There are also 

mentions of individually-oriented motives and the individual facets of self also 

manifest. However, their individual ' selves' demonstrably branch out from their 

collective Ch inese frames as they are always embedded within the 'big self. This is 

consistent with the official discourse about Chinese identity. 

Chinese's relation with the world today is characterised by the perceived mutuality of 

China and 'the world ', communication and equal status. These characteristics found in 

the interviews reflect and support the official discourse of 'pure Chinese and global 

identity' where English is a symbol associated with the global facet of Ch inese identity. 

Constructed within the mutuality discourse, the national and global identities exist side

by-side. 

As globalisation involves movements of ideas, cultures and people, the identity of 

Chinese people presumably no longer remains static and being a 'pure Chinese' may 

become a problem. In illustrating the integrity of Chinese identi ty, the following 

section discusses the differences between the official and popular discourses about 

Engl ish and Chinese identity. 

5.2 Differences between official and popular discourses 

As the previous chapters have illustrated, English is largely taken as a universal modem 

skill in the official discourse. 'Yong' ( doctrine of ' English for utili ty ' ) in the 'ti-yong 
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principle ' has been gu iding China' s English education. The interviews with the 

participants, nevertheless, have revealed some discrepancies between the official and 

popular discourses about English . Thi s section examines these discrepancies which will 

provide indication as to how Chinese identity is perceived among the people. 

5.2.1 "In some places, the Chinese lan guage is not even learnt well( ... ) English is 

in fact not very important for the remote areas": Putonghu a as th e identi ty 

marker and Chinese as 'the Other' 

As illustrated in Chapter Four, a standard ' mother tongue ' and unified identity is 

emphasised in the official discourse which projects to the outside world a strong 

Chinese identity. The analys is of the interviews, however, reveals that the official 

discourse of ' one unified identity' does not hold. On one hand, Chinese respondents 

perceived that the Chinese mother tongue was more important than English; on the 

other hand , Engli sh was associated with other social aspects of identification for them. 

As the previous section has shown, the mutuality of mother tongue Chinese and 

English was emphasised by the four groups of participants. This sect ion shows the 

ways in which the act of English learning and the idea of ' all Chinese people ' can 

evoke the plurality of 'being Chinese' among the participants that contests the single 

dominant Chinese ident ity the official discourse prescribes in ' ti ' . As mentioned in 

Chapter Three, before the interviews began, each participant was asked to provide 

information about their dialects and to identify their mother tongue and place of birth. 
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High school students 

In the interview, Q8 was set to investigate the participants' views on mother tongue 

using Engli sh as a window. ' We' (' =l3i:1i'J'), 'China' (' "PII! ' ) and ' they' (' ft!!.il'J') are the 

keywords of the high school students' responses . All high school students who were 

born in Beijing stated that Putonghua was their mother tongue. There were three 

students born outside of Beijing, one of whom stated that her mother tongue was both 

Putonghua and the local dialect while the other two stated Putonghua only. In fact , the 

majority of students at first stated 'Chinese' or 'Hanyu ' , which is an all-inclusive term 

for all Chinese dialects, as their mother tongue. When I asked them whether it was 

Putonghua, they all confirmed this. This shows that, for the students, the mother tongue 

' Chinese' is a national Chinese symbol that represents the linguistically and culturall y 

diverse Chinese whole. 

To illustrate the importance of Chinese as the mother tongue, Daudut' s Last Lesson, 

which is mentioned in the People's Daily article " Motherland" examined in Chapter 

Four, was coincidentally referred to by three high school students, including Ben , in the 

interviews: 

Excerpt (36): 

I think the mother tongue is st ill more important. Although English is undeniably also 
important, English is important/or communication with the outside whereas the mother 
tongue is a culture. I remember today just now in the class, Daudut 's "Last Lesson" 
mentions a saying that is unforgettable to me. He said "in a nation, effort must be 
devoted to remember solidly its mother tongue". (Q8) 

It was in fact a rather common view among hi gh school students that even though the 

mother tongue was more important, English was also important in different domains 

such as business and commerce. In comparing Chinese and Engli sh, some students 
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perceived that, as they were Chinese, the mother tongue was natural ly more important. 

It was generall y agreed that the mother tongue embraced Chi nese culture whi ch needed 

to be passed on to fu ture generations. As a student mentioned : 

Excerpt (3 7): 

I think the mother tongue is more important. Because first, we need to pass on China 's 

five thousand years of culture; otherwise, it will be discontinued. And then there is 

another reason: within the counlry, the mother tongue is used primarily and Chin<:se is 

also spreading in the world now. The meanings of a lo/ of !he classical work will be 

lost if ii 's translated info English such as the "Dream of the Red Chamber ". (Q8) 

From this student 's response, it can be seen that the development of Chinese cul ture 

could be dated back to the ancient time and included class ical Chinese work. Even 

though Putonghua was identified as the mother tongue, for this student, mother tongue 

also referred to the classical Chinese language. The mention of 'China ' s five thousand 

years of culture' is notewori hy. While the development of Chinese cul ture has been 

disrupted throughout the Chinese history as discussed in Chapter One and Two, Chi nese 

cul ture was presented by thi s high schoo l student as one continuous culture which can 

be further reflected by her use of"otherwise, it will be discontinued" ("7GY~ 't:f/~1Jfr T "). 

This is also attuned with the official discourse illustrated previously. 

When mother tongue Ch inese in the official discourse is an important ident ity marker, 

students not only thought of the importance of mother tongue from the perspect ive of 

identification, but they also considered the living environment. Thi s is why '1::m· 

(' life ' ) and 'Jf~ ' ('environment ' ) was also used rather commonly in Q8 , as in the 

following response: 

Excerpt (3 8) : 

I think it depends on the environment. If one \llas born in China, raised in China, as for 

myself mother tongue is more important because everyone around you uses your 
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mother tongue and if you want to communicate with them, you need to learn mother 
tongue. The nature of language is for communication and exchange with others. 
Mother tongue is still more important in China. (Q8) 

From the student's response above, it seems that the Chi nese language was important 

not so much because it was the mother tongue of the Chinese people, but rather, it was 

because of convenience of communicati on in the living environment. The high

frequency of' cp 00' ('China ') is also attributable to its use in views such as "born in 

Chi na", " raised in China" and " live in Chi na" . 

For various reasons, hi gh school students generally perceived that the mother tongue 

Chi nese was not seriously affected by the importance of learning English, nor the 

tendency that too much time was spent on learni ng Engli sh. The keywords in Q9 reveal 

the diversity of viewpoints regarding the relative status of English and Chinese. Some 

students perceived that Chi nese people placed more emphasis on English, with ':l:t.!11.' 

' emphasise' as a common word. They also answered the question from a high school 

student's perspective such as the fo llowings : 

Excerpt (3 9) : 

I think theoretically there should not be any [contradictions]. But now for the students, 
they have to learn many things. Maybe you don 't have that much energy to learn 
everything well, so there maybe some impacts. But it's (mother tongue Chinese) used 
everyday, so you shouldn't not be able to learn it well. (Q9) 

Excerpt ( 40): 

There are a few impacts but not that serious. Some people emphasise more English, say, 
in our school, there are exams on English, Maths and Commerce, but there is more 
emphasis on the results of English and Maths. it feels like it's okay to just do well with 
Chinese. (Q9) 

The ' ti -yong' principle prescribes the ro le of English fo r practicality while Chinese 

remai ns the identity symbol. For some hi gh school students, learning English was also 
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for instrumental and practical reasons such as passing exams. Although this is consistent 

with the official discourse of the 'yang' aspect of the ' ti -yang ' principl e, the students' 

perceptions of the nature of ' ti ', as the interviews have revealed, differ from the official 

perspectives. For some high school students, ' the Chinese people' are not homogenous, 

but diversified. 

In the responses to Q6, ' they/their ' and ' us' were the words with the highest frequency. 

Of the 11 occurrences, two ' they/their ' refer to 'foreigner' and the rest were all used to 

refer to Chinese people. Below is an exan1ple of the use of'they' to refer to other 

Chinese people: 

Excerpt ( 41 ): 

It 's not necessary for all people to learn English. Because we are students, there is a 

demand for us. It's the firs t point. The second point is we need to do something related 

to English, that is, to enhance people 's suzhi. But those farmers on the farm, they don't 

need English and still lead a good life. Different people also have different levels. (Q6) 

The nine out of 11 instances of 'they' in Q6 were used to refer to Chinese peasants, 

villagers and people living in the mountains fro m whom some high school students 

distant themselves. The student below even ra ises the issue concern ing ethnic language: 

Excerpt (42): 

No t all Chinese people need English. I think if Chinese people, including in the valleys 

in Tibet, and those living on the grassland, they have their own ethnic languages as 

well as Chinese. If they forget their own language because of/earning English, 1 think 

ii 's not worth it. Furthermore, those people they probably don '/ have the chance to 

communicate with other people in the entire life. 1 think they should just be th emselves, 

and for people like us, I think learning English is essential (Q6) 

From the above response, it is obvious that group distinctions among ' the Chi nese 

people' were made on the basis of li ving place, the languages/dialects spoken as well as 

the opportuni ty to communicate wi th the outside. English was perceived as un necessary 
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for "those" (Chinese) people who li ved in the valley or grassland and who would not 

have the opportunity to be in contact with foreigners over their entire lives. It is 

interesting that the student asked "those" people to "be yourself' where the 'self, as 

reflected in the response, was defined by the ethnic language of "those" people. The use 

of ' I', 'we/us ' , ' them ' in the answer separated ethnic minority and "people like us" who 

li ved in the city. Indeed, there is a total of four occurrences of the words ' farm village ' 

(';&;fj ' ) and ' valley' (' ;;k::w£ ') in Q6. The view that not all Chinese people need to 

learn English is in clear contrast to the official discourse which states that English 

represents the collective unified Chinese whole illustrated in Chapter Four. The 

classifi cation among 'the Chinese people' was even made by the students based on their 

knowledge about the Chinese language and the country: 

Excerpt (43): 

1 think it 's impractical for all Chinese people to learn English because there are too 
many people. in some places, the Chinese language is not even learnt well. So it 's not 
necessary for all people lo learn English. The major reason is that English is in fact not 
very important for the remote areas. (Q6) · 

Excerpt (44): 

1 think it 's not necessary for all people to learn English because firstly there are many 
Chinese and the level is different. Some people don 't know about China, don 't 
understand China. So that's also impractical ... (Q6) 

As discussed in Chapter Two, English education is promoted for all Chinese as a form 

of "suzhi" education that prescribes a collective Chinese self in learning Engli sh. 

Interestingly, whi le enhancing the ' suzhi ' of ' the people' was raised as a reason for 

learning English, students did not see the need of the villagers or farmers to learn 

English, as if they were not c011sidered as part of ' the people' . This is reflected in 

Excerpt (41) above. The distinctions such as " remote mountainous areas", "ordinary 

people" and " levels" of Chinese people were made by the high school students to clarify 
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the point that not everyone needed to learn Engli sh. When Chinese people were defined 

in relation to Engli sh, the collective footing was more sal ient and the rnother tongue was 

an identity symbol. If individual Chinese was defi ned in relation to other Chinese, rnore 

classifications and diversified identities were evoked. 

University students 

In comparison to the other groups, university students had more diverse views as to 

what their mother tongue was. All of the university students in the study were born 

outside Beij ing and rnoved to Beijing to pmsue their undergraduate or postgrad uate 

degrees . They generall y perceived that because they were Chinese, mother tongue 

Chinese was more important than English (with 'Chinese people' (',:P ~.A'), 'culture' 

(' X 1-t'), 'we' ('ft1(J') and 'self (' El e, ') as the keywords in Q8). For the students, the 

mother tongue represented Chinese culture so that they needed to learn Chinese well 

before learning other languages and cultures. 

Daudut 's Last Lesson, which is mentioned and illustrated in the People's Daily article 

"Motherland" in Chapter Four as well as by three high school students in the interviews, 

was used by one English major university student to illustrate the importance of 

Chinese as the mother tongue: 

Excerpt (45) : 

Of course it 's the native language. Firs/ of all we are Chinese. Like J said just now, all 

languages in the world carry some cultural legacies with them, and this is one of the 

roots where the possibility of a nation 's renaissance stemsfi"om. 1 recall the words 

from Daudet when 1 was studying his La Derniere Classe: He said, of course, he is a 

French but he said "there 's nothing comparable lo the French language. I am 

French. " Because I'm Chinese, lo me there 's also no other language comparable lo 

Chinese. fl 's something irreplaceable deep in your soul. And even if you speak superb 

English, there are still many things that can 't be expressed in that language. There is 
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an ancient prose in Chinese, 'zong shiju an qi mei, dao di yi nan ping' (originated 
fi'om The Dream of the Red Chamber, this prose depicts the deep distress felt by Bao
Chai, the woman who married Bao-Yu, but knew that her husband was still in love with 
another woman.) I don't think you can convey such a feeling if you try to say it in 
English (Q8) 

In considering the relative status of the mother tongue and English, this student took 

into account his own Chinese identity and its relations with mother tongue Chinese as 

well as the translatability between languages and cultures. From hi s perspective, each 

language had its cultural legacies and each country such as France had its own language 

and culture. In explaining his points about language and culture, like the hi gh school 

student in Except (37), this student referred to the classical Chinese work The Dream of 

the Red Chamber . This demonstrates again that classical Chinese was considered a part 

of Chinese culture. For some students, as shown in the responses to Q9, there were 

contradictions between learning English and Chinese. One very unique keyword found 

only among university students is "tiJt" (" literary Chinese") which occurred six times 

in Q9 responses. It was used by the students when they express~d the impact of English 

on the time to learn classical Chinese. 

While the mother tongue was generall y perceived as more important for Chinese 

people, an English major student held the view that Chinese and English were equally 

important: 

Excerpt ( 46) : 

Based on the current situation, both are important. Learning mother tongue is, like I 
said previously, not simply about speaking mother tongue and Chinese, you need to 
understand [your J own country, [your] own country's culture. As for learning English, 
because after all, the society is undergoing 'reform and opening up ', learning English 
is still needed That is [they] are equally important. (Q8) 

Despite the perceived equal im portance of both languages of this universi ty student, it 

can be seen that her view was sti ll consistent with the official di sco urse. The mother 
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tongue, fro m the student ' s perspective, represented Chinese cul ture and the country, 

whil e English was important because of its ro les in the ' reform and open in g up ' of the 

country. In other words, while the Chinese language remains the essence of the Chinese 

people, Engli sh is important fo r moderni sing the country, that is, fo r practi cality whi ch 

is consistent with the ' ti-yong' principl e. 

In Q8, the hi gh-frequency of ' 9" 00' ('China') not only is attribu tab le to its use in 

expressing views such as "born in China", "rai sed in China" and " live in China" , but 

un iversity students also raised the points of 'China's/Chinese history', 'Chi na's/Chinese 

language', 'China's roots' and 'modern China', as in the foll owi ng excerpt: 

Excerpt ( 4 7) : 

I think the native language is still more important. Most of the Chinese that we come 

into contact with in our society nowadays are mostly those who don't speak English. 

It 's still Chinese that is more valuable for all of our communication about traditional 

Chinese culture, Chinese histo,y, Chinese books, the logic behind modern Chinese 

thinking, our society, our values etc. We still absorb a lot of information and form 

concepts mainly through Chinese. So Chinese is still more important than English. By 

the way, when I say Chinese 1 mean Putonghua. (Q8) 

From thi s student's comment on the importance of the Chinese lan guage, it can be seen 

that the language plays a role in facilitating communication among Ch inese people 

about the past (as indi cated by "traditional Chinese cul ture" and "Ch inese history") and 

the present (as indicated by "modern Chinese thinking"). Although all of the Chinese 

elements the student raised includi ng "cu lture" , "h istory" , "books" , "thi nking" , 

"society" and "values" evolved from the past, as the student indicated, they sti ll had 

impacts on the Chinese peopl e today and were app li cable to current China. Thi s idea of 

the link between the past and present of 'Chinese elements' is very much in line with the 

official discourse about Chinese culture and ident ity as consolidated and conti nuous. 
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The mother tongue Chinese - Putonghua - is the major medium by which these 

'Chinese elements' are transmi tted and by which Chinese identi ty is represented. 

While Putonghua is promoted as the official identity symbol of the Chinese people, like 

the high school students, some university students also raised reasons other than 

' identification ' in considering the importance of the mother tongue. Below is the 

response of an Engli sh maj or student: 

Excerpt ( 48): 

Of course the mother tongue is more important. Because as a Chinese, at least we 
people of China, ethnic Chinese people have the world's largest population. Although 
English is used widely, as a Chinese - not only for Chinese people, I think for everyone 
- mother tongue is the most important. Foreign language is only a tool, a too/for 
communication. For myself, in my hometown, I think the dialect is the most important 
because when 1 am in my own hometown, 1 never speak Putonghua. But outside, 1 need 
to use Putonghua because if 1 use dialect, others will not understand and 
misunderstanding will occur. it 's like if 1 go overseas in the future, 1 can 't speak 
Chinese and must speak English. (Q8) 

In addressing the question about the importance of Chinese as rhe mother tongue, this 

Engli sh major student considered both the 'collective Chinese whole' and 'personal' 

factors. Consistent with the official discourse, the student perceived that the mother 

tongue Chinese was the most important fo r all Chi nese people for identification reason. 

On the other hand, it can also be seen that, the importance of each language or dialect 

for her was also determined by the living environment and practicality. She used her 

dialect in her hometown, Putonghua "outside" of her hometown and Engli sh was for 

overseas. Indeed, in the responses to Q8, 1:.m' (' li fe') and ':ff:!Jt' ('environment ') are 

the keywords, indi cating that it is a rather commonly held view that the importance of 

the mother tongue and English depends on the living condition. 
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In contrast to the other three pai1icipa.nt groups, there are a few mentions of local 

hometown in the uni versi ty students' responses which also reflect the sign ificance of 

their hometown identity. Thi s probably is due to their greater affi liation with the 

hometowns which they left more recently to pursue thei r studies than the hi gh school 

students. In Q4, the local hometown was even talked about and signified by the 

students' use of 'we' within the 'co llective Chinese' frame, such as th is Engli sh 

postgraduate student: 

Excerpt (49): 

I think it's also a tool and something that supplements our life fo r the Chinese. All 

Chinese people are suitable for learning English. You get lots of traditional Chinese 

things that don 't exist elsewhere, for example, Chinese Classics. Foreigners wouldn 't 

have and understand these things, and they don't even use them. So I think they may 

not even need to learn them. They'll be thinking 'Well, I'll never need lo use this 

language in my entire life ' (Chinese perspective). As lo the Chinese peasants in the 

remote regions, they don 't even have the conditions to learn (English), so they'll also 

think that it's of no use ('other Chinese' perspective). (Our hometown) needs to learn, 

we have a vegetable exposition in our hometown ('local ' perspective), and because 

there are matters to do with exports, some (people) might need to learn a bit as there 'II 

be some technical concerns here and there, and that'll require some communicating 

with fore igners. But then again for some people they might not even need it ('local ' 

practice) . (Q4) 

When probed by the ' collective Chinese frame' constructed by Q4, this student 

displayed three different aspects of Chinese identity. As indicated in bold in the excerpt 

above, these aspects included a collective Chinese perspective when the student 

mentioned fore igners and Chinese 'things', 'other Chinese ' perspective when he 

described Chinese peasants in the remote areas, and a ' local ' perspective in mentioning 

his hometown and international trade. Clearly, fo r thi s student, the concept of 

' collective Chinese ' as probed by Q4 evoked and revealed hi s views a.bout ' being 

Chinese ' as multifaceted. 
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The uni versity students' class ifi cations of Chinese people resemble those of high 

school students. In response to Q6, the act of learni ng English of Chinese people 

evoked the concepti on of 'the Chinese people' among the LIIliversity students: 

Excerpt (50): 

I don'/ think all Chinese need to learn English. Take me f or example. I come fro m 
He nan ('local' perspective), and it 's only because you 're in a big metropolis like 
Beijing or some large cities, but once you go to regions of the centre or the inner west, 
in reality there is a lot of people who don 't know how lo speak English. They may not 
even get in contact with anything that has to do with English in their entire life, let 
alone come in contact with foreigners ('other Chinese' perspective) . It's really hard to 
say for sure for the future, but al the moment it 's not necessary for absolutely everyone 
to learn English. Some people may not have been lo universities after graduating from 
high school, or if some went straight to work, then they might not be in great need of 
English. So 1 don'/ think all Chinese people should learn English. (Q6) 

The comments about the differences between the hometown, "bi g metropo lis" and 

"regions of the centre or the inner west" and about people with different educational 

levels reflect how the student perceived 'the Chinese whole'. Chinese identi ty seems to 

be defi ned not onl y by the idea of 'all Chinese people', that is, ethnicity, but also by 

locality and factors such as place of origin, educati onal qualification and jobs. In the 

interviews, both Engli sh and non-English majors made the 'class ifications' among 'the 

Chinese whole'. In Q6, the outsider identity marker ' they' is the highest-frequency word, 

with all occurrences but one referring to Chinese people. Below is an example: 

Excerpt (5 1 ): 

I don 't think this is necessary. Everyone plays their own part in this society, and 
eve1yone comesfrom different backgrounds. If your goal or lifestyle requires you to be 
very open and communicative lo the outside world, then yes, learning English would be 
vital. However- and may I be frank and sound a bit nasty with this- for those in the 
more remote and poorer regions of China, first ii 's impractical for them lo learn 
English, and second, there's no point since there's no one to communicate in English to. 
They don'/ even have access lo the internet. So even if they learned how to speak 
English, I don 't think it 'll be oj any use. (Q6) 
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Sim ilar to the hi gh school students , universi ty students thought that some Ch inese 

people did not need to learn Engli sh because they would not have the opportunity to be 

in contact with foreigners. 'I' , ' those ' , 'them' and 'they', as seen in the above excerpt, 

separate the student and those who need Engli sh to communicate with the outside world 

from ' those in the more remote and poorer regions of China" who do not need Engli sh. 

While previous research (for example, Gao et al. 2007, Orton 2007) has found that 

students study to pay back their parents , this is not revealed in the find ings of the 

present research. As compared to the hi gh school students who did not mention their 

parents at all in the interviews, three university students mentioned their parents ' needs 

and experience of learning or using Engli sh in response to Q6 such as the fo ll owing: 

Excerpt (52) : 

I don 't think so. Let me raise an example of my parents. They needn't learn English in 

their generation, and they 're doing pretty well right now. They 're also outstanding in 

their positions. So I think it 's pretty much up to the individual. For example you are a 

technician, you need to repair something everyday and don 't need to use English. Righr? 

(Q6) 

By mentioning the diffe rent generations and social sectors, people in different regions 

of Ch ina, and people with di fferent educational levels and jobs, the university students 

created group distinctions amo ng ' the Chinese people' . The university student's 

response of ' may I be frank and sound a bit nasty ' precedi ng his explanati on in Excerpt 

(5 1) above was used to precaution the researcher that hi s thought was not a common 

and ' accepted ' one, si nce, in his intuition, the idea of 'English for all' was 'generall y 

accepted· or the 'norm ' . 
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Teachers 

Among the teachers participating, only two teachers were born in Beijing and reported 

that they could speak only Putonghua. Two of the teachers born outside Beijing stated 

that their dialect was their mother tongue. One had moved to Beijing from Nanjing for 

six years at the time of the interview and only used Putonghua with 'non-Nanjingers'. 

Another teacher had lived in Beijing for seven years and only started using Putonghua 

everyday since her arrival. 

Some teachers, like the high school and university students, not only considered the 

importance of the mother tongue from the perspective of identification, but they also 

took into account the living environment. This is why ''.£¥is' (' li fe ' ) and ':£.f:lj' 

('enviro1m1ent') were used rather commonly in the responses to Q8, as in the following 

response: 

Excerpt (53): 

B_ecause you 're living in an environment where everything is in your native language, 
and where much of the knowledge is absorbed via that language. On the other hand, 
English provides a way of thinking and makes you realise what advantages are 
available in the expressions of your native language. So they 're reciprocal. But it 's 
really hard for me to say which one is more important. Being a Chinese, my native 
language, after all, enables me to enhance my knowledge and my social network and 
English increases my ability to compete. (Q8) 

For this teacher, English and Chinese seemed to serve different and reciprocal functions 

which has made it difficult for him to indicate which language was more important. The 

native language was perceived as important because it was needed for living in China 

and because it enhanced his knowledge and social networks. At the same time, English 

was also seen as essential for enhancing competitiveness and allowed the teacher to 

know more about his native language. In this teacher 's response, one issue that stands 
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out and contrad icts the official 'ti-yong' principle is that while the mother tongue is 

regarded as the most imporiant for the Chinese people in the official discourse, the 

teacher participants hold di ffe ring opinions on the relative status of the mother tongue 

and Engl ish. The pari icipants' perspectives on the mother tongue, in contrast to the idea 

of 'Chinese as essence' ('ti'), show that the mother tongue is valuable because of its 

practicality in Ch ina, like Engli sh. Its status as an identity marker is not necessaril y the 

major reason. 

The results of Phase One Q sort questiormaires showed that a high school Chinese 

teacher was the only participar1t of all the 87 participar1ts who was extremely negative 

towards Engli sh learning. This teacher perceived that English has monopolised the 

study and job markets and has harmed the Chinese language and the society. Among the 

teacher participants, he was the on ly teacher who thought that everyone was too 

occupied with learning foreign language and therefore neglected the mother tongue. He 

agreed (rather strongly) that English was more valued than Chinese in China. As he 

stated in response to Q8 ar1d Q9: 

Excerpt (54): 

It 's not necessmy to say. Of course the mo/her tongue is more important. You say which 

is more imporlant, breastfeeding or milkfi'om cows? We are human and so need lo be 

breastfed (Q8) 

Excerpt (55) : 

Of course there are impacts, great impacts. For example, we don 'I have enough time to 

learn mother tongue now, and still haven 't ye/fully realised the beauty of the mo/her 

tongue. I think there are of course impacts, especially when English is popular among 

the young people. This trend has some impacts on the mother tongue. (Q9) 

For this high school Chi nese teacher, there were contradictions between learning 

English and Chinese and the l\1/0 languages were not mutuall y contributory. Although in 
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response to Q2, he could explain why learning English was necessary: "in terms of what 

was called globalisation and internationalisation, I think the motives behind learning 

English nowadays are all for materialistic gains" ("~/A]~-1'1t-i. 3":BHt 00 ~jj;:j§'j:~ J'I{] 

)1JJ}t-t;i,Jj: }Ji;tl!; i'ij )i'Jt~~jj;mf~ fy,',:j±~i,-'g-"¢3] j'j{]JjJ5fLJ't'1:tJ_/l\"), the negative impacts of 

Engli sh, including materialism, were significant for him. The use of "what was called" 

("J]fl1-1t-i. ") in hi s comment is rather remarkable. Wi th the use of ' what was called' , 

this teacher appeared to distance himself from "globalisation and internationalisation", 

as if he was recalling this ' long chuck' of words from memory that was not relevant to 

him at all. 

Other teachers in the case study thought that English has affected the mother tongue 

Chinese both positively and negatively. As the keywords in Q9 indicate, 'Rt i's]' ('time') 

has the hi ghest frequency. This is due to the common view held that learning English 

has taken up much time from learning Chinese. There was a concern that the Ch inese 

proficiency of students was declining as they focused much more on Engli sh. One other 

common view among the teachers was that English has penetrated into the Chinese 

language, which has been more 'Englishied' or 'European ised'. As the class ical Chinese 

lecturer remarked: 

Excerpt (56): 

Firstly, we have adopted many English grammars. Our language has been 
Europeanised to the point where bizarre sentences are starting to pop out as a by
product. We've emphasised English and neglected the learning and enhancement of our 
native language. For instance some people can now speak superb English, yet their 
ability to master their native language has suffered. However the spread of English also 
has its benejils. That is to know the ways of learning a language. (Q9) 

In Q6 in particular, the highest frequency words include pronouns ' they ' ('1tMl'J' ) and 

'we/us ' (' tt11'J') for the teachers. Out of the nine instances of ' they ', seven were 
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actua ll y used to refer to other Chinese people and only two instances referred to 

' foreigner'. Be low are some examples: 

Excerpt (57): 

I don'/ think that all Chinese people need to learn English. First of all, th ose in the 

cities might need to because they have more chance to encounter foreigners. But for the 

peasants-and after all 70% of the Chinese population are peasants, now ii 's probably 

50%--they won 't have a strong incentive to learn English. Another important problem 

is the issue of the older generation. We now use English as something to get promotions; 

it's a very critical assessment in our career life. But for a lot of people, English isn '! 

necessary for what they do and they've also passed the best age for learning the 

language. They learn English only so that they can pass exams instead of applying 

English to real life. It's all competition for the sake of competition. (Q6) 

Excerpt (58): 

I don '1 think that all Chinese people need to learn English. Some people for example 

won't need to deal with foreigners in their entire lives. But it also depends on one's 

needs. In the remote mountainous areas of China, for instance, peasants would remain 

peasants throughout their lives, so it 's possible that they won't need to learn English. 

It 's just like it isn't necessary for us to farm. Everyone learns or not depending on their 

needs. Then again, those who study ancient Chinese literature mightjust learn English 

according to his preferences, or he might be happy just learning Chinese. (Q6) 

Simi lar to the high school and university students , in clarifying the point that it was not 

necessary for al l Chinese people to learn English, the teachers made classifications 

among 'the Chinese people ' . For instance, they differentiated city dwellers from people 

living in ' farm villages' (' :&H') and ' very remote mountainous areas ' ('1R f,liqiz!; B<:J Ll1 

IR'). and those who farmed and those who studied ancient Chinese literature. In some 

teachers ' opinions, some people did not need to learn English because they would not 

have the opportunity to be in contact with foreigners over their entire lives. It is worth-

noting that in the responses, ' entire life ' ('--~-r') which occurred four times in Q6 

was used to emphasise the lack of necessity to learn English. 
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Among the teachers participating, one teacher presented a counter-discourse to the 

classifications made among ' the Chinese people'. He pointed out that if one thought that 

some people did not need to learn English, that was then a division among ' the Chinese 

people': 

Excerpt (59): 

Well if it is so that not everyone needs to learn English, then in other words we 're 
categorising among the population: who is to say that some people need to learn 
English and others don't? (Q6) 

This teacher became a university English lecturer after graduating with a postgraduate 

degree. He was in hi s mid-twenties, born in Nanjing and moved to Beijing in 2003. He 

stated that his dialect was hi s mother tongue which he used with people in his 

hometown, whi le Putonghua was only used with "non-Nanjing people". In response to 

Q2, he did perceive that Engli sh was essential for everyone as it was beneficial for 

'suzhi ' and it could broaden horizons through exposure to western culture. His response 

to Q6 above demonstrates his strong ' col lective Chinese foot ing ' within which he made 

sense of English learning as a collective act. 

Interest ingly in Q6, the word '1' A' ('oneself literally meaning 'personal') is one of the 

keywords. It was used by the teachers to hi ghlight their view that learning English was a 

'personal' choice, interest or need: 

Excerpt (60): 

I don '/ think learning English is necessary for the entire Chinese population. Learning 
English should be a personal preference- it's merely something emphasised by the state. 
If one is sure of his or her needs or if one can manage English as a tool well enough 
according to one 's materialistic needs then I guess it 's OK. (Q6) 

The use of 'personal/oneself reflects to a certain extent the orientation of 'individual 

self involved in the teachers' decision-making regarding Engli sh. From the above 
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discussion, it is obvious that for the teachers, English learning also evokes their concept 

of ' the Chinese people ' as being diversified. 

Parents 

Before the interviews began, each parent was asked to provide information about their 

mother tongue and place of birth. However, some parents did not consent to reveal the 

information which makes the analysis of the c01mection between their identity and 

mother tongue difficult. Only one of the parents stated that her mother tongue was the 

dialect spoken in her hometown, Xian. 

The word 'foundation' (';Jili:Pili') has the highest frequency in Q8 responses, illustrati ng 

that it was a common view among the parents that the mother tongue was the 

foundat ion and root of Chinese people. ' We/our' ('ft1r'J') is also a keyword. As Mrs 

Zhang stated, 

Excerpt (61 ): 

Even though I think that learning English is ve1y important, I still think that the mother 

tongue is more important. Because as a Chinese, it is necessa,y to learn well the 

language of [our] own ethnicity and own country. Because Chinese is the soul of 

Chinese people, the root of Chinese people. The purpose of learning English is to 

understand better the world, and also let the world better understand us. (Q8) 

As seen in this response, from Mrs Zhang's perspectives, the Chinese language was the 

soul and root of the Chinese people and therefore it was more important. Engli sh was 

important for instrumental reasons such as better understanding and communication 

with the world. In explai ning their views about the importance of the mother tongue, 

similar to the other participant groups. the perspective of practicality and living 
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environment was also raised by some parents instead of an identity perspective. For 

instance, 

Excerpt (62): 

The mother tongue is more important because living in China, life cannot be separated 
ji-om communicating in the mother tongue. (Q8) 

This explains again why '~$ ' ('life') was also used rather commonly in responding to 

Q8. Parents thought that English has affected the mother tongue Chinese both positively 

and negatively. Like the teachers, as the keywords in Q9 indicate, 'S-tl'ii] ' ('time') has the 

highest frequency. This is due to the common view of parents that learning English has 

taken up much time from learning Chinese. There was a concern that the Chinese 

proficiency of students was declining as they focused much more on Engli sh: 

Excerpt (63): 

Theoretically, I think there should be no impacts. The impacts should be positive, 
meaningful and facilitative. Because mutual communication isftuitful. I think the 
popularity [of English] is a bit too extreme. Sometimes when you see the preschool and 
primary school students, his time spent on learning English is more than that on 
learning the mother tongue. When he still hasn 't yet grasped the mother tongue, he goes 
and learns another language. in the end, it 's possible that [he J won 't be good at both. 
(Q9) 

Unlike for hi gh school and university student and teacher participants, the pronouns 

' they ' and ' we ' are not the keywords for parents in Q6 responses. Contrary to the other 

groups, parents did not differentiate themselves from peasants and people living in the 

remote mountainous areas. Some parents perce ived that Chinese people did need to 

know at least some Engli sh to enhance 'suzhi ' and the international posture of the 

country, fo r example, "should try to learn to enhance the internationalisation of the 

country and people 's suzhi" ("~ :lit~~ ~ W:i%~ %EF.l ~ ~j1-t:ff[t ;¥D~~~ }1Jj: "). 

Nevertheless, according to some parents, China had a large population with varyi ng 
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levels of ' suzhi ' which could present challenges to 'English for all' . Below are the 

responses of two of the parents: 

Excerpt (64) : 

It 's in fact not practical and essential for all Chinese to learn English and not practical 

to see learning English as a necessity. This is because English is just a language tool or 

whether or not [you} have this skill. There are also other ways to communicate and 

exchange with the outside. There are also many Chinese people and there is a large 

discrepancy in 'suzhi '. It 's not practical for all to learn English. (Q6) 

Excerpt (65): 

I don 't see the point [of English for all}. Because there is discrepancy in personal 
educational levels and conditions. (Q6) 

Chapter Two has illustrated that 'suzhi ', an idea underpinned by the ideology of a 

unified Chinese whole, is expected to be the outcome of education from the official 

perspective. However, as seen in Excerpt (64), 'suzhi ' is itself a determining factor of 

education success, rather than an outcome. The ' unified self and the interco,mection 

between the 'collective' and ' individual' self that the 'suzhi ' di scourse prescribes are 

therefore challenged. From the parents ' perspectives, the Chinese whole could be 

divided on the basis of education levels, occupations, regions and even 'suzhi' levels. 

From the responses of all the four participant groups in the case study, the immediate 

living environn1ent is considered an important factor determining the importance of 

language and thus identity. As an English major postgraduate student commented on my 

speaking of Putonghua as a foreigner: 

Excerpt (66) : 

From the perspective of my major for myseif (' personal'),for example, [English} is 
beneficial for finding a job, further study and personal development in the future 
('perso nal'). From an inlernational perspective (' in tern atio nal' /' global'), now that 

China has joined 1he WTO ('C hinese national') and connected with the world, you 
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need to introduce [your J own culture to other countries, then you need a tool to get the 
message across. It 's now impossible for everyone to learn Chinese in a short period of 
time. So I think that learning English is necessary in the short period of time. When 
everyone has understood and accepted Chinese culture to some extent, we can then 
promote Chinese. In fact, foreigners are all like you, being able to speak so fluent 
Chinese. (Q2) 

Thi s student, in giving his response, di splayed his personal, global and Chinese national 

perspectives and the interconnection between the individual, Chinese national and 

global selves. He was aware of the status of China in the world and that the power of 

language came with the power of the country, which is a point the focal high school 

student Ben also made. What is noteworthy in this response is thi s student ' s comment 

on my Putonghua proficiency and identity as a foreigner. Even though he was aware 

that I was originally from Hong Kong and moved to Australia and could speak fluent 

Putonghua, I was still considered a foreigner. It appears then that fluent Putonghua is 

not an indicator of ' being Chinese', neither is my place of birth, outlook nor Chinese 

ethnicity. It is more a matter of the ' place' of belonging and living environment. 

Of the four participant groups, university students seem to consider the roles of 

language from the perspectives of practicality and usefulness more than the perspective 

of identification. As Chapter One has discussed, Chinese people have an excessive 

tendency to use ' famil y logic ' to talk about the Party, ethnicity and society which 

explains the impacts of 'motherisation ' (Sun 1995: 101 ) on Putonghua Chinese. 

However, on the contrary, as Dai and He (1997) state, the concept of ' nat ive language ' 

not on ly should mean a concrete language/dialect, but also a language that is the 

practical medium of communication. This apparently applies to the respondents who 

seem to be more influenced by the practicality of language in determining the 

importance of language. The "family logic" is not always adhered to in realising the 

society. Ye's (2004) illustration of 'wairen ' and 'waidi ' as discussed in Chapter One is 
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also evident in the responses of some uni vers ity students for whom the local dialect is 

their mother tongue attached to the land regarded as thei r hometown. 

In contrast to the 'one-language-one-identity' official discourse, the discussion in this 

section has shown that there is a plurality of ' being Chinese ' among the participants 

whose identities are multifaceted - hometown affiliation and city dweller - and who 

have in their mind classifications among ' the Chinese people': peasants , villagers, and 

people with different occupations and educational and 'suzhi' levels. In the encounter 

with English, the participants sti ll position themselves as Chinese, but the idea of 'the 

Chinese people ' evokes other stratification. The differences in the ways 'suzhi ' is 

interpreted by the official and popular di scourses and the stratification of 'the Chinese 

people ' in the people 's minds point to the challenges presented to the upholding of the 

'ti-yong' principle. Particularly, the integrity of 'ti' is questionable. 

5.2.2 "In the past we thought that China was very powerful, but after you learn 

English, you would discover that China is actually very backward": 'multiple 

worlds' and 'English-speaking self' 

As the analysis of interviews has shown, Chinese people today have closer contact with 

English and therefore their imagination about 'the Other ' differs fro m the past. 

Especially fo r the younger generation, they are not just learning English but also 

experiencing English as a different way of being. In the face of the import of western 

culture and ideas, Chinese identity and culture is expected to remain intact. As is 

illustrated in thi s section, however, the positives of western culture, from the 

respondents ' perspectives, contribute to the evo lvement of Chinese cu lture and identity 

over time. Even though the co-existence of 'Chinese' and 'global citizen' identities cou ld 
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be found among the participants in the case study as demonstrated in the above 

discussion, the participants also constructed and claimed an identity associated with 

Engli sh, that is, an English-speaking self. In this section, the development of this 

English-speaking self of the participants is examined. 

High school students 

As section 5.2. 1 has demonstrated, there is a multiplicity of subject positi ons among the 

high school student participants that get played out on the framings of English learning 

(Kramsch 2009, 20 l 0). The three levels of identities: global , national Chinese and 

student identities are framed and interconnected, as is prescribed by the official 

discourse about self illustrated in Chapter Two. 

Among the hi gh schoo l student participants, there was one obvious case where frame

shifti ng occurred within one person, and yet, it showed that English defi ned the ' self.

image' for the student in addition to it being a tool for communication. 

A Grade 8 student, Sara was born outside of Beijing and moved to Beijing with her 

parents when she was in Grade 1. When the ' self was not defined in Q2, Sara 

responded from a ' student ' and ' Chinese ' perspective: 

Excerpt (67): 

I think for most of the majors, say, for university, it's a standard. When I enter 
university, possibly there will be over 90% of majors which require English as a 
prerequisite (students' perspective) but I lhinkfor example, for those who study 
Chinese, their area of research is Chinese ('other Chinese' perspective), and English 
can only play a supplemenlary role. ii 's very imporlant lo learn English because after 
the 'reform and opening up ', we need to first learn their language to communicale with 
foreign counlries. There will be no barriers to communication (Chinese perspective) 
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From the response above, it can be seen that Sara shifted between different perspectives 

as a student, as wel l as a Chinese person in relation to other Ch inese and in re lation to 

foreign countries. In constructing hersel f as a student, Sara described Engli sh as a 

prerequisite at the uni versity. She then shifted to comment on the need fo r Engl ish of 

other Chinese people using third person pronouns ' those ' and ' their' (fo r example, in 

"for those who study Chinese, their area of research is Chinese"), thereby constructing 

herself as an individual Chinese. It is c lear then that in her perception, ' the Ch inese 

people' are al so diversified. At the end of the response, the use of 'we ' as opposed to 

' their ' by Sara in " ... after the ' reform and opening up', we need to first learn their 

language to communicate with fore ign countries" constructed herself as part of the 

Chinese whole in relation to fo reigners. 

When Sara mentioned English had increased her confidence in response to QJ , a more 

general ro le of Engli sh was mentioned in response to Q4: 

Excerpt (68): 

Because I didn 't learn English really well when [I} first entered high school. But when J 

spent more time, [my} English had improved and it has given me confidence about my 

study, especially in this school fit/I of genius. [It} gives me a lot of confidence. (Q3) 

Excerpt ( 69): 

For all Chinese people, ii plays a supplementary role. I think it 's the most important 

point. Second, it serves as a bridge for professional research. (Q4) 

Sara was the only high school student who mentioned her enhanced confidence through 

learning English, an attribute of an 'ind ividual self and sign of self-identity change 

illustrated by Gao and her associates (Gao et al. 2005 , 2007, Zhou and Gao 2009). As 

reflected in her response, her enhanced self-confidence p layed a part in defining her 

self-image amongst the "genius" in her school. From Sara's perspective, whil e English 
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was supplementary fo r the Ch inese whole as shown in Excerpt (69), the language 

played a self-defining role for herself. Her English ability gave her subjective 

experience of the sense of self-worth and self-confidence (Kramsch 2009). 

When the comparison between Chinese as a mother tongue and English was made in Q8 , 

Sara' s response sti ll showed a 'Chinese-oriented identity ' : 

Excerpt (70): 

Definitely my classmates including myself think that the mother tongue is the most 
important because it is the root of our whole life, and furthermore in China, we now 
still have very few chances to meetforeigners. And unlike our school, not many schools 
have foreign teachers. So the mother tongue should be more important because our 
common people still speak Chinese. (Q8) 

As a multilingual, li ke some other students, Sara seemed to resonate to both Chinese 

and Engli sh, as she was aware of the different contexts in which the two languages were 

used and relevant (Kramsch 2009) . However, for Sara, her mother tongue was both the 

dialect and Putonghua, as she mentioned: 

Excerpt (7 1 ): 

My mother tongue is Putonghua and my hometown dialect. [both] are my mother 
tongues. 

It is interesting that Sara who was born outside of Beij ing made the following 

comments when asked whether all Ch inese peop le should learn English: 

Excerpt (72): 

I don 't think all people should learn English. Take a very simple example, I think 
English learning in China nowadays is targeting at us as children in the city. For those 
in the farms or mountains, it 's not necessary for them to learn English. What 's more, 
with their age, for the elderly, ii 's impossible. I think it should be up to their choice. All 
people in university should possibly learn. (Q6) 
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When Q6 evoked her concept of ' the Chinese people ', Sara differentiated herself as a 

' city dweller' (as ' us ' ) fro m vi llagers, and different iated between farmers (as 'those') , 

the elderly and university students. The classifications among 'the Chinese peop le' Sara 

made in Excerpt (67) discussed previously also showed her concept of a diversified 

Chinese whole . Her multiple facets of Chinese identiti es were reflected in her responses 

under different frames. She constructed herself as a Chinese in relation to other Chinese 

and foreign countries, but also a self associated with English. This, clearl y, differs from 

the official discourse of 'ti-yang'. 

In identifying the importance of Chinese and English and their contradictions, some 

high school students thought that Chinese and English were different and therefore 

Engl ish was not an intrusion into the Chinese language and culture. From their 

perspectives, Chinese people could take care of both Chinese and Engli sh language and 

cultures which could be hybridised: 

Excerpt (73): 

There are contradictions bul 1 don '/ lhink they are big because in traditional Chinese 

culture, there are lhings more conservative and English represents innovalion. ft then 

provides traditional Chinese culture a positive supplement. (Q I 0) 

Among the high school students, it was a common ly held view that Chinese and western 

culture could integrate and that English was a positive supplement of Chinese culture 

that was seen as relatively conservative. This view is in contrast to the official discomse 

discussed in Chapter One and Chapter Four that states that Chinese culture is deeply

consolidated and western culture shou ld be a separate entity. 

Rather than being a positive supplement existing side-by-side to Chinese culture, for 

some students, Engli sh learning had negative impacts on Chinese cu lture as reflected in 
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QI0 responses where the keywords include 'Hall oween' ('7J½TJ'), and ' Christmas ' 

(' ½ \@TJ '), as well as 'China' (''fl 00 '), ' tradition ' C'+HJE '), and ' culture' ('X1t') as in 

the fo llowing excerpt: 

Excerpt (74): 

There should be some contradictions. For example, now everyone celebrates Christmas 
and Halloween. But for Chinese festivals, say, mid-autumn festival, everyone happily 
has mooncakes and after that, there is nothing to do; in dragon boat festival, [everyone] 
only eats sticky rice dumplings; in Ching Ming Festival, ]fee l that not many people 
would visit [their} relatives. Some people have abandoned [their} own Chinese culture. 
(QI0) 

When Q5 was set to explore why participants liked or di sliked learning English, there 

was no mention of English being a ' too l' as there was in Q2 to Q4. But rather, more 

diverse viewpoints were found among the high school students including the intrinsic 

reasons for learning English. Some students learnt Engli sh for their interests in the 

language and culture or because "it is fun to learn Engli sh". Some students also adm ired 

the ' beauty' and ' charm ' of English, which, for them, was not simply a too l. Engli sh 

also gave them perceptions of a different taste and feeling: 

Excerpt (75): 

1 quite like learning English because English has a rhythm. When saying it, it's quite 
catchy. Sol quite like English. (QS) 

In K.ramsch ' s (2009) terms, English, as can be seen, affects the student' s feelings in the 

living body and in the life in a fo reign language, which in turn influences their 

embodied self. Accord ing to Kramsch (2009), emotions, fee lings and memories are the 

embodied aspects of a sociali sed self. For some students, Engli sh, therefore, has become 

a part of their sociali sed self, their social identi ty, as it evokes feelings (for example, 

beauty, charm, rhythmic, catchy) and emotions (for example, Sara's enhanced self

confidence). 
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In the official discourse of the ' ti-yang ' principle, while learn ing the culture(s) 

embedded within Engli sh is considered not necessary, from the responses to Q 11, it can 

be seen that the students were interested to know the culture, ' li fe' (' '.':tm') and 

' background' ('~:lll-') (as the common words in Q l I) of Engli sh in order to ' better' (' !fi: 

frf' ) (as a keyword) learn English. As Ben stated, 

Excerpt (76): 

I think understanding western culture is very important because that 's why I learn 

English. it 's for understanding the current situation of the West, western culture and 

even their advanced technology and for learning and bringing them into China. So 

understanding western cullure not only can fulfil the learning purpose, al the same time, 

it can also let you beller remember English. For example, through knowing the culture 

and history, the vocabulary or knowledge can be better memorised. So the purpose can 

be fulfilled and English can be better learnt. (Q 11 ) 

For diverse reasons, a ll high school students emphasised the importance of learning the 

culture(s) embedded within English. Some students also stressed that they could learn 

from the West their "good things" and another "world of things" . Through learning 

English, the hi gh school students are exposed to differing ways of seeing and 

understanding. They also construct and claim an identi ty associated with Engli sh. 

Univers ity students 

As indicated in the uni versity students' interviews, they have also developed a 'self 

associated with English alongside the global and Chinese identities which influence 

their perceptions of the world and their own country. 

In Alex's interview, hi s imagination about the 'other world ' and hi s global Chi nese 

identity was prominent. As shown previously, he responded within a collective frame in 
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response to Q2. Below is hi s further response to Q2 divided into two excerpts, each of 

which emphasised different aspects about learning English: 

Excerpt (77): 

... bul once you've been checking oul all !hose olher socielies, you'll realise !hat they've 
all got something special: it's extremely helpful to establish more multi-dimensional 
ways of seeing !he world. fl 's easy to be controlled when all one ever watches is that 
single television channel, or when all one ever reads is that same newspaper. So you 
think that all the other players on this planet want is to get rid of China when you read 
Globaltimes- when that is not true. We ought to be more open-minded. English can 
also let our thinking pattern be more multi-dimensional ... (Q2) 

Excerpt (78) : 

I think that learning English reflects one 's suzhi. So everyone to their abilities- some 
are particularly bright with numbers, some are good at other fields, and you 're talented 
at languages. If you 're able to use this lo your advantage, then ii 's also something that 
you can train yourself on. And as I said before, I major in Journalism, so I need to read 
the websites of CNN and BBC. What 1 should know should be complete rather lhctn 
edited information. (Q2) 

As indicated in the above response to Q2, Alex constructed a global Chinese identity in 

Excerpt (77) as well as a more individual-oriented self in Exceipt (78). When asked 

about the necess ity of English, Alex made his points for all Chinese people in Excerpt 

(77) that Engli sh could broaden horizons and provide exposure to other ways of 

thinking. For individual Chinese (who, according to Alex, were bright with numbers or 

in other fields) including himself, Alex stated in Excerpt (78) that different people could 

excel in different areas, not necessarily in Engli sh. From these responses to Q2 where 

the self was not defined, it seems that Chinese people were treated by Alex as one 

collective whole, but within this collective whole, there was also diversity. There is no 

one single way of ' being Chinese' . 

Alex's response to Q7 highlighted his thinking about the world outside China: 
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Excerpt (79) : 

I think there should be some changes. For example, in terms of journalism, not everyone 

now only /rusts Chinese media. Many people, they discover why foreign media and our 

media give hugely different and opposing reports on the same issue. This is the way of 

seeing many other things. In the past we thought that China was very power/iii, but afier 

you learn English, you would discover that China is actually very backward. There used 

lo be a thinking that all the countries in the world were very hostile towards China, but 

after you understand more, it turns out that it's not that hostile. There are many other 

countries which are not as evil as we describe. I think this is for me the greatest change 
to thinking (Q7) 

Whil e the official discourse emphasises the utility of English, English seems to offer the 

students more than just a communication tool. Some students in the study, like Alex, 

were not simply learning Engli sh, but also a new way of knowing and being which 

contradicted what they were told about China and the world. Alex thought that Chinese 

people were contained by thei r own views of "powerfu l" China and "hosti le" West 

which had to be changed through knowing Engl ish. As this appears, English knowledge 

seems to challenge how Chinese people perceive themselves in relation to the world . 

In response to Q2, Alex, as mentioned in 5 .1.1 , also expressed the desire to study 

overseas and explained the reasons for learning English. For him as a journalism student, 

foreign countries such as the US were regarded as the ideal p lace for a journalist 

profession. As the above excerpts demonstrate, exposure to the outside world could 

bring to Alex different ways of seeing China and the world, unedited information and 

open-mindedness. This is the fantasy about the West and America Rofel (2007) also 

discusses in her interviews with young Ch inese women who have their own 

imaginations about foreign countries. As Gao et al. (2007) point out, if students learn 

English to go abroad or are very sensitive to learning results, they might get lost and 

feel the conflict between the two languages and cu ltures. For Alex, English appeared to 

have exposed him to a different 'world ' which presented to him conflicting views and 

values (for example, "powerful" China and "hosti le" West). 
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As the responses of university students indicate, English also seems to have become a 

part of their ' local li fe ' that provides convenience as well as ' global life ' which involves 

the mutual re lationship between Chinese and the world. This makes the distinction 

between the utility of English and Chinese essence as well as the distinction between 

' pure Chinese' and ' international' less clear-cut: 

Excerpt (80) : 

Because first of all, for me, learning English isn't just for the sake of complying with the 
society or the wider environment. I think my life is in a sense invaded by English in so 
many respects that there 'd be so much inconvenience if I don 't actually learn the 
language. For example, I wouldn't be able to watch movies, browse the Internet, or 
even just play all those computer games. If I don't Learn English, this all cannot be done. 
(Q2) 

Excerpt (8 1): 

Considering how China's developing these days, it's definitely helpful to master a 
language, whether you 're on a tour or studying or living abroad. After all, it's an open 
world. Foreigners are stepping in and so are we walking out. So there needs to be a 
channel/or us to understand one another. (Q2) 

The official di scourse prescribes that the 'pure Chi nese plus international ' identity 

should be the identity Chinese people bear (Orton 2009a) . However, as pointed out in 

Excerpt (80), the boundary between the 'local' and ' global' /' international' life appears 

to have become less clear-cut, as the use of English is so widespread that almost all 

aspects of life invo lve English. The mention of travelling and studying abroad in 

Excerpt (81) also reflects the fluidity of the 'local ' and ' global' (Pennycook 2007, 2010) 

which blurs the distinction between Chinese and the world. 

With the ' ti-yang ' principle guiding China 's English language education, some 

students ' motives of learning English were still associated with pure interest in the 

language and its associated cu lture(s). One such student is a first-year journalism 
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postgraduate, Willi am. Willi am was in his early twenties, from Shanx i and moved to 

study in Beij ing in 2005. He had passed the Band-6 College English Test and reported 

that he spoke his dialect in hi s hometown. After he had moved to Beijing, he started to 

speak Putonghua which he said was his mother tongue. 

When William mentioned that Engli sh was the common language of the world and the 

'global vi llage' within a 'co llec tive frame' in Q2 where the self was not defin ed , he 

responded to Q3 with more 'personal' moti ves whi ch he stated mi ght not be applicab le 

to other Chinese people. These motives included pure interest in the language and its 

associated culture(s), and the happiness learning Engli sh could bring. Below are 

William 's responses to Q2 and Q3: 

Excerpt (82): 

Because the world is a global village and becoming ever-more integrated, you need to 

first understand their language if you need to understand others. Thus we must learn 

English as it 's the universal language. (Q2) 

Excerpt (83) : 

Personally- this may not be so for other Chinese people- I like the chemistry that you 

get between two contacting cultures. I think these interactions are very interesting, and 

that 's ·why English for me is very charming. I 'm very happy when learning the language, 

because I can sense the logic behind English when I do so. Not only are their values 

very interesting, but I'm also having a feeling that all this will somehow be usefitl in the 

future. Learning English is more of my personal preference. (Q3) 

As reflected in William's responses, the benefits of Engli sh for himself and the 

collective whole were clear-cut but they were not contrad ictory. At the national level, 

English was necessary for communicating and cooperati ng with the world as shown in 

Excerpt (82). At the personal level, Willi am showed a clear intrinsic interest. At the 

beginning of Excerpt (83) , before explaining his interest in the cu lture(s) associated 

with English , William clearly stated that his reasons for learning English might go 
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beyond the ' collective Chinese frame': "personally- this may not be so/or other 

Chinese p eople" . In learning English, William also developed a sense of happiness as he 

came to understand more about the values behind the language. This again demonstrates 

that William has developed a socialised self associated with Engli sh which brings him 

subj ective experience and emotions (Kramsch 2009). According to Kramsch (2009), in 

language learning, learners can be conscious of the outside world as well as of their own 

experience of the outside world. For some university students like William, it was 

apparent in the interviews that they did not just learn English as a language but they also 

attended to the experience of learning the language and the feelings they encountered. 

Their experience with English allowed them to start to imagine the world associated 

with Engli sh. 

While QS , where the self was not defi ned, was set to explore why the participants liked 

or di sliked learning English, there were more diverse viewpoints fo und including the 

intrinsic reasons for learning English. The keywords found in tffe QS responses of the 

uni versity students are much more diverse than the keywords of the hi gh school 

students, teachers and parents groups. These keywords include 'they' ('1IB11'J'), 'interest' 

(' ~j@'), 'culture' ('X 1-r.') and 'exams' ('~ ii\') . Unlike high school students, university 

students expressed the view that exams had hindered the development of their interests 

in English. 

A student, Issac, from whom Excerpt (80) above was taken, was a third-year jow-nalism 

student in his early twenties. He was from Hunan and moved to Beijing in 2007. He had 

passed the Band-4 College English Test and was preparing for the Band-6 Test at the 

time of the interview. He reported that in 2005, he partic ipated in a national English 

singing contest and sang a song of the band ~estlife. He liked western music very 
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much and Black Eye Peas was one of hi s favourite singers/bands. For Issac, hi s dialect, 

which he used in hi s hometown, was his mother tongue and, as he stated, Putonghua 

was a tool he used to communicate with people outside hi s hometown. As fo r Engli sh, it 

seemed to have become a pai1 of his li fe outside study: 

Excerpt (84): 

In the past I could remember vocabulary ve1y quickly, and I would never forget what I 

had remembered. But now, the vocabulary are just there themselves. You simply 

remember them without you putting them into context. For example, you don 't have a 

text, a sentence, and you simply remember the vocabulary. You may remember it but 

when you need lo use it, you don 't know how. Gradually, you will fo rget it. For example, 

I am annoyed that I can't use it afler learning or it 's useless. I.feel very annoyed. But 

say when I watch the NBA match, watch movie, watch online TV, and then discover l 

can understand its meanings, I will feel very happy . Now I am still practicing my 

listening skill. The teacher teaches us the methods of practicing. That is, you listen to a 

few passages, then you write them down, listen to a few passages again, and write them 

down. This is said to be quite useful. l go to the VOA (Vo ice of America) website to 

download ordinary English speech. Sometimes, there is a French accent if the speaker 

is a French reporter. Sometimes, when there is breaking news, he reports very quickly 

and I can 't understand. I then.feel like defeated. But sometimes, !feel more relaxed 

and can understand a whole text. When l can understand 70-80%, I will f eel ve,y happy. 

(Q3) 

Engli sh, for Issac, has become a tool that provides convenience to hi s li fe and even a 

sense of success, satisfaction as well as fa ilure wh ich can affect the fo rmation of his 

self-image. As Issac stated at different points (as bold in the excerpt above) , learning 

Engli sh could lead him to "feel very annoyed", "feel like defeated" and "feel very 

happy". He was hi ghly capable of mappin g Engli sh leai·ning onto hi s daily li fe 

experience and fee lings. Learn ing Engl ish, in th is regard , is linked to hi s emoti onal 

experience and confirms " the representation of (hi s) primary happy sense of self' 

(Krarnsch 2009:54), as well as hi s different feelings that infl uence self-pe rception. 

As indicated in the responses to Q 11, the uni versity student participants were interested 

to learn about the culture(s), ' life ' ai1d ' background ' (as the common words in QI I) 

associated with Engl ish. Very interestingly, 'vocabulary ' is one of the keywords in Q I I 
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(adding up to 16 instances). The students perceived the need to learn about the culture(s) 

in order to memorise vocabul ary more easily and that knowing the background of 

vocabulary could facilitate understand ing and learning. In explaining his views on why 

learning the culture(s) associated with English was necessary, Issac provided the 

fo ll owing explanation which shows that the culture(s) associated with English also 

p layed a part in hi s self-formation: 

Excerpt (85): 

I think it is very essential to learn western cultural knowledge. For example, we started 
to learn English when we were young You sometimes feel that when you have some 
knowledge of a particular aspect, you feel that learning English in this aspect is under 
control and easy. But when there are things you have never dealt with, you will feel it's 
hard to understand such as the customs and traditions of Halloween in the West, and 
the customs and traditions of Thanksgiving. If you come across a text that introduces 
these things, and sometimes you don 't even understand a bit of ii, you feel very strange, 
ve1y hard to understand. But when you understand the focal culture, you will feel "oh 
it 's actually like this. I can understand it ". Take an example from sports. The US 
president Obama and Brazilian president are both football fans. In summer this year, 
there was a united league match in which Brazil won over the US in the final. And in the 
G20 Summit not long ago, when they saw each other, the Brazilian president gave 
Obama a jersy of the Brazilian team on which the scores of the match Brazil won were 
printed. Obama was then very gloomy. This became a piece oJ-news. When we practice 
our listening skills and reading, if J know of this football culture and the relations of 
these two countries, and when I do the reading and listening, J will feel it's very easy to 
understand. (Q 11) 

Learning the culture(s) embedded within English was seen by Issac as an important 

means by which he could successfull y acquire English, which, in turn, provided him 

with a sense of success and pleasure. In Kramsch' s (2009:75) terms, Issac ' s impul se to 

learn English well has to do with the " fulfilment of the self '. The culture(s) associated 

with English play(s) a facilitative role in Issac' s successful acqui sition of English and 

the resultant development of the sense of self. In learning English (or in fact any 

language), it is also impossible _to separate the associated culture(s) from the language 

itself. Clearly, learning Engli sh culture(s) also plays a part in the formation of the 

student ' s "idealized" (ibid.) self. 
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Despi te the university students' interest in the culture(s) embodied in Engli sh, they were 

at the same time aware of the contradictions between Chinese and English cu ltures. As 

Issac explained: 

Excerpt (86): 

There 're definitely going to be conflicts. Like I said, the spread of English would be 

accompanied by the spread of western cultures. And there are definitely clashes 
between the two. Take the concept of divorce as an example. Divorces were very 

uncommon in China before. But it has become more common after the 'reform and 

opening up', and especially after the '90s. The spread of English also came with the 

notion of sexual liberation and the rise of fem inism, raising the awareness oft he female 

population. There 's also more of a sense of protecting oneself and of maintaining the 

rights of the individual. Take euthanasia for example. Euthanasia is definitely 

prohibited in China and in many European countries, ii is sanctioned. In Chinese we 

have a saying that the body is given by one's parents, and that one's life not only 

belongs to him or her but that he or she must also consider others 'feelings. But in 

foreign cultures, life itself is controlled and belongs to the individual as long as it does 

not affect others. Controversies like these are typical conflicts between the two cultures. 

Others like cohabiting and single-mothers are also classic examples. There's another 

saying which emphasises the notion of filial piety. You have to take care of the elders as 

well as your children. As your parents get older and when you have the ability lo lake 

care of them, you should do so with all your ability. But in western countries, they 

actually get rid of their kids at a young age and let them live their own lives. Sometimes 

they 're even against the concept of sons and daughters being over-caring of the elders. 

They take this as inte1ference to personal lives. It 's like, OK, I've raised you and my job 

is done. Now you've got your own family and work, just go on and live your life and 

there 's no need for you to come and manage mine; and even up to the point where they 

say "I don't want to let you take control ". This is also a great conflict for traditional 

Chinese culture. (QI 0) 

English does expose the university students to another 'world ' of practices and values 

which are very diffe rent or even contrad ictory to traditional Chinese culture. These, as 

Issac explained, include values such as filial piety, individual rights, and ideas about sex 

and independence. In the official di scourse, as ill ustrated in Chapter Four, fi lia l pi ety 

and individual rights (individual self) are utilised to appropriate and promote English as 

a co llective tool fo r modernising the country. From Issac's perspectives, Engli sh was 

however contradictory to some Chinese cu ltural ideas such as the idea of looking after 

aged parents and the interco1rnection between the individual and ' fam ily ' (co ll ecti ve) 
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self. Learning English has exposed the university students to different ways of 

identify ing the world, their own country and themselves. It has also led them to perceive 

differently the cultm e(s) associated with Engli sh as well as their own Chinese cul ture. 

For some students, English has also contributed to the fo rmation of an ideal self 

associated with Engli sh language and culture(s). 

Teachers 

Like the two student cohorts, some teacher participants in the case study also displayed 

signs of developing an 'English-speaking self . This is evidenced by thei r views about 

the relative status of Chinese and English and about learning the culture(s) associated 

with Engli sh. As di scussed in 5.2. 1, some teachers perceived that mother tongue 

Chinese and English were equally important. Jessica, an English tutor as well as a 

research ass istant in the Engli sh department of a university in Beijing, was one of these 

teachers. Jessica graduated with a master degree in Engli sh literature. She was born in 

Beijing, in her earl y twenties and reported that she could only speak Putonghua. As 

probed by the interview questions, ' frame-shi fting' occurred within her where she 

constructed di fferent orientations of ' self . 

Through Q2 to Q3, Jessica seemed to maintain an ' individual frame' when her ' self 

was not defined and defined as a Chinese respectively. In response to Q4 when her 

'se lf' was defined as a part of the collective Chinese whole, she was abl e to speak from 

a Chinese perspective. Below are her responses to Q2 to Q4: 

Excerpt (87): 

First of all, 1 very much like learning English. 1 have liked learning English since I was 
young. Before even attending English lessons in primary school, 1 started to learn 
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English. Then, since 1 started, 1 have fel t that English is very interest ing, so 1 chose 
English as a major in university. (Q2) 

Excerpt (8 8): 

To me English is a very important device to communicate and to absorb western cul!ure. 
English has also become a part of my life. I don't know whether this is a June/ ion for me 
as a Chinese, but 1 sometimes sense a contradiction between the two. Occasionally J 
find myself a little unfamiliar with Chinese, and sometimes people mighr think rhar the 
reason 1 learn English is because J'm not patriotic. (Q3) 

Excerpt (89): 

For ordinary Chinese people, learning English can provide convenience to their job 
especially now there are many jobs that involve dealing with foreigners or people who 
work in multinational corporations. So English is needed and, fo r ordinary Chinese 

people, English is a very important communication tool (Q4) 

In Jessica's responses, there was a clear identi fy ing subj ect indicated by the use of 'I' or 

' me ' . For instance, in response to Q2 when the 'self was not defined, there were seven 

uses of 'I' which she used to explain how she came to like English and fo und English 

"interesting" . Jessica mentioned that she watched a lot of American movies, li stened to 

English music and read Engl ish books because she really liked English which has 

become a part of her life. Her sense of liking showed her subj ecti ve emotional 

experience in learning Engli sh (Kramsch 2009). The comment: "I don ' t know whether 

this is a function for me as a Chinese" in the response to Q3 is remarkable. Similar to 

the journalism student, Wi lli am, th.i s shows that she was thinking beyond the 'Chinese 

frame ' and there was very likely something ' non-Chinese' associated with Engli sh in 

Jessica 's mindset that led her to make such a comment. In respond ing to Q3 , Jessica 

also associated Engli sh with a deteriorating sense of patrioti sm, possibly drawing on her 

knowledge about the hi storical association of Engl ish with fo reigners. 

From Q2 to Q4, Jessica 's frame of reference is consistently an ' individual-oriented ' one. 

As shown in Q4 response, in explaining the ro les of English fo r the Chinese people, 
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Jessica used "their" to refer to "ordinary Chinese people" from whom she tried to 

di stinguish herself. The roles of Engli sh for herself (as indicated in Q2 and Q3 

responses) and for "ordinary Chinese people" (as indicated in Q4 response) were 

somehow different. For her, the motivation to learn English was more intrinsic (that is , 

interest in culture and sense of likeness) whereas for the Chinese people, it was more 

instrumental (that is, communication tool and job). Jessica, seemingly, has developed an 

individual self associated with English. 

For Jessica, presumabl y because of the importance of Engl ish, there was not a defi nite 

answer as to which language was more important in response to Q8 : 

Excerpt (90): 

ft depends on how andfi'om what perspective you interpret it. In terms of identity, I 
think Chinese isn't all that important to me, because I won '1 forge t ii no mailer what. So 
I can't tell you which language is more important, but I think that Chinese must be 
mastered no matter what. When you learn a language you should learn it well, and this 
applies both to Chinese and English. (Q8) 

Jessica did not consider the importance of Chinese as the mother tongue from an 

' identity ' perspective. Chinese was interestingly taken to resemble Engli sh as if the 

mother tongue Chinese also needed to be learnt like other languages. Despite some 

contradictions between learning Engli sh and Chinese, Jessica held that both languages 

shou ld be learnt well. Similarly, for some other teachers, Chinese and English were 

equally important : 

Excerpt (9 1): 

This depends on who you ask. For me both are important because my work involves a 
lot of interpreting and translating and strengthening the relationship and 
communication between people: Bui for some people, it might be unnecessary to learn 
so much English since Chinese might be the most important/or them. This is indeed the 
case in my hometown, for instance, where there are basically no foreigners. Then 
Chinese is definitely important and English is not really important. (Q8) 
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Excerpt (92): 

I think both are important. ft 's definitely more important for my work because l leach. 

Bw my native language isn 't only usefi1l as a communicating device when 1 

communicate with friends and family within the country. Because I also work as a 

translator and interpreter, if my Chinese isn't good enough, then J can't do my job. So 

for me they 're equally important. (Q8) 

In the views of these teachers, English was important for their employment while 

Chinese was the too l fo r communicating and express ing emotions in the country. The 

two languages were perceived as important and useful in di fferent domains. This had 

possibly made it di fficult fo r the teachers to determine whi ch one was more important. 

For many teachers, Engli sh even provides a window into looking at their own 

traditional Chinese culture through comparisons which explains why Q I 0 responses 

include 'tradition' and 'tradi tional Chinese culture ' as keywo rds. For instance, in 

response to Q I 0, the classical Chinese lecturer expressed the fo llowing view: 

Excerpt (93): 

Not only do 1 think that learning English has no contradictions against traditional 

culture, but it might even be a mutual symbiosis where one can compensate the other 

and where interaction between the two can take place. One thing beautiful about the 

Chinese culture is that we 're more modest. Chinese culture is more inner-oriented, and 

this is reflected in the construction of the Great Wall, the intention of which was lo 

defend ourselves instead of attacking others. But western culture has its positives as 

well. Most English-speakers take on a more direct approach. They speak without having 

to go in circles. Sometimes that appears more candid and hones/, which I think is a 

positive allitude worth learning So by learning English we 're also learning the cultural 

tradition and quality that 'II compensate for what is lacking in our own culture, while 

simultaneously exporting the good things about it. (Q 10) 

In the teachers ' perceptions, Chinese culture would not be damaged but even enhanced 

by the input of western cultw-e(s) . Thi s classical Chinese lecturer not only appreciated 

the beauty of Chinese cultw-e, but equally, he thought that English culture(s) also had 

their positives that could "compensate" for the shortcomings of Chinese cul ture. Like 
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the uni versity students, the teacher participants all agreed with the need to learn the 

culture(s) associated with English. There are no prominent keywords in the responses to 

Ql 1 but the view that culture and language are inseparable is rather common. 

According to the teachers, the vocabulary and ways of using language were affected by 

tradition. Learning the cultural knowledge of English could therefore facilitate English 

learning and communication. English and its associated culture(s) have led some 

teachers to reflect upon Chinese culture and how English can contribute to its 

development. Thi s idea of incorporating English culture(s) into Chinese culture 

contradicts the official discourse that emphasises the ' pure Chinese and international' 

identity as well as the ' ti-yang ' principle which discourages the learning of English 

culture( s) . 

Parents 

Compared to the student and teacher participants, the parent participants did not display 

as much development of self associated with English learning. However, their attitude 

towards English and its associated culture(s) were positive. Similar to the teacher 

pa1iicipants, some pa.rents held the view that Chinese culture could be enhanced and 

further developed by incorporating the positives about English culture(s). In response to 

QlO, Mrs Zhang and Mr Pu respectively expressed the following views: 

Excerpt (94) : 

I think at the beginning there are conflicts and contradictions. But as English is studied 
more in-depth, the conflicts and contradictions between English and traditional Chinese 
culture can be solved We can more precisely spread traditional Chinese culture to the 
people of other countries in the world through English, in order to achieve the hybridity 
of Chinese and western cultures. (QI 0) 
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Excerpt (95): 

Maybe there will be some changes and development as a result of the i11fluences of 
western culture on traditional culture. It 's not like before. For example, traditional 
festivals also influence the West . Now for example, foreigners also eat our dumplings, 
right? Time is evolving and tradition cannot remain unchanged. Tradition also has time 
imprinted on it. (Q I 0) 

Despite the existence of some contradi ct ions between Chi nese and Engli sh cu ltures, a 

common view held among the parent participants was that Engli sh and traditional 

Chinese culture(s) could co-exist and be hybridised through 'learni ng' from each other. 

It is also clear from Mr Pu ' s response in Excerpt (95) that Ch inese tradition shou ld not 

remain unchanged and should learn from western culture(s). 

Consistent with the view that English culture(s) can contribute to the development of 

Chinese culture, in response to QI I , all parents agreed with the need to learn the 

embodied culture(s) of Engli sh in order to better learn the language. There are no 

prom inent keywords but the view that culture and language are inseparable is very 

common. As Mrs Zhang stated, 

Excerpt (96): 

I think it 's necessary to learn some western cultural knowledge. English should be like 
the salt in our cooking. It 's necessary. But only if it is integrated into western cultural 
knowledge, its tastiness will manifest, not only the taste of being salty. So it is still 
necessary to learn some western culture to help learn English. (QI I) 

It is apparent that for Mrs Zhang the true meanings of Engli sh could not be realised 

without learning its assoc iated western culture(s). In Kram sch's (2009) terms, the 

reference to cooking as a li fe activity is an indicator of Mrs Zhang' s subjectivity 

involved in her Engl ish learn ing experience. Like the student cohorts, Mrs Zhang not 

only attended to the language in learning English, but she was also conscious of her 

subjective experience of learning the language as well as its culture(s) . 
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Although the parent participants in the case study tended to maintain their 'collective 

Chinese frame' throughout the interviews as demonstrated in section 5.2.1 , the culture(s) 

embodied in English still led them to rethink and reflect upon traditional Chinese 

culture which, in their perceptions, could evolve and develop by learning from the West. 

5.3 Concluding remarks 

This chapter has presented and illustrated the results of Phase Two of the interviews 

with high schoo l and university students, teachers and parents. Their discourses about 

Chinese identity and Engli sh have also been compared with the official discourses. In 

both the official and popular discourses, the di stinctions between China and ' the world ' 

are always made on the basis of the level of technology and development, and hi storical 

incidents between China and the outside world. Engli sh seems to be losing its group 

categorisation function as Chinese people are also acquiring the language as a symbol of 

an international/global identi ty. Instead of being western-dominant, the direction of 

global movements of languages and ideas are considered as two-way exchange (that is 

Ch ina «» the world). English in today's China has drawn Chinese and 'the world ' into a 

new relationship characterised by equality and mutuality. 

On Engli sh and Chinese identity, there are a diverse range of views of the government 

and the public, some of which are contradictory. As examined in this chapter, English 

has helped Chinese people reflect upon their identity, and Chinese people do not adhere 

entirely to the official ' ti-yong' principle. On the national level, the introduction of 

English into China is aimed to bring Chinese people together. However, on the social 

level, as has been demonstrated, it causes division. Whi le the official discourse 
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emphasises the "one language-one culture-one nation" feature of China, the university 

student and teacher pa11 icipants tended to recogni se more the complex rea lity that 

heterogeneity does occur within the country at the level s of local ity, education, age, 

occupation and even suzhi , which is intended to unite the Chinese whole. Putonghua is 

also not necessarily regarded as the mother tongue. As refl ected particularly in the 

students' responses, the Chinese language and English have been used in similar 

domains and for similar purposes. "Practice" invo lving English is integrated with a wide 

range of other social practices for the students (Pennycook 20 I 0) and has become a part 

of their lives. To be able to grasp the language, the participants generally contend that 

they need to learn the culture(s) embodied in English. There is no argument against the 

knowing of western culture. 

As also shown in the case study, English has contributed to a sense of 'self' which might 

not be interconnected with the 'collective self'. The participants' exposure to Engli sh, 

foreigners and foreign culture(s) has led them to new ways of knowing, identifying and 

imagining. The experience and fee lings associated with using and learning Engli sh 

seem to vary according to the level of instruction of English to which the participants 

are exposed. While the older generation such as parents and teachers associate Engli sh 

learni ng with more the new skills and ways of thinking, students especially university 

students, who are more advanced learners, associate Engli sh learning with changing self 

and new cultures and worlds (K.ramsch 2009:59). Although Engli sh provides visions of 

another world and evokes other imaginations and identities especial ly fo r the youn ger 

generation, this actually happens alongside the continuous influence of the Chinese 

language and culture. The students have already been socialised in their native Chi nese 

language and culture while the ir imagination in Engli sh is at work constructi11g different 

worlds and realities to them (Kram sch 2010). Some of the student and teacher 
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participants in the case study also perceived the possibil ity of connecting their Chinese

speaking and Engli sh-speaking selves. Learning Engli sh does not weaken the mother 

tongue identity and affi liation with Chinese culture of some participants in the four 

groups. Instead, English knowledge has even enhanced the participants' appreciation of 

Chinese language and culture, echoin g Gao ' s (Gao et al. 2005 , 2007) notion of 

' productive bilingual ism ' mentioned in Chapter Two. 

The findings of the interviews support the previous studies (for example, Yum 2008) 

discussed in Chapter Two that Chinese learners of English maintain their own mother

tongue cultural identity, whil e at the same time, have developed to varying degrees an 

identity associated with Engli sh. Nevertheless, it is not found in the current study that 

uni versity English majors, who have studied English for a much longer period of time, 

tend to affi liate more with Engli sh cul ture(s) than non-English majors. Some English 

majors in fact dislike English and are learning the language just for its practicality and 

fo r better job prospects. In the current study, it is the Journali sm~ majors who tend to 

affi liate more with Engli sh and its culture(s). As Gao and her associates mention (2003, 

2007), knowing more abo ut English-speaking culture(s) might arouse the awareness of 

their own nati ve cultural identity fo r Engli sh majors and they are better motivated to 

work for the prosperi ty of their families and their cou.ntry. As the case study has 

demonstrated, this also applies to non-English majors and high school students. Besides 

their intrinsic interest in the target culture(s), they also exhibit their desire to present 

their native culture to the world by using English as an instrument. 
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Chapter Six 

Conclusion and implications 

In hi gh li ghting the contribution the present research makes to the concepts of language, 

identity and culture in China and to the ways of thinking about multiple languages and 

identity/ties in general , this chapter brin gs together the findin gs of the case study and 

the literature review. 

As set out in the earlier chapters of the thes is, through Engli sh as a window, the present 

research has explored and identi fied what is meant by ' being Chinese' in today 's China 

including both the official and popular perspectives of Chinese identity. Us ing the ' ti

yong' (Chinese as an essence, Engli sh fo r utility) principle as a core reference point, it 

has also sought to compare the two perspectives. 

This chapter begins by di scussing the national , local and personal mani festatio ns of 

'being Chinese' as reflected in the case study. It then concludes with the implications of 

the current study fo r the roles of English in the quest for Chinese identity in the twenty

first century in the light of the 'ti-yang' principle and a note on the potentia l areas for 

future research. 

6.1 "Being Chinese" in the global world: national , local and personal levels 

The role of Engli sh in China is traced through its domestication in the country from the 

early nineteenth century and reflections upon its essen ti ality for the country's fu ture. 

The key words and phrases used around English in the official and popular di scourses 

reflect the values and att itudes that influence Chinese discourses about Engli sh, and 
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about Chinese identi ty and its relation to ' the Other ' including the 'suzhi ' discourse and 

discourses about the unified Chinese identity and the growing global status of 

Putonghua. Official as well as some popular discourses point to the monoglot ideology 

that underpins Chinese identi ty, while some popular di scourses also reflect the 

perception that Chinese identity is ever-changing. Chinese identity, as this thesis has 

shown, takes on different meanings at the national, local and personal levels. 

History has always played a role in defining ' being Chinese' and influenced Chinese 

views of 'self and 'the world ' up until today. This includes, as illustrated in earlier 

chapters, the sense of being the ' middle kingdom', histori cal relations with the West and 

the revival of Confucianism. Chinese perceptions of a Chinese self and the world have 

determined the status of English as a form of historical baggage. In Chinese discourses, 

both institutional and popular, globalisation is taken as a ' two-way exchange ' where 

every country contributes and lea.ms from each other. In this context, English is also 

portrayed as a sub-discourse about globalisation whereby it is re1nterpreted as 

something 'new' and ' neutral ' essential fo r integrating into 'the world'. Quotin g 

Barme's ( 1999 :344) words at the beginning of Chapter One, there have been attempts at 

"a total reconsh·uction of the past" which is employed to begin a new history in China. 

In turning English as a historical 'barbaric' language into a Chinese characteristic, the 

language is aligned with other known elements to the Chinese public including the role 

model discourses, emotions, Chinese ideas of learning as well as other modem skill s 

which portray Engl ish as a sub-di scourse of China' s modernisation. 

While Putonghua Chinese is an_ identity marker of Chinese ethnici ty, English adds the 

dimensions of 'openness ', 'newness' and 'modernity' to ' being Chinese'. Both 

Putonghua and English have been used together to create and project a 
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monolingual/monocu ltural and modern Chinese identity to the world. There is percei ved 

illegitimacy of the distinctions between Chi na and the world on the basis of econom ic 

and social development as well as language. From both the official and popular 

perspectives, English is a lever fo r change in China's intergroup relations (Tajfel 1978) 

with the world and Putonghua as an emerging global language that facilitates the 

mobi lity of China to a more powerful and respected position. 

The popular discourses, as this thesis has demonstrated, reflect different ly on the idea of 

' being Chinese ' . Chinese peop le now live in an era with much more global outreach and 

less constrained by previous ideologies about learning English. On the personal level, 

they learn English within their own imagination of ' being modern ' and ' being Chinese' . 

While the encounter with the outside world makes Chineseness more salient, some 

young people in the interv iews did di splay the des ire to transcend the collective-self 

developed in the past which was named as 'Chinese'. 

How do people belong to 'China'? What does it mean to belong? These are questions 

related to the var ious ways people are attached and attach themselves to a place, to 

China, to the world . As this thesis has shown, although Confucianism has been 

promoted as a national symbo l of Chinese identity on the globa l level, its influence 

seems to be weakening in the popular mind within China. In terms of language, which 

has been the major focus of thi s thesis, the symboli c values of Putonghua, local dialects 

and English fo r the popular have been revealed. While the institutional discourse 

perce ives Putonghua as a symbol of Chinese identity and Engli sh a tool for 

communication and promoting China, the majority of the respondents indicated that 

Putonghua was their mother tongue when in fact most university students and teachers, 

and some parents surveyed only switched to Putonghua after mi grating to Beijing. 
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Putonghua is also portrayed as more preferable than local dialects both economically 

and culturally. For some Chinese, both the dialect and Putonghua were mother tongues, 

and a few referred only to their dialects as mother tongues. 

As illustrated in this research, there is only one dominant identity in China in 

institutional discourse. This identity is attached to China as the 'motherland ' and 

Putonghua as the most important identity marker. However, the present research has 

revealed the embodied dimensions of language-learning experience of Chinese people 

who give meaning to a very personal and physical encounter with Putonghua, local 

dialects and English and to the associations they evoked. In Kramsch's (2009) terms, 

they have different subjective representations in Chinese people's minds which involve 

good and bad memories, and judgments of self-worth . 

Chinese people, especially university students, resonate with Putonghua, other Chinese 

dialects and English relative to one another. They have a more a·cute awareness of the 

social , cultural and emotion contexts in which they speak and learn various languages or 

dialects and of the life experiences these languages or dialects evoke. This 'meta

awareness' may bring back the memories of the past, memories of who they are and 

juxtapose things associated with the languages or dialects in their subjective 

imagination. Particularly, this research has revealed the different facets of Chinese 

identity of English learners: namely, students, city-dwellers, farmers, Nanj ingers; each 

of which gives them a pa1iicular identity that has different weights in different contexts. 

There are various perceptions of ' self' especially among both high school and university 

students who can shift between speaking for themselves and the Chinese whole, 

revealing the dynamicity and multiplicity of the sense of self and the existence and 

relative significance of their local 'collective' and ' individual' self. 
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As thi s research has demonstrated, younger students are comparatively more influenced 

by their perceptions and imaginations of China being a part of the ' global comm uni ty'. 

As Essary (2007:5 12) remarks: 

a globalji-ame establishes the world as the point of orientation by inco,poraling 

supranational discourse into the interpretation of an event or issue ". Jr also 

"locate[s] an event in terms of world instead of national hislo1y. 

The 'global mindset', in this case, can be seen as a remedy that has led the students to 

also focus on world/global issues and contexts within which English is used as a 

universal skill. As reflected in the interviews, this 'global' mindset is quite remarkable 

for university and hi gh school students fo r whom Engli sh is an international language 

belonging to the whole world, not only the Bri tish and Ameri cans. Their awareness of 

the 'global-ness' of English has transcended their local concerns and ideologies about 

' self' and ' English' . The 'individual self' (+global perspective) involved in learning 

Engl ish is more salient than the traditional ' collective self' . In the case study, while 

reta ining their sense of Chinese identity and exhibiti ng loyalty to Chinese culture, 

university students demonstrably also had developed an internationalist perspective. 

Seeing the researcher's experience as a template - a Chinese educated and res ident 

overseas, they desire to live as a Chinese in fore ign countries, as they are not satisfied 

with experiencing the 'world ' from home. From this, it appears that it is not so much the 

western culture which undermines their Chinese affinity but their global mindset and 

perspective. 
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While the official di scourse perceives the co-ex istence of modern development and 

anci ent cultural traditi ons as desirable, as manifested in the Beijing Olympics discussed 

in Chapter One, many Chinese respondents perceived the co-existence of traditional and 

global perspective as a sign of ' hybridity' . This hybridity discourse is an attempt that 

Chinese peopl e, especially from the younger generation, make towards an ideal 

'bi lingual ' environment. Engli sh is a means for them to perform the modern, 

multicultural and "cosmopolitan Chinese" identity (Rafe l 2007) . Just as Pennycook 

(20 I 0) examines, practice involving English is now an everyday social activity 

integrated with other social practices that constitute the meanings of 'modern Chinese 

life' . English is necessary for access to information, TV games and Engli sh popular 

culture. It has become/is becoming part of the local and provides a place where people 

can engage with the global world. The younger generation is more adaptable to the 

global world which is multilingual and multicultural. English not only leads them to 

reflect on their Chinese identity, but it also provides a space for exploring their other 

identity/identities. Contrary to the official monolingual ideology, there are clearly trends 

of being multilingual and multicultural. Chinese people have the "symbolic 

competence" (Kramsch 2011 :359) to choose their identity in di ffe rent contexts among 

their multiple identities. The many 'local' aspects of Chinese identity and society are 

covered up by the promoted homogeneity. 

According to Chun ( 1996: 121 ), when the Chinese diaspora identify themselves as 

'Chinese' , it is more to their 'ethnicity' than ' identity ' that they are referring. Chun also 

quotes in hi s paper Wang Gungwu ' s remark: " the Chinese have never had a concept of 

identity, onl y a concept of Chineseness, of being Chinese and of becoming un-Chinese" 

(Wang, cited in Chun I 996, p. 122). The concept of Chinese identity is treated as a 

sense of belonging to the "ethni c homeland" rather than to a group that shares the same 
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traditions and culture (Chun 1996: 122). An ethnicity is const ituted by the "beliefs and 

practices of everyday people" but the cultural traits and traditions that shape those 

beliefs and practices may vary with the core culture (Chun 1996: 125) . In th is context, 

one's language abi lity is not necessari ly reflected in hi s/her nationali ty and ethnicity. 

However, the promotion of Putonghua and Confuciani sm both inside and outside China 

as representation of being Chinese is a means by which the Chinese whole is 

constructed, and by which all ethnicities are forced in to the centralised idea of 'being 

Chinese' (Barme 8 June 20 I 0). The present research has shown that the idealised 

nativeness of speaker of Putonghua which assumes a direct "one-nation-one-language

one-culture-one-self view" (Train 2002:3) does not work. There is not one rigid way of 

being Chinese, and Engli sh currentl y provides a culture-free space fo r exploration and 

imagination. The idea of 'homeland' applies not on ly to the Chi nese diaspora, but it also 

app li es to Chinese people on the mainland. As thi s research has shown, whil e people 

keep their Chinese ethnicity, they also develop multiple identiti es including the 

hometown identity . 

The present research has explored the knowledge and thinking that guide the Chinese 

people's activity involving the entity called 'English', which is transforming under the 

influence of both local, national and global forces. While China's relations with the 

world may demand significant use of Chinese identity, they also call for scrutiny of the 

identity. As this research has shown, Chinese have an affinity with the nation but they 

also have affections fo r the outside world . The West for some Chinese people provides 

access to 'another world'. It is clearl y still the case that Chinese's contacts wi th the 

outside world produce the perception that, as illustrated in Chapter One, there are other 

sources of knowledge and inspiration outside the country. 
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6.2 The roles of English in the quest for Chinese identity in th e twenty-first centu ry 

and the way forward 

The position Chinese people take in learning English has been investigated using the 'ti

yong' pri nciple as a reference point. Through a study of the mismatch between 

insti tutional and popular discourses about English, this study has problematised the ' ti ' 

and 'yang' aspects of the 'ti-yong' principle. The nature of'yong' has been shown to be 

changi ng among learners whose sense of identity changes and diversifies as triggered 

by their exposure to the world associated with English. As a result, the integrity of ' ti ' 

has become questionable. 

The major differences between the official and popular discourses, as reflected in the 

case study, li e in their views on the rigidity of Chinese identity. In the light of the 'ti

yong' principle, the table below summarises the differences between the official and 

popular discourses about the role of Putonghua as one of the ele1i1ents of ' ti' in defining 

Chinese identity. 

Nature of 'ti ' (Chinese essence) 

Perspectives In stitution al Popular 
Role of Putonghua Putonghua is the ' mother Dialect, Putonghua is/are 

tongue' of all Chinese mother tongue(s) 

As this thesis has shown, Putonghua is a core element of ' ti ' of the Chinese whole from 

both the institutional and popular perspectives. The high school students in this study 

seem to retain more strongly a sense of national identity. They probably do not have 

such a strong sense of the ' localness ' , as they were born and/or raised in Beijing as a 
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national ethni c centre. Even though the monolingual identity Chinese people are 

expected to have developed is somewhat implied in the mother tongue ideo logy and 

standard language ideology examined in Chapter One, the respondents ' identi ficat ion 

with their hometowns, and thei r dialects as mother tongues show that "nati ve place 

identity" (Goodman 1995:389), which is very much concealed by the monoglot 

ideology, is still significant among Chinese people. As Chen (2003) menti ons, non-local 

people feel they are ' wairen ' ('outsider') when treated in ' waidi ' ('outsider/other-

place '). 

The participants' responses demonstrate that for Chinese people, the Chinese identity is 

much more diverse and multifaceted. The status of Putonghua still appears 

unquestionable but the language is not the only language significant for Chinese people. 

The regional differences of ' ti ' seem to inherently make the formation of a unified ' ti ' 

difficult. 

The tab le below sunm1arises the differences between the instituti onal and popular 

di sco urses about the utility of Engl ish which can demonstrate the ways in which Engli sh 

learn ing has influenced Chinese identity. 

Nature of 'yong' (Englis h utility) 

Perspectives Institutional Popu lar 

Differences between Putonghua is a English is as important as 

Puton ghua and Englis h representation of Chinese Putonghua, each important 

identity. English is a tool fo r different areas. 

fo r communication and a Therefore, they are not 

means to promote Chi na. comparable. 
For some learners, Engli sh 
and Putonghua are both 
tools. 

Motivation of Englis h Community-oriented Trend of individuall y-

learning oriented 
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Role of English A 'group tool' Not just a 'tool' but also a 
culture 

From the official perspective, the motivation to learn English should be commwlity

oriented and English is a 'group tool'. The distinction between Putonghua as a more 

important national identity symbol and English as a tool is made. In the interviews, 

Chinese respondents were asked about the relative importance of English and Chinese. 

While the majority claimed that English was just a tool and Cllinese an identity marker, 

the two languages for some participants were "incomparable" and non-contradictory as 

they could be used in different life domains. For example, English is used in business 

and technology, while Chinese is an everyday language. 

The official discourse expects English to bring complementary individual and national 

benefits. The need to compose a statement about individual benefits for the study (see 

Chapter Three) has already indicated the strong official views of learning English for 

national benefits. However, there is a trend of individually-oriented motivation such as 

fo r better jobs and further study especially among the younger learners. For the people, 

English is not just a tool, but it also embodies different cultural values. While English 

can bring them success in work, which in turn, can provide them with better living 

conditions, most participants contended that cultural learning needs to be incorporated 

into English learning, as it would make learning English easier and facilitate effective 

communication with foreigners. Some respondents were simply interested in the 

culture(s) associated with English. 

This research has further illustrated that 'native speaker', ' native language' , and 'mother 

tongue ' are more social and political products in China. The discrepancies between the 

official and learner perspectives on English learning and Chinese identity can be 
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attributed to the tensions created by the expectations from the standard lan guage cultme 

and the embedded 'standard ' ve rsion of identity. While the offi cial discourse bridges 

homogeneity, the people define what is Chinese themselves, rein troducing the diversity 

and the vision they have towards China. They can still have a strong sense of ' being 

Chinese' and English does not make them less Chinese. 

The present study has demonstrated that official China has attempted to construct and 

maintain ' modern pure Chineseness' in the face of modernisation and global isation. It 

nevertheless has also shown that ' pure Chineseness' is only a socio-political product of 

the ' one-language-one-culture-one-identity' ideology which is part of the official 

di scourse on Chinese identity and serves government' s in terests. This official di sco urse 

has not taken into account people's aspirations in defi ning what being Chinese means in 

modern/global China. It does not match the imaginati on of Chinese peopl e for whom 

identity is not contained and homogenous but is dynamic and multi-faceted. Research 

on English and Chinese identity, therefore, caimot simpl y view Ch inese identity as ri gid 

and fi xed, because within China, Engli sh can further expand the already multipl e 

Chinese identities by opening up Chinese peopl e to other knowledge and val ues with 

which they also identify . It is currently a stage when both 'ti ' and 'yong' are changi ng 

and developing among Engli sh learners at1d users, but it is likel y that neither of them 

will be 'pure' Chinese. 

This research has provided an avenue for future research on the viability of the 'ti-yong ' 

principle. In pat-ticular, future research could, for example, look into the trai1s lingua1 

practices involving Putonghua, local dialects ai1d Engli sh and other foreign languages in 

the Chinese conununi ty. As thi s research has focused on the views of Chinese residing 

in Beijing as a national and international capital, future reseai·ch could al so be 
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conducted in other Chinese provinces and cities to reveal more ' local ' (and diverse) 

perspecti ves of ' being Chinese'. 
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Appendix 1 

Development of 'ti-yong' 

'Ti' 'Yong' 
Official Popular Official Popular 

18th century Engli sh fo r "barbarians" (Adamson English needed for technology, Limited contacts between Chinese 
2002; 2004; Gelber 2007) military and science (A dam son people and foreigners 

2002; 2004) 
Absence of a concept of a Chinese Lingui stic di versity prevailed A Chinese pidgin form of Engli sh 
nati on (Gelber 2007) used for trade with foreigners 

(Bo lton 2003 ) 

Fore igners forbidd en to learn Chinese No equal access to Engli sh 
because they were not a ll owed to have schooling 
contact with ordinary Chinese peop le 
except government offi c ials (Bolton 
2003); Chinese only fo r Chinese 
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'T i' 'Yong' 
Official Popu lar Offi cial Pop ular· 

19'" century 'ti -yang' principle introduced by 'yong' - separating English from 
Chinese government offi cia ls its culture 

English only as a too l fo r 
tech nol ogical advancement 

To improve li te racy and High illiteracy rate; Lin gu ist ic Engli sh teach ing restr icted to Access to Engli sh school ing 
interdi a\ectical commun ication, the di versity continued although Tongwenguan with the aim to li mited to selected inte ll ectuals 
National Language Movement (Chen d ialects were mutua ll y train experts in science, 
1999: I 5) began w ith th e attempt to unin te llig ibl e techno logy and military. To learn 
encode standard C hinese in a phoneti c from the West to protect China 
script in the late nineteenth century against it after the Opium wars. 

20th centu ry 'Guoyu' (' nati on 's language') Chinese dia lects affi liated w ith In 1902, Tongwenguan becam e A 'mixture' of th e best elements 
developed; one's hometown as shown in Beij ing Un iversity training fro m Chinese and the West fo r 

the distin cti on of 'wairen' and ' interpreters in sc ience and cultura l evolvement advocated by 
zij iren ' based on town of military some inte ll ectua ls (' neutra lists') 
orig in (e.g. Ye 2004); Chin ese 
culture defined by Many s imil ar schoo ls of 
Confu ciani sm all along Tongwenguan estab lished 

offering courses in foreign 
languages 

English learnt to protect China 
aga in st the West 
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'Ti' 'Yong' 
Official Popular Official Popular 

As called fo r by western- In the early twent ieth century, a Total rep lacement of Chinese 
trained intellectuals, the means to a lign with the Western cu lture by western culture 
class ical literary language, powers to strengthen international advocated by extremists 
wenyan, was replaced with position 
baihua (' pl ain language') Rad icals ca lled for rep lacement of 

Fo llowed US educati on system Chinese by a wo rld language e.g. 
but English education sti ll of a Spanish, Engli sh 
piecemeal in the 1940s 

Li mited number of students 
chosen to study in foreign 
language schools 

Putonghua deve loped in the mid- Some people arc affi liated with In the mid-twent ieth century, 
twentieth century their dialects as mother tongue foreign language policies 

(Da i and He 1997) advocated in major cities with the 
Putonghua was declared the official aim to train foreign language 
language and li ngua franca of China ta lents for bui lding a modern 

China 
Standard isation of Putonghua 
continued 
The Chinese Commun ist Party and by Engli sh with a connotation of 
extension, the country has been capitalism during the C ultural 
referred to as 'mother' since the May Revolution in the mid-1 960s to 
Fo urth Movement period in the early- the mid- I 970s; 
twentieth century. Therefore the 
country's language is ca lled 'mother 
tongue'. 
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'Ti' 'Yong' 
Official Popular Official Popular 
The Chinese people (Zhonghua minzu Ambi va lence about respect for English served the revo lution, for 

c\J<j',1'1'.;/i§:: ) is one ethnic ity of the the state but not famil y, parents promoting politica l ideas and 

wo rld and teachers (Fong 2004); Maoist thoughts (Adamso n 2002 ; 
disruption of traditional values Ji 2004) 
and cultural spirits were lost 
(Cha 2003) 

Foreigners portrayed as coming to Reform and opening up Engli sh schoo lin g only access ibl e 
Chin a to learn and speak Chinese to emphasised th e importance of in some major citi es~ stud ent s 
Chin ese (Ji 2004) English as a tool for were sent to study overseas 

moderni sati on and for 
communication with foreigners 

Politica l Eng li sh replaced by 
basic science and technology 
knowledge and fo reign her itage in 
textbooks (Ji 2004) 
Resistance to corrosion by ideas Reform and opening up improved 
from abroad emphas ised by Deng the status of Eng li sh and increased 
X iaoping (A dam so n 2002:240); people's contacts with Eng lish 
Culture assoc iated with Eng li sh speakers alth ough still limited 
undesirab le 
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'Ti' 'Yong' 
Official Popular Official Popular 

Engli sh only as a tool to acqui re 
global know ledge about facts and 
history of the West (Onan 2007) 

Engli sh used by Chinese with 
other Chinese to express and 
access Chinese viewpoints and 
facts (Onon 2007) 
A draft Engli sh EL T syllabus for Development of international 
primary and secondary schoo ls trade and tourism increased the 

need fo r English 
English included in national 
primary school curricula and 
restricted to some key urban 
primary schools (Adamson 2002; 
2004) 
Two College English sy ll abuses 
introduced and College Engli sh 
Test - Band 4 and Band 6 as the 
key to personal and in stitutional 
success (Feng 2009) 
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'Ti' 'Yo ng' 
Official Popular Official Popular 

In th e I 990s, Engli sh syll abus fo r Strong demand from the genera l 
the secondary schoo l curri culum pu bli c and parents for teachin g 
set out the offi cial role of fo reign English in primary schoo ls in the 
languages as an " important too l absence of a uni fo rm poli cy 
fo r making co ntact wi th oth er (Wang I 999a) 
countri es and ... promotin g th e 
development of the national and 
world economy, science and 
culture" (A damson 2002:240) 
In th e late I 990s , ' compos ite' 
maj ors, that is, English skill s plus 
knowledge in specifi c fi elds (Gao 
2009) introduced 

New models and curri culum 
encourage knowledge of oth er 
specialities for English maj ors to 
nurtu re al l-round English majors 
(Hu 2007) 
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'Ti' 'Yong' 
Official Popular Official Popular 

21st century Standardi sati on of Putonghua very English for globalisation and 
much emphas ised integration into the global 

com munity 

Putonghua remains the dominant English in corporated into basic 
language in ed ucation, government quality ('s uzhi ') education reform 
institutions and med ia 

" law on th e standard language of Engli sh as a compul sory subj ect English secures entrance to 
China" : the language taught overseas s ince Grade 3 in both urban and university 
to fo re igners should be standard rural schools (Hu 2007) 
Chinese and simplified characters English knowledge secures well-
which are sa id to facilitate intercultural paid j obs and leads to 
communicat ion and spread Chinese opportunities 
culture 
Overseas learners take th e HSK exam, HEnglish has become an important 
whi le in China, Chinese people also too l in international interacti ons 
need to take the exams fo r jobs that as a result of globali zat ion makes 
requ ire Putonghua proficiency. the knowledge of Engli sh a bas ic 

requirement that citizens of the 
twenty-first century should 
fulfi l"(Hu 2007:36 1) 

Confucius Institutes estab lished Engli sh-as-the-medi um in 
worldwide to promote Putonghua as a undergraduate teaching 
Chinese identi tv symbo l introduced in 200 I 
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'Ti' 'Yong' 
Official Popular Official Popular 
Putong hu a assumes a d irect "one- In response to globali zati on and Bil ingual educati on policy 
nati on-one-language-a n e-cu I tu re-one- internationalisati on, Englis h- imp lemented in terti ary 
self v iew" (Train 2002 :3 ), whi ch Standard Chinese bi lin gualism fo r institut ions was well received by 
co nfers "pri v il eged native- Han people pro moted (Feng the publi c, as evidenced by the 
speakership" on the users of th e 2005); grow ing rate of bilingual nurseri es 
standard lang uage (Train 2002:3) and schoo ls (Feng 2005). 

' Modern Chi nese ' w ith Putonghua as Chinese people as "modern English-as-the-mediu m of In the absence of a cent ra l 
an ident ity sym bo l hybrid s" taking part in instructi on is contrad ictory to th e governm ent po licy, large-sca le 

intercul tural co mmu nication language law but the experimental experiments with bi l ingual 
Chinese peo ple as a partic ipant and using English as an bil ingual schools in itiated in the primary and second ary schoo ling 
stakeho lder o f the internatio nal international la nguage (Orton society did not receive any emerged in metropolitan areas in 
community and Engli sh is a un iversal 2009: 152) offic ia l response (Feng 2009) economi ca lly adva nced citi es 
means of co mm unication (Feng 2005). 

Stro ng support fo r Engli sh and 
Chinese bi lingual schoo ling and 
fo r study ing Eng li sh is very stro ng 
in the publ ic. 
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'Ti' 'Yong' 
Officia l Popular Official Popular 
Putonghua has become a symbol of English became a compulsory In two years, 45 ,000 pup il s in 
Chinese nat ional ity and ident ity to the subj ect from primary to doctorate some 260 primary and second 
outs ide world classes; schools participated in an 

experiment using Engli sh as the 
The Chin ese peopl e (Zhonghua minzu English for interacting and medium of instruction for most 
q., if- R;PJ) is promoted to the world communicating with native school subjects including science, 

English speakers in dail y life; mathematics, music and art (Feng 
2005:537). 

"Chinese Engli sh" to 
"International Engli sh" (Orton 
2009) 

Putonghua as a measure of quality; Art icles in the Peop le ' s Dai ly English teaching has become a 
have constant ly linked business. Many Engli sh teaching 

Ethni c minority languages individuals ' high English enterprises fo unded 
acknowledged profi ciency to success and 

admiration. 
English needed fo r technology Parents seek extra Engli sh tu ition 
import and capital, cultural for their children. Many more 
exchange and tourism. parents also send their chi ldren to 

study abroad 
Growing number of fore ign-
i1ivested and multinational Engli sh provides access to 
corporations (X iao 200 I). symbo li c capital (Feng 2005) 
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'Ti ' 'Yong' 

Official Popular Official Popular 
The 'New China 's' language English changes se lf-id entity English as a universal modern More co ntacts wi th foreigners as 

development exh ibition seems to only (ti ) (Gao et al. 2005; 2007; skill (Fong 2009) fac il itated by the openin g up, 

acknowledge the last 60 years of Zhou and Gao 2009); mother China's entry into the WTO and 

evo lvement, leav ing the classical tongue learning undermin ed by English is an accommodation to th e Beijing Olympics 

period and reforms before th e 1950s Eng li sh learnin g; higher-year the world ; appropriated to 

unacknowledged. studen ts more affi liated with introdu ce China to the world 

Engli sh identi ty (Chen 2008) 
Cu lture embod ied in English 

remains undesirabl e; English 
cons id ered a ' neutral ' language 

English associated with poverty Not knowing Eng lish is a 
all eviation and li fe improvement disadvantage and it provid es 

access to personal benefits 

English creates a soc ial divide 
(Zhang 2007) 
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Appendix 2 

Q methodology procedures and Phase One preliminary study 

This Appendix explains in more detail the Q methodology procedw-es as used in Phase 

One Q sort questionnaires. 

A2.l The Q methodology procedures 

Q methodology follows a standardised set of research procedures. Chapter Three has 

provided a brief overview of the procedures. The following subsections discuss in more 

detai l each of the six steps outlined in 3.1.2.2. 

A2.l.l Step 1 and 2: Sampling and developing the Q sample 

Step I and Step 2 are interrelated. The first step of Q is the collection of statements, 

called Q statements, used to elicit attitudes and opinions. A Q sample is a collection of 

stimulus items presented to respondents for ranking in a Q-sort (McKeown and Thomas 

1988). In a Q study, the ideal number of Q samples would be 40-60 (ibid.). In the 

fieldwork, 54 statements were used. 

In Q, Q samples can be structured or unstructured. For structured samples, either a 

deductive or inductive approach is taken by the researcher. A deductive approach is 

based on a priori hypothetical or theoretical considerations, while inductive designs 

emerge from the patterns that are observed as statements are collected (McKeown and 

Thomas 1988). The present study was based on an inductive design whereby Q sample 

statements were assigned to conditions induced from the statements themselves. The 
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dimens ions that guided the fina l selection of statements were not obvious prior to 

statement collection. Regardless of the design method, the princip le is to ensure a 

reasonably comprehensive and representat ive selection of a parti cul ar population of 

stimulus elements (McKeown and Thomas 1988). 

The English Language concourse 

Q methodology research seeks to enable respondents to model hi s or her viewpoints on 

an issue. This modelling is accomplished by a respondent systematically rank-orderin g 

Q samples according to a specific condition of instruction. The stimuli making up the 

Q-sample named by Stephenson as "communication concourse" ( 1978 : 12) are 

constrained only by the domain of subj ecti vity in which the researcher is interested. 

"Communication concourse" (ibid.) can be derived fro m a number of sources includ ing 

focus group and interviews (N itcavic and Dowling 1990; Ives 2008) and 'ready-made' 

materials such as tex tbooks/literatures (for example, Paradice 200 1 ), newspaper articles, 

magazines, political statements and televisions (for example, Dryzek 1994 ), or a 

combination of these sources. The statements collected will then be categorised in a 

matrix. The categories, that is, levels and fac tors in the matrix used to select a 

representati ve statement sample can be designed based on literatures. For example, 

Davis's (1997) 3x2 Fisherian factorial design was informed by the social -psychological 

literature on national identity that hypothesise three different types of identity: affective, 

goal and ego (tlu·ee facto rs); which are then grouped with ' committed' and ' alienated ' 

(two levels). 
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In the present study, the Q samples were drawn from a "concourse of communication" 

(Stephenson I 978; I 986) vis-a-vis the discourses of English. The statements were 

drawn from a Chinese newspaper, Renmin Ribao (People 's Daily) between 2000 and 

2008. In order to systematically reduce a concourse to a manageable size for ranking, a 

matri x based on Fisher's variance design as shown in Table Al , which was common to 

Q studies (for example, Brown 1980; Dryzek and Berej ikian 1993; Dryzek 1994), was 

used for selecting the statements. There are three categories, a-c, which are called 

factors and three kinds of attitudes, 1-3, which are called levels. These factors and levels 

were derived from my reading of People 's Daily articles and reports using grounded 

theory, a process mentioned in Chapter Three. As Brown (1980) states, the dimensions 

or criteria built into the matrix design can reflect issues occurring in the public debate. 

The catego ries derived from People 's Daily have thus revealed the diverse views about 

English existing in the wider context. 

The matrix below was used to expand the concourse of the pilot ·study. When the 

statements began repeating what had already been collected, the expansion of the 

concourse was complete . In the end, the matrix created a concourse of 326 statements 

about Engli sh. In fin alising the Q sample for the fieldwork, I ended up having nine 

groups in my Q-sample, and for each group, I then randomly chose six statements 

making up a Q-sample of 54 statements. This is shown in Table A I below. Both the 

Chinese and English vers ions of the statements are presented in Table A2. The 

statements were translated into English as close to the original Chinese vers ion as 

possible. 
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Tab le Al: The final Q statements: ba lance, clarity and comprehensiveness 

1. Positive 2. Ne!!ative 3. Neu tral 
a. Roles of En!!lish Positi ve roles (la) Negative roles (2a) Neutra l ro les (3a) 
b. Impacts of Positi ve impacts Negative impacts Neutral impacts 
En!!.lish (lb) (2b) (3b) 
c. C hin ese vs. Chinese dom inates Engl ish dominates Chinese and 
English (1 c) (2c) English are not 

contradi ctory (Jc) 

Table A2: Q statements 

1. ~ •¾tt~~~~•~· mffl~•~~m. 
Students have to learn Engli sh regardless of their disciplines. 

2. #~~ffiA •~~~. - ~~~~~*TftOOH~*~~~~--. 

The number of people learning Engli sh increases. Th is represents the increasing 

openness of my country. 

3. ~i.-g-¾ 34'-tt!:Jf.~:m:~ s<J3Z~1EIJl. , 

English is the most important communication tool of the world today 

4. M~OOA*m , ~ffi~¾H~®~~~~-rew~ . 

For Chinese, English is a key to open up western civi li sation. 

s. ft1i'J #Pf~i-g- ~ § ~ffJt¾~ ll'l®~-Di::it OO*ri&411:5t:itt s<J *1ffi, :J'l\!.~tfi l;i;J tnA ~ 

~lLl.iia. ! 
We learn English to acquire the advancement of the West so as to protect the benefits 
of the country and peop le! 

6. $~il*ffi~~ft1i'JTMtt!:W~ - # ~$~~m . 

Foreign language should become a chrumel fo r us to understand the world . 

7. ft11Jt1<J:>'H-g-#~fx.fx.~T~iit , ft-# , ~rffi~ffl , ~ffl~l0;ltf1T. 
We learn fo reign language on ly fo r exams ru1d without actual appli cation. 

8. ~i-g-#~Mi.1t$'.A*iRffl!it~A-

For many people, there is no use of learning English. 

9. :>'H-g- s<J:m:~tt El ?l:W= fflf if ijf, 1.§.:>"ri-rtm:~ * ~ ~-J-x,J-w.1- A iB:m:~, iB~ ¾ l5I. 
Btll-J1iil£~ . 
The importance of foreign lru1guage is unquestionable. However, it doesn' t mean that it 

is important to everyone and anyt ime. 

l 0. i<F$'. A::/t T j(jt~At['sJ,fQ~~· ;J :>"H-g-, Jt~ffl s~·, 1Mltt:/<~Ui!J~ . 
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Many people have spent a lot of time and money on learning foreign language and, in 
the end, they don ' t really need to use the language. 

11. ~ T &ffl , ~T 7G~tffl, B.5X:7'J7h!~:s:J i't<J-'Mfi@f,91.~. 
It has become a common phenomenon that people learn Engl ish when it is actually 
useless . They are also incapable of using it. 

12.m$~mT , Aill~j,JT~~W~ :s:J ~ffii't<J,M~~M&~. ~~Am~~ 
T - '¥'1'i! ~ J:. i't<J 7G-'Fw. 
In many situations, people learn English as a necessity. From thi s perspective, it creates 
language inequality. 

13.n•~.~~~Et<J•*· ~mi't<J•~~m*m~. ft~~a~m~~~~li 
~~oo~~~~. ~m~mEt<JAm*m$, ~mi't<J~~~ffiXM7Ga. 
The impacts of English are enormous following the ri se of Britain and the US 
Especially in this era of economic globalisation and information technology, Engli sh is 
used more widely and everywhere. 

14. ~iMt!l:ff ~~li:fi~JHt'0-r:m :i:~ pq ~ , ~Jl:~ . iliffelff:t.~,/jjjj~Jffe~-ffi't<J~ 
ff, 
Engli sh education is an important part of foundation education; therefore, it has the 
responsibility for improving personal quality and advancement. 

1s.~ffi~~~-~~~§~-Jffe, ~00*-~*~*~~~~*tt~, AA~~ 
ffi 00 * i't<J X 1-t 1~ ffE. JxL1il- :s:J -Wi 
English education should aim to improve teachers ' personal quality and knowledge of 
the culture and customs of English-speaking countries. 

16. ~ffiB~7G&~~OOAi't<J , ili~~A~i't<J~~M•~~~i't<J~ft~~-
English no longer belongs to the British alone, but it is the asset and major 
communication tool of all humans. 

17. :ft11']~7j',f~ § >'rT~~ ill:Jl!- , .H ~'~ffi~i!.E57r:?l!-YtJ:iffi, 
If we want to be a part of the world, we can only use English for international 
communication. 

1s = + -ill:2i't<J~OOA~~i't<J7G&&~** · ~~-#H~i't<J~Jl!-~ ffl-. 
Chinese in the 21 st century not only need foreign language, but also need to be open-
minded. 

19. ~~&~0~~mw~fil~ , ~~m~~*&~~$~Et<J. 
If children do not have the certificate of public English examination, they essentially 
have no competitiveness. 

2O *AA~*· ~m~•~*~ffiT§~i't<JA~.~~~M~ffiD, am~~$ 
~tt~*~~ili~~·/]'~-~i't<J~ffl. 
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For a long time, Engli sh education has taken up a lot of human, material and fin ancial 
resources. Its ro le in faci litating economic and social development is irreplaceable. 

2 1. :w~ El c'.::iki.-g-1J<-'f:if\jyimi\1ii , f\t1!;(-'ft~[0T -,~fJ§, C,-. 

I become more confident when I see my improvement in Engli sh. 

22. #::iki.-'g-(-r-J.A$ T' .xtll%frfUf~ 0 

More people are learning English. Thi s is good fo r the country. 

23. #Pf::iki.'8· , "i:iJ~7'1%3'$ 1"FB~rti. 

Learning English well can contribute to the hometown. 

24 . .xtf:flt , #~::iki.-'g-"i:iJmM1UrJ J':Pfl¥:Ji ft*Q~izt1::l::m%;-14bf$~. 

For me, Engli sh can help find a better job and improve li fe qual ity. 

25 .:ili!Lif:* , ~,R;Jst:9H-g-~i.j"- JJ tJJ"i¥:Jft!/:ittf!!.~JJJH;l. "# ~!i&ffl" , ":iftnJ-t1:'t 

~~ _A?I-" , ;,.js:J&'fJi;f1'J .A?1- :izH& 1¥:J ~ ;,.js: YfiJ:!IL {El¾ , 5H-g-~i,j__icj~,Rlt'illffl-i'IHIIltJ11 , 

~ ffl~$1¥:J .A rntt , ~~a¥#~&~M*T::ikffi#~~~:ili~R~l¥:J-@. 

People's tal ents and abilities have been our criteria of employment. However, career 
promotion is now tied up closely with foreign language examination which has caused 
much frustrat ion and to a certain extent, faci li tated the desire for immediate success . 

26. ffi~#~1¥:Js1¥:Ja-t-~m®mm.~~~~-~1¥:J~~¥~ , ffiffl*~~~ 

~ 1¥:J~~~&, ~~**•~m•1¥Jgm~m, ~T - $~.AM~~~ , :;:r,;~~ 
~{t ¼~~ff-:w';>(? 

The main purpose of language learning is communication and application. If it 
becomes a criterion of schoo l admission, exceeds the ability of children and causes 
huge financia l burden fo r the parents, what is then the rea l benefit of language learning, 
except that it will be beneficial for only a small porti on of the population? 

27 .:ili!Lif:, -@±-iliJJ ~ 1J, #!ctt/f :lliJ :tiH' #1=1::~1Jll~ 00 ~i.-g-~i;R~i.i\ C P E T 

S)i¥:J.A-~M~~ , ~~7#~~#1¥:Jft#~~, ~~~~-7#1::1::1¥:JW~~ 

tB 
In recent years, a lot of students, especiall y pri mary school students, take part in the 
national English examination (PETS). Thi s affects the normal operation of schoo l 
teaching and actually adds burden to the students. 

28. -~~~~ ' **~~~~1¥:J¾~* · ~~. ~ffi, pJ~~#::ikffi~~ ' ~ 
@nHHPt&.A.~,tJ\\ T. 
When speaking of 'saving', everyone wi ll immedi ately think of saving water, saving 
electri city, saving food. But the waste produced by Engli sh-for-all and so on is 
neglected. 

~.mff~:if~::!km1¥:J.A;,.js:¾$•, ~aa::!km1¥:J~~T&~~7'1~• , Mm1¥:J 

i.-'g- tl" ill/JX:7'1"'.'f;Y}i.-'g--iiaf". 
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Non-English speakers originally made up the majori ty of the world's population. But 
under the current dominance of English, non-English speakers have become a minority. 
Their language has also become "infe rior language" . 

30. i:p #, :f:::# !!_it-.JJri.'8-~i.J\'.~¾liJtJUl , i;:l- it it-.J.iElifH ~~ JL 'F-3t JJX T :J'sPl~tt 
Tc1JJF o 

There are different types of English examinations in high schools and universities. 
Grammatical accuracy has almost become a teclmical demand. 

3I . C:f::: #~i;:l-»W~ti#~&¾ i;:l-% ~~~~s-<:JW~, ~¾~*~~mfflH* 
1"' m t11 ifHE $::{f tt<J "r,ti:±i/J." 
<<Tertiary Engli sh>> is not only a language course, but it is also a "venue" fo r the 
transmission and competition of different cultures and thoughts. 

32. ~ ffi~ - ~re~~~x . A ~~'~ffi~M A~i;:l-W~ti# , ~fi~-~m 
~JH[g , u ~~x*&'fj(Jll*xff 0 

To train students to ethnic traditions, national morality and socialism, it is especially 
important to incorporate nationalism and views and values of li fe into Engli sh classes. 

33. a ~~it-lffl*, 9"00~~ -i:;:l-s-<:JA•ffl:f::::f:::fflM± ~~i;:l-OO~ A • s-<:J~~ " 
In the near future, the number of people who can speak Engli sh in China will exceed 
the population of all English-speaking countries in the world. 

34. ~i;:l-B~A-*00~tlffi~oW$00~s-<:JAWa~~~~*" 
English has become an international language. Many peop_le can speak and write 
English. 

35. # ~ i;:l- . W~i;:l-B~Ar:f:::m~ s-<:J -:;t::: rj~" 
Learning and speaking English has become a trend of the public. 

36 [lifi:w9" 00 ;/JQA WTO ;fDfixJ}J $ ;i} 2008 if~:iE~ , '.s\Jtm!~i.'g- , lt~!llxHr:3z¥}lf.ri~ 
~ • .iEm*m~A3~ffifs-<:J~ffl3:5Fo 

After entry into the WTO and winning the bid to host the 2008 Beijing Olympics, 
mastering English and strengthening communication with the outside is becoming a 
demand for the youth. 

37. # 3JJri.'8-1~"i.:~ , 1El"ABC"1J<.:izHt'l"l'~T C.=':~~)) " 
It is important to learn foreign language but "ABC" can never replace <<Three 
Character Classic>> 

38. a i:poo ~*oo~~~~ ~ , oo~~&B ~ m~, oo~~~a~r:f:::s-<:J~~. 
ft1fJ!fi:J\\23 Y 13 c. f~~JS!ffiit-.J-BJ:i.%1-A 13 ~ , tf ~ J\\Zi$::fr.T- 1-~ ri,J: iJ:ft1fJit-.Ji'j( 
i.'8-1l ~ itl-JJrl i'l ..iE rPJ 1i!: 3'f. " 
China has become stronger and is rising internationally. Under this circumstance, we 
should be proud of the long tradition of our mother-tongue and even become 
determined to make it 'walk towards' the world like the way English has. 
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3 9 J,91,{E ~ i! ~ # rt 1[ ff :tm :;k: 1¥rtl1\"!'/} , MM) L llf] )ji)t JF P& 111\ ~ i! , ~ i! JL-'f- fix: T " iWi 
t£i%i!", ~¥UT 7.7 HJi!¢1#WitJ~ i¥JBtf1jT 0 

There seems to be greater emphasis on Engli sh education . Engli sh is taught from pre-
school and has almost become an "imperialist language" . It is the time to advocate for 
mother-tongue education. 

40. 8:!T m 51:'. i¥J@: I!]' tt!J'f-_lff~y:y;,;i!OO* 0 e;l;~";iE tolili:W"#"!:51:t!J'\'-t&tlL'' ' 
#:y;,;i! El mxPT J1l[~F O ?'/.\ffiL fr&-T~ %Z i:j=i , .±.~1.9.'.ffl 811"23~* ~ EJ<-Ji! 
~: &-T00% 1¥J 00~ , ~~#~i¥lfil1"23~:,!s:OOl¥Jffi~o 

For historical reason, there are many English-speaking countries in the world . If we 
want to "face the world" and "contact wi th the world", it is essential to learn Engl ish. 
However, in every country, the native language should be used more dominantl y. The 
citizens of every country should first learn the native language . 

41. mi:j=iOO A~~ , *7.7~ffii¥J&ffii¥JJ[~tt3~:;J;::;k:•-t-~ffio 
For Chinese people, the Chinese language as the mother tongue is definitely much 
more important than English. 

~ -&ffifr*~_ll¥J E!~N~ M~ttPTLl~ff~-#ffi~-~ ' ~rn~~~oo~ 
i)_7.7~i!~"1iili:Wi!"ff.)t~ I§ ±-tl!.;/Jll Ll3¥Uf, ;J,t~i:j=i )t{Ei't$:nOO~ff~i!xfr Ll{t 

-&1¥J±m:n o 
The creativeness of the Chinese language is comparable to any languages in the world. 
We can't blindly adore English as "to-be world language". There are many aspects that 
English cannot compete with Chinese. 

43. m•i¥l~ffi~ffl~#~filx~•-&&ffii¥J# ~ o 
The huge burden created by English has taken up the time of students to learn Chinese. 

« ffi¥J~#ffi)t~ , JF~~~ffl~ ffi~# , ~ffi~#~T, @m~*~i¥l-~ 
P~? ~ilfl/!B.mllff 26T* ~zi:j=iT 0 

Some primary schools have started to use Engli sh as a med ium of instructi on. It is trne 
that student 's Engl ish is improved, but how about the Chinese literary studies and 
poems? Perhaps they have already been covered up by the 26 letter alphabet. 

45. i:j=i 14i! A fri:j=i OO#:y;,;iMt#OOffi~~m:t,'11.o 
English learning is more valued than Mandarin learning for the Chinese in Chi na. 

46. Mt±~¥LlTA~-~&fr:y;,;i!i¥JYAi'frf.i:j=iT o '$:#t'l:, iWl[R~, :iz\;A~·, ~ffi 
~ffix:T~:iz\;1¥l~*#o-:nOO~~ffii¥J•m~~~R, ~-:nOO~~~ffii¥J 
"-mx r'"o 
The society and people are all immersed in English. Engli sh seems to have become a 
firm prerequi site of getting a degree, career promotion and a criterion of tal ents 
selection. On one hand, the mother-tongue has been polluted and on the other. Engli sh 
has monopoli sed the world. 
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47. 3 4~9" 001¥Jtt1L ij , $:~)lift;$: )J ;i;,;m , rar w-tt~t~ JL lmJl'UHttt~i.-B-:S.X:i!J atJ 
51-i.fi, -1:s::k 71;p:J!,ig.imi.!tri1Jf7G~t , iZ¾ - 11t:/~ i'iJ 'tB 1¥J ~JHl1r. 
In modern China's education system, primary school students are already learning 
English. In some pre-schools, English or other foreign languages are even taught. It 
would be terrible if chi ldren can't speak good Putonghua when they grow up. 

48. :k*i~;ki:$'1-i.f/'tt, 'ttraf-/±J:ffi~S7. 
We are all busy with foreign languages, and fo rget our mother-tongue. 

49. $: )J ~i.fi;jcQyJZ.i.'s-.:$::11at#~f¥tE:;f ~ 0 

There is no contradiction between learning English and Chinese. 

50 .ffl ~i.-B-*~,Jl'Jt¾~~ 00 ati*IYI. , ~-tE~~n•*~~ , ~~-~. R~ 7 
-/±J: i.-'8· ITT ±-tMfz: • 
Using English does not necessarily mean you don't love the country. The problem is 
we can' t encourage foreign language at the expense of mother-tongue. 

5 I Jm~<=i=' OOili:if:*fi:iff atliMi~Wk, ~&~oo~*fi:mm~ati~~~* · am 
Wm Ill ~> :/r.kili\ T - flx"tJZ. i.-'8-t!\'' 0 rar A ft~ V\A > l'JZ. ffi~%-MA ~~i.t·# ~Jf~IR ITT 
ifJr"t!=l:Ji!-i.fi" 0 

In recent years, China's economic growth has been accelerating and many countries 
have also increased their economic dealings with Ch ina. This has led to the rise of 
"Chinese fever". Some people even think that the Ch inese language will become the 
new "world language" alongs ide English. 

52_ 51 iJsJ-l±J:i.fi :§5 w #~l=Jl'Jt¾ 1:f Jt Jr*i.fi, :if!~¾ fa'l .!f!. ±-ttt't tF;i;,;i.:g., te tMr*x 
1-t, mx1HtifJ±5c rm¾5sHJsJi.fi~ ~x1-tati-'f~;1s□ 1i::n . 
Advocacy for writing in mother tongue does not mean opposition to English and 
resistance to outside culture. Rather it emphasises language and cultural equality and 
complement. 

53. &ffi¾~~atlffi~ , ~ffi¾I~atlffi~. 
Chinese is a language of sou l and English is a tool. 

54. tt□ * l3i. ;i;,;i.:g.¾xt5r3'.E1m a<:i-1~ IJJ, , jlj~-z, i'JZ. i.t· 1Jl !J ¾:Jcz11'J ~:11at :i'L-m, a<:it~ i!rli , ~iJ 
*:;ki*Fo*:;ki* , ~*:;ki* Fo *:;ki m. 
If we say English is a too l for international commLmication, then Chinese is our 
personal and identity fo undation. The former is an addition and a tool and the latter is a 
fo undation and guide. 

The sample of 54 statements was selected after a process which involved removal of 

dup licates and selection of clearest and most comprehensive statements. According to 

Brown (1980), Q sample must be representatiye, simple, clear and unamb iguous. A 
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factorial design of statements selection such as Table A l helps ensure an appropriately 

wide range of statement types in the concourse, and hence uncovers the areas in which 

people genuinel y agree and disagree. The matrix also acted as a filtering device for 

reducing the number of statements in the concourse, choosing statements and therefore 

minimising researcher ' s bias. In the pilot study, so me participants pointed out that some 

statements contained more than one piece of information and they felt rather ambivalent 

when they agreed to one piece of information but disagreed wi th another. Based on 

these comments, changes and revisions were made to the final Q statements which were 

finally checked by a nati ve Mandarin Chinese PhD student in Translation Studies. 

Considering that each pa11icipant would take about 45 minutes to complete the ranking, 

followed by a 15-minute interview, the concentration span required of each participant 

was also taken into account and 54 statements would be the maximum. 

The Q statements concerned the roles of English , impacts of English and the status of 

Chinese and English (Chinese vs. English). Three different types of attitudes towards 

the three issues were found and named as positive, negative and neutral attitudes. In 

relation to the status of Chinese and English, there were statements about Chinese 

dominating in the society and statements about English dominating. Neutral statements 

were those which pointed out the non-conflicting relations between the two languages. 

As mentioned in Chapter Two, investigating Chinese identity including the embodied 

collective and individual selves has been the aim of this research. However, as the 

readings of People 's Daily articles did not locate any statements pe11aining to individual 

benefits of learn ing Engli sh, a statement was made up by the researcher: "24. x1 -=f#: , 

$:~~i'8-PJ~W.rl'.:l('i;lj~j(fi¥.J I 1"FflJ ~itt:1'}i5?kf:j::,&_:!j[~ (For me, learning Engli sh 

can help find a better job and improve living conditions and enjoyment). " Thi s 

statement was included in the final Q sample to look into the individual aspects of the 
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participants. In the Q sample, statements of facts are not necessarily precluded since the 

acceptance of facts and their sequencing involves reasoning, and hence subjectivity. As 

Brown (1980) states, facts ofa certain variety may produce emotional reactions. It is 

thus important to find out how and why a seemingly apparent fact is accepted or denied. 

A2.1.2 Step 3: Participant recruitment 

One concern of this study is the public attitudes towards Engli sh. To reveal the 

stakeholders' viewpoints on English, Q methodology offers a systematic way to look 

into people's subjecti vities in relation to the issue. 

In Q, participants are chosen for comprehensiveness and diversity, rather than 

representativeness or quantity, as the focus is on ' person' not the correlati on between 

variables. Q studies usually work with a small number of participants. In the cunent 

research, the sub-groups were fairly small. Because of this smali sample of participants, 

the generali sability of Q-Methodology has rai sed some concerns. In response to 

criticisms, Brown (I 980:36) offers thi s exampl e to illustrate the intensity of the method: 

"It is more informative to study one subject for 1000 hours than 1000 subj ects fo r one 

hour" . 

The purpose of Q-Methodology, as di scussed in Chapter Three, is to study intensively 

the self-referent perspectives of particular individuals in order to understand the nature 

of human behaviour. All that is requi red therefore are enough subjects to establi sh the 

existence of a factor for purposes of comparing one factor with another (Brown 1980). 

Using Benedict's example, Brown (Benedict 1946, cited in Brown 1980, p.194) further 
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explains the efficacy of sma ll participant sample with the law of dimi ni shi ng returns in 

Economics: 

Who bows lo whom and when, f or instance, needs no statistical study of all Japan; 

the approved and customary circumstances can be reported by almost anyone and 

after a few confirmations it is not necessa,y to get the same informationfrom a 

million Japanese. 

As mentioned in Chapter Tlu·ee, Q researchers cannot say how many people in the 

larger population are like ly to load highly on each factor but they can say wi th 

confidence that the factor actually exi sts in the larger popu lati on. Therefore, Q studies 

do not make generalisation to the larger popu lation but generali sations are expected to 

be valid for other persons of the same type i.e. fo r those persons whose views would 

lead them to load highly on a particular factor (Brown 1980). To produce hi gh ly reliable 

factor scores, six persons loaded significantl y on a facto r are normally sufficient and 

increasing the number of persons on a fac tor merely fills up factor space and has very 

little impact on the scores (Brown 1980). It should be noted that Q technique provides 

no guarantees that all fac tors have been located. There may be additional factors 

representi ng different attitudes but they wi ll have no influence on exist ing facto rs as 

they will be orthogonal to the existing factors (Brown 1980). 
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A2.l.3 Step 4: Interviews 

Phase One Q-sorting 

After Q-statement sampling and participants recruitment, the next core technique of Q

Methodology is Q-sorting. Q-sorting is a process whereby respondents rank order a set 

of Q statements on a scale, fo r example, -4 to +4, according to a set of procedures called 

a condition of instruction (McKeown and Thomas 1988:30). The procedure for ranking 

the statements is premised on concepts in psychology. As Brown (1980: I 98-199) states, 

the Q-sorting situation is guided by the "psychological significance" of respondents. 

Statements at the extremes of the distribution are most salient (significant) for a person 

operating under a specific condition of instruction. As Q sort is dependent upon self

reference, the dynamics of subjectivity begin to assert themselves vi rtually the moment 

the sorting begins. The poles of the opinion continuum represent a common unit of 

measurement in that items under +4 and -4 are assumed to hold ~'greater importance to 

me" than items elsewhere in the Q-sort. What is of "greater importance to me" is not an 

artefact of an a priori designation by the researcher. It is the opinion of the sorter what 

they hold positive or negative salience vis-a-vis other items. The middle score (0) is a 

point neutral in meaning and without psychological significance. 

The table below illustrates the distribution pattern of the 54 statements in the Q-sort. It 

is essentially a visual translation of the condition of instruction which is used by the 

researcher to record participants' Q-sorting. The number of statements placed under 

each heading is restricted, for example, only 3 statements under-/+ 4, and 5 statements 

under-/+ 3. 
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-4 . -3 -2 -1 0 2 3 4 

i · c4 I · I 1-- · I ~· - 4- - I I 

This forced distribution pattern allows participants to consider their attitudes more 

carefully and rank each statement contextuall y with the others. Accord ing to McKeown 

and Thomas ( 1988), the spread ing out of statements under the degree headings 

facilitates the reading of the statements contextually and the making of co mparisons. 

More importantly, the headings are nominal rather than ordinal. They are not distinct 

categories but rather constitute an opinion continuum. Performing a Q-sort is therefore a 

matter of ranking items on the basis of " more or less" rather than "either/or". 
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In the fieldwork, each participant was presented with a survey pack which consisted of 

54 Q statements numbered from 1 to 54, nine heading strips (from -4 to +4), an 

information sheet detailing the purpose of the interview, an instruction sheet (conditions 

of instructions), and a consent form . The statements, info rmation sheet, instructions and 

consent form were all written in Chinese. Before Q-sorting began, participants were 

asked to sign the consent form. In Q studies, including the present study, the 

instructions and procedures researchers use with respondents are also rather 

standardised. 

The 54 statements were shuffled and offered to the participants. To begin with, 

participants were asked to read the statements on the accompanying deck of cards to 

familiarise themselves with them. With the nine heading strips lined up on a table 

hori zontally with -4 to the far left, +4 to the far right and O between the two extremes, 

(as illustrated in the Q-sort table above) , each participant was asked to first sort the 

statements into tlu-ee piles, placing to the left those they disagre·ed, middle those they 

were neutral or unclear about, and to the right those they agreed. 

Working from the tlu·ee piles, participants were instructed to choose three statements 

from those they had agreed to place them vertically under +4. After this, they were 

asked to turn to the statements they had disagreed with and choose three that they most 

strongly disagreed with and put them under -3. Turning back to the cards on the left side, 

those they had disagreed with, participants were asked to choose four with which they 

still disagreed quite strongly and place them under -3 , but not as significant as the three 

already placed under -4. Participants then were asked to work back and forth and repeat 

the same procedures until the statements that they were neutral and ambivalent about 

were set out under O and all of the statements had been ordered. Working back and forth, 
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as McKeown and Thomas (1988) mention, was intended to provide the participants the 

opportunity to think anew the significance of each item in relation to the others. 

At some point, normally around + and - 2, the respondents exhausted the characteri st ic 

and uncharacteristic items, and so had to begin making subtl e di stinctions among the 

neutral items, placing those that were only "sli ghtl y characteri stic" under + 1, and those 

that were only "sli ghtl y uncharacteristic" under -I ; the remaini ng go in the O co lumn. 

In the course of Q-so11ing, participants were told that they cou ld adjust the ratings of 

any of the statements at any point. There were a few instances when the researcher was 

asked to define te rms in the statements . To observe the idea of operant subjectivity as 

the core value of Q, the meanings of the terms were left fo r the participants them selves 

to define. Before the sorting was completed, respondents were requested to have a fin al 

check of their ranking to ensure it was representative of their personal opinions and 

make any changes as they wished. The Q sort produced by each participant was 

recorded on the Q sort table and kept fo r statistical anal ys is. During recording, the 

participants were given the interview questions for Phase Two. 

Phase Two face-to -face interviews 

After the Q-sorting in Phase One, Phase Two was face-to-face interviews. The fo llow

up interview gives the respondent opportunity to expound on his/her reasoning for 

ranking the statements (Brown I 980). On some occasions, when a rank-ordering 

seemed contradictory, clarification was sought in the fo llow-up interv iews. By way of 

example, the following rating occurred in a Q-sor1 and the part icipant's explanations 

were requested. The number in parathesis was the score assigned to the statement. 
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s. ~ * ~ >.1 x1i!t $- .Jd~ i3t m ;u: ;;;r:: * 
For many people, there is no use of learning English. (-3) 

19. ~ * ~~0~ ~i!~Wfil~ , ~~ill~£*~~~$~~. 
If children do not have the certificate of public Engli sh examination, they essenti ally 
have no competitiveness. (-3) 

Contradiction seems to emerge when the participant strongly disagreed that there was 

no use of learning English fo r many people but at the same time perceived that there 

was also not a need for children to obtain English exam certificate to maintain their 

competitiveness . The participant, in this case, was asked to expound on her reasoning. 

The completed Q sorts constitute the conceptual images of respondents ' views of the 

issues in question and coupled wi th the additional comments made in follow-up 

interviews, provide very rich data on their subj ectivity to the research. It should 

however be noted that fo r the present research, Phase Two interview data serves as the 

primary data while Phase One Q sorts are supplementary data. · . 

A2.l.4 Step 5: Statistical analys is 

As commonly a Step 5 of Q, the completed Q-sorts constitute the raw data for statistical 

analys is through a software program called PQMethod (Schmolck 2002). As a program 

specificall y tai lored to the analys is of Q studies data, PQMethod is an updated version 

of QMethod developed by Atkinson ( 1992) at Kent State University. The program 

allows the raw data to be entered in the way it was recorded on the Q sort scoring table 

and groups participants who share a particular viewpoint into different fac tors. 

PQMethod generates reports and provides various outputs to aid interpretation such as 
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correlations among Q-sorts, factor loadings, statement fac tor scores, facto r arrays, 

dist inguish ing statements fo r each fac tor and consensus statements across facto rs. 

Factor analysis is fundamental to Q data analysis . Unlike R analysis which is commonly 

used in statistical package such as SPSS, variables in Q studies are the peopl e 

performing the Q-sorts, not the Q-sample statements. Whi le the results generated by R 

facto r anal ys is only show the correlations of vari ables, Q helps find out the clusters of 

people sharing particular traits, and the number of underl ying dimensions on wh ich the 

traits cluster together (ibid.). Factors that do emerge in Qare themselves general isations 

of attitudes held by persons defining a given factor (McKeown and Thomas 1988 :3 7). 

Through factor analys is, opinions are aggregated and categorised by reducing opini ons 

to a limi ted number of types. Persons sign ifi cantly associated with a given factor are 

thus assumed to share a common perspective and grouped into one same factor. Q sorts, 

that is, persons that correlate highly with a pa11icular factor are designated as the 

' defining' Q so11s. As several factors with eigenvalues in excess of 1.00 might be 

extracted even from random data, an interpretabl e Q methodological factor must 

ordinarily have at least two Q sorts that load signifi cantl y upon it alone. The presence of 

several independent facto rs is evidence of different points of view in the person-samp le. 

An individual 's positive load ing on a factor indicates his or her shared subj ectivity with 

others on that factor; negative load ings, on the other hand, are signs of rejecti on of the 

facto r' s perspective (McKeown and Thom as 1988). 

The constructs of ' contextuali ty ' and ' operant subject ivity ', as discussed in Chapter 

Three, appl y throughout the whole procedure of Q even at this stage of statistical 

analys is. The meanings attached to the ratings of statements are not read in isolation 
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from the rest of the statements, but rather, the rating of one statement can explain the 

rating of another (Brown 1986). The differences between factors are revealed 

contextually and in this sense, each factor has its own structure and form. It is the task 

of Q-technique to make this form manifest for purposes of study (Brown 1986). Q 

technique can show the areas of consensus and opposition, as things are not always 

opposite ends of the same polar spectrum at all (Brown 1986). 

A2.1.5 Step 6: Results interpretation 

The final stage of a Q study is to interpret the resulting factors. The resulting patterns 

are analysed to produce a set of shared views about the issue. For each factor, an " ideal" 

Q sort can be extracted, which represents how a hypotheti cal indi vidual loading 1.0 on 

that factor and O on every other factor would order the statements. This ideali sed Q sort 

forms the basis for interpretation of each factor. One needs to look at how the 

statements are placed relative to one another and compare and c·ontrast the positions of 

the statements in the reconstructed Q sorts representing each factor. In doing so, 

researcher needs to look at factor arrays whi ch show how a Factor I and Factor 2 

participant typicall y rates . 

A statement such as 'English is more valued than the Chinese language in China' is 

confirmed but such confirmation says little about the meaning of 'Chinese ', nor does it 

tell how Engli sh is va lued. The statement contains a condensation of potential 

information which Q methodology can uncover in relation to other statements. The 

definitions of ' Chinese language', for instance, are not predetermined but can be 

explored through an analysis of the statement in relation to the other statements in the 

concourse. In the results' reports generated by the software, factor scores are computed 
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as z-scores but are converted into whole mm1bers to faci litate comparisons between 

factor arrays. These scores can be compared to determine what Q-sam ple items are 

placed significantl y differently and thus are disti ngui shing any two factors (Brown 

1980). 

The Q statistical analys is shows the similari ties and differences in the attitudes and 

beli efs about Engli sh among the participants. Resul ts are always presented in the fo rm 

of a narrative fo r each factor, which can be treated as discourse. The narrative about 

each discourse can be built according to the average score for each statement for tl1e 

defining Q sorts and the obvious place to begin expli cating is at the two po les (strongly 

agree and strongly disagree) (Watts and Stenner 2005). 
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Appendix 3 

Phase One Q sort questionnaires results 

In the case study, participants were asked to rate statements about English taken from 

People 's Daily and Q methodol ogy has been adopted to identify and reveal types or 

groups of persons who share similar attitudes towards English and its related issues. The 

completed Q sorts constitute the conceptual images of respondents ' views of English 

and provide a wealth of individua l subj ectivity. The feelings, opinions and other 

elements of subj ec ti vity of the participants are uncovered which fac ilitates a more 

comprehensive understanding of the nature of the roles of English and their impacts in 

Chinese society. 

In section A3. l , the results of the whole sample analysis of the 87 Q sorts in total are 

presented and discussed, followed by the findings of the subgroup analyses of the fo ur 

participant groups in the education sector in A3 .2. The whole sample analysis is aimed 

to reveal the general patterns of beliefs about English, while the subgroup analyses can 

uncover more the unique and di verse perspectives on Engli sh within particular 

subgroups. 

A3.1 General discourses about English 

Meaningful factors were extracted in the factor analysis of the 87 parti cipants ' Q sorts . 

The results inform the reconstruction of di scourses, that is, the di ffe rent ways to 

conceptualise the ro les of Engli sh and its re lated issues. For each facto r, an idealised Q

sort is computed. Thi s represents how a hypothetical participant belonging to that factor 

with a 1.0 (100%) loading would have ordered the 54 statements. This idealised Q sort 
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forms the basis for interpretation of each factor which represents a discourse of Engli sh. 

As the statements were rated contextually with others, the relative significance of 

statements for participants can be revealed, and thus the di scourses/perspectives can be 

presented in the fo rm ofa narrative (Dryzek and Berejikian 1993). In reconstructing the 

discourse, special attention was paid to the most sa lient statements and the 

discriminating items. 

In the analysis of the whole sample, six separate facto rs about English were di scovered 

which inform the reconstruction of six diffe rent discourses. They were: Distinctive 

Chinese-English advocates, 'English neutral' Chinese advocate, 'English-as-a-tool-for

some' advocate, 'Chinese-English equality' advocate , 'English-positivist ' non

contradictory advocate and 'English-is-useful' Chinese language and culture 

conservationist . 

The correlation between discourses A and E is the lowest on any of the facto rs. Factor 5, 

that is , Discourse E, has the lowest correlation with the other fac tors. Below are the 

consensus statements that do not distingui sh between the facto rs: 

Discourses 

A B C D E F 

5 We learn Engl ish to acquire the advancement of the -1 0 -2 -I 0 0 
West so as to protect the benefi ts of the country and 
people! 
18 Chinese in the 21 st century not on ly need fo reign 3 4 4 4 3 4 

language, but also need to be open-minded. 

19 If children do not have the ce1i ificate of public English -4 -3 -4 -3 -3 -4 

examination, they essentia lly have no competi tiveness. 

21 I become more confident when I see my improvement 0 I 0 0 0 - I 
in English. 

30 There are different types of English examinations in 0 -I 0 1 I 0 
high schools and universities. Grammatical accuracy has 
almost become a tech nical demand . 
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36 After entry into the WTO and w inning the bid to host 
the 2008 Beijing Olympics, mastering Engli sh and 
strengthening communication with the outside is 
becoming a demand for the youth. 

2 0 2 

Regardl ess of their perspectives, the uni versity students, high school students, teachers 

and parents all tended to believe that Chinese people need to be open-minded in 

addition to learning foreign languages. With varying levels of agreement and neutrality, 

the four groups were rather neutral or agreed that mastering English has now become a 

demand fo r yow1g people after entry into the WTO and winning the bid to host the 

Beijing Olympics. The benefi ts of increasing children ' s competitiveness that English 

could bring were significantly objected across all the discourses, whi le the role of 

Engli sh as improving self-confidence received rather neutral rating. Across the six 

discourses, participants were either opposed or neutral about the aim of learning English 

and western knowledge to protect the country. As an issue relating to English education, 

the statement that the many varieties of Engli sh exams in high schools have made 

grammatical competence a default demand also had low significance. 

Although the groups agreed on many aspects of English, there were some important 

differences in their emphasis and in the ways the six discourses conceptualise Engli sh 

and its roles in China. 

Discourse A: Distinctive Chinese-English advocates 

I Students have to learn English regardless of their -4 0 - I -4 0 
disciplines. 

7 We learn fo reign language on ly for exams and without -4 -4 -2 -I 3 -4 
actual app lication. 

11 It has become a common phenomenon that people learn 0 0 3 0 4 -3 - J 

English when it is actua lly useless. They are also incapable 
of using it. 
12 In many situations, people lea rn E nglish as a necessity. 0 I -I -2 -3 -2 -J 

From this perspective, it creates language inequali ty. 
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17 If we want to be a part of the wo rld , we can on ly use -3 -4 -3 -4 3 -3 
Engli sh fo r international co111111unication. 

18 Chi nese in the 21st century not only need fore ign 3 4 4 4 3 4 
lan guage, but a lso need to be open-111 inded. 

19 lfc hild re n do not have the certi fi cate of public Eng li sh -4 -3 -4 -3 -3 -4 
exa111 in ation, they essentiall y have no co111petit iveness. 

28 When speaking of'saving', everyone w ill i111111 ed iate ly -3 -3 I -I -4 -I 
thin k of sav in g water, savi ng e lectr ic ity, saving food. But 
the waste produced by Engli sh-fo r-all and so on is 
neg lected. 
29 Non- Eng li sh speakers originally 111ade up the 111 aj ority of -3 -2 -3 -3 0 -2 
the wor ld 's popu lation. But under the current do111inance of 
Engl ish, non-E ng li sh speakers have beco111e a 111inori ty. 
T he ir language has also beco111e " inferior language". 
40 For hi stori ca l reason, there are 111any Engli sh-speaking 4 2 2 I -I 2 
countries in the world . lfwe want to "face the world" and 
"contact w ith the wor ld", it is essential to learn E ngli sh. 
However, in every country, the nati ve language should be 
used 111 o re do111inantly. The citizens of every country should 
first learn the nati ve language. 
41 For Chinese people, the Chinese language as the 111 other 3 3 I I -2 
tongue is definite ly 111uc h 111ore i111portant than E ng li sh. 

42 T he creativeness of the Chinese language is co111parable 4 0 0 4 -I 
to any languages in the world . We can't blindly adore 
Engli sh as "to-be wor ld language". There are 111any aspects 
that Engli sh cannot co111pete w ith Chinese. 
50 Us ing Engli sh does not necessaril y 111 ean yo u don ' t love 3 0 I I 4 3 
the country. T he proble111 is we can ' t encourage foreign 
language at the expense of 111other-tongue. 
52 Advocacy fo r writing in 111 other tongue does not 111ean 3 -I I 4 2 3 
oppos ition to E ng li sh and res istance to outside culture. 
Rather it e111phasises lan guage and cultural eq uali ty and 
comp lement. 
53 Chinese is a language of soul and E ngli sh is a too l. 3 -2 2 -4 -I 0 

54 lf we say Engli sh is a too l for in ternational 4 -2 2 -3 - I 3 
co111 muni cat ion, then Chinese is our personal and identity 
foundation. The for111er is an addi ti on and a too l and the 
latter is a fou ndation and gu ide . 

Participants w ho adopted the 'Distinctive Chinese-English ' advocates perspective 

exhibited a deeper commitment to the separation of Chinese and E ng li sh as two non-

intervening languages, each with distinctive a11d important roles. For instance, they 

thought that English is a tool and supplementary w hereas C hinese is a personal and 

identity fow1dat ion and that C hinese is a language of soul and E n gli sh is a too l. Like 

some other perspectives, ' Distinctive Chi nese-E n g li sh ' advocates after all thought that 
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Chinese is the most impo1iant. This can be reflected by the ratings of the statements 41 

and 40. For Chinese people, Ch inese language as the mother tongue is definitely more 

impo1iant although it is important to learn English to contact the world. Discourse A 

participants advocate for mother tongue writing, but they are not opposed to learning 

English. They also strongly fe lt that Chinese is comparable to other languages in terms 

of its creativeness. 

The ' Distinctive Chinese-English' advocates differed from other discourses, except 

'Engli sh-i s-useful ' Chinese language and culture conservationists. They were rather 

strongly objected to the idea that it is very common that people sti ll cannot use English 

after they learn it. This group therefore similarly disagreed with the idea that English for 

all is a waste, and that learning English is for exams without actual application. 

However, the participants did not think that all students need to learn English and one 

would be left behind without English knowledge. They also rather strongly disagreed 

that English created inequali ty. 

Discourse B: 'English-neutral' Chinese advocates 

2 The number of people learning Engli sh increases. This 1 4 1 -1 -1 1 
represents the increasing openness of my country. 
6 Foreign language should become a channel for us to 1 3 2 3 0 3 
understand the world. 
7 We learn fore ign language only for exams and without actua l -4 -4 -2 -1 3 -4 
application. 
13 The impacts of English are enormous fol lowing the rise of -1 3 0 0 2 -1 
Britain and the U ni ted States. Espec ially in this era of 
economic globa lisation and information technology, English is 
used more widely and everywhere. 
15 English education should aim to improve teachers ' personal 2 3 3 1 3 1 
quality and knowledge of the culture and customs of English-
speaking countri es. 
17 lfwe want to be a pati of the world , we can on ly use -3 -4 -3 -4 3 -3 
Engl ish for internationa l com mu11i cation. 
18 Chinese in the 21 " century not on ly need foreign language, 3 4 4 4 3 4 
but also need to be open-minded. 
19 If children do not have the certificate of public English -4 -3 -4 -3 -3 -4 
examination, they essentia lly have no competitiveness. 
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28 When spea king of'sav ing', everyone wil l immediately think -3 -3 1 -1 -4 -1 

of savi ng water, saving elect ri city, saving food. But the waste 
produced by Engli sh-fo r-a ll and so on is neglected . 
34 Eng li sh has become an intern at ional language. Many people 0 3 0 2 2 0 
can speak and write Engli sh. 
38 Chi na has become stronger and is rising internationall y. 2 4 -1 2 -2 4 
Under thi s c ircu111 stance, we should be proud of the long 
tradition of our mother-tongue and even become determ ined to 
make it 'walk towards' the world li ke the way English has. 
4] For Chinese peop le, the Chin ese language as the mother 3 3 1 1 -2 1 
tongue is definite ly much more important than English. 

43 The huge burden created by Eng li sh has taken up the t ime 0 -3 -1 -2 -4 -1 

of stude nts to learn Chinese. 
45 Engli sh learning is more va lued than Mandarin learning fo r 0 -3 -1 0 1 -4 
the Chinese in China. 
46 The society and people are a ll immersed in Engl ish. English 1 -3 0 0 -2 -2 
seems to have become a firm prerequisite of getting a degree, 
career pro111otion and a criter ion of talents se lection. On one 
hand, the 111 other-tongue has been polluted and on the other, 
Eng li sh has monopol ised the world. 
48 We are a ll busy with fo reign languages, and fo rget our -1 -4 0 -1 0 -3 
mother-tongue. 

The second perspective, which is called 'English-neutral ' Chinese advocate, is less 

concerned about the impacts of English on C hinese society and the Chinese language, 

and as compared to other perspectives, it is concerned with ' enhancing' Chinese 

language and people. 

Partic ipants adopting thi s perspective stressed that more people learning Engli sh 

represents the openness of the country . Similar to the 'English-is-useful ' Chinese 

language and culture conservationists, they put hi gher emphasis on m aki ng C hinese as 

dominant as English. While the negative impact of Engli sh as fac ilitative of the desi re 

for immediate success was (rathe r) strongly significant fo r the other discourses , they 

remain rather neutral. They are also neutral about the impacts of creatin g English 

inequality, while the other discourses di sagree. ' E ngli sh-neutral ' Chinese advocates 

forn1ed the only d iscourse that was neutral about the statement that advocacy for mother 

tongue writing does not mean opposition to English. In Ch ina, English is not more 

val ued than Chinese and the mother tongue has not been fo rgotten or polluted. English 
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has not monopolised the study and career markets, and has not taken up the time of 

students to learn Chinese. One would not be left behind without English. 

With regards to the impacts of English on Chinese, the paiiicipants also tended to be 

rather neutral on the idea that advocacy for mother tongue writing does not mean 

opposition to fo reign language. At P <.05, they were also rather inclined to disagree 

with the statement that there is no contradiction between learning Engli sh and Chinese, 

and that using English does not meai1 not loving the country but the problem is Chinese 

should be more important. 

'Engli sh-neutral' Chinese advocates were more concerned with the ' facts' , that is , the 

neutral roles and impacts of English as compared to other groups. They believed that the 

power of English has increased with the power of the US and the UK, and English has 

become an international language which many people can speak and write. Foreign 

language therefore should be a channel to understai1d the world-.-In terms of education, 

English education should aim to enhance teacher quality and knowledge of culture. As 

Engli sh has become an international language, Engli sh for all is not a waste. People 

learn English not only fo r exams: it is useful. 

As mentioned previously, the majority of respondents loaded heavily on Di scourse B 

('Engl ish neutral' Chinese advocate) are students (both high school ai1d uni versity), 

with one high school ai1d one university teacher, and one parent. 
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Discourse C: 'English-as-a-tool-for-some' advocates 

3 Eng li sh is the most importan t communicat ion too l of the -2 2 3 -2 I -I 
world today 
4 For Chi nese, English is a key to open up western c ivilisation. - I 2 4 -I 2 2 

IO Many peop le have spent a lot of ti me and money on - I I 4 3 0 -3 
learn ing fo re ign language and , in the end, they don' t rea lly 
need to use the language. 
15 Eng li sh education should a im to improve teachers' personal 2 3 3 I 3 
qua lity and knowledge of the cul ture and customs of Eng lish-
speak ing countri es . 
17 lfwe want to be a pa,t of the worl d, we can on ly use -3 -4 -3 -4 3 -3 
Engl ish fo r international commun ication. 
18 Chi nese in the 21 st century not only need fo re ign language, 3 4 4 4 3 4 
but a lso need to be open-m inded. 
19 If chi ldren do not have the cert ifi cate of pub li c Engli sh -4 -3 -4 -3 -3 -4 
examinat ion, they essent ia lly have no competit iveness. 

23 Learni ng English we ll can contribute to the hometown. -2 0 -4 -2 2 

25 People's talents and abili t ies have been our criteria of 0 I 3 3 - I 2 

emp loyment. However, ca reer pro motion is now t ied up c lose ly 
with fo re ign language exami nation which has caused much 

fru stration and to a certa in ex tent, fac ili tated the des ire fo r 
immed iate success . 
29 Non-English speakers origina lly made up the maj ori ty of the -3 -2 -3 -3 0 -2 

world's population. But under the current dominance of 
Eng li sh, non-English speakers have become a mi nority. Their 
language has a lso become "inferior language". 
31 <<Tertiary English>> is not onl y a language course, but it is -I 0 -3 -2 0 0 
also a "venue" fo r the tran smiss ion and competit ion of different 
cu ltures and thoughts. 
32 To tra in students to ethn ic traditions, national mora lity and 0 I -3 0 -2 4 

socia lism, it is especia lly im portant to incorporate nationa li sm 
and views and va lues of li fe into Engli sh classes. 
33 In the nea r future, the nu mber of people who can speak -2 - I -4 -I -3 -1 

Engli sh in China will exceed the populati on o f a ll Eng lish-
speak ing co untries in the wo rld. 
35 Learn ing and speaking Engli sh has become a trend of the 0 -I -3 I -2 -2 

public . 

T he third perspective, 'English-as-a- tool-for-some' advocates, thought English was the 

most importan t communi cat ion too l of the world , but other than that, E nglish does not 

bring any particular benefits bu t some negative im p acts. Although E ng li sh is important, 

participants ho lding thi s perspective m ost s tron g ly disagreed that learn ing and speaking 

English has become a trend of the C hinese public and that Ch ina wi ll have the la rgest 

Engl ish-speaking population. The understan ding of thi s group of the situation of China, 

including the fact that " time and m oney is spent on langu age learning w hile one doesn ' t 
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actually need the language", led them to reject the widespread learning of English in 

China in general. This can explain the participants ' neutrality about statement "28 the 

waste produced by 'English for all ' is neglected" as a significant characterising 

statement of the perspective. 

As English is not rea lly a widespread language, non-English speakers will not become a 

minority and their languages wi ll not be inferior. Without English certificates, chi ldren 

will sti ll be competiti ve and will not be left behind without English. Foreign language 

exams fac ilitate the desire for immediate success. One distingui shing statement for this 

third perspective is "23 learning English well can contribute to the hometown". 

Participants adopting this perspective parti cularly rejected the benefits of English for the 

hometown. They also differed from 'Engli sh-neutral ' Chinese advocates in the 

particulars about the significance of Chinese language in China and the negative 

impacts of Engli sh on the Chinese language. 'English-as-a-tool-for-some' advocates 

were more concerned about the ' facts ' associated with English,·and the negati ve 

impacts of English. They did not particularl y advocate for the Chinese language. 

The 'English-as-a-tool-for-some' advocates emphasised the pure communicative role of 

Engli sh and therefore they most strongly disagreed that traditional views and socialism 

should be incorporated into the English classrooms and "College English" be a 

competition venue of different languages and cultures . Instead, Engli sh education 

should aim to enhance teacher quality and knowledge of the culture associated with 

English to facilitate mutual understanding and communication between Chinese and 

foreigners. 
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Discourse D: "Chinese-English equality" advocates 

I Students have to learn Engli sh regardless of their disciplines. -4 0 - 1 -4 0 

6 Foreign language should becorne a chan nel fo r us to I 3 2 3 0 3 
understand the world. 

10 Many people have spent a lot of tirne and rnoney on -1 1 4 3 0 -3 
learning fore ign language and, in the end, they don' t rea ll y 
need to use the language. 
17 Ifwe want to be a patt of the world, we can onl y use -3 -4 -3 -4 3 -3 
English for internat ional cornrnunicat ion. 

18 Chinese in the 21st century not on ly need forei gn language, 3 4 4 4 3 4 
but also need to be open-rninded. 

19 If children do not have the certifi cate of public Engli sh -4 -3 -4 -3 -3 -4 
exarn ination, they essentially have no competitiveness . 

22 More people are learning English. This is good fo r the -2 0 -2 0 1 -I -a 

country. 

25 People's ta lents and abilities have been our cri teri a of 0 1 3 3 -I 2 
ernployrnent. However, career promotion is now tied up close ly 
with fo reign language exarnination which has caused much 
frustration and to a certain extent, fac ilitated the desire for 
immediate success. 
26 The main purpose of language learning is cornrnunicat ion -2 -2 2 3 1 2 
and app licati on. If it becomes a criterion of schoo l admiss ion, 
exceeds the ability of ch ildren and causes huge financial 
burden for the parents, what is then the real benefit of language 
learning, except that it will be benefic ial fo r onl y a srnall 
portion of the population? 
29 Non-Engli sh speakers ori ginally made up the rn ajority of the -3 -2 -3 -3 0 -2 
wor ld's population. But under the current dominance of 
English, non-Engli sh speakers have become a minori ty. Their 
lan guage has also becorne "i nfer ior language". 
37 It is important to learn foreign lan guage but "ABC" can 2 1 1 3 -2 3 
never rep lace <<Three Character Class ic>> 

42 The creati veness of the Chinese language is cornparable to 4 0 0 4 -I 
any languages in the wor ld. We can' t bli ndly adore Eng li sh as 
"to-be world language". There are many aspects that Engl ish 
cannot compete with Chin ese. 
51 In recent years, China's econorn ic growth has been 2 - 1 -2 -3 0 0 
accelerating and many coun tri es have also increased their 
econom ic dealings with Ch ina. Th is has led to the ri se of 
"Chinese fever". Some people even th ink that the Chinese 
language will becorne the new "world language" alongside 
Eng li sh. 
52 Advocacy for writing in rnother tongue does not rnean 3 -I 1 4 2 3 
oppos iti on to English and resistance to outs ide cu lture . Rather 
it emphasises language and cultural equality and complernent. 
53 Chinese is a language of soul and English is a tool. 3 -2 2 -4 -1 0 
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54 lfwe say Engli sh is a tool fo r international communication, 
then C hinese is our personal and identity foundation. The 
former is an add ition and a tool and the latter is a fo undation 
and guide . 

4 -2 2 -3 - I 3 

The fourth perspective is call ed 'Chinese-English equality ' advocates. Participants 

holding thi s perspective stressed that the roles of Chinese and Engli sh cannot be 

separated, with an emphasis on the hi gher importance of the mother tongue Chinese. 

The statements characterising this perspective are "53 Chinese is a language of soul and 

English is a tool" and "54 English is a tool & addition and Chinese is a personal & 

identity foundation". Among all the six perspectives, 'Chinese-English equality' 

advocates di sagreed most strongly with the dist inctions between Chinese as a language 

of soul and identity foundation and English as a tool. In a sense, the participants 

believed in ' language equality' . 

For the participants, Chinese language was beautifu l and comparable to other languages. 

Advocacy for mother tongue writing did not mean opposition to-English, but we need to 

advocate fo r our origin language first. Foreign language should be a channel to 

understand the world . Their ' language equal ity' view can be explained by their stronger 

view that "Chinese fever" wi ll not develop with the economy of the country. 

The 'Chinese-English equality ' advocates agreed with some of the negative impacts of 

Engli sh on Chinese society. For instance, having more people learning Engli sh is not 

good fo r the country as language learning causes academic and financial burdens and 

only benefits a small number of people. Foreign language exams also facilitate desire 

for immediate success . 
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Participants thought that not all students need to learn Engli sh, and for some people, 

time and money is spent on learning the language when they do not real ly need the 

language. Despite the high status of English, non-English speakers would not become a 

minority and their languages will not become inferior. Engli sh wi ll not replace literary 

Chinese even though fore ign language learning is important. Without English, people 

will not be left behind. English would not create any negative impacts on the Chinese 

language. 

Discourse E: 'English-positivist' non-contradicto1y Chinese-English relations 
advocates 

7 We learn fo reign language on ly for exams and without -4 -4 -2 - I 3 -4 
actua l app lication. 
8 For many people, there is no use of learn ing English. -2 -2 0 - I -4 -3 

9 The importance of foreign language is unquesti onab le. I 2 3 2 -3 -2 
However, it doesn ' t mean that it is i111po1iant to everyone and 
anyti me. 
11 It has become a common phenomenon that people learn -3 0 3 0 4 -3 
English when it is actual ly useless. They are also incapab le of 
using it. 
12 In many situations, people learn Engl ish as a necess ity. -3 I -I -2 -3 -2 
From thi s perspective, it creates language inequa lity. 

15 English ed ucati on should aim to improve teachers' 2 3 3 I 3 
personal quality and knowledge of the culture and customs of 
Eng li sh-speak ing countries. 
16 Engli sh no longer belongs to the Briti sh alone, but it is the I I 0 0 3 0 
asset and major communication tool of all human s. 

17 If we want to be a part of the world, we can onl y use -3 -4 -3 -4 3 -3 
English for international com municat ion. 

18 Ch inese in the 21 st century not onl y need fo reign language, 3 4 4 4 3 4 
but also need to be open-minded. 

19 If chi ldren do not have the certificate of publi c English -4 -3 -4 -3 -3 -4 
exami nat ion, they essent iall y have no competi ti veness. 

27 In recen t years, a lot of students, especia lly primary schoo l -I -I 2 0 -3 2 
students, take part in the national English exami nation 
(PETS). This affects the norma l operation of school teachi ng 
and actually adds burden to the students. 
28 When speaking of'sav ing', everyone will immedia tely -3 -3 I -I -4 -I 
think of sav ing water, sav ing electricity, sav ing food. But the 
waste produced by Engli sh-fo r-all and so on is neglected. 

33 In the near future, the number of people who can speak -2 -I -4 -I -3 -I 
Engli sh in Chi na wi ll exceed the population of al l English-
speaki ng countries in the world. 
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43 The huge burden created by Eng li sh has taken up the time 0 0 -1 -2 -4 -1 -j 

of students to learn Chinese. 

49 There is no contradiction between learning English and 1 -1 1 2 4 0 
Chinese. 
50 Us ing Engli sh does not necessarily mean you don't love 3 0 1 J 4 3 
the country. The problem is we can ' t encourage fore ign 
language at the expense of mother-tongue. 

The fifth perspective, which is called 'English - positivist' non-contradictory Chinese

English relations advocates, placed the highest emphasis on the positive roles of 

English as well as the non-contradictory relations between Chinese and Engli sh among 

the six perspectives. Participants who adopted thi s perspective thought that using 

English does not mean not loving the country, but what is important is foreign language 

cannot be more valued than Chinese. There is definitely no contradiction between 

learning Engli sh and Chinese. 

Despite the emphasis on the harmonious relations, out of the six discourses, these 

participants were the only group that had a rather high level of agreement that people 

learn English for no use, or they learn it and cannot really use it because there is a 

tendency to learn it just for exams without actual application and because of inefficient 

learning. However, English is at the same time of use and important for many people. 

English for all , therefore, is not a waste. The non-contradictory advocates were also the 

only group that rather strongl y believed that one would be left behind without Engli sh 

knowledge. Despite the need for Engli sh fo r all , China will not have the largest English

speaking population in the world. 

'English - positivist ' non-contradictory advocates were the onl y group that agreed rather 

strongl y wi th the idea that English no longer belongs to the Bri tish alone, but to the 

whole world. English therefore does not create language inequality. This group was 

actually most opposed to the negative impacts of Engli sh on Chinese society and the 
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Chinese language. For exampl e, pa1iicipants believed that national English exams do 

not affect the normal operation of education system and the burden of Engli sh study 

does not take up the time of students to learn Chinese. Di ffe ri ng also from other 

perspecti ves to a large extent, 'Engl ish-positi vist' disagreed with the followi ng 

statements: 

40 For hi storica l reason, there 4 J.64 2 I. 15 2 0.89 I 0.61 -I -0 .56* 2 1.10 

are many Eng li sh-speaki ng 
countri es in the world. If we 
wa nt to " face the wor ld" and 
" contact w ith the world", it is 
essent ial to learn E nglish. 
However, in every country, the 
native language sho ul d be used 
more domi nant ly . T he c iti ze ns 
of every country should first 
learn the nat ive language. 

37 It is importa nt to learn 2 1.10 I 0.41 I 0.32 3 1.38 -2 -0 .85* 3 1.37 

fore ign language but "ABC" can 
never rep lace <<T hree Character 
C lass ic>> 

41 For Chi nese people, the 3 1.35 3 1.18 I 0.77 I 0.27 -2 -0 .86* I 0.58 

Ch inese language as the mother 
to ngue is definitely much more 
important than Englis h. 

They tended to disagree that English would not replace Chi nese literary works and that 

for Chinese people, Chinese was defin ite ly the most impo11ant language. Parti cipants 

adopting th is discourse were rather 'pro-Engli sh '. Like some other perspecti ves, they 

also thought that Engl ish educati on should aim to enl1ance teacher quality and 

knowledge of culture. 

Disco urse F: 'English-is-useful ' Chinese language and culture conservationists 

6 Fore ign language shoul d become a channe l fo r us to I 3 2 3 0 3 

understand the world. 
7 We learn fo re ign language on ly for exams and w ithout actual -4 -4 -2 -I 3 -4 

application. 
8 For many people, there is no use o f learning Engli sh. -2 -2 0 -I -4 -3 
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IO Many people have spent a lot of time and money on - I I 4 3 0 -3 
lea rning fo re ign language and , in the end, they don ' t really 
need to use the language. 
11 It has become a common phenomenon that people learn -3 0 3 0 4 -3 
Engl ish when it is actually use less. They are a lso incapable of 
using it. 
17 lfwe want to be a pait of the world, we can only use -3 -4 -3 -4 3 -3 
Eng li sh for internati onal communication. 

18 Chinese in the 21 " century not only need foreign language, 3 4 4 4 3 4 
but also need to be open-minded . 

19 If children do not have the ce11ificate of public Engli sh -4 0 -4 0 -3 -4 -J - J 

examination, they essentially have no competiti veness. 

32 To train stude nts to ethnic traditions, nati ona l mora li ty and 0 I -3 0 -2 4 
soc ialism, it is espec ia lly important to incorporate nationali sm 
and views and values of life in to Engli sh classes . 
37 It is important to lea rn fore ign language but "ABC" can 2 l I 3 -2 3 
never replace <<Three Character Classic>> 

38 China has become stronger and is ri sing internat ionall y. 2 4 -I 2 -2 4 
Under thi s c ircumstance, we should be proud of the long 
trad ition of our mother-tongue and even become determi ned to 
make it 'wa lk towards' the wo rld like the way Eng li sh has. 
45 Engli sh learning is more va lued than Mandarin learning for 0 -3 -1 0 I -4 
the Chinese in Chi na. 
48 We are a ll busy with fo re ign languages, and fo rget our - I -4 0 -I 0 -3 
mother-tongue. 
50 Us ing Eng li sh does not necessaril y mean yo u don ' t love the 3 0 I l 4 3 
country. T he prob lem is we can ' t encourage forei gn language 
at the expense of mother-tongue. 
52 Advocacy fo r writing in mother tongue does not mean 3 - I I 4 2 3 
oppos ition to Eng li sh and resistance to outs ide cul ture. Rather 
it emphasises language and cultura l equality and complement. 
54 lfwe say Engli sh is a too l fo r international com munication, 4 -2 2 -3 -I 3 
then Chinese is our personal and identity fo undation. The 
former is an add ition and a too l and the latter is a fou ndation 
and guide. 

W ith higher emphas is on the C hinese language and culture, the final perspective found 

in the who le sam p le analys is is advocating for C hinese but it d iffers from the other 

'Chinese advocate ' perspecti ves in terms of the high.er s ignificance of the distinctive 

ro les of Chinese and Engli sh and the important place of C hinese traditional values in 

E ng lish c lassrooms. T he statements that most characterise thi s perspective are "32 it is 

important to incorporate tradi tional v iews and social ism into Engl ish c lassrooms" which 

was positive ly rated, and " I O people spend time and m oney on learning English when 

they actua lly do not need it" which was negatively rated. This perspective is called 

'English-is-useful' Chinese language and culture conservationists. 
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Participan ts believed that, as Chinese, people should be proud of their long tradition and 

determined to make Chinese as dominant as Engli sh. It is also important to incorporate 

traditional views and socialism into the English classrooms. The mother tongue wi ll not 

be forgotten and the ABC could never replace literary Chinese. English is a tool while 

Chinese is our personal and identity foundation. Engli sh is not more valued than 

Mandarin in China. 

Despite the values of Chinese language and culture, these 'English-is-useful ' Chinese 

language and culture conservationists did not rej ect English at all. Instead, they 

bel ieved fore ign language should be a charmel to understand the world. Advocacy for 

mother tongue writing does not mean opposition to English, but the Chinese language 

should be more important. By the same token , using English does not mean not loving 

the country. What is important is foreign language cannot be more important than 

mother tongue. 

Without English, one will not be left behi nd. However, English learning is not only for 

exams but also for actual application. In contrast to the other perspectives, 

conservationists disagreed rather strongly that people do not need Engl ish when time 

and money is spent on learning it. For them, English is of use fo r many people and if 

one learns it, it will be of some use anyway. 
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A3.2 Subgroup discourses about English 

The whol e sample analys is revealed six discourses, each of which is characterised by its 

particular issues of concerns. By way of the subgroup analyses of each of the fo ur 

participant groups in the education sector, more similar and diverse views and patterns 

of beliefs about issues relating to English can be identified and revealed . The fo llowing 

sub-sections present and discuss the di versity of perspectives on English among 

university students, hi gh school students, teachers and parents as subgroups. 

A3.2.l Diversity within subgroups 

The Q fac tor analys is has reconstructed the Q sorts of university students. Four factors 

were discovered among the group. 

University students 

Among the university students, no bipolar 1 factors were fo und . This suggests the 

presence of consensus on several issues among the discourses . Below are some 

noticeable viewpoints shared among the university students : 

Discourses 

A B C D 

35 Learni ng and speaking English has become a trend oftbe publi c. -2 -2 -1 -1 

23 Learni ng Engli sh we ll can contrib ute to the hometown. 0 -1 -1 0 

1 Bipolar factors refer to nvo facto rs that hold completely opposite ratings of statements and therefore contrastive 
viewpoints. 
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4 For Chinese, Eng li sh is a key to open up western civili sa tion. I I 0 

2 1 I become more confident when 1 see my improve ment in I I - I 0 
Eng li sh. 

49 T here is no contradi cti on between learning Eng lish and Chinese. 0 I 2 

18 Chinese in the 21 51 century not onl y need fore ign language, but 4 4 3 3 
a lso need to be open-minded. 

17 lfwe want to be a pa1i of the world , we can onl y use E ngli sh for -2 -3 -4 -4 
internat iona l communication. 

6 Foreign language should become a channe l fo r us to understand 3 4 2 4 
the wo rld . 

20 For a long time, Engli sh ed ucation has taken up a lot of human, 0 0 0 0 
materi a l and fi na nc ia l resources. Its ro le in facili tati ng economic 
and soc ial deve lopment is irrep laceab le. 

It is agreed across the fo ur di scourses that in the twenty-first century, Chinese people 

not only need fore ign languages which serve as a channel to understand the wor ld, but 

also need to be open-minded. However, participants all di sagreed that, if we do not want 

to be left behind by the world , we can only use English to commw1icate with the outside. 

English might be a key to western civilisation for Chinese people. In terms of the 

impacts of Engli sh, the four discourses rated rather neutrally or slightly significant on 

statements 20, 2 1 and 23, indicate that Engli sh is not significant fo r the economic and 

social development of the country and it also does not contribute to hometown 

development. The language's impact on improving self-confidence is al so not sa li en t 

for the uni vers ity students. As learning and speaking English have not rea ll y become a 

trend fo r the Ch inese public, the contradiction between learn ing English and Ch inese 

did not seem to be an issue of concern. 

There were also very clear differences between the four discourses in the ways the 

university students conceptuali sed Engli sh and its related issues. What follows are the 

four di scourses: 
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Discourse A: 'English-neutral' Chinese advocates 

7 We learn fo reign language only for exams and without actual " -2 -4 -~ 
applicat ion. 
13 The impacts of English are enormous fo llowing the rise of Brita in 3 -2 -2 2 
and the United States. Espec ia ll y in thi s era of economic globa li sation 
and in formation techno logy, Engl ish is used more widely and 
everywhere. 
18 Chi nese in the 2 1" centu ry not only need fore ign language, but 4 4 3 3 
a lso need to be open-minded. 

15 Engl ish educat ion should a im to improve teachers ' persona l 3 I 2 4 
qua li ty and knowledge of the cu ltu re and customs of Engli sh-
speaki ng countri es . 
26 The main pu rpose of language lea rning is communication and -3 I 0 3 
appli cation. If it becomes a criteri on of school admiss ion, exceeds the 
ability of children and causes huge fi nancia l bu rden for the parents, 
what is then the real benefit of language learning, except that it w ill 
be bene fi cia l fo r onl y a sma ll po1i ion of the population? 
28 When speaking of'savin g', everyone w ill immediate ly think of -3 2 -I -I 
sav ing water, sav ing e lectric ity, sav ing food. But the waste produced 
by Engli sh-fo r-a ll and so on is neglected. 

30 There are differe nt types of Eng li sh examinations in high schools -3 0 - I 2 
and uni versities. Gram matica l accu racy has al most become a 
technica l demand. 
33 In the near future, the nu mber of people who can speak Engli sh in -4 -4 0 0 
China will exceed the population of all Engli sh-speaking countri es in 
the worl d. 
3 7 It is important to learn fo re ign language but "ABC" can never 3 3 I -3 
replace <<fhree Character C lass ic>> 

38 China has become stronger and is ri sing internationally. Under tliis 4 0 2 - I 
c ircumstance, we shoul d be proud of the long trad ition of our mother-
tongue and even become determined to make it 'walk towards' the 
wo rld like the way Eng li sh has . 
40 For hi stori cal reason, there are many Engl ish-speaki ng cou ntri es in 3 I 4 3 
the wo rld. lfwe wa nt to "face the wo rld" and " contact with the 
world", it is essenti al to learn English . However, in every country, the 
native language should be used more dominantly. The c itizens of 
every coun try should first learn the native language. 
41 For Chinese people, the Ch inese language as the mother tongue is 4 I 3 -2 
definitely much more important than English. 

43 The huge burden created by English has taken up the time of " -I - l -3 -~ 
students to lea rn Chinese. 

46 The soc iety and people are all immersed in English. English seems -4 2 1 -4 
to have become a fi rm prerequ isite of getting a degree, career 
promotion and a criterion of ta lents se lection. On one hand, the 
mother-to ngue has been polluted and on the other, English has 
monopol ised the world. 
48 We are all busy with foreign languages, and fo rget our mother- -4 -I -2 -3 
tongue. 

The 'English-neutral ' Chinese advocates believed that English is a useful channel to 

understand the world. Chinese and English d id not interfe re with each other in terms of 
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language structures and social functions, but the mother tongue Chinese remains the 

most impo11ant for Chinese people and Chinese people should be determined to make 

Chinese as strong as English is. Chinese people al so needed to be open-minded. 

Everyone sti ll speaks the mother tongue and China will not have the largest popu lation 

who will be able to speak Engli sh. 

The strong rankings of statements 37, 38, 40 and 4 I clearly show that participants 

holding thi s perspective advocated for the Chinese language in the encounter of the 

dominance of Engli sh. As compared to other discourses, these students agreed more that 

Engli sh is ' everywhere ' playing a role in economic globali sation and communication, 

so English is useful and not a waste (statements 7 and 8) and wi ll not only be learnt for 

exams. They beli eved that as a foreign language was a useful cha1rnel for them to 

understand the wor ld, Engli sh education should aim to enhance the quality and 

knowledge of the language and culture of teachers (statement 15). 

These 'English-neutral ' advocales were the group that was most significan tl y and 

negatively associated with the negative impacts of English, for example, Engli sh has not 

impacted on the time of students to learn Ch inese; English has not monopoli zed the 

markets; no academic and financial burden caused by learning English and English 

learning did not onl y benefit a few people. They also believed that the dominance of 

Engli sh has not interfered with the learnin g, ' preservation ' and status of the mother 

tongue Chinese as revealed by the rankings of statements 43 , 46 and 48. 
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Discourse B: 'English is useful for some' language neutralists 

I Students have to learn Eng li sh rega rdless of their di sciplines. -1 -4 -3 0 

3 Engli sh is the most important communicati on too l of the world today I 3 -2 0 

6 Fore ign language should become a channe l for us to understand the 3 4 2 4 
world. 

18 Chinese in the 21 st century not only need fo rei gn language, but a lso 4 4 3 3 
need to be open-minded . 

9 The importance of fo reign language is unquestionable . However, it 2 3 l 4 
doesn' t mean that it is important to everyone and anytime. 

IO Many people have spent a lot of time and money on learning fore ign I 4 0 3 
language and, in the end, they don ' t rea lly need to use the language. 

I l It has become a common phenomenon that people learn Engli sh -2 3 -2 2 
when it is actua ll y use less . T hey are a lso incapable of us ing it. 

14 Eng li sh education is an important part of fo undation education ; 1 -3 
therefore, it has the respons ibili ty fo r improv ing personal quali ty and 
advancement. 
29 Non-Eng li sh speakers ori g inally made up the maj ori ty o f the world's - I -3 -3 0 
populati on. But under the current dominance of Engli sh, non- Engli sh 
speakers ha ve become a minority. The ir language has al so become 
" in feri or language" . 
3 1 <<Tertiary Engli sh>> is not only a language course, but it is al so a - I -4 -2 -I 
"venue" for the transmiss ion and competition of different cultures and 
thoughts. 
32 To train students to ethnic traditions, national mora lity and -2 -3 
socialism, it is espec ia ll y important to incorporate nati onalism and 
v iews and va lues of li fe into Engli sh c lasses . 
33 In the nea r future, the number of people who can speak E ngli sh in -4 -4 0 0 
China w ill exceed the populati on of all Engli sh-speak ing countri es in 
the world. 
3 7 It is important to learn fore ign language but " ABC" can never 3 3 1 -3 
replace <<Three Character C lass ic>> 

47 In modern China 's education system, primary schoo l students are 0 3 1 -2 
a lready learning E ngli sh. In some pre-schools, Engli sh or other fore ign 
languages are even taught. It wo uld be terribl e if children can' t speak 
good Puto nghua when they grow up. 
53 Chinese is a language of so ul and E ngli sh is a too l. 0 -3 I -I 

R e lative to the impacts of E n gli sh a nd the status of Chinese and E n gli sh , this 

perspecti ve emphas ises the necess ity and ' ne utra l ' role of E n g li sh. It stresses how 

E ngli sh should be acquired more s ignifican tly than othe r perspectives, w itho ut 

advocatin g for an y of the languages. E n gli sh is the most im portant communication tool 

of the world but it is not needed and important fo r everyone . Di scourse B students were 
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the only group that agreed that 'English for al l' was a waste. They felt there were 

negative impacts of English education, for instance, children unable to speak Putonghua 

properly as English was taught too early. They also disagreed rather strongly that 

Chinese and Engli sh co uld not be said to be a language of soul and a too l respectively. 

This group of university students stressed that fo reign language should be a channel to 

understand the world but not all students need to learn English. In addition to fo reign 

language, Chinese people also need to be open-minded, and language classrooms should 

not be a battlefield of different cultures and languages. They believed that many peop le 

still cou ld not use English even though they had spent time and money, and many 

people and students did not really need the language whil e they still learnt it. For thi s 

reason, China woul d not have the largest English-speaking population. Without English, 

one would not be left behind. When there are negative impacts of English on Chinese 

learning, literary Chinese is important and it would not be replaced. 

Due to their open-minded advocacy, the students stressed that one should not make an 

oppositional re lation between Chinese and English as they cannot be compared and 

distinguished. Thi s also explained the relatively neutral ratings of the 'Chinese 

dominance ' and ' Engli sh dom inance' statements. 

As one Di scourse B student stated "[Chinese and English} are important/or different 

people. English is also a language of soul/or other countries" ("1hlHB{Llt1t11JEl* B~.R. 

~"). Other languages wi ll not become inferior. Chinese ideas could not be incorporated 

into English classes, and Engli sh education should not become a part of quality 

education. 
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Discourse C: 'Non-contradictory Chinese-English relations ' advocates 

I Students have to lea rn Engli sh regard less of their disc iplines. - I -4 -3 0 
7 We learn fo reign language only fo r exams and without actual -3 -2 -4 
app lication . 
8 For many people, there is no use of learning Engli sh. -I 0 -3 2 
12 In many s ituat ions, people learn Eng lish as a necess ity . From thi s -I -I -3 0 
perspect ive, it creates language inequa li ty. 

17 Tf we want to be a part of the wo rld , we can on ly use Engli sh for -2 -3 -4 -4 
international communication. 

18 Chinese in the 2 1st century not only need fore ign language, but a lso 4 4 3 3 
need to be open-minded . 

19 If children do not have the certificate of public Eng lish examination, 0 -I -4 -4 
they essenti a lly have no competiti veness. 

22 More people are learn ing Engli sh. This is good for the country. 0 -I -3 -2 
29 Non-Eng li sh speakers or iginally made up the majori ty of the world's - I -3 -3 0 
popu latio n. But under the current dominance of Engl ish, non- Engl ish 
speakers have become a minority. Their language has al so become 
"in fe rior language". 
36 After entry into the WTO and winning the bid to host the 2008 2 0 3 -I 
Beijing O lymp ics, mastering Engli sh and strengthening communication 
with the outs ide is becoming a demand fo r the youth . 

40 For hi storical reason, there are many Engli sh-speaking countries in 3 I 4 3 
the world. If we want to " face the world" and "contact with the wor ld", 
it is essenti a l to learn Engli sh. However, in every country, the nati ve 
language should be used more dom inant ly. The citizens of every 
country shou ld first learn the nati ve language. 
41 For Chinese people, the Chinese language as the mother tongue i~ 4 I 3 -2 
definite ly much more impo1iant than English. 

42 The creativeness of the Chinese language is comparable to any 2 0 4 2 
languages in the wor ld. We can't blind ly adore Engl ish as "to-be wo rld 
language". T here are many as pects that English cannot compete with 
Chinese. 
50 Us ing Eng li sh does not necessarily mean you don ' t love the I 2 3 -2 
country. The problem is we can' t encourage fo reign language at the 
expense of mother-tongue. 
52 Advocacy fo r writing in mother tongue does not mean opposition to - I 2 3 0 
English and res istance to outs ide culture. Rather it emphas ises 
language and cu ltural eq uali ty and complement. 

54 lf we say Engli sh is a tool fo r internat ional comm unication , then -] 0 4 -2 
Chinese is our personal and identi ty foundation. The form er is an 
addition and a tool and the latte r is a foundati on and guide. 

What is distinctive about thi s account is its emphasis on the ' equal' status and 

distinct ions between the ro les of Eng lish and Chinese. It d isplayed less concerns about 

the positive and negative impacts of E ngli sh . Although English is important fo r 

connect ing w ith the world as a tool, the mother tongue Chinese is s till the most 
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impo11ant identity fo undat ion and it can compete with English in terms of its creati vity. 

Engli sh is usefu l not just fo r exam purposes, but it is not important to the extent that 

children need English certificates to be competitive and that one would need English to 

avoid being left behind. 

Non-contradictory relations advocates perceived that, although it is necessary to learn 

English to communicate with the world, using English does not mean not loving the 

country and Chinese is still the most important language. Chinese peopl e shoul d also be 

determined to promote Chinese (statement 38 rated +2). These studen ts were the onl y 

group that agreed with the "Chinese fever" developing with the economy of the country 

(statement 51 rated +2). There was no language inequal ity. In a sense, the university 

students agreed rather strongly that Chinese people need to be open-minded. The 

students emphasised language and culture equality in general and not blindly rejecti ng 

fo re ign th ings . They were not opposed to English even though national issues were 

more important than foreign things. After the entry into the WTO and the Beij ing 

Olympics, it was now a demand fo r youth to be able to communicate with the outside. 

However, not all students needed to learn Engli sh because more peopl e learning Engli sh 

was not necessarily good fo r the country. 

Discourse 0: English as a communication channel for some, with social harms 

education-enhancement advocates 

6 Foreign language should become a channe l fo r us to understand the 3 4 2 4 

world. 
9 The importance of fo reign language is unquestio nab le . However, it 2 3 I 4 

doesn ' t mean that it is important to everyone and anyt ime. 

lO Many people have spent a lot of time and money on learni ng I 4 0 3 

fore ign language and, in the end, they don ' t rea ll y need to use the 

language. 
15 English education should ai m to improve teac hers' personal 3 I 2 4 

quality and knowledge of the culture and customs of Engl ish-

speaking countries. 
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17 If we want to be a part of the world , we can onl y use English for -2 -3 -4 -4 
international communicat ion. 

18 Chinese in the 21 st century not only need fo reign language, but 4 4 3 3 
a lso need to be open-mi nded. 

19 If children do not have the certificate of public English 0 -l -4 -4 
examination, they essentially have no competiti veness. 

25 People's talents and abilities have been our criteri a of employment. 0 2 0 3 
However, career promotion is now ti ed up close ly with foreign 
language examination wh ich has caused much frustrat ion and to a 
certa in extent, fac ili tated the desire fo r immediate success. 

26 The mai n purpose of language learn ing is communication and -3 I 0 3 
application. If it becomes a criterion of school admission, exceeds the 
ability of chi ldren and causes huge financial burden fo r the parents, 
what is then the real benefit of language learning, except that it wi ll 
be beneficial for only a sma ll portion of the population? 
37 It is important to learn fo re ign language but "ABC" can never 3 3 I -3 
replace <<Three Character Classic>> 

39 There seems to be greater emphasis on English education. English I I 0 -3 
is taught from pre-school and has a lmost become an " imperi a li st 
language" . It is the time to advocate for mother-tongue education. 

40 For hi storica l reason, there are many Engli sh-speak ing countri es in 3 I 4 3 
the wor ld. lf we want to "face the world" and "contact with the 
world", it is essentia l to lea rn Engli sh. However, in every country, the 
native language shou ld be used more dom inantly. The c iti zens of 
every country should first learn the native language. 
43 The huge burden created by English has taken up the time of -3 -I -1 -3 
students to learn Chinese. 

46 The society and people are a ll immersed in Eng li sh. Engli sh seems -4 2 l -4 
to have become a firm prerequisite of getting a degree, career 
promotion and a criterion of ta lents selection. On one hand, the 
mother-tongue has been po ll uted and on the other, Engli sh has 
monopolised the world. 
48 We are a ll busy with foreign languages, and forget our mother- -4 - I -2 -3 
tongue. 
51 In recent years, China's economic growth has been acce lerating -2 -2 2 -3 
and many countri es have also increased their economic dea lings with 
China. This has led to the rise of "Ch inese fever". Some people even 
think that the Chinese language will become the new "world 
language" a longs ide Eng li sh. 

This discourse placed higher emphasis on the neutral ro les and negative impacts of 

English on the society. It di sp layed concerns about the u sefulness and social and 

lingui stic impacts of E nglish. Participants stressed that fore ign language should be a 

channe l to understand the world, but it was not important for everyone and all the time. 

There is no use learning English for many people (statement 8). Therefore without 

Engli sh, one wou ld not be left behind and children did no t need Engli sh certificates to 
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compete. English had some negati ve impacts on the society, but it did not affect the 

Ch inese language and people's ability to speak it. While Engli sh has not polluted the 

mother tongue and monopolized the markets and students still had time to learn the 

mother tongue, English learning caused academic and financia l burdens and fac ili tated 

desire for immediate success. Discourse D students were the only group that agreed that 

nati onal Engli sh exams had affected the normal operation of the education system 

(statement 27) and that there were too many varieti es of English exams which 

emphasized grammatical competence (statement 30). Many people learnt English but 

English education was not effective. Therefore teacher quality and basic knowledge 

about English and culture shou ld be enl1anced. 

In addition to learn ing fore ign language, Chinese people also needed to be open-mi nded. 

Chinese was still more impo11ant while English was necessary for cmmecting with the 

world (statement 40). It was not necessary to advocate for an oppositional status 

between English and Chinese. However, there is a possibility of English replacing 

literary Chinese work and there is a tendency for Chinese not to be the most important 

for Chinese people (statement 41 ). As explained by the students, that was because 

literary Chinese work was not valued as it was not "useful" to the modern day. 

As the university students stated, without mother tongue education, chil dren could st ill 

speak mother tongue well because they li ved in China. This expl ained their thought that 

there was no need to advocate for mother tongue education (statement 39). 
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High school students 

Five factors and therefore discourses about English were found among the high school 

student participants. There were no bipolar factors among the hi gh schoo l students 

which meant that they had agreement on some issues. Discourse D had the lowest 

correlation with the other four discourses. Below are some similarities: 

Discourses 

A B C D E 

33 In the near future, the number of people who can speak -2 -I -2 -2 -I 
English in China wi ll exceed the population of a ll Engli sh-
speaking countries in the wor ld. 
4 For Chinese, English is a key to open up western civi li sation. I 0 I 2 
25 People's ta lents and ab ilities have been our criteria of I 0 
employment. However, career promotion is now tied up c lose ly 
w ith foreign language examinatio n which has caused much 
frustratio n and to a ce11ai n extent, faci litated the des ire for 
immediate success. 
36 After entry into the WTO and w inning the bid to host the I 3 2 I 2 
2008 Beijing O lympics, master ing E ng li sh and strengthening 
communicat ion with the outs ide is becoming a demand for the 
yo uth . 
15 Engli sh education should a im to improve teachers' persona l 2 I 0 2 
quality and knowledge of the cu lture and customs of E ngli sh-
speaking countries. 
3 1 <<Tertiary Eng li sh>> is not onl y a language course, but it is 0 -I -I -I -2 
also a "venue" for the transmi ss ion and competition of different 
cu ltures and thoughts. 
22 More people are learning Englis h. This is good fo r the - I 0 -I I 0 
country . 
8 For many peop le, there is no use of learn ing Eng li sh. -2 -4 -3 -3 -3 
29 Non-Eng li sh speakers origina lly made up the majority of the -2 -2 -2 -2 -4 
wo rld's population. But under the current domi nance of E nglish, 
non- Eng li sh speakers have become a minority. The ir language 
has also become "in fe rior language". 
42 The ci•eativeness of the Chinese language is comparable to 3 I 2 0 
any languages in the world. We can't blind ly adore E ng li sh as 
"to-be world language". The re are many aspects that Engli sh 
cannot compete wi th Chinese. 
43 The huge burden created by Eng li sh has taken up the time of -3 -2 -4 -4 -2 
students to lea rn Chinese. 
20 For a long time, E ngli sh ed ucation has taken up a lot of - I I 0 I 0 
human, material and financ ial resources. Its ro le in fac ilitating 
economic a nd social deve lopment is irrep laceable. 
14 Eng li sh education is an im portant part of foundatio n I I 0 I -I 
education; therefore, it has the responsib ili ty for improvi ng 
persona l quality and adva ncement. 
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Generally, high school students perceived that English was of use for many people and 

English was rather a key to western civi li sation. Whether Engli sh was responsibl e fo r 

improving personal quality was not an issue of concern, but it was true that Engli sh 

education should focus on improving the quality and knowledge of Engli sh culture of 

teachers. When learning English culture was necessary for better English profi ciency, 

"Col lege English" classroom should not be a venue of competitions of different 

languages and cultures. After China's entry into the WTO and winning the bid to host 

the Beijing Ol ympics, there was a demand fo r young people to master Engli sh and 

communication ski ll s with the outside. However, China would probably not have the 

largest Engli sh-speaking population in the world. Engli sh had a minor role in 

facilitating economic and social development and thus more people learning Engli sh did 

not really affect the country. Foreign language exams mi ght facilitate the desire fo r 

immediate success, but learning Engli sh does not take up the time of students learnin g 

Chinese and non-English speakers will not become a minority group. Chinese is 

comparable to other languages including English with its creativity and beauty. 

There were also very clear di ffe rences between the fi ve di scourses which are outlined 

below. 

Discourse A: 'English as a communication channel' Chinese advocates 

6 Foreign language shou ld become a channel for us to 4 0 3 0 - I 
understand the wo rl d. 
7 We learn fore ign language onl y fo r exams and wi thout actual -4 -2 -3 3 0 
application. 
17 lfwe want to be a pa1i of the worl d, we can onl y use English -3 -4 -3 I -4 
for international communication. 

18 Chinese in the 21 st century not only need fore ign language, 4 4 1 I 4 

but also need to be open-minded. 

19 lf children do not have the certifi cate of public Engli sh -4 -3 - I -4 -3 
examinat ion. they essent ially have no compet iti veness. 

24 For me, English can he lp find a bener job and improve life -3 0 I 0 2 

quality. 
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35 Learning and speaking Engli sh has become a trend of the -3 -I 2 -3 -2 
public. 
37 It is important to lea rn fore ign language but "ABC" can never 3 0 4 -2 2 
replace <<Three Character Class ic>> 

38 China has become stronger and is ri sing international ly. 4 4 3 -2 4 
Under this c ircum stance, we should be proud of the long 
tradition of our mother-tongue and even become determ ined to 
make it 'walk to wards' the world like the way English has. 
39 There seems to be greater emphasis on Engli sh education. 3 2 0 -I 
Eng li sh is ta ught from pre-school and has almost become an 
" imper iali st language". It is the time to advocate fo r mother-
to ngue ed ucation. 
40 For hi storica l reason , there are many English-speaki ng 3 2 0 -] 3 
countries in the world . If we want to "face the world" and 
"contact with the world", it is essential to learn Engli sh. 
However, in every country, the native language should be used 
more dominantly. The citizens of every country should first learn 
the native language. 
42 The creativeness of the Chinese language is comparable to 3 l 2 0 
any languages in the world . We can't blindly adore Engli sh as 
"to-be world language". There are many aspects that Eng li sh 
cannot compete with Chinese. 
43 The huge burden created by Engli sh has taken up the time of -3 -2 -4 -4 -2 
students to lea rn Chinese. 
45 Eng li sh lea rning is more va lued than Mandarin learni ng for -4 -3 -] 3 -3 
the Chinese in Ch ina. 
48 We are al l busy with fo reign languages, and forge t our -3 -4 -] 0 0 
mother-tongue. 
54 lf we say Eng li sh is a too l for international communication, 3 -3 -2 0 - I 
then Chinese is our personal and identi ty fo undation. The fo rmer 
is an add ition and a too l and the latter is a foundat ion and guide. 

This perspective is characteri sed by its emphasis on the importance of the mother 

tongue Chinese and the ' practical ' nature of English as a tool witho ut bringing any 

particular benefits . For the partic ipants, Chinese people shou ld be determined to make 

the Chinese language strong w hil e fo re ign language should be a channel to understand 

the world. Discourse A high school students were the only group that agreed with the 

"Chinese fever" developing with the economy of China, like English (statement 51). At 

the same time, Chinese people also needed to be open-minded. High school stude nts 

ho lding this perspective d isagreed strongly that Chinese people valued Engli sh more 

than C hinese and that children needed English certificates to compete. Without English, 

children were sti ll competitive and would not be left behind. However, if one learnt 

English, it would be useful in some ways. E ngli sh was not learnt purely for exams. 
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Learning and speaking English has not become a trend of the Ch inese public. It does not 

bring benefits such as better job and improving living conditions. 

The strong rankings of 37, 38, 39, 40 and 42 indicate the advocacy for Chinese of 

students who adopted this perspective. Chinese was a beautifu l language and could thus 

compete with other languages . Literary Chinese could never be replaced. Although 

Engli sh was important for connecting with the world, Chinese was still the most 

important language fo r Chinese people. There is a di stinction between Engli sh and 

Chinese in that English is a tool and Chinese is the identity foundat ion. English did not 

harm the Chinese language and people could still speak mother tongue. Nevertheless, 

mother tongue education is needed at least in pre-school. 

Discourse B: 'Chinese-English equality' 'hybrid' advocates 

I Students have to learn Eng li sh regard less of their di sc ip lines. 2 3 -4 - I -4 

2 T he number of peop le learn ing E nglish increases. T hi s 0 3 4 -2 -3 

represents the increasing open ness of my coun try. 

8 For many peop le, there is no use of learning Eng lish. -2 -4 -3 -3 -3 

12 In many situat ions, people learn Engli sh as a necessity. From 0 3 -2 -4 -I 

thi s perspective, it creates language ineq ua lity. 

13 The impacts of Engl ish a re enormous followi ng the ri se of -2 4 0 4 -2 

Bri ta in and the Uni ted States. Espec ially in th is era o f econom ic 

globa lisation and information techno logy, English is used more 

w ide ly and everywhere. 

17 If we want to be a part of the world , we can onl y use Eng li sh -3 -4 -3 I -4 

fo r internationa l communication . 

18 Ch inese in the 21 st century not only need fore ign language, 4 4 I I 4 

but a lso need to be open-minded. 

19 If children do not have the certificate of public E ngl ish -4 -3 -I -4 -3 

exami nation , they essentially have no competit iveness. 

28 When speaking of' saving', everyone w ill immed iately think -2 -3 0 -3 -3 

of sav ing water, sav ing electricity, saving food. But the waste 

produced by Engli sh-fo r-a ll and so on is neg lected. 

32 To train students to ethn ic traditions, national mora lity and I 3 0 0 3 

soc ia lism, it is espec ially important to incorporate nationalism 

and views and va lues of li fe into Engli sh classes. 

36 After entry into the WTO and winning the bid to host the I 3 2 I 2 

2008 Beijing O lympics, mastering Engli sh and strengthening 

com munication wi th the outs ide is becoming a demand for the 

yo uth. 
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38 China has become stronger and is ri sing internationally. 4 4 3 -2 4 
Under this circumstance, we should be proud of the long 
tradition of our mother-tongue and even become determined to 
make it 'wa lk towards' the world like the way English has. 
44 Some pr imary schoo ls have started to use English as a 2 ' 2 -I -~ 
medium of instruction. It is true that student's English is 
improved, but how about the Chi nese literary studies and poems? 
Perhaps they have already been covered up by the 26 letter 
alphabet. 
45 English learning is more va lued than Mandarin learning fo r -4 -3 -I 3 -3 
the Chinese in China . 
48 We are all busy with foreign languages, and fo rget our -3 -4 -I 0 0 
mother-tongue. 
54 lfwe say English is a tool fo r international communication, 3 -3 -2 0 -I 
then Chinese is our personal and identity fo undation . The former 
is an addi tion and a tool and the latter is a foundation and gu ide. 

Like other discourses, pa11icipants holding Discourse B stressed that Chinese people 

should be determined to make C hinese language as dominant as Engli sh because the 

need for English, which was wide ly used because of the power of the US and UK, has 

somehow created language inequality. Discourse B students were the onl y group that 

agreed (rather strongl y) the need to learn English to communicate had created inequality 

(statement 12). In addition to foreign language, Chinese people ueed to be open-minded. 

English is usefu l for many people, although one would not be left behind without it and 

children do not need English certificates to be competiti ve. As English is now widely 

used, it is now a demand for youth to learn English as the country is opening up more 

after entry into the WTO and the w inning of the bid to host the Beijing Ol ympics. A ll 

students need to learn Engli sh and Engli sh for all is not a waste as English is a sign of 

openness. T hey were the on ly group that di sagreed with the emphasis on grammatical 

competence of the existing exam system (statement 30). 

This perspective, as well as Discourse E illustrated later, stood out because of the view 

of the hybridity of Chinese and English in the language c lassroom . High school students 

holding thi s perspective believed that it was a lso important to incorporate traditional 

Chinese ideas and socia lism into English classes, but at the same time, they believed 
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that one cannot make such a distinction between Chinese as a foundatio n and Engli sh as 

a too l. As one student loaded on Discourse B explained, Ch inese and English are 

equally important. Chinese is the country's language, while English is important for 

communication. 

The other statements in the ' non-contradictory' category also received rather neutral 

ratings very possibly fo r the reason that Chinese and English cannot be compared. 

While the negative rating of statement 54 is indi cative of their viewpoints of the 

'equality' between the two languages as both important for instrumental and in tegrative 

reasons, the strong agreement with incorporating traditions into English classrooms 

demonstrates the 'imagined' hybridity of the high school students. Thi s is further 

supported by the need to learn the culture associated with Engl ish that all high school 

students in the sample expressed. As one high school student in Discourse B pointed out, 

":ft :l\t 111 :i£ ~ ~ •Jh ~ ITT ~ 7,J i.-g a~~~ ,fm _Ajij ifil ?Ji IJ {ijq':'f 5'c ~ ~ T/OHIJ A !,!I I W {fr; :f 9'n J!i 

filj)\~!,!ll{iiJ 1:m ,fm{fJ ITTX1-t~{t¾ B/Ji.;i; fil i:f{fr;ff.)t,'9:~ 1J-i'trn.Prs<J ~ ~,ft),,{fJ'Y.1.m ". 

Although English creates language inequal ity, there is no damage to the Chinese 

language. People still value learning Chinese more, and speak Chinese well , and 

English has not replaced literary Chinese studies. 

Discourse C: 'Universal English as a symbol of openness for self-strengthen.in.g' 

Chinese advocates 

I Students ha ve to learn Eng lish regardless of thei r disciplines. 2 3 -4 -I -4 

2 The number o f people learning Engl ish increases. Thi s 0 3 4 -2 -3 
represents the increasing openness of my country. 

3 Eng li sh is the most important communica ti on too l of the wor ld -I 2 -3 2 0 
today 
5 We learn English to acquire th e advancement of the West so as 0 -2 4 0 0 
to protect the benefits of the country and people! 

6 Foreign language sho uld become a channe l for us to 4 0 3 0 -I 

understand the world. 
7 We lea rn foreign language o nly fo r exams and w ithout actual -4 -2 -3 3 0 
application. 
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8 For many people, there is no use of learning English. -2 -4 -3 -3 -3 
9 The importance of fo reign language is unquestionable. -2 I 3 -3 0 
However, it doesn' t mean that it is important to everyone and 
anytime. 
I I It has become a common phenomenon that people learn -I I -3 3 -1 
Engli sh when it is actually useless. They are also incapable of 
using it. 
16 English no longer belongs to the British alone, but it is the 0 0 3 3 0 
asset and major communicat ion tool of all humans. 
17 lf we want to be a part of the world, we can onl y use English -3 -4 -3 I -4 
fo r international communication. 

34 English has become an internat ional language. Many people - I I 3 2 2 
can speak and wri te English . 

37 It is important to lea rn fo reign language but "A BC" can never 3 0 4 -2 2 
replace <<Three Character Class ic>> 

38 China has become stronger and is ri sing internationally. 4 4 3 -2 4 
Under th is circumstance, we should be proud of the long 
tradition of our mother-tongue and even become determined to 
make it 'walk towards' the world like the way English has . 
43 The huge burden created by Engli sh has taken up the time of -3 -2 -4 -4 -2 
students to learn Chinese. 

46 The society and people are all immersed in English. Engli sh -I -I -4 -2 0 
seems to have become a firm prerequisite of getting a degree, 
career promotion and a criterion of ta lents selection. On one 
hand, the mother-tongue has been polluted and on the other, 
Engli sh has 111 011 opolised the worl d. 

What is distinctive about thi s account is its 'English fo r self-strengthening' views 

similar to those embedded within the ' ti-yong' principle. Engli sh as an international 

language belonging to the whole world was advocated fo r being used to learn from the 

West to protect the country. For the hi gh school students holding thi s perspective, 

English represented the openness of the country and was learnt to protect the benefi ts of 

the country and the people. Nevertheless, this discourse displayed the strongest positive 

rating on statement 9 that it was not i mportant for all students and everyone to learn 

English. If people learnt it, it wou ld be useful in some ways, not just for exams. 

These students' opinions were also di stinctive from the other discourses due to their 

' recognition ' of the ' universality' of the English language both in the world and China. 

These 'self-strengthening' advocates were the onl y group that tended to agree with 
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learning and speaking English having become a trend of the Chinese public (statement 

35). Statements 34 and 16 were most sign ificant to Discourse C students among the fi ve 

perspectives of high school students. The students were also the only group that tended 

to be neutral about statement 13 that English is used widely nowadays because of the 

power of the UK and US . 

The students also believed that English had not affected the Chinese language. Students 

still had time to learn Chinese and literary Chinese could never be replaced by English. 

Engli sh had not monopolised the job markets and polluted the mother tongue. 

At the same time, the students also advocated for the Chinese language which needed to 

be made as dominant as English. Engli sh, as a universal language, was useful fo r 

understanding the world but it was not the most important communication tool of the 

world. Therefore, one would not be left behind without it. 

Discourse D: 'English is universal, 'Non-contradictory Chinese-English relations' 

advocates 

7 We learn fo reign language onl y for exams and without actual -4 -2 -3 3 0 
app licat ion. 
8 For many people, there is no use of learn ing Engli sh. -2 -4 -3 -3 -3 

9 The importance of fo reign language is unquest ionab le. -2 1 3 -3 0 
However, it doesn' t mean that it is important to everyone and 
anytime. 
1 1 It has become a common phenomenon that peopl e lea rn -I I -3 3 -I 

Engli sh when it is actuall y use less. They are also incapable of 

using it. 
12 In many situations, people learn Engl ish as a necessity. 0 3 -2 -4 -I 

from th is perspect ive, it creates language inequali ty. 

13 The impacts of English are enormous fol low ing the rise of -2 4 0 4 -2 

Britai n and the United States. Especia ll y in this era of 
economic globalisation and in fo rmation technology, Engli sh is 
used more widely and everywhere. 
16 English no longer belongs to the British alone, but it is the 0 0 3 3 0 

asset and maj or commun ication tool of a ll humans. 

I 9 If children do not have the certifi cate of public English -4 -3 -I -4 -3 

exami nation, they essentia lly have no competitiveness. 
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28 When speaking of'sav ing', everyo ne w ill immediately think -2 -3 0 -3 -3 
of saving water, sav ing e lectric ity, sav ing food. But the waste 
produced by Engli sh-for-all and so on is neglected. 

30 There are diffe rent types of E nglish examinations in high 0 -2 2 4 0 
schools and uni versities. Grammati ca l accuracy has almost 
become a technica l demand . 
35 Learning and speaking Engli sh has become a trend of the -3 -I 2 -3 -2 
public. 
4 1 For Chinese people, the C hinese language as the mother 0 2 0 -3 
tongue is de finite ly much more important than Engli sh. 

43 The huge burden created by Engli sh has taken up the time -3 -2 -4 -4 -2 
of students to learn Chinese. 

45 Eng li sh lea rning is more va lued than Mandarin learning fo r -4 -3 - I 3 -3 
the Chinese in China . 

49 There is no contradiction between learning Engli sh and I - I 1 4 -1 
Chinese. 
50 Us ing Engli sh does not necessarily mean yo u don' t love the 2 0 -I 3 0 
country. The problem is we can' t encourage fo re ign language 
at the expense of mother-tongue. 

Students adopting thi s perspective p laced higher emphas is on the spread and usefulness 

o f Engli sh and the relations between Chinese and English. 

English is now used widely because of the power of UK and US . English is now a 

universal language. For thi s reason, Di scourse D students were the onl y group that was 

neutral about statement 17 that one would need Engli sh if one did not want to be left 

behind. 

There is no contradiction between learning English and Chinese, and so there is no 

language inequality English has created. Di scourse D students were the group that most 

strongly agreed that the Chi nese and English were not contradictory. Learning English 

does not mean not loving the country and we should always value mother tongue more. 

There are many di fferent English exams which make grammatical competence a 

technical demand. In which case, people just learn it fo r exams without actual 

applicati on, and there is no use of the knowledge after learning. Because of this, 

speaking and writing English has not become a trend in China. However, English for all 
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is not a waste and is usefu l for many people . The problem is too much emphasis had 

been put on exams. Children do not need English certificates to be competitive. 

Interestingly, thi s group of students were the only group that rated most significantly 

and positively statement 45 that English was more valued than Chinese in China, and 

signi ficantl y and negatively statement 4 1 that for Chinese people, Chinese language is 

more important. Although learning English did not really bring any harms to the 

Chinese language as students still had time to learn Chinese, and the two languages 

were not contradictory. One student loaded significantly on this discourse pointed out, 

"there are a few impacts but not that serious. Some people emphasise more English, say, 

in our school, there are exams on English, Maths and Commerce, but there is more 

emphasis on the results of English and Maths. It feels like it 's okay to just do well with 

Chinese" (")f.)t£-tl:\{&1'f-~A Jl'Jt££]HJ\l,~ifi- Jl'Jt~~11:fx:1fJcji:;\3lfJ\l,tEcj,:::::J - ~cji:1-3'.l~il\ 

~~-{&~~*•~cji:~~£~#fi~@££m~~*•~cji:~mMffi~a¾ffS~ 

i'1Ht)f.}tm}l~N~'.%T"). What is happening in China, for the students holding this 

perspective, is that English is more valued than Chinese, and the Chinese language is 

not more important than English for Chinese people in the current period. 

Discourse E: 'English with negative impacts but useful' Chinese advocates 

I Students have to learn English regardless of their disciplines. 2 3 -4 -I -4 

2 The number of people learn ing English increases. This 0 3 4 -2 -3 

represents the increasing openness of my country. 

8 For many people. there is no use of learning English. -2 -4 -3 -3 -3 

17 lfwe want to be a part of the world, we can only use English -3 -4 -3 I -4 

for international comm uni cation. 

18 Chinese in the 2 !st century not only need foreign language, 4 4 I I 4 

but also need to be open-minded. 

19 If children do not have the certificate of public English -4 0 -I -4 -3 -J 

examination, they essentially have no competitiveness. 

21 l become more confident when l see my improvement in 0 2 2 0 3 

English. 
23 Learning English we ll can contribute to the hometown. I I 0 2 -3 
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26 The main purpose of language learning is communication and I -2 I -I 4 
applicat ion. If it becomes a criterion of schoo l admission , 
exceeds the ability of chi ldren and causes huge financial burden 
for the parents, what is then the real benefit of language learning, 
except that it will be benefic ial fo r on ly a small portion of the 
population? 
28 When speak ing of'sav ing', everyo ne will immediately think -2 -3 0 -3 -3 
of saving water, sav ing e lectric ity, saving food. But the waste 
produced by English-for-al l and so on is neglected . 

29 Non- Engli sh speakers ori gina ll y made up the majority of the -2 -2 -2 -2 -4 
world's population. But under the current dominance of Eng li sh, 
non- Eng li sh speakers have become a minority. Their language 
has a lso become "inferior language". 
32 To train students to ethnic traditions, national mora lity and I 3 0 0 3 
soc ia li sm, it is espec ially important to incorporate nationa li sm 
and views and va lues of li fe into Eng li sh classes . 

38 China has become stronger and is ri sing internationa ll y . 4 4 3 -2 4 
Under thi s ci rcumstance, we shou ld be proud of the long 
trad ition of our mother-tongue and even become determi ned to 
make it 'walk towards' the world li ke the way English has. 

40 For hi stori ca l reason, there are many English-speak ing 3 2 0 -I 3 
countries in the world. If we want to " face the world" and 
"contact with the wo rld", it is essenti a l to learn Engli sh. 
However, in every country, the nat ive language should be used 
more dominantly. The c iti zens of every country should first learn 
the native language. 
45 Eng li sh learning is more valued than Mandarin learning fo r -4 -3 -I 3 -3 
the Chinese in China. 

47 In modern China's educat ion system, primary school students -o 0 -I 0 3 
are al ready lea rning English. In some pre-schoo ls, Engli sh or 
other fo reign languages are even taught. It wou ld be terrible if 
ch ildren can' t speak good Putonghua when they grow up. 

52 Advocacy for wri ting in mother to ngue does not mean 2 -I I 2 3 
oppos ition to Engli sh and res istance to outs ide cu lture. Rather it 
emphas ises language and cul tural equa li ty and complement. 

T his perspecti ve is characte ristic of its stress on the negat ive impacts of English on the 

society as well as the Chinese language w hile English was u seful for some people. In 

addition to fore ign language, Chinese people should be open-minded and, at the same 

time, be de termined to make Ch inese as strong as E ngl ish . Languages other than 

English are not inferior and advocacy for mother tongue does not mean opposition to 

foreign languages. E ng li sh does neverthe less create som e social problems such as 

causing financial and academic burdens fo r s tudents and parents. As the only group that 

showed agreement, these Di scomse E high schoo l students agreed with the negative 
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impacts of national Engli sh exams on the normal operation of education (sta tement 27). 

Although English is of use for many people and English fo r all is not a waste, not all 

students need to learn it. Without English, one would defi nitely not be left behind and 

chi ldren will still be competitive without English certificates. Chinese language is sti ll 

the most important for Chinese people even though we need English to connect with the 

world. 

However, English does not symbolise the increasing openness of the country and has 

some damage to the Chinese language. Although Chinese people do not va lue learning 

English more, in today's education in Ch ina, children start learning Engli sh at an early 

age, even in pre-school. When they grow up, they cannot speak Putonghua properly. It 

is necessary to incorporate traditi onal values into the English classes. Engli sh has harms 

in the society but it al so has brought some personal benefits such as enhanced 

confidence. The students were the only group that disagreed (rather strongly) that 

English did not contribute to hometown development. 

Teachers 

Four discourses about English were extracted from the Q so11s of teachers. Di scourse C 

had the lowest correlation with the other three di scourses, and with in Di scourse C, there 

was one bipolar case among the teacher pa11icipants, mean ing that two of the teacher 

participants had quite contrasting viewpo ints. This bipolarity implies that two 

diametri call y opposed viewpoints are being expressed by the participants who load on 

such a factor. If the positive loaders agree with the item rankings and overall item 

configuration for that factor, the negative loaders are agreeing with an entirely reversed 
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configuration and hence they are advocating an opposed viewpoint. If the positive 

loaders have ranked an item at +4, the negative loaders have ranked the sam e item at -4. 

The four di scourses share som e commonalities as s tated below: 

7 We learn fo reign language only for exams and without actual 
appl icat ion. 
21 T become more confident when I see my improvement in 
Engli sh. 
23 Learning Engli sh we ll can contribute to the hometown. 
29 Non-English speakers originally made up the majority of the 
world's population. But under the current dominance of Engli sh, 
non-English speakers have become a minor ity. Their language has 
also become "inferior language". 

A 

-4 

-I 

-1 

-I 

Discourses 

B C D 

-4 -3 -4 

-I -2 0 

0 -2 -1 
-I l 0 

Teacher participa nts seem ed to have more consensus on issues related to English than 

the s tudent groups. They disagreed strongly that learning foreign language is only for 

exam purposes without actual applicat ion. Learning E nglish does no t improve self

confidence and it a lso does not contribute to hometown development. Whether non

Engli sh speakers and languages other than En gli sh would become a minority was not an 

issue of concern fo r the teachers. 

Below are the differences between the four teacher di scourses : 

Discourse A: 'Eng/isl, with harms' Chinese advocates 

1 Students have to learn Engli sh regardless of their discip lines. -4 -1 -I 2 
5 We learn Engli sh to acq uire the advancement of the West so as to -3 0 0 -I 
protect the benefits of the country and people! 

7 We lea rn fore ign language only fo r exams and without actual -4 -4 -3 -4 
app lication. 
18 Chinese in the 2 1st century not"only need fore ign language, but 3 4 -I 3 
a lso need to be open-minded. 

19 lf children do not have the certifi cate of pub lic Engli sh -4 -4 -I -3 
examination, they essentially have no competitiveness. 
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20 For a long time, Eng lish edu cat ion has taken up a lot of huma n, -3 0 -3 
mater ia l and financ ial resources. Its ro le in facili tat ing economic and 
soc ial deve lopment is irrep laceab le. 

22 More people are learn ing Engli sh. Thi s is good fo r the coun try. -3 -I I - I 

24 For me, Eng lish can he lp find a better j ob and improve li fe qua lity. -3 I -4 -2 

25 People's talents and abi liti es have been our c ri teria of emp loyme nt. 3 I -3 0 

However, ca reer promotion is now tied up c lose ly w ith fore ign 
language examination which has caused muc h fru stra ti on and to a 

certa in exte nt, fac ili tated the desire for immed iate success. 

3 7 It is impo rtant to learn fo re ign language but " A BC" can never 3 I I 3 

re place <<Three Character C lass ic>> 

38 China has become stronger and is ri s ing internationa lly. Under thi s 4 0 -I 2 

c ircumstance, we should be proud of the long tradi ti on of our mother-

tongue a nd even become determined to make it 'walk towards' the 

wor ld like the way E ngl ish has. 

39 There seems to be greater emphas is on Eng lish ed ucation. Engli sh 3 -I 

is taught from pre-schoo l and has a lmost become a n " imper ia list 

language" . It is the time to advocate fo r mother-tongue education. 

40 For hi storica l reason, there are many Eng li sh-speak ing countri es in 4 3 0 

the wo rld. l fwe want to " face the world" and "contact w ith the 

wor ld", it is essenti a l to learn E ngli sh. However, in eve ry country, the 

native language should be used more domi nantly. The c iti zens of 

every country should fi rst lea rn the nati ve language . 

41 For Chinese peop le, the Chinese language as the mother tongue is 4 3 0 - I 

defi nite ly much more importa nt than Eng li sh. 

42 T he creat iveness of the C hinese language is comparable to any 3 2 0 -2 

languages in the wor ld . We can't blindly adore Engli sh as "to-be 

wor ld language". There are many aspects that English cannot 

compete w ith C hinese. 

The strong ratings of statements 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 , 42 indicate that the teachers 

adopting thi s perspective are Chinese advocates. The mother tongue Chinese is still the 

most important although English is necessary to connect with the world and yet not 

needed to protect the country. Chinese people should promote Chinese as strongly as 

English. English is useful, but not all students and not everyone need to learn it. We still 

live without English, and children will not lack competiti veness without Engli sh 

certificates. These teachers were the only group that tended to di sagree with statement 3 

that English was the most important communication tool of the world. 
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Although it is not a necessity for everyone to learn English, if one learns it, it is sti ll of 

use in some ways. In addition to learning foreign languages, on the part of Chinese, they 

also need to be open-minded . Teachers holding this 'English with harms ' perspective all 

disagreed strongly or quite strongly with the positive impacts of English, for example, 

not good for the country, no personal development reasons. As just a communication 

tool , Engli sh education was not responsible for improving personal quality (statement 

14). But there are negative impacts, for instance, English facilitates the desire for 

immediate success . They were also the only group that agreed with the impacts of 

Engli sh exams on the normal operation of schools (statement 27). With regards to the 

impacts of Engli sh on Chinese, Discourse A teachers were also the only group that was 

neutral about the negative impacts of Engli sh learning on Chinese (statement 43, 46). 

Discourse B: 'Chinese-English equality' education-enhancement advocates 

2 The number of people learn ing Eng lish increases . This represents 
the increasi ng openness of my country. 

-I 3 - I 4 
6 Foreign language shou ld become a channe l for us to understand 
the wor ld. 0 4 0 -I 
7 We learn fo reign language on ly for exams and without actual 
application. -4 -4 -3 -4 
15 E ng li sh ed ucatio n should ai m to improve teachers ' personal 
quality and knowledge of the culture and customs of Engli sh-
speaking countries. I 4 0 3 
17 If we want to be a pa1t of the world, we can on ly use English for 
international comm unication. 

-3 -3 I -3 
18 C hinese in the 2 l st century not on ly need foreign language, but 
also need to be open-minded . 

3 4 -I 3 
19 If children do not have the certifi cate of public English 
examinati on, they essentially have no competitiveness . 

-4 -4 - I -3 
36 After entry into the WTO and wi nning the bid to host the 2008 
Beijing Olympics, mastering Eng li sh and strengthening 
commun ication w ith the outs ide is becoming a demand for the 
yo uth. I 3 -2 -I 
40 For hi storical reason , there are many E nglish-speaking countries 
in the world. Ifwe want to "face the world" and "contact with the 
world", it is essent ial to learn Engii sh. However, in every country, 
the native language shou ld be used more dominantly. The citizens 
of every country should first learn the nati ve language. 

4 3 0 
41 For Chinese people, the Chinese language as the mother tongue 
is defin ite ly much more important than Eng li sh. 

4 3 0 - I 
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43 Burden of English taking up the time to learn Chi nese 0 -3 -2 -4 

45 Eng li sh is more va lued than Mandarin in China -2 -3 3 -3 

48 Everyone is busy with fore ign language and forget MT -1 -3 2 -4 

52 Advocacy for MT wr iting not mean opposition to English, 2 3 3 0 
53 Chinese a language of soul and Eng li sh a tool 2 -4 0 0 
54 English a too l & addition and Chinese a personal & identity 

fo undation 2 -3 -2 -2 

The second perspective found among teachers is 'Chinese-English equality ' education

enhancement advocates. Apart from foreign language as a channel for them to 

understand the world, the teachers believed that Chinese peop le also need to be open

minded in the twenty-first century. Therefore, Chinese people should accept more 

' foreign things' and cannot make the distinction between the roles of Chinese and 

English. They cannot make such a distinction as between English as a tool and Chinese 

as soul as the languages are equal. 

Teachers holding this perspective emphasised that English education should aim to 

enhance teacher quality and knowledge of Engli sh and culture. However, English is not 

everything. Without English, one would not be left behind and chi ldren wou ld still be 

competitive. If one learns English, it wou ld be of some use, not only for exams. Foreign 

language is a symbol of openness. Discourse B teachers were the group that most 

significantly agreed that as the country is more open, there is a demand for youth to 

learn Engli sh (statement 36) but they tended to disagree that China would have the 

largest number of English speakers in the world (statement 33) . 

For Discourse B teachers, Chinese is still the most important language and knowing 

Engli sh does not mean not loving the country (statement 40, 4 I , 52). There is harm 

from learning English to the Chinese language (statement 43, 45, 48). 
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Discourse C: 'English-negativist' 

IO Many people have spent a lot of time and 111oney on learning I 2 4 
fo reign language and, in the end, they don' t really need to use the 
language. 
11 It has become a co111111on pheno111enon that people lea rn English -2 I 4 
when it is actua lly useless. They are also incapable of using it. 
20 For a long ti111 e, English education has taken up a lot of human, -3 0 -3 
111 ateria l and fin ancia l resources. Its role in fac ilitating econo111ic and 
soc ial develop111ent is irrep laceable. 

24 For 111e, Engli sh can help find a better job and i111prove li fe quality. -3 I -4 -2 
25 People's ta lents and abi lities have been our cri teria of employ111ent. 3 I -3 0 
However, career promotion is now tied up closely with fo reign 
language exa111ination which has caused 111uch fru stration and to a 
certain extent, facilitated the desire for i111111ed iate success. 

28 When speaking of' saving', everyone will i111med iately think of 0 -2 3 
sav ing water, saving electricity, saving food. But the waste produced 
by Engli sh-for-all and so on is neglected. 

30 There are different types of English exa111inations in high schools l -] 3 0 
and universities. Gra111 111atica l accuracy has al111ost beco111e a 
technica l demand. 
32 To train students to ethnic traditions, national 111orali ty and I -2 -4 2 
socialis111 , it is especiall y i111po1iant to incorporate nationalis111 and 
views and va lues of li fe into English classes. 

33 In the near future, the nu111ber of people who can speak English in 0 -2 -4 2 
China will exceed the population of all English-speak ing countries in 
the worl d. 
45 English learning is 111 ore va lued than Mandarin learning for the -2 -3 3 -3 
Chi nese in China. 

46 The society and people are all immersed in English. English seems 0 -2 4 -2 
to have beco111e a firm prerequisite of getting a degree, career 
promot ion and a cri terion of talents selection. On one hand, the 
111 other-tongue has been polluted and on the other, English has 
111 onopolised the world. 
49 There is no contradiction between learning Engli sh and Chinese. I l -3 -] 
51 In recent years, China's economic growth has been accelerating 0 -1 -3 -2 
and 111any countries have also increased their econo111ic dealings with 
China. This has led to the ri se of"Chinese fever". So111e people even 
think that the Chinese language will become the new "world 
language" alongs ide English. 
52 Advocacy for writing in 111 other tongue does not mean oppos ition 2 3 3 0 
to Engli sh and res istance to outside culture. Rather it emphasises 
language and cul tural equality and co111ple111ent. 

Thi s di scourse is characterised by its views of English as harmful and 'Engli sh for all ' 

as a waste. Teachers holding this perspecti ve believed that people spend too much time 

and money on learning English while there was not such a need to learn. They also 

tended to believe that there was no use of learning English for many people (statement 
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8). There were therefore no benefits of Engli sh fo r self and the society. In China, there 

will not be many people who can speak English even though learning English has 

become a trend of the Chinese public (statement 35). While there are no positive 

impacts, English monopolises the sti.1dy and job markets and does harms to the Chinese 

language and some parts of the society as it is more valued than Chinese. Chi ldren 

cannot speak good Putonghua. These 'English negati vists ' were the only group that 

thought that everyone was busy learning foreign language and forgot the mother tongue 

(statement 48) and that li terary Chinese teaching was affected (statement 44). They 

were the on ly group that agreed (rather strongly) that English was more valued than 

Chinese. There is therefore contradiction between learning English and Chinese 

(statement 49) . Although harmful to the Chi nese language, it is not necessary to 

incorporate nationalism and cultural va lues into English classrooms (statement 32) . 

Although it is harmful to learn English, it is sti ll useful and not j ust for exams. 

Di scourse C teachers however were also the only group that tended to be neutral or 

agree that, if one did not want to be left behind, one could only use English (statement 

17), and that more people learning Engli sh was good for the country (statement 22). 

There are sti ll too many varieties of English exams whil e not everyone needs the 

language (statement 10, 11 , 30). But it has not facilitated immediate success (statement 

25). We should emphasise language and cu ltural equality not blindly rejecting foreign 

things (statement 52) and Chinese will not become a world language along with English 

(statement 51). 

As mentioned previously, Participant 13 and Pa11icipantl 8 both loaded heavil y on F3 as 

bipolar cases, with Participant 13 loaded negatively and Participant 18 positively. This 

means that while Participant 13 shared only some viewpoints with Fl , F2 and F4, s/he 
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differed considerably from Participant 18 in di scourse C. Participant 13 was strongly 

opposed to this 'Eng li sh-negati v ist' perspective. 

Discourse D: Englis/z is a symbol of openness important for some, witlz 110 /zarms 

2 The number of people learning Eng li sh increases. Thi s represents -I 3 -1 4 
the increas ing openness of my country. 

4 For Chinese, English is a key to open up western civilisation. 0 2 0 3 
9 The importance of foreign language is unquestionable. However, it I I 2 4 
doesn't mean that it is important to everyone and anytime. 

14 Engli sh education is an important pa1i of fo undation education ; -2 0 I 3 
therefore, it has the responsibi lity fo r improving personal qua li ty and 
advancement. 
15 Engli sh education sho uld aim to improve teachers ' personal I 4 0 3 
quality and know ledge of the culture and customs of English-
speaking countri es. 
17 ffwe want to be a part of the world, we can only use Eng li sh fo r -3 -3 1 -3 
international communication. 

18 Chinese in the 2 1st century not only need fo reign language, but 3 4 - I 3 
also need to be open-m inded. 

19 lf children do not have the ce1iificate of public Engli sh -4 -4 -1 -3 
examination, they essenti a lly have no competitiveness. 
34 Eng li sh has become an internationa l language. Many people can 0 2 - I 3 
speak and wr ite Engl ish. 

35 Learning and speaking English has become a trend of the public. - - I -2 2 -3 
37 It is important to lea rn fore ign language but " ABC" can never 3 l I 3 
rep lace <<Three Character Classic>> 

43 The huge burden created by Engli sh has taken up the time of 0 -3 -2 -4 
students to lea rn Chinese. 

44 Some primary schoo ls have started to use English as a med ium of 0 0 2 -4 
instruction. It is true that student's Eng lish is improved, but how 
about the Chinese literary studies and poems? Perhaps they have 
a lready been covered up by the 26 letter a lphabet. 
45 English lea rning is more va lued than Mandarin learning for the -2 -3 3 -3 
Chinese in China. 
48 We are all busy with fo re ign languages, and fo rget our mothe r- -I -3 2 -4 
tongue. 

Teachers adopting this discourse strongly be lieved that Engli sh is an international 

language that represents the openness of the country and is a key to western civilisation. 

They were the onl y group that agreed that E nglish was the most important 

communication tool of the world (statement 3) and that all students needed to learn it 

(statement 1) but it is no t important for everyone. English is useful and it is not just 
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learnt fo r exams, but without English, we are st ill able to conummicate with the outside 

world , and children can still compete (statement 7, 17, I 9). 

More relevant to the teachers, English education should also be responsible for 

improving personal quality and English education should aim to enhance teacher quality 

and knowledge. Chinese also need to be open-minded. Engli sh has not even become a 

trend (statement 35) in China but they believed that in the future China would have the 

largest English-speaking population in the world (statement 33). Engli sh has no 

negative impacts on the Chinese language. The mother tongue Chinese has not been 

affected. Students still have time to learn Chinese and literary Chinese is st ill important. 

These teachers disagreed with statement 44 because they do not know any schoo ls that 

use English to teach literary Chinese and were the only group that disagreed with 

statement 42 that Chinese is comparable to other languages. The 'non-contradictory' 

statements were all of low significance (neutrality and some disagreement) fo r 

Di scourse D teachers . 

Parents 

Among the parent participants, there were five factors wi th eigenvalues above 1.0. Four 

factors were finally extracted to reform the parental di scourses about English because 

there was only one Q sort loaded heavily on Factor 5 which weakened the validity of 

th is factor. Discourse B and Chad rather low coITelations with one another and with the 

other two discourses. Among the parent participants, no bipolar cases were found. Some 

commonalities could be found across the four discourses: 
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16 Eng li sh no longer belongs to the British 
alone, but it is the asset and major 
communication too l of al l humans. 
22 More people are lea rning Eng li sh. Thi s is 
good for the cou ntry. 
23 Learning Engl ish we ll can contribu te to the 
hometown. 
33 In the near future , the number of people 
who can speak Engli sh in China will exceed 
the population of a l I Engli sh-speaking 
countries in the world. 
41 For Chinese people, the Chinese language 
as the mother tongue is definitely much more 
important than English. 

Discourses 

A B C D 

1 0.45 1 0.56 0 0.37 0 0.00 

0 -0.10 0 0.00 0 -0.14 -2 -0 .87 

-1 -0.26 -1 -0.52 -2 -0.98 -3 -1.21 

•2 -I .17 -1 -0.65 -3 -1.24 -3 -1.41 

1 0.71 3 1.27 I 0.46 2 0.93 

Even though all parent participants were generally neutral about the ownership of 

English as belonging to the whole world, they did not think that China would have the 

largest English-speaking population in the world. With varying levels of agreement, 

they believed that mother tongue Chinese was the most important for Chinese people. 

The parent participants were not concerned about the collective benefits of Engli sh. 

They were rather neutral or disagreed with the benefits Engli sh could bring to the 

country and the hometown. 

Apart from the similarities the parents shared, diversity can also be found. The fom 

discourses of parents about Engli sh are as follows. 

Discourse A: 'English as an important self-strengthening communication channel' 
'Chinese-English equality' advocates 

1 Students have to learn Engli sh regardless of their discip lines. 
2 The number of people learni ng Engli sh increases. This represents 
the increas ing openness of my country. 

3 Engli sh is the most important communication too l of the world 
today 
4 For Ch inese, Engli sh is a key to open up western civi lisation. 
5 We learn Engli sh to acquire the advancement of the West so as to 
protect the benefits of the country and people ! 
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6 Foreign language should become a channe l fo r us to understand the 4 0 2 0 
world . 
18 Chinese in the 21 st century not only need fo reign language, but 3 I 4 3 
al so need to be open-mi nded. 

19 lfchildren do not have the cert ificate of publi c English -4 -3 -4 -4 
examination, they essent ially have no competitiveness. 

20 For a long ti me, English education has taken up a lot of human, -3 -I -2 -4 
materi al and fina ncial resources. Its ro le in facilitating economic and 
social deve lopment is irrep laceable. 

25 People's talents and ab ili t ies have been our cr ite ri a of emp loyment. 3 -I 0 2 
However, career promotion is now tied up c losely with fore ign 
language exam ination wh ich has caused much fru stration and to a 
certa in extent, fac ili tated the desi re for immed iate success. 

38 China has become stronger and is rising internationall y. Under th is 3 2 0 
circ umstance, we should be proud of the long tradition of our mother-
tongue and even become determined to make it 'wa lk towards' the 
world li ke the way Engl ish has. 

43 The huge burden created by Engli sh has taken up the ti me of -3 0 -I 
students to learn Chinese. 

47 In modern China's education system, primary schoo l students are -3 4 0 
already learning English. In some pre-schoo ls, Engli sh or other 
foreign languages are even taught. It wo uld be terrib le if ch il dren 
can ' t speak good Putonghua when they grow up. 

48 We are all busy with fo reign languages, and fo rget our mother- -3 2 -I -I 
tongue. 
53 Chi nese is a language of soul and English is a too l. -4 3 3 3 

54 lfwe say Eng li sh is a too l for in tern at iona l communi cation, then -4 4 3 2 
Chinese is our personal and identity foundat ion. The fo rmer is an 
add ition and a tool and the latter is a fo undation and guide. 

The strong rankings of statements 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 demonstrate agreement with the 

positive necessity fo r English in this discow-se. English is the most important channel to 

communicate, to understand the world today and to learn from western civil isation to 

protect the country. Although English is important, ch il dren will not need it to be 

competi ti ve and not all students need to learn it. English is a symbol of openness. 

There are, however, some harms to the society in China but no harms to the Chinese 

language. For instance, English facilitates the desire for immediate success, and causes 

financial and academi c burden (statement 26 rated +2). As compared to the other 

parental discourses, these non-distinctive Chinese-Engli sh advocates objected less to the 

idea that Engl ish was only learnt for taking exams wi thout actual application (which 
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was rated - I). They also agreed that people learnt Engli sh when there was actually not 

the need (statement 10). English education has not facilitated social and economic 

development (s tatement 20). Students still have time to learn Chinese and still speak it 

well. Chinese people should be determined to make Chinese language as strong as 

Engli sh (statement 38). However, on the part of Chinese, they also need to be open

rninded. (statement 18) . 

What stands out in thi s discourse from the other three di scourses is its emphasis on the 

importance of both Chinese and Engli sh whi ch could not be compared and 

distinguished. We cannot make such a di stinction between Chinese as soul or identi ty 

foundation and English as a tool (statement 53, 54). Thi s also expl ains the parents' 

insignificant ratings of the other ' non-contradictory' statements. 

Discourse B: 'English useful/or some' distinctive Chinese-English advocates 

I Students have to learn Engli sh rega rdl ess of their di sc iplines . -3 -4 I - I 
7 We learn fo re ign language onl y fo r exams and without actua l -1 -4 -4 -3 
application. 
10 Many peo pl e have spent a lo t of time and money on learning 2 -3 l 2 
fo re ign language and, in the end , they don' t rea ll y need to use the 
language. 
11 lt has become a common phenomenon that people lea rn Engli sh 0 -3 0 
when it is actuall y use less . They are al so incapable of us ing it. 

19 If child ren do not have the certifi cate of public E ngli sh -4 -3 -4 -4 
exa mination, they essentially have no competiti veness. 

26 The ma in purpose of language learning is communication and 2 -3 2 4 
appli cati on. If it becomes a criterion of school ad miss ion, exceeds the 
abili ty of chi ldre n and causes huge fi nanc ia l burden fo r the parents, 
what is then the rea l benefit of language learning, except that it w ill 
be benefi c ia l fo r onl y a small po1iion of the popu lation? 
28 When speaking of'sav ing', e veryone w ill immediate ly think of -I -3 -2 3 
sav ing water, sav ing e lectri c ity, sav ing food . But the waste produced 
by E ng li sh-fo r-a ll and so on is neglected. 

29 Non-Engli sh speakers o ri ginally made up the maj ori ty of the -2 -4 -4 - I 
world's population. But under the.current dominance of Eng li sh, non-
Engli sh speakers have become a minori ty. T heir language has a lso 
become "in fe rior language". 
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40 For historica l reason, the re are 111any Engli sh-speak ing coun tr ies in 0 3 3 0 
the wor ld. Jfwe wan t to " face the wo rld" and "contact w ith the 

wo rld", it is essenti al to lea rn English. However, in eve ry country, the 

nati ve language shou ld be used 111 ore dom inantl y. The citi zens of 

every country should first learn the nati ve language. 
41 Fo r Chi nese people, the Chinese language as the 111other tongue is I 3 I 2 
defin ite ly much 111ore important than Eng lish. 

42 The creati ve ness of the C hinese language is comparab le to any - I 3 0 - I 
lan guages in the world. We can't bli nd ly adore E ng li sh as "to-be 

world language". There are many aspects that Engli sh cannot 

co111pete w ith Chinese. 
44 Some pri111ary schoo ls have started to use English as a 111ed iu111 of 0 3 -3 2 

instructi on. It is true that student 's E ng li sh is improved, but how 

about the Chinese literary studies and poems? Perhaps they have 

already bee n covered up by the 26 letter a lphabet. 

47 In modern C hina 's ed ucat ion syste111, primary school students are -3 4 0 
a lready learning Engl ish. In some pre-schools, Eng li sh or other 

fore ign la nguages are even ta ught. It wou ld be terrible if children 

can' t speak good Putonghua when they grow up . 

52 Advocacy fo r wr iting in 111 o ther tongue does not 111 ean oppos ition I 4 4 -2 

to Engli sh and res istance to outs ide culture. Rather it e111phas ises 

language and cultural equa li ty and comple111 ent. 

53 Chi nese is a language of soul and Eng lish is a too l. -4 3 3 3 

54 l fwe say Engl ish is a too l fo r in ternati o na l commu nicati on, then -4 4 3 2 

Chinese is our persona l and ide nt ity fo undation. The fo r111er is an 

add ition and a tool and the latter is a fo undat ion and gui de. 

This perspective is characteri sed b y the higher significance of the issue of necessity of 

E n g li sh and the distinct io ns between C hinese and English fo r the parents. Not a ll 

students need to learn E n g li sh , but w he n students learn the la n guage, they do be nefit 

from it (statement 1,7, 11 ). It is not a waste of time and resou rces to learn (statement 28) 

and they did not learn Engli sh o nl y for exam purposes . Engli sh does some ha rms to the 

Chinese language. 

A ltho ug h English is impo rtant for connecting the w orld, the m other ton g ue Chinese is 

m ore impo rtant for Chinese people. Chinese is a beautiful language. T he re are man y 

aspects where E n gli sh cannot compete w ith Chi nese. Therefore languages other than 

E nglish are not inferio r. C hildren w ill still be competitive w ithout English ce11ificates 

(statement 19). Those w h o cannot speak E n g li sh a re not a minori ty (statement 29). 
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These di stinctive Chinese-Engli sh advocates were the only group which perceived that 

English is not the most important communication tool of the world (statement 3). 

Statements 52, 53 and 54 received strong or rather strong positi ve ratings indicating that 

parents who adopted this discourse advocate distinctive and non-contradictory roles of 

Chinese and English. There is a clear di stinction between the roles of English and 

Chinese that Chinese is soul and foundation while Engli sh is a tool. 

Dist inctive Chinese-Engli sh advocates thought that English had harm on children's 

ability to speak Putonghua (statement 47) and the learning of literary Chinese 

(statement 44). They were the onl y group that agreed that everyone was busy learning 

Engli sh and forgot the mother tongue Chinese (statement 48). Participants holding this 

' non-contradictory' perspective were also the only group who disagreed (rather strongly) 

that English did not only benefit a small amount of people and cause financial and 

academic burden (statement 26). 

Discourse C: Distinctive Chinese-English education-enhancement advocates 

3 English is the most important communi cation tool of the world today 
7 We learn fore ign language only fo r exams and without actual 
app lication. 
8 For many peop le, there is no use of learning Engli sh. 
I 5 Engli sh education should aim to improve teachers' personal quality 
and knowledge of the culture and customs of English-speaking 
countries . 
18 Chinese in the 21 st century not only need fo reign language, but also 
need to be open-minded. 
19 lf ch ildren do not have the certificate of public Engli sh examination, 
they essentia lly have no competitiveness. 
29 Non-Engli sh speakers or iginally made up the majority of the wor ld's 
population . But under the current dominance of English, non-English 
speakers have become a minority:Their language has also become 
"infer ior language 11

• 

4 

- I 

-2 

3 

-4 

-2 

32 To train students to ethnic traditions, nat ional morali ty and 0 
socialism, it is especia lly important to incorporate nationalism and 
views and values of li fe into English classes . 
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33 In the near future , the number of people who can speak English in -2 -I -3 -3 
China will exceed the population of all English-speaki ng countries in 
the world . 
40 For hi storica l reason, there are many English-speaking cou ntries in 0 3 3 0 
the world . Ifwe want to "face the world" and "contact wi th the world", 
it is essent ial to learn Engl ish. However, in every country, the native 
language should be used more dominantly. The citizens of every 
country should first learn the native language. 
44 Some primary schools have started to use English as a medi um of 0 3 -3 2 
instruction. It is true that student's Engli sh is improved, but how about 
the Ch inese litera ry studies and poems? Perhaps they have already been 
covered up by the 26 letter alphabet. 
46 The society and people are all immersed in Engl ish. Engl ish seems -2 2 -3 
to have beco111e a fi r111 prerequisite of gett ing a degree, career 
pro111otion and a criterion of talents se lection. On one hand, the 111other-
tongue has been pol luted and on the other, Engli sh has monopolised the 
wo rl d. 
49 There is no contrad iction between learning English and Chi nese. 2 I 3 -I 

52 Advocacy fo r writing in 111 other tongue does not 111ean opposition to I 4 4 -2 
English and resistance to outside cu lture. Rather it e111phasises 
language and cultural eq uali ty and co111p le111 ent. 
53 Chinese is a language of soul and English is a too l. -4 3 3 3 

54 lf we say Engli sh is a too l fo r international co111111unicat ion, then -4 4 3 2 
Ch inese is our personal and identity fo undat ion. The for111er is an 
addition and a too l and the latter is a foundation and gu ide. 

Distinctive Chinese-Engli sh education-enhancement advocates believed most strongly 

among the di scourses that Chinese people needed to be open-minded. Chinese is still 

the most im portant language although English is impo11ant for contacting the world. All 

languages are equal and we should not blindly reject foreign th ings. That is why 

languages other than Engli sh are not inferior. If people learn Engli sh, it will be usefu l in 

some ways and people wi ll not learn it only for exam purposes. 

Among the four parent groups, these distinctive Chinese-Engli sh education advocates 

were the only group that was rather neutral about the need of all students to learn 

English (statement I ). However, they believed that children did not need English to be 

competitive. 

They were 'd istinctive Chinese-Engli sh ' education advocates' because of their emphasis 

on separating Chinese traditional values and on improving the quality of teachers. 
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Teachers need to be more well-trained, have more ski ll s and understand more about 

western cu lture. Chinese traditional values should not be incorporated into English 

classrooms. 

Participants holding this perspective thought that English had no harm on the Chinese 

language. They considered the roles of English and Chinese and their cultures as 

distinctive and non-contradictory as indicated by the rather strong ratings of statements 

49, 52, 53, and 54. 

There is the distinction between Chinese and Engl ish as foundation and tool but there is 

no contradiction between learning the two languages. Although Engl ish is the most 

important communication tool (statement 3) and important for connecting with the 

world, Chinese is still the most important language (statement 40). English is useful for 

many people (statement 7, 8) but China will not have the largest population who can 

speak English (statement 33). 

Discourse D: English as a symbol of openness and important communication tool for 
some with social harms 

2 The number of peop le learning English increases. This represents 
the increasing openness of my country. 

3 E ngli sh is the most impo1iant communication tool of the world 
today 
7 We learn foreign language on ly for exams and w ithout actual 
application. 
9 The impo1·tance of foreign language is unquestionab le. However, it 
doesn ' t mean that it is important to everyone and anytime. 

13 The impacts of Eng lish are enormous fol lowing the ri se of Britain 
and the United States. Especia lly in this era of econom ic globa lisation 
and information technology, Eng li sh is used more widely and 
everywhere. 
14 Engli sh education is an impoltant pa1i of foundation education; 
therefore, it has the respo nsibility for improv ing personal qua lity and 
advancement. 
17 If we want to be a part of the world, we can on ly use English for 
international communication. 
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18 Chinese in the 21 st century not only need fore ign language, but 3 I 4 3 
also need to be open-minded. 

19 If children do not have the ce1tificate of publi c Eng li sh -4 -3 -4 -4 
examination, they essentially have no competitiveness. 

20 For a long time, English educat ion has taken up a lot of human, -3 -I -2 -4 
materi al and financial resources . Its ro le in fac ilitati ng economic and 
social deve lopment is irreplaceable. 

23 Learning English we ll can contribute to the hometown. -I -I -2 -3 

26 The main purpose of language learning is communication and 2 -3 2 4 
applicat ion. Lf it becomes a criterion of school admi ss ion, exceeds the 
ability of children and causes huge financia l burden for the parents, 
what is then the real benefi t of language learning, except that it will 
be benefic ial for only a smal l po1tion of the population? 
28 When speaking of'saving', everyone will immediately think of -I -3 -2 3 
saving water, saving electr icity, saving food. But the waste produced 
by Engli sh-for-all and so on is neglected. 

33 In the near future, the number of people who can speak Engli sh in -2 -I -3 -3 
Ch ina will exceed the population of all Engli sh-speaki ng countries in 
the world . 
53 Chinese is a language of soul and Engl ish is a too l. -4 3 3 3 

Participants holding this perspective most strongly associated English with the openness 

of the country. In the twenty-first century, they need to be more open-minded (statement 

18) in addition to learning English which, however, is not impoitant to everyone. Some 

people learnt it when there was actually not a need . After all , Engli sh is still not used 

widely because of the power of the UK and US. Its power is not growing and China will 

not have the largest population who can speak English (statement 33). Children do not 

need it to compete and one would not be left behind without Engl ish knowledge. 

At the same time, Engli sh does not facilitate economic and social development and only 

some people would be ab le to benefit from it. English learning caused academic and 

financia l burdens. The hometown will not benefit from Engli sh. It is usefu l to learn 

English fo r some people but it does not help improve personal quality as it is j ust a tool. 

There are no positive impacts of English but rather it creates burdens for parents and 

students. 
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Although English is useful in some ways when one learns it (statement 7), Discourse D 

parents were the only group that agreed (rather strongl y) that English for all is a waste 

(statement 28). Some people do not need the language but still spend time and money 

on learning it (statement IO and 11 rated +2 and + I respectively). Discourse D parents 

were the group that did not rate significantly (and either positively or negatively) on the 

'non-contradictory relations between Chinese and English', but for them, Chinese is a 

language of soul and English is just a tool. 
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1. . .. Over three thousand students gathered at the G_rand Theatre and withh1uch passion, followed Li 
2. Vang, the founder of "Crazy English" and use English to shout crazily: "I love the moth·erland, 
3. Rejuvenating the Chinese nation!"" study hard and serve the motherland I'"' I'm-so much proud 
4. because I am a Chinese I" The adult audience and parents outside the stadium were also moved to 
5. shed tears ..... . 

6. Li Vang Is like the sun and fire. He brushed with burning passion the hearts of these students who are 
7. timid, embarrassed, arrogant, and with darkness and dust, and filled in their hearts wishes and the 
8. future. For .two hours, Li Yang's English dialogues With them are centered around the themes of love 
9. the motherland,. love the Communist Party and Love the people, teaching them to [eleas.e lofty ''l.ov.e" 
10. by th_eir voice of passion! This is a very spectacular, very sincere and very moving scene. The mother 
11. of a high school student, Luo Fei, said to me: "LI Yang's speech lets me understand the importance of 
12. building the child's co(rect self-confidence I This is mainly self-confidence to become useful, love 
13. [their] motherland and the people ...... " 

14. After the event, I asked Li Yang: "before I knew you, I have been touched by yourphrase: 'Never let 
15. the motherlaod down'. I believe. It is also touching the students and hundreds of millions of people. It 
16. can be said that it has become a famous contemporary motto sitting firmly in people's mind and 
17 . hearts. In what context was this phrase shouted?"Li Yang took over the conversation and excitedly 
18. said: '"Never let the motherland down' is really the voice from the bottom of my heart! The 
19. motherland will always look forward and set hop.es on each of her sons and daughters! This phrase 
20. was.yelled out with Crazy English for the first time when I was In front of the Martyrs Pavilion in 
21. Lanzhou University ...... " 

22. The Story goes back .to the winter of 1987 when Li Yang accidentally discovered that "crazy" English 
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23. could bring great benefits: four months away, the tongue Is no longer rigid, ears no longer fail, 
24 . response no longer slow. In the Grade 4 English Test that year, Li Yang fin ished the paper In only fifty 
25 . minutes, and scored the second highest in school, which surprised the whole Lanzhou University. 

26. In 1992, Li was admitted to the foreign language radio station in Guangdong Province with [his] 
27. excellent result of the English test, and began [his] broadcasting career in professional English . The 
28. end of 1993, in the speech of the U.S. Foreign Affairs Committee Head, Richard Bush in Guangzhou, LI 
29. Yang was invited by the U.S. Embassy to provide translation for Bush. [His] standard, fluent and swift 
30. translation was warmly prais_ed by Bush. Subsequently, when the U.S. president special envoy, 
31. Minister of Commerce, Brown, visited Guangzhou, Li Yang was the only Chinese interpreter in the 
32. main control room. In additio~, Li also successfully interpreted for the 27"' spok.esperson in the 1994 
33. World Mobile International Conference .. .... he was regarded as an·"English multi-purpose machine." 
34. Li Yang said: "What is success? I IM~ is e¢tttif ~fxe "IP.P.fPR~~1m:t1:ii tn!l: 1ri(ert sts 9~~ 
35. f-o'offi]~Jand!" .. .... . 

36. Enthusiasm a·nd passion always come from a deep understanding and reflection of the history of the 
37. motherland. Over the years, Li's voice of passion for the motherland resonates in every corner of the 
38. earth of the motherland. In the Marco Polo Bridge, he shouted: "The best means to wipe out ethnic 
39. hatred is to strengthen [our] self motherland!" In the old revolutionary district, he shouted: "make 
40. poverty the past forever!" In the former residence of Chairman Mao Zedong in Shaoshan, he shouted : 
41. "the dream of strengthening the country must be achieved by our generation I" On the Great Wall in 
42. Beijing, he led the officers of the People's Liberation Army to use English to shout: "cast sieel wall, 
43 . and safeguard world peace!" Later, every time when [I) see Li Yang,-1 can see frcim his bright eyes a 
44. kind of sincere, urgent, burning love....... · 

45. His office ls only meters away from the .Huang Hua Gang Martyrs Monument, and once when I went 
46. to the office to see him, he took me to the window before I took a seat, to watch the solemn 
47. Huanghuagang Martyrs Monument. He said to me in his unique bell-like voice: "You know what? The 
48. Olympics announcers openly slandered China saying Chinese athletes had doped in English, but 
49. because our athletes ·did not know English, (they] still s·miled when entering the stadium ... ... " He 
50. adjusted his emotion wit_h much effort and made a significant forward movement with [his] right 
51. hand In front of the chest: ''In this era of globalization and internationaliz_ation today, not knowing 
52. English will result in new humiliations in the new era! This is not sensational ...... " 

53. In numerous speeches, Li always· ca·n not withhold ~crazily" appealing to the audience:· ''Our aim of 
54. learning English is to absorb from the advancement of the developed western countries and defend 
55. the interests of the motherland and the people! " "My understanding of patriotism is to strengthen 
56. oneself, forge oneself to become useful, because this will create one more genius to the motherland 
57. and one less fool!" ...... 

58. Li Yang's outstanding.contribution and patriotism are recognised by the society. He is recognized as 
59. an English education expert, known as "English planter, '"'the magician ora l English teacher, ""speaker 
60. of nationalism." In 2000, Li was listed in the "top ten cutting-edge figures \ in 2002, he was 
61. appointed by the World Cup organizing committee of Korea and Japan as "Honorary Special Envoy for 
62 . the World Cup. 

63 . LI Yang was riot immersed in honors and flowers, he dreamed of a more glorious career. He revealed 
64. to people of the world, he will continue to spread to three hundred million Ch inese people "Crazy 
65. English"; hold a large-scale quality English education tou r in the t housand cities an_d regi·ons of the 
66. motherland; build one hundred Li Yang- Pulitzer International English Primary School in poverty-
67. stricken areas in China (15 schools so far); led volunteers to popularize English in villages and towns 
68. one-by-one; in the United States, Japan, Britain and other countries, to promote Chinese and Chinese 
69. culture, to give speeches ~n Chinese culture and investment; to set up Chinese language and cultural 
70. training centers in world-famous cities and universities to promote Chinese cu lture, making China a 
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71. paradise of travel and residence desired by the world., .... 

72 . Li Yang believes. that "crazy" is a spirit, is an attitude towards life, is a viewpoint about the world. The 
73. "Crazy" dreams originated from the love for the motherland. Everyone who works towards big 
74. achievement is "crazy" I Once he said ·to me bitterly: "China has joined the WTO, the biggest_ problem 
75. we face is that of English. In inter.national competitions and negotiations, when we are confronted 
76. with foreigners' desperate plan to cut down the price of Chinese products, we are brainstorming how 
77. to make sentences, such a contrast alerts every Chinese person ...... "" Now, more than 95%ofthe 
78. world's Internet information is published in English, and Chinese information only O.i4%, if the 
79. language barrier is nbt resolved, then what is the significance arid purpose of global Internet? There 
80. are tens of millions of Internet users ih China, except for a few who understand English, what can 
81. most people see? Therefore, in order to change the status quo, I need to continue to fight for the 
82. popularity of English and Chinese on the battlefield!" 

83. The Cuban national hero, Jose Marti, has once said: "People with vanity watch his name, people with 
84. glory watch the motherland." As for Li Yang, a role model of Chinese youth.today, [he] has shouted 
85. this epigram: "Never let the motherland down". This is a cry from the bottom of the heart, this is a 
86. shining and eternal verse; this is the most magnificent tone of the times of hundreds of millions of 
87 . . Chinese sons and daughters from the north and south of the country I 
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"Motherland" 

2002.09.30 ~4f,)xiBf1lll {'r~ : ~f.flJ 

2002.09.30 (Page 4 News) Author: Pang Li 

ffi.00, ~~~~~~¼? (A~~~) 

Motherland, what can I do for you? (People's discussion) 

- 'OJiiiclJl!.f:E,t.,J:!L R:l!-·N:!lti;, :le'et!itl:l*. ~~31:~-f>f,.1:J:il\;, .:::+;i<¥trr, Mfil:l~;i-•llfffl:,lf-Jl!!OO 
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, 1:::ti!li'£fJl;it:J,t.,~/¥Z1'*, fJ/;ll<tll<t~J~Jf,,Jia!B: ;/.ll.l:i,I, lltiltl;Y;i//!1#&1t¼ ?Ill 

{'f;Y;J--c1'9'J00.A.@~H&'ltti!t-\\f"1 !ale, ff/t:JAlil§,,*~l:l:l.1:J, ffa\J.A.lll3,i~rn:li@., ffi'n.A.i1!l,i001¥:<f!
:fl:.. i!i'A:/'e:iilc:Fo- ~A:flFi-rOO±. {U '/li'A, :fxlrJ,fiiJ'im:&~rn--1'®t~i'n]jji~A!lwl, ~%~mt.¼ff-!19l 
$1$11!00,t.,, )!l!~iiti/i, "::R'T~t:. l!f:'kotfllt. "A£bt OO*/t:JIJBfiH!J,iltfno1!1:i, ¾Wi!ffl'ntl!,Jif;Q;ri,11¥-J 
• 1±.00Wf~/t:Ji.llJ,HiJI. ((-5:m-i,!1!)) Y!'i'r-Jili:t:Ji\:i!t-1'/t:Jii(ill=, 

ffi.lI!l. 'ttfill~{IJIWl:ft¼?+:n:~. iUHillalc;.:::+:n:~. ir~t-1\1\iJialc.;.=+:n:i, 11Y+::n~. Pl=~ 
ji/,1\iJ§c ...... ffr~:WJ!-foJ, IKrJJiiJ';kT. 1::1¥1¥.J;ilf:5(., 4:~/t:Jfil-rt. ffll*'fJ! - *T/t:J~~. ffTJS: 
- foJ, lil?t.U,:IJ\:1tim/t:Jic.~. T~Jlit~?iilJAfff-f!J :St:llk ; lil ft.R:IJ\:'1i'mii¥-JI&~ • .l&~:it~liJGJ±Fi'n½jij: 
; .!ll~R:£1tim~$tIA, B!JJ=f.~Jlitrx~fflfn.ff~/t:J'l'.l'~ ...... S?:.f;, H>f.f~!i!lic.{~13:lt:/li:/lia<J't'<¥:~ili' 

~\ilit-t~f(JiJI. : "i/](1fJJfiiltl:, lf.1-*-lli:t-tOO*ffJlltt-.JA. "s\iit-t, - ;$: ((~i¥tLe1iJ)) 'll!H.lh11y,;¥JJ. iiJ'1' 
+;i~ /t:J~j'ijiJl';/'.!IJll~ ~ltl;'FfV~~' *~ !if<¥=~. ~~m. /t!!:IJ\::f:EMliOO~~' R;::(ftl(-W.OOtt-.i'm-r. 

...1:1-i!ttcVJPt, <¥~.A.",,'1"1/'ijmffiiiil;~". it~iUt-{-'(;nl:tJOOW:flG~W,im:i'iiim(lJ!1Jtt-.J~~A. i!f'I' 
f!!;k(t,J~OOf\'HtS?:-ff{ll:~iHtA.,t.," -s~'f-M, iz;J~!l!ll'.~JtW/:lfill)1, :1c¥~~1¥.J#:!ll'!~. s\ia't~T f'f 
1iJ~ : "l/i'Jf!J00*4:'9EJ;J., ~ lzslffi lii!!i!!i z. "ia!:1D~~ .A.,t.,!\U, m Rlffi,f/li;, --!!t:f:Etx{'i';/:;iiil!Mitl:lli:;k 
!lt ~i'.t\J t-1-$*, :f:E~V<OO*llki'i!it-1-#tt;,tt~ll<tllt: ":tJT,i'.,,'1ctA9~;tt\. +J,~tt8!:ff{;f<,@!,iJtf-i•i!HI, Xsf 
ft*lli. ffliJF;;t<:$¥',!r *i'.t\J1t#!:;llbJ;kfiJ!Ufl, fl-#*ilil:-W.00:11!:!&:k(t.Ja:,;w;, " 
Jl!l~1n, tt-tr1,, '1"00~=fip:lllJ~X{r;lffi!JIF~. _ ,iil!{:l(;:*Ji51::li!:1'.i'.t\J~:k:>!t:{l:::iliiEl\J, jij ~00~'\1'1¥.Jt-t~. 
i/lll:!lt;r-{:l:rru El B : t:.il.00. fk:;jg,,1/J(-!ftl:{N. ? P-~111''/tia!:jif,l/!!i'HI B, ~ftlil\J~i'&-#-~t!tilii,c~. ;f:itffli'n 
fli ->1-:~Un;r-lal.;J- :ti'.t\J;f;l:3(." 

88. When a sayirlg is hidden in mind, [it] is only an idea. If it is said, [it) th,m becomes a source of power. Over 
89. 20 years ago since [I] learnt to read the world map and Lu Xu's " I shed my blood for the good", this idea 
90. had lived in [my] heart all along. Whatever [I] did and wherever [I) went, it sat solidly lh my heart. I ask 
91. myself every moment and every minute: motherland, what can I do for you? 

92.As a Chinese, one should always ask oneself the question. Some people can work for the benefits of the 
93. family, some for development of the city,. and some for glorifying the country. In ancient times, those who 
94. contributed to glorify the country were called by ancient people 'nation's defender'. As ordinary people, 
95. we cannot possibly be the most outstanding in different fields, but [we) should definitely be dedicated to 
96. paying back to the country. Ku yanwu (an ancient Chinese scholar and official) says, "Every ordinary man 
97. shall hold [himself] responsible for [his] nation's success and failure". The loyalty and affection of people to 
98. the country is definite and highly regarded . The novel "Last Lesson" of the French writer, Alphonse Daudet, 
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99. promotes the same message. 

100. Motherland, what can I do for you? At 15.years old, ask self the question; at 25, still ask self the 
101. question; at 35, 45, ask again. Whether or not the question has been asked does matter. The meanings 
102. and value of life are related to this. With the question asked, an ordinary reporter will feel energetic 
103. when writing; being an ordinary teacher, the classroom will then become a solemn palace; being an 
104. ordinary construction worker, the rack will become a supporter ...... Until the current period, [I) still 
105. remember clearly the white•haired high school English teacher told us: "you all have to remember to be 
106. useful people for the country in the future. "At that time, [it] was very hard to find and buy a ''English 
107. 900" book, but the teacher who was already over 60 copied the whole book by hand and gave to anyone 
108. who was keen to learn. I know, he was a teacher for the country, [he] was teaching the children for the 
109. country, 

110. In the early 20th century, young people "studied for the rise of China" which created a generation of 
111. scholars who treated serving the country as the purpose of life, This kind of patriotism still impresses lots 
112. of people. A hundred years ago, Lin Zexu, who was exiled to Xinjiang for destroying opium, wrote two 
113. verses at that time: "[He) who Is ready to sacrifice [his] life for the lightest Interest of [his] country will 
114, not consider [his] fortune or misfortune" These verses touch the hearts of many people and are always 
115. true. A scientist who is highly regarded for [his) work on software development says when [he] was 
116. awarded the highest prize for [his] research, "in the past 18 years, I have never stopped working even on 
117. holidays and special occasions because of (my] dream. For me, the happiness [my) research brings [to 
118. mel is the most precious reward, the contribution the scientific research makes to the country brings 
119. most happiness". Fri'ends, we are proud of the thousands years of cultural richness of Chinese, [we] take 
120. pride on the enormous changes the open door policy has brought. On every nation's birthday, one cannot 
121. help asking oneself: "motherland, what can. I do for you?" If [we] keep asking and reminding ourselves, 
122. our life will be more enriched. Our hard work will then have extraordinary meanings. 
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"Power of communication" 

2oos.os.01 m1AA!ll!:m!l<i'flJ tF~ , %; ;0~ 

2008.08.07 (Page 7 Olympics) Author: Zhang Zhifeng 

i!t i't~llftl¥Jjjj!;: (,i:,,:ilfffl'~) 

The power of language communication 
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ja:Jl!:'t'001H.11fl-·NU&, :itif*&:,ti;/.i, all:it:*&:,m~--
lll..i!¾* :/Jr/il iltWi.lt tf:W1Jlf'Cf. 00~ 9'!~~:Er.t!JP fi*¥IJ:lt:Jl\ffl-~ : 2oos¥~li.l~iJ: * fili:;JJy,:{t:;:f:E~# 
11D'lJi!if :h1t'"fffi~. i!1£,J~iJ: iltA ®! fmj)Jq, OOi! -1'* :1i'i!.00il'-JJ!l!!J11Jc{i:;1'C~t.J, 

!l:'!fil~ffi clif1¥m~. X<t~ffiiVJ"JE#.\"{!J. 'iif~~~~. f.!:!:ll!:~~liri¥J't'OO:f.Y-UD le!{g 

123, The Olympic Games have come, there were many foreigners in Beijing. In the main street and -small alley, 
124. people who learn and use English increase. In Beijing, people who can speak foreign language reach 
125. 5,000,000, accounting for 35% of resident population . Within 6 years, there has been an increase of 
126. nearly 2,000,000 ·· this all is attrib'uted to the coming of the Olympic Games. A foreign director who 
127. made the doc.umentary film "Mad about English!" says that the Chinese suffers from "English fever" 
128. obviously. 

129. In fact, we are not mad about English itself. As a Chinese's dream for over a hundred year, Olympic 
130. Games have finally arrived at the China's ancient capital. The passionate people long for opening [their] 
131. hearts and releasing [their] passion, show.to the world Eastern civilisation offive millenniums, and 
132. welcome the guests and friends from all over the world with smiles. This is where the "fever" comes 
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133. from. 

134. The power of communication is indefi~ite. Eastern and Western cultuies have different characteristics 
135. and strong points. There is no natural contradiction and all needed is only communication. The lack of 
136. communication will lead to misunderstanding and alienation. Sociologists have had the following 
137. experiment: when people without a common language ,,.;ere trapped in an isolated island, [theyJ 
138. collapsed after a few days -not because of hunger and fear, but because of communication difficulty. On 
139. the contrary, when people with a common language were trapped, they communicated and encouraged 
140. each other and could tolerate in most extreme situations. This is only an experiment but from this we can 
141. see the power of communication. 

142. Culture needs to be demonstrated in the course of communication. Sundial is an ancient Chinese timer, 
143. but what is Its name in English? Baodu is a traditional Beijing snack, how can it be recommended to 
144. foreign guests? The hutongs and siheyuans in Beijing look very ordinary, but there are many meanings 
145. behind [them). These stories of thousands of years, "if you don't tell, others will never find out". The 70-
146. year-old YangJingxlu is one of the characters in "Mad About English". He takes learning English as a part 
147. of [his]- life, and [his] goals are clear: not for exams, not for diplomas, only for communication·. Having 
148. passed very hard English exams, he has become a volunteer at the Forbidden City Museum, using English 
149. to give introductions at the Time Museum. He looked up Information about sundial, the copper clepsydra 
150. and over 100.ancienrgo<ids everywhere to explain to foreign visitors and let them be very much 
151. impressed. 

152. Crazy Is [our) dedication to learning English, open is [our] attitude. 30 years ·ago, people felt very curious 
153. seeing foreigners in the streets. Today, the elderly and children In Hutongs greet foreigners in English, 
154. showing [their] hospitalit y, and more importantly, [their] openness and self-confidence originating from 
155. the hearts-this is a microcosm of the Chinese society. The pronunciation is not necessarily standard, and 
156. expression not necessarily smooth - - but this is the voice of the East to the world. After the IOC President 
157. Rogge came to Beijing, he said: the 2008 Olympic Games let the Eastern and Western cultures ~ather 
158. under the Olympks flag, and also certainly let people. in the world understand China and the unique 
159. culture and charm of th is ancient Eastern country. 

160. The Olympics will conclude,. and the "fever" for English will also drop, but China will be more self-
161. confident after the Olympics. 
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"New Generation" 

2001.os.10 ~41\!Hlf Pll ff~ : 10:/.ll['.Jt 

2001.08.10 (Page 4 News) Author: Fan Jiyi 

''~pi,ffl-=f:15AJ'li'" (Al'l.\~~) 

The new generation is more excellent than the old (People's fqrum) 

,FtA)TfJ, 9"9<:11!.~i'i'lit±l7- 1-ll'l~:it ((q:>fi\!Sm)) ii<1.J.l'r-J"21tlfta~IN~iltiJi'lf'lt~"~ 13, $~1¥J::k 
¥1':!rJ1-1-ilf1'[mEf1L !.!!.!It~~. ~ A'/l!'lll(, ;)et;q:, - fJt!lt3f:al01'!1¥.J:;i:Fal~~;Hf:l, ,FiJ(~ifi:lt!lai, llii 
il.M~,Fm, lOHltm. ,1,ltit!l~i;JH;'i*il't, - fl'z:~OOiJf~,l,j~i/iJtil!!WT-1-~lft!t::klY:l[aUli: 

. ":t£5K~IH¥.125ipP'J, 9"00~,i:'.~0,~•tk:1¥.J~li:'/t.JE. c!.MHJ11~. {l](;f;~q:>0011$~Mr!Ni!i'sM',F'.l!; i¥J? 
11P.!fl'J!1JHFit~ ~~tll'~Jl!m ~'It.~ a~?" 

tt¥§11'J'J{~J;;{lt:;i:FaJ!!¥:ffl7-l'f".ff. ,F:jsj-Pt!l~tl:fisi.!! :lt!lffi~ilif'l=T~Ori¥JIEI~ : 
"#it~~/~Jll'dttlfoJ Jli. f,tl\!Ull4-;R~l¥.Jiz.: Jt~»&*lfil~/~i¥.J1\iJ JI/ii. ;f!!~:i/i'i! $J'~J<i' 1¥.i9"00fU:Hll~ 

, ;;r;{ll.H/Hill"fiffi~ilt'"1~xiNi. lliiJll:!!.,H!:W!VJ'ftt!fJZfllli¥.J:ll:~. '&o\ll., '1x!rll¥.JIJif,'y:-tll,2joJ!t, :(£ 
;itfol'~Jif<fr:'1¥.Jiiffi\9", ~ffl~JE4fol~00¥>Jffl.~ts'!!i, :t£*nwiffJ:t!!:j'fl't-J.ltJIPkl¥; FaJat. l:!!.~ 
fQW.:VfL ~r/11, #1/tf -fll!, fJi::l'li'1Jl~,ls;B/;~1!t~, ~*ti¥.11Ut. 'e1t8'f.lt~l¥-Jiiif'f1.MUui¥Jnll~. tEAffl 
l=fl~9". li1t#!¾-;r,i f!M!fi!<J* Ji§, fll.fU~~-1-1F1tfisl!Ri¥JlJil. f"ty:J'$i'f-, iii lit l!ll1~~'flllJllft;¾ oJJ.;(t/i 
15-/r-J, :fl.1fl -JE/ill!Jt Je]Jij#t1; 1stit, 9"00.A.J'l.\:lil:ffil!ll l!lli¥J, =llffl ~nll.1J~ l1llPf'i?:11J ZfiiJ 1¥-J~ * ...... " 

:t£$5\o~H:llf:-\\'ti¥J!#1Ji'."f. lililJ.tR.lll - Stf!rli:~il',Ja-tfiil, J.;(m~lr-J~iltJ~i!lf :._1-ffi¥§,F~,!ll@~ 
Ii~ fol Iii! ~ttP□ Jlt 11H!H11~i,$'., "'ID! 1~. ~ 1IiJJB{i'zJ~ioJ 1¥-J71-00W~ili~ !liJi l.(;!ls , 11.\ l1!H'l'li$, 

:ifl'..:!l;J:, :(£:ltft!!@i~fiiJ~ill,Fi'I-\ ! '1'=Jll!l't9, '1'=Ii¥-J, '1'=iil'r-J, ':!lta!Y-J, "Fll".$1'19, <'¥:t±~fl-"¥'1'19 , ...... 'll!l 
~*lltl¥J~,5:p~::t/ili!Jll , it!!!fll¥.J!.i'.ifl, it!!!flli<J:¥~. it!!{fll¥.J~~. i:ttt{~J~lili!~:'15:!ls'rJJZf~llJ( , ~ 
f,eiffl~"F:(£ ((&ijcq:>OOt.11,)) -:Sc 'l3i!.\WWJ~l'l9''!j'{,rn\i;t~•, "Jllif!,d("i¥-Jfaiwi, IE:(£ftffli!1'1!'l'{kl±HJ.\\ 
0 i!¾OO~~a.f~ii:;1¥.)~ii!:<. fu¾illi:;¥,'::Jfiai¥-J,t,i'l,\/tj~ "!!O\ffi''f'15)jij,f'", llVH1?tlii\falt, X:Jrd±~ 
;JI; /JiHm~. ft~ ff!l~it!:l'MtlJ"'15.li\ "!tJ. :(:E~frfl"fil< Ji<l "-J,yj!fJW;, ·~~ ?1-\ffii.:JZflUtta~n!j Fllf. l&it~l'f.J!ll: 
Jl!~~iz.:¥f.1¥-J,f..-i.!5: ~,c.,1¥.J:m:Ut iUl!l't-.lii!l!W, lilitFli<J*:fil, liHJl'cJiilli[l¥.JtJtni, 

162. Not long ago, China Central Televi$ion broadcast a program "National Engl ish Speaking Co_mpetltlon in the 
163. 21st Century" organised by "China Daily ". All participating students had high verbal fluency, quick 
164. thinking, which was very impressive. One female student wearing a cheongsam was particularly notable. 
165. Not only did [she] speak authentic English, but [she] also spoke effortlessly. When she finished the 
166. speech, a foreign judge asked her on the spot a difficult question: 

167. "In the next 25 years, China will certainly develop at a faster pace. I want to know, what do you think are 
168. the things that need fo remain unchanged In China? What is very worth cherishing and needs to continue 
169. to be carried forward?." 

170. When I was getting nervous for the student, she suddenly used English to answer the question in a 
171. relaxing way as such: 

172. "Thank you very m.uch for the qµestion yo\J raised. I would like to an·swer your question with reference to 
173. [my] clothing. I am wearing this beautiful traditional Chinese costume. This not only does not prevent me 
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174. from using English to speak to you, but even facilitates our communication. I think, our country is also like 
175. this. In the course of nearing towards globalisation, we will definitely learn a lot from foreign countries to 
176. catch up with the advanced standard of the world in different aspects. Simultaneously, li_ke Europe, North 
177. American and Africa, [we] will also preserve the excellence of [our] own traditions and cultures including 
178. this very special clothing I am wearing. In people's perceptions, this Chinese custom is very traditional, 
179. but at the same time, I am very modern and energetic. This in_dicates the possibility of combining 
180. traditions and modernity. We will be able to achieve a perfect hybridity of traditions and cultures. People 
181. of China are very smart. We are able to_ deal with their .relations ... " 

182. Wit hout prior preparation, [she] could in [her] fluent English answer properly _this difficult question within 
183. one minute. This is not easy. No wonder the foreign judge who asked this question nodded continually 
184. and applauded ..... . 

185. In fact, in other areas, this is also the case! Among those who take science, commerce, agricultural 
186. science, military, and social science, ...... a large number of young talents has al.so emerged. Their 
187. knowledge, their talent, their skills, tend to make us as old men marvel. Liang Qichao in the "Young 
188. Q1ina" menttoned [his] wish upon the young generations who will be better than [their] old generations, 
189. this is now happening at our time. This is a sign of country's prosperity, as wen as the definite result of 
190. re'form and opening up. "One g·eneratlon Is better than the previous" is a natural law, and also the laws of 
191. social development. As an experienced "old Phoenix," who, in listening to the crispy, tender and yet 
192. happy.sound of ".Young Phoenix", the most important attitude is: full of joy, full of passion, foll of hope, 
i93. rather than full of anxie ty. 
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"Grand man 

2002.10.21 m1AA~ll!l 11o:,1r miiw xt±~ 

2002.10.21 (Page 1 News) Author: Hunan Wen ~¢n1J)'~ 

J!iiJ!l'!Jll•C.-e¥:?'!-ilt (}J..JirtJ.z*1ffl:;·4-13ili) 

Grandma dedicates to learning foreign language (seeing surrounding changes) 

lil*~ip, ~iiJJ!l½lijtX*FefWt!t *J; ':!!:{l:;:k, ~~:kPJr.? iiltz. tf:i,KH!:'lltliiti'.t-Ji.l.Jlf;, {!£~tl9/i\HW~. ~~ 
l!'li!R!.t s 1¥.J:5UiJ; ffe ..... . 

4-i!offlflll-,,:, 'llH!!JjJ*J;, jl;(-'J1-jEJ£ T-t-l1fil¥.J::Rlt!l. jJ~Jf,;llfX!lllj$, l&'f,A..Pu~ . ~J; E.Mi'lfW~ 'Prni 
ffl~~mx11:;M<1Bt[2{: ~.!ll!l<fl¥.JJ<:M:lil:~. m:/i111¥.JJ; ~Etm. ~'11ll'f.l:~a9tf:i~ilf?~. lliil!l'Ht1~m':ff T~ 
11i:/i5, 1t~{Jiil/Ji</J,I2;Ji, , ~;@":-Hhrx. 

A~. 'fUlt£,W;~.~-..tx~ADl, ~/'?,;Pfij1Jl\%~~~ilfl¥.Jr''a', lJll:l~*- ~• ~l\iil!l'llE'ff~~RIU!!ll/lU .. 
ililitf:il¥.JM<J!ilc~~ilf. ll•Jli!½ !ij ;R~~:/?i-?'!-OOi/Jt~. 1fiJL-1'iJ?'!-ilL iiJ.IV-1rl"llffel~i¥J+I~ &. ~iiJ!l'l SRit, 
.Rlilll!t..t~, ~$:!1dltl;lfl31¥J:ill-J!i!½. ~,C,,/ffl.@{;R, M*l±ltli.l.J~/r(J~iif!l'l, !J1'.f£l1/i Pffi"i>l, ;R;R-{;'&"7'} 
ji", iEJll7'!-iltl'li?'!-00.A''.~'l'IJ". *J;1i::1¥.J~T. 

194. In the many years after leaving the home, grandma writes ancj says the changes in the hometown are 
195. enormous every time. Ho_,; enormous? In memory, the hometown is chilling and mountainous, [has] very 
196. low buildings, and [is characterised by] reliance on simple local food trade of~~stm·~ ij~¥l-···· 

197. During Qinming Festival this year, when I returned to the hometown, [I) seemed to have gone to a new 
198. place. (it] is prosperous, filled with tourists. The hometown has been developed to a tourist attraction of 
199. 'Dong' tribe. The unique natural landscape, the rich customs and traditions attract plenty of Chinese and 
200.- foreign tourists .. Grandma is running a souvenir shop which sells the crafts of 'Dong'. tribe. Business is very 
201. flourishing. 

202. At night, I lied on the Simmons, not being able to get to sleep. Some noises of practising English were 
203. heard from the room next door. [I) went and checked - old grandma was seriously learning English from 
204. [my] sister who was in s~nior high school. Grandma deals with foreign tourists everyday, knows a bit of 
205. foreign language, could introduce them the crafts of 'Dong' tribe. Grandma is therefore busy in daytime 
206. and can only learn .at night. Lookfng at the white-haired old grandma, I was emotional. Grandma, who has 
207 . remained in the vilfage in [her] entire lifetime, now is filled with new words, does "foreign trade" 
208. everyday, and even uses foreign language to "negotiate• with foreigners. The hometown has indeed 
209. changed. 
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"American tourist" 

2002.04.26 ffi9Jllii:iJ!! a 1':ffi/!l'l'J 

2002.04.26 (Page 9 'Hol iday leisure weekly') 

ffl*"*/$:!l'll!ll!!l-8-~ 

---!,IH~l/#~l,H'll1Hlf UJ/fij* 

Emotional attachment to Great Wall, Dreams come true at Siheyuan 

--- American tourist Mike visiting Shanhaiguan 

'!fl,\;l"r)ll-*, ;;;:Wti/41:'1<;12~ . /E/El!!l-8-~, ;te;t,,J,!)l['/i], '.lr't'OO,H·i!f -lelt91'.ilf, iJ:~OO"r''Eii!J11"4'Jt, 4Jlwa ~ 21 a, ~OOi!f,!;:ll1%fo/i!lil'J!¥:'£:(£lj['lf'll!lf'l?l-il'Jo~UJlfij*/!fj,J: 7ffl;R!Uta'Jlt :)\';, Mffiil'f/j;:!j ¥7/i!l:(£UJlfij*il'J";j;~~[lj" . ...... . 
i!i .l'l'$-3l!.!;.'POO"i"'£~illf•, "l;il!"~ TM't'l'!IJtit"a'J~!i!tEUJlli,J:; !n- 'l'"!"n :ic:fllUJll!**lt!!'ll tt;*il'Jt11 !A''l'11!-J;J7ii ~- :f£ 41/J,~a<Jl!l..,r, 11i.l'lil'J'i':1':18!Jl.ilil'l';!g, · mn(lm!lil, tE- llc llc '.lrf!i J:¥r7"'i'OO''- ''illffiiaJ::", "'i'ttea:tl"'l$"Fll', 'lf',J-.t,lfil ~~lelctti.lJlfi,J:; %Jita'.i 'PJtitft. tE-t<:: WlllTAli/;t;t;IUtlll.llftl1:nlJ-'t'litliillli., .l!ll'i:fll/t!!a'J'1''£~lt7'1'00'T!t/ll;l1i~*l',i; A'lilill'l ((:;\'iffi)) x-m. i'li001f'£-/l-'Hlll:Jtlllall! ((!!f!,1:/e)), ,11:1§-, J3t/,i11J11.l'liEJ:~f '/f, t!:'t'~'Jt!t9,c/til'Ji;j:Jl';!l1,, ll1%1fHF !liimll!lut: "ftiA:J>:~:t<~Jle'l'OOT. !li - !l;:ffllffi.!if. l'Lit~'E/;¥;li\'1ili'li00Aa':;fltM;l;', 4'00.A.!;.~ll!IA,UiiUl;,c, ft:foftfl<.J 'lt!!cffl!l!\:tl':~i'i\llllil'J;j(ilff\Si:1:!~tJ." 

210.Climbing the Shanha.iguan, overlo9king the Laolongtou, living in Siheyuan, walking along hutong,.hearlng 211.Chinese children speak a paragraph of English, letting American students speak a few sentences of 212.Chlnese, a tourist from the U.S., Mike, and his students were travelling around the ancient Shanhaiguan 213.city famou s within the country and overseas on the 20th and 21~ April, to continue his."wonderful 214.journey'' in Shanh•aiguan. 

215. M_lke's wishes to communicate with Chinese students, hopes to learn more al>out Chinese culture are 2.16 .. fulfilled by some passionate Chinese high school students and a local calligrapher of Shanhalguana Under 217. the direction of the calligrapher, Mike's students write on every single paper words such as "China", 218. "Shanhaiguan" and "Chinese-American friendship" and carefully keep their Chinese assignments they 219. completed In _Shanhaiguan. In the traditiona l-styled building of the Shanhaiguan High School under the 220. Great W'all, Mike and his students watch a drama "Tea h.ouse" performed by Chinese students in English. 22i. The students and· teachers of the two countries t hen sing together an English song. FinaHy, Mike was 222 .. invited to the stage. "This is my sixth visit to China . It was great every t ime. Premier Jiang hopes to see 223. the friendship of people of the two nations, Chinese and Americans should be .friends, my students and I 224, are willl,ng tq take part in the making of the friendship between the two countries." Mike says to the 225. attentive Chinese and American audience. 
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"River" 

2004.05.08 ~8)\&/lilJf!J ft;,\\: f,f,1~Jl'i'. 

2004.05.08 (Page 8 Supplement) Author:plfilfM1)'rtTi'G.i 

lUPJ¥iiJ...tU.JrJM'.iJl 

Listening to the interpretation over Seine 

:ri:trj/JE".~ . .$i\/f- ~tlllt, ;!!l;H,,i=;-tf:ft,JRi'?le • ,F- t-'til'-H~:W'. • lx*¥UE\~ · ifi'ft\¥/Tf:P~~~riU 
il9:li!:~fPJrofiUiiBJ:ll'-Jcp?il:f!/fi.ll. • 

JJ~7<:. m*T-;R!l9001l,,j~~ • fllfi'JttJ:IHtfupfi], m~:ntl¥Ulnfllftli!?,:!k · ~'!lflX~Ni/8M:S"~B, ILi:.~ 
lf'llnf(l(Jml) , ®'im&¥tl'llnrl'lii$lll'-lti'iifilfil}5(\~ , ®lll;!IE':l~JZ 
IMtttJl!q,,~i¥:J1'/lll'SJfirJ5(1.* • Jllfi§il#Jlf)::t£7"Jl!i.i..tWil%1r_gi;JJ , l)..trf-MlJ'J*8tltW~J:t!l!l/;Jil#~Jttfji#f!R O ~ 
Jlf)Hl:±l- 1'.ll:lll.ffil)§ • tt{l1!L'J'-::tEfi'1.l-1111aJ~~ofr:IU'il!K:l(l(Jnt 
1!$Jlll/\ 'P fv*i19'PxM-i.ll. • ffif .lii2;fWilt~';~ffllff(l(J'.'j:'. TI:~lml • lfilff(l(J"fi;ft;i;;;" o 

l1-fJl:t • ttffJllll::fi"Jffiifi'1.l:li!!@i¥Uwfs?---
l:1; , i2;1;:2,. 0J11gofl'l ! i2;1iJ:l'E::t£i'J;;OOB~ ! ffi~mi.Ril9A'llll;;a~ , $00Aill'~:;::&m#*ft!lflJ 1s aa9:;fs:OO 
i!~ , lzs!Jlt • ff!!ffJ~ A:X:iititl!.ttH:>l fl!t-=fffl$i'i'! , ffif,F:t:'ll'.l&lf.!:Jt:ft!lOO~~:.ltft!l~~ffi:titJg(l(Jief~ 0 flt 
~1a::UU , 1/IH!!Jffli/#J!G..t , ;f:lif'f.:::ftlliei~f!Ri~ , llP/ti! , ~i!f□rx'.ii/ • i.ll:1' 
/ill,i=;i_ll.:li!:-i't-ffi:-%'ftifJ~~' 3Z.-%fltfl~~-(l(JJJ. 

:l!;!!JliiTMfilLl:./8tp3'/:f!1iVi51. , :.lt~R:li!:-J'Plffi&, -~ipmff~cpOOc!.JOi!i::/f:tiJct.JJl'.Bfia:/J□:k • cpij~?Jr?Ejif;it 
~ ' ~il-~;/J El ~~5/ii ' 0011,f-xtt B ~ft*WOO!ff.xi1'E s ~WWJl!iitEOOJl,f-t±~/iJrF1:(l(J- frf,f>lf&~ll)il] 0 

tt$00.hl~tt!.M·i?K;,'tif□fll:W • 5Et±\*1¥JcpOOJ,,.E.Hli!!-*m~ • 'POOA*tl:tltW · J5Jlls.t-t!lsllW7fi!:Wl11 
$00/l"J* i'±o l~]if100~H4li/8xtt:li!:-~&~il"Jlii;JJil"f'F!'j:Jt7fri: • 

itOOE\~&fimJ'iiJi.HU.ZffiJ;J,~ffl&iftWfi.ll. ' :it.1:~ffil:lzsliitl:f:lr4-;R1f7dil¥Jtpp,!iff¥~iffiAitdilf□ l?K 
m,Jl;!l;- ~~(l(J~e!\ • TI::S!:lzsl1:J1Hl'ls!l@;:liti¥:J't'OOiol~'ts::T~tJH, :1:;7it00, :1:;7E".~. :tff1:E*!!f'ljlifllfj 
fc}..tl:f:lllJlcpOOilf.i¼A~dtJ!i;JJ®fhim • iliIE~i.ll:f$*.i:1¥Jcp§lliff¥~$]fJl!1!Jiiifi/#fc}Jl91iJ'iHl~ , ii'iitOOil"J 
~il#!lk{!l'~!fe::k1¥J~tJLfllffljJ, -l±!.'r!¥*7~M7"JJ:/8Ni'liWfi.$t • IE~tti.ll:1'-EX..t • ~fi'JiJ! • &HlWl:1 
¥m7"Ji/ff/iff:)5Ei□JTlruJH • :iEJqJJi!f:W • f'F1:J~::t£~00i't'.J!Jt • Jlt~tJJMff, flliPJrt\'J;il;~!ll:1¥#J\'ill*7.l<'fO/t 
~es1l'l!:/Xl.ffli5tlil¥J'ft:lll1"t.1~3Z.ffl~*Wl¥J~tJ;{zJ'"i, -fij,cpijaR~l¥JE!i!l'i~~fr.\,.\,\,U~fb!!l O ~:;I;) , l:& 
1'tE:-Jil!:(l(Ji'l'!~Z;;s • i.ll:£ttit~ ~./t\\:~1J2ml:;gffl:1¥JJ:t!l:15fflffi(l(Jf.t~ZJ'"l-1F.1TZ"% • 
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226. Visiting again Paris, compared to the last visit, it is indeed a differenfera," different feeling. Visiting Paris 
227. this time, giving me the most unforgettable impression is the Chinese interpretation over the Seine. 

228. That day, after a one-day international book exhibition, we sneak out some free time rushing to the ferry 
229. pier, with this beautiful sunset in autumn, board the cruise on Seine, experiencing the breathtaking 
230. scenery, ·experiencing the atmosphere and spirit of this famous world city Paris. As the boat started 
231. slowly in the river, [it] began to explain to the tourists from around the world. When the boat sailed 
232. for some miles, we almost suddenly heard at the same time the Chinese interpretation-coming from 
233. the boat's loudspeakers, and this interpretation and pronunciation was actually very clear, "very 
234. Beijing. " 

235. In ·this reg_ard, we are invariably amazed - this, how could this be possible! This happens in Paris, France I 
236. People with some common sense would know that the French people like and respect their own native 
237. language, so they are often used to talk with people in French, and dislike using the languages of other 

· 238. countries and regions. We note on the cru ise on the Seine a total of three languages for interpretation, 
239. French, English and Chinese. This cannot not be said to be an inspiration for us and make us ponder 
240. things. 

241. jh~ cffin~se 1f/ferpreiJHon bn ti\e cfuise on Seihe isi n' fact a pheriomenoh, one that_ iefiecl~ tl\'e 
242. _increasing progress of reforrnandopening up, ihe rapid development of Chi,rie?e ~co,no~y, t~-~ , • . "'"'·-
243. ¢nhancing (l~!L0,1Jals.lr~n&ih.1Jl1e ~.l'P.~W!\!JJUfllerra.1l!>1J.a.! ~P!n[I\Yn¼:a.tipn <!~R ~l,?S(!f\~~-s O,~[D.t~i;(J~lfilii.\ 
244. ~Xf~a!]g~. In France and throughout Europe and the world, more Chinese p.eople have been going out, 
245. Chinese people are concerned about the world, but at the same time also attract world attention on 
246. China. The interaction of the International community is a benign cooperation and exchange. 

247.The reason why the ~r~[s*pij~~ifa.r[s 1im-1ri luses Chinese interpretation is mainly because of 
248.the consideration of the fact that a lot of Chinese tourists r@h to France and Europe.today. Indeed 
249.because a considerable amount of Chinese tourists go to Europe, go to France, goto Paris, there is this 
250.scene of Chinese tourists crowd occurson the cruise over the Seine. Also because of the i'~f1;iJs_ffM of 
251.this large amount of Chinese tourists f4i'{i j ~Pi\f;~ t_he cruise on the Seine, [It) provides enormous 
252.opportunities and vitality to France economy, and also brings the Chinese interpretation over the Seine. ' 
253.Because of its meaning, we say, the Chinese language cruises through the Seine to Europe, to the world . In 
254.a foreign country, I am listening tomy most familiar and intimate voice of Beijing amidst the breeze and 
255.water over the Seine and France, a sense of pride in the Chinese ethnicity suddenly arises in the heart. 
256.Because, this is not the voice of an ordinary language, this is a beautiful voice that flutters over the most 
257.ptospetotis and expensive France -tl'ie voice of the East. 

258. Under today's progress towards economic globalisation, Chinese economy plays an importa.nt role if) the 
259. ~li?al ,e~gno,my. Th1;_. development of the Eastern and Western [oi/frr; ; e~.fh ~~-~qy~h~i {at 
260. fCO.i:\IP.l~ment ea_c!Lgttier; Tate the fam.ous "(;aleries ~afayette" in Paris a.s a_n exa_mple, this l.arge s.hopping 
261. mall situated in the city centre not only is famous in France, but als.o a place almost all Chinese tourists in 
262. Paris want to visit. We went there this time, and only felt the crow·d and busy atmosphere. The high 
263. fame, large amount of customers, brings this shopping mall many commercial opportunities. This point, 
264. we could see from every single staff who was busy but smiling. Seeing this prosperous commercial 
265. situation, the staff could feel so relaxed, let alone the boss, In our conversations with the French 
266. people, they generally°acknowledged that the large number of Chinese tourists in France has provided 
267. injections of vitality into the economy. 

268. !J ;/t~~,-te;,~ t~.;'!!~~,,~:!~~~,'..f~is ffi1~ iHls! lnbH1'eHt,' h~ ar(n,jl this) t~lei'~l~!~l_~~ fJm 
269. ~f,gJl!~qf1l!Jh1)!~ a!}]!ffi!9£i: Y.i:Jt.g;fpH!Si!lf~ ~,'\'/."'Y {rp,m ![i_e rJ@tw'm.li! s ., RSd\f1.~ recover swiftly the 
270. order of international communication and exchange. No matter it is the victory of the unity of the people 
271. of China in fighting SARS, or the wave arid echo of the voice of the Chinese language above the cruise 
272. over the Sei_ne, [they] illustrate the status and reputation of China who is undergoing reform and opening 
273. up on the international stage. 
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"Chinese fever" 
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Glad to see today's "Chinese Fever" (People's Discussion Forum) 
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274. Not long ago, the first Confucius Institute.in Europe was established and opened at Stockholm University. 
275. This is the third Confucius Institute China set up overseas. As understood, China. will continually establish 
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276. 100 Confucius lnsUtutes through the joint cooperation with overseas, to promote Chinese language 
277. teaching an.d Chinese culture. 

278. Behind the 100 Confucius Institutes is the fever of the study and use of Chinese of thirty millions pea.pie 
279. overseas. In China's neighbourhood Korea, a lot of universities have set up China Studies or Chinese 
280. language major. A lot of tertiary institutions have started Chinese language courses, about 160,000 
281. people learn Chinese language in schools of different types. In Europe, the once regarded as difficult as 
282. "the book of heaven" Chinese language, is becoming more an elective of many university students. In the 
283. globe, people participating in the HSK (Chinese language proficiency exam) China holds is increasing by 
284. 45% per year. 

285. When one language radiate outside of the country or ethnicity, it is called language ''h"f@~'.tai/\'if•ilt 
286. Of course, language "outward spreading" occurs for more complicated historical reasons; and the rise of 
287. learning Chinese fever overseas today is an outcome of China's peaceful development. It is the attraction 
288. of the charm of Chinese culture, it is a voluntary choice of overseas learners. 

289. "Chinese fever" reflects the potential continual growth of China's economy. With the enormous 
290. economic and commercial opportunities provided by China, like "learning English" in the past, many 
291. people overseas start "learn.Ing Chinese". High Chinese proficiency is becoming a prerequisite of 
292. employment in multinational corporations. There is over a hundred thousand of management personnel 
293. with foreign nationalities in the multinational corporations in China. [Their] Chinese proficiency is 
294. determining their development.and success .. Last year, there were over 250 millions of Chinese nationals 
295. visiting overseas. Chinese-proficient guides can therefore earn more. 

296."Chinese fever" is a definite result of the rising international status of China. With the economic success 
29.7.and growth, China is taking up the image ofa responsible world power. China's voice is agreed to be 
298.heard on international affairs. From the emphasis on China's foreign diplomacy to the concerns about 
299.lnternal China's affairs; from the termination of interpretation service at the China's foreign affairs press 
300 .. conference to the active participation in international press conferences, more people overseas 
301.understand more about China and take more initiative to strengthen the cooperation and communication 
302.with China through learning and using Chinese. 

303. "Chinese fever" .originated from the charm and uniquene.ss of Chinese culture. Language is the 
304.foundation of a cul.lure. Learning a language means accepting its culture. China has a 5000-year long 
305.history of civilisation and the richness of cultural heritage is recognised worldwide. Due to inefficient 
306.infrastructure and communication, only a few westerners like Marco Polo could.have a glimpse ofthe 
307.beauty of Chinese cultu;e. After "reform and opening up'', China opens up [its] heart to welcome friends 
308.from five lakes and four seas. Foreigners watch Peking opera, foreign students learn Wushu, and foreign 
309.chefs cook Chinese food. The 1-year "Year of Chinese:French Culture" led French people to admire more 
31Q,Chinese language and culture .. The. French president Jacques Chirac said he"Uked.Chinesefood an.d poems 
311.the most. 

312.ln 2005 the global discussion forum of "Fortune" opened in Beijing, business elites of the globe gathered 
313.in China's capital, dis~ussing the new century of China and Asia. The "Fortune" forum was launched for 
314. the third time in China, this makes people clearly see the enormous success of China's reform and 
315.opening up and modernjsation has attracted the attention of the globe, the demand of different 
316.countries of the world to strengthen the economic cooperation·and exchange with China Is getting 
317.stronger. The "Chinese fever" emerging in some places is powerful evidence. The world needs to 
318.understand more about China, China needs to open up more and walk towards the world. Wi.shing that 
319.our beautiful mother tongue -Chinese becomes a channel for showcasing Chinese culture and facilitating 
320.communication and cooperation, and that in the multilingual world, Chinese becomes a resonant sound. 
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"We are also ready!" 
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'We are also ready!" 

Experiences of foreign volunteers in Beijing 
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321.Volunteers are called by people as "modern Olympics foundation", "real Olympics ambassador", it can be 
322,said that Olympics is a· great party of athletes, as well as a great party of volunteers. 

323.Beijing Olympics attract unprecedented attention, a lot of international volunteers come to Beijing full of 
324.passlori and d_reams, affectionately serve for the Olympics. According to the Beijing Olympics Committee, 
325.overseas volunteers serving for the Beijing Olympics and Paralympics amount to almost 1000. They have 
326.already arrived in Beijing on 20th July to "take up the position" (very Chinese, in Chinese version, used for 
327 .foreign volunteers} ...... 

328.Massiah says" This time [I] come to Beijing to be a volunteer for the Beijing Olympics allows ill 
329.ffliiii}se, tp -~i~- I am now living in the home oflocal Beijing citizens forming with them a 
330."0lympic family'', which provides me an opportunity to enter the daily life of Chinese pe~ple. 'My 
331.heart' feels very excited .about this!" 'Their 17-year-old friend and I have become @g~~g(iJ. ! teach 
332.him English everyday and he teaches me Chinese. [We] are vety happy to help each other." 

333. Massiah said, [his] own hometown is Montreal in the Quebec province in Canada, English as well as French 
334.is spoken there, "my father's mother tongue is French, so my French is not a problem, there i.> then one 
.335.more tool to serve the Olympics!" He also told the reporter, Vancouver in Canada will hold the Winter 
336.Olympics in 2010, he·wants to bring.back the good experience. [he] learns in. the. Beijing Olympics to the 
337.country, letting Vancouver benefit at .the time when the Winter Olympics is held ...... · 

338.Shelakas is 28 years old, and is now studying a master degree in literature and writing;he said: "After we 
339.were very fortunately chosen to serve as the volunteers for the Beij ing Olympics, the school specially 
340.arranged an elective of Eastern culture. Before I came to Beijing, [r] have seen a lot of scenery pliotos of 
341.Beijing and 0th.er Chinese cities, but the beauty· of Beijing can hardly be captured and shown in photos, 
342.only by coming to experience, seeing the gardens, palates and people walking in the streets, you can feel 
343.the impressive things about this city." · 

344.Shelakas said, "I have worried about encountering language barrier in Beijing, but after arriving here [I] 
345.discovered the Chinese volunteers around could all speak English, although not everyone could speak very 
346.well, but basic communication is not a problem, I immediately felt relieved, now it should be my turn to 
347.learn Chinese," 

348. "Foreigners feel very convenient i.n Beijing" 

349.19-year-old David can be said to be an "old Beijing" (originally referring to Beijing in the past). "I came to 
350. Beijing Languages University to learn Chinese·in August last year, after the summer vacation next year [I] 
351.will transfer to the University of Hong Kong, to study double majors in Commerce and Chinese." 
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352.During this year, David from the U.K. has been renting a place near the school. When the reporter asked 
353.him, for a foreign young guy not even 20 years of age lives by [him]self in an unfamiliar environment, 
354.would [he] feel Inconvenient, He smiled and said: "my neighbours were all very compassionate, friendly. 
355.Seeing me live there alone as a foreigner, [they] always are concerned about my well-being, always letting 
356.me feel so touched." David said: ''Beijing is a very friendly city for foreigners." Because the citizens here 
357.are all very kind, hospitable, and thoughtful, in _Beijing, there are English signs almost everywhere in public 
358.spheres, this makes foreigners feel very convenient." 

35~.David is a volunteer at the main media centre of the stadium, he introduced and said, the job of [his] and 
360.olher volunteers involved preparation of name badges for Media release and press conferences, ar ranging 
361.the sequences of the conferences, adjusting and checking speakers etc, all of which require patience and 
362.attention to details, and so [he/they] cannot be relaxed. "I know that Chinese people are already ready for 
363.the Olympics, what I want to say is, we as volunteers are also ready!" ...... 

364.During the interviews reporter can strongly- feel that in the eyes of ihese foreign volunteers, participating 
365.in Beijing Olympics is an enjoyment, is an important platform for learning and communication, as well as a 
366.good opportunity to understand the real China. The kind and happy smiles of these volu.nteers, sincere 
367 .words, s·erious attitude, once again symbolise the belonging of this ~party to il!tipli 'b({ife;Jr9} 
368.\jfg,ffl W:~ffl,fflq,~1festi£1.J$]M!\\']@)r,~l ~iqgs. · . ·- · ' · ,.,_ ,_ , " '"··· 
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''Taxi driver" 
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The taxi driver, Lao Meng's cherishable treasure 

"Welcome to Beijing. Welcome to the Olympics 
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369."Welcome to Beijing. Welcome to the Olympics Games. At the Beij ing international airport, a fore igner 

370.just boarded a taxi._The passionate greetings of the driver, Meng, make him feel welcome and 

371.famiiiafrigtit away. Although Lao Meng's English carties a strong Chinese a~cent and·grammar 

372.sometimes not that accurate, this was not-very easy indeed for Lao Meng who has only got junior high 

373.school qualifications. The little memo notes he is cherishing have benefited [him! very much. 

374.46 year-old Lao Meng has been a taxi driver-for the Capital Group for 23 years. Since winning the bid 

375.to host the ·Beijing Olympics, Lao Meng has decided to learn English wholeheartedly. He put up many 

376.small papers in the taxi compartment which have written on [them] the commonly used English words 

377.and conversations, for instance, "go shopping (shopping)", "You'd better go that way because of rush 

378.hour (it is now the peak hour. We should better take that route)." Also on some papers is written the 

379.0lyrnpic Games event "the raft", "the water polo" English translation . Lao Meng has a thick pile of 

380.such little memo notes, which is a treasure his studying English. Lao Meng has these papers handy 

381.daily. When (hej is free, [he! pulls out and looks, "It's one sentence by one sentence that [I] study arid 

382.remember". 

383.The company takes seriously English tralni_ng for the -Olympics. Two thick teaching materials were 

384.sent to each taxi driver, but [it] also invites teacher to carry on training. Lao Meng has not missed a 
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385.single class. His book was already somewhat rote as a result of [his] hard work. [He] fears that [he] 

386.cannot remember and he has also used Chinese to label the pronunciation. He has [him]self_prlnted 

387.off the English Introduction to the Olympic Games which [he] recites everyday. "Anyone who knows 

388.English is my teacher." Seeing that Lao Meng is studying English at this age, many passengers are very 

389.glad io teach him. Lao Meng always listens to t he international Broadcasting station. He also 

390.downloads spoken English teaching materials onto the MP3 in the vehicle and studies 'two sentences' 

391.at [his] free time. Now, some simple basic exchanges between Lao Meng and Laowai have not been a 

392.problem. Lao Meng's English and his passionate and frank dispositions bring many customers back to 

393.him. Those foreigners who have been taken by him before call him .when [they] need a ride. 

394.Lao Meng was most impressed once. He pulled an American passenger to Hebei Zhuozhou. On the way 

395.back, (they] passed by the Beijing stone highway where a fine ancient stone bridge had just been 

396.unearthed. Lao Meng· slowed down on purpose and used English to introduce, "You see, old bridge, 

397 .about 700 years." The passenger is interested very much, saying that [s/he] would photograph next 

398.time. Several days later, this passenger indeed returned to specifically look at the stone bridge. "The 

399.biggest harvest was to let foreigners understand our culture." Lao Meng said. 
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Changing sound of the hometown (Entering the new farm village) 
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400.The day when I joined troops, [my) mother pulled me aside the stove in the kitchen and asked [me] 
401.not to forget the native dialect. If [I] spoke with different accents when [I) returned home, others 
402.would. look down on me. She was w.orried about my knowledge of the native dialect and therefore 
403.(she) cited an example: In the 60s of the last century, a teenager in our village who had worked for 3 
404.years away from home returned to visit relatives. When [he) spoke with the villagers, [he) 
405.occasionally used a few sentences of the "bureaucratic" language (hometown people referred to 
406.Mandarin ·as "bureaucratic"), the refatives accused him at [his) back "only away for a few days and. 
407.already forgot [his] ancestors and the water [he] drank came from." 

408.1 remember [my) mother's exhortations, and in the 30 years of military service, regardless of whether 
409.[I] was in the border or beyond the Great Wall, or in Guangzhou or in Nanjing, in Guilin or buried 
4.10.beneath a mountain side, not only did [I) not lose .[my} accent, but every time when [IJ heard the 
411.familiar accent, [I) suspected whether [I) was back home, regarding the accent as [my] relatives. 
412.Sometimes, without a shame, [I} took the Initiative to approach and chat with people with the accent. 
413.No one had ever actually.refused to talk, only for a while, [we] felt like [we] were intimate friends. 
414.For thousands of years, no single one of a tradition of any nations is more deeply-rooted than naUve 
415.accent. -

416.[I) remember when I first went home to visit relative, villagers all had [their] thumbs up when [they] 
417.he.ard me st.ill speak ,m a.u.th\!11\ic na.tive dialect: "This Guoliang has left for so many years b:ut still has 
418.not changed [his} hometown dlaJect. [lt]'s still as concrete as [it) was in the past, excelleritl" 

419. However, when I returned home in recent years to visit [my) family, [I] felt very deeply about the 
420. 'hometown language' which was changing with the tide of reform. [It) no longer stands still and stays 
421.prot.ected, no longer guards it.s purity. It is becoming more exo.tic With the· penetration and fusion of 
422.foreign languages and accents of different places and different regions, and turning into a hybrid 
423.language. Melt into the local accent is firstly the Beijing accent, !hen Cant~nese and English. 

424.That day when I just got off the car, [I] heard the "Cantonese accent" among the crowd. "[I] turned to 
425.look and was wondering if that was.Qlang Sister. How come his native accent was mixed With so 
426.much Canton and Hong Kong flavour? Comrade Zhang said t hat because of reforms in the years, 
427.most of the la.bour force was liberated from the yellow ground, and therefore had the time remaining 
428.and surplus iabor to work along.the coast. A few years later, [they) brought back all the new language, · 
429.new words, new accents, new ideas, new thinking. Qiang Sister is not the worst. Some people have 
430.come back with all new accents and tactics. 

431.Qiang was in fact not a girl. [We] used·to call a boy as a girl in our hometown. Qiang sister was the 
432.primary schoolmate of Comrade Zhang. He and I weren't schMlmates but [we) knew each other at a 
433.young age. In winter, he often wore an old.jacket with no buttons with a rope tied around [h is] waist. 
434.Because of the difficulty in affording the tu ition fee of 3 dollars per semester, [he] did not finish the 
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435.sixth grade and dropped out. [He] started to work at a very young age, repairing water pipes and 
436.railways. 

437.1 wished to express [my] affection and "sense of belonging" to him, and so [I] took the initiative to say 
438.hello (in the local dialect): "Qiang sister, you son of the X, it's been 30 years since [I) last met [you] but 
439.[you] still look like a kid" He was shocked for a moment, and then recognised me right away, but [he] 
440.spoke In fluent Mandarin: "old schoolma.te, you have been a government official for so many years, 
441.but still speak in an old-fashioned way, no one would laugh at you playing bureaucraticl [I] report to 
442.you, I am now sort of a Chairman, foreigners call me Mr. Zhang, folks call me boss Zhang, in the 
443.company, [they] call me· Chairman Zhang. Our company is preparing to apply to be listed ln the stock 
444.m.arket -"While we were talking, a Santana suddenly stopped beside him. Qiang sister - no, Chairman 
445.Zhang quickly bowed toward me wlth [his] hands held in the chest: "[l]'m sorry, there is an urgency 
446cin the company so [I] have to go. [I] will host a banquet to welcome you home tomorrow." Then [he] 
447.left in a flash. I asked who the beautiful woman who was driving was. Comrade Zhang said [she] was the 
448.sister of Qiang Sister. [She] was everi more well-off than him. 

449.The little sister of Qiang Sister is named Daisy. At home [she] was a shy girl when talking with boys. 
450.After graduation, [she] went to work in Shenzhen for a few years. Like playing magic, [she] started a 
451.breeding company and became a boss. What was more is [she] also engaged in the reorganization of 
452.asseis and resources, and 'ate out' the village-run enterprises. 

453.Her uncle originally was a leader of the village enterprises: [He] lost [his] job and begged her to give 
454.[him] a job, but she asked him to be a worker in the breeding company which made the uncle very 
455.angry. She insisted as if [she] had no decision-making power: "This is the board's decision, I cannot 
456. fix it up." ifain she (ohli! <l'fl (f,l~r,t g'f\lAes !'!id ei(pia.me\lJ fl.l\'t!eraj;'/, to (he't(ride: "IJ ~: ffipl{~rn'epiet pds~ 
457.l:ie:~~iin~/i' faroiiy buslrtess,and; ~W•archal system pf rµ~t,~ge/itent, (he ete1no@1<i efric111nw (if'the 
458.e!Jff!U,~ i;\,/mnot be, ir:hpJo,l!t<i Iho(I, have' (:lifficglt'.y~ [i~lil ~aiii~p!ltt and' applJt fQr ;iic!Mfu rj)e. But if 
459.you do not obey, [I] have to ask you to leave." Her uncle still obedlently went to work, with only a few 
460.occaslorial complaints. I use(;! to feel proud of [my] ability to keep [my] local accent. But at this 
461.moment, I feel ashamed. I underestimated the magical power of the reform, and I overlooked the 
462.evolvement of the thinking of [my] hometown fellows in the tides of reform. 

463.From the changes of the locai accent, I can see the rising of a new hometown on the ancient land. 
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,, Appendix 6- Highest-frequency keywords across the eleven People's Daily examples 

l-Jv• frinics :\ .~t :.-·,11.:- · · -: · · 

English 70 
111i~ / 45 ,.3 ,·.-·.·· I 

Chinese 1anl!ual!e 37 
1•··•··'. 
J ~~(ng ·.;* 
I 

world 18 

new 14 :r~r1,~tt~:~p~~ir,i ::a,. 
communicate/communication 13 

l.ff~H.s~ffi:1&.::jr·· ···· .... >a1.1tii@1:iw!::: ... :iii: 
resident 

volunteer 12 

. shout/yell out 10 
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Appendix 6 

Schematic Figures 

Figure 1 Li Yang 

A Goal 
World/ Foreigner 

English , 

Shout/ 

Yell 

('Cra zy English') ~: 

-s----P-a-th/ instr ~ ~nef,c~ 
ath \ (L, Yang's B 

A 

contnbut,on tot Theme/ 
country through 

English} 

Agent 

People 

Son & daughter 

B 

.Experiencer 

Chinese 

students 

Motherland 

Agent 
Agent 

A. "Jk,'fl7$ itf l!b'li Ill 13 flUJt'flJ!f ffiJ f!lf y'Jfi':i!i-JB$!ffltf(JfJ itf Ill .,,J( RJi, J!l Jl tJ1 fJ!I ,fD A FJ/fJftJ 
&.. .. u 

"Our aim of learning English is to learn from the advancement of the developed Western 
countries and defend the interests of the motherland and the people! ... " (Line 53-55) 

B. "~ r $ .S r/7 ffe !t ii JI! r :kl!!/ /!Jt PI, tE" fJ[fEJi ilf" Mtft J, $/ff/ !YJ $-li' T, J!JQ!Rfi/J ?f, 
!IJ,t,,~ ;~II l/HJ!f iff /lJ!Jitif, fi!UJ$ /JB- Jff jJ[f£Jl!!J!J Ji ilf it!i!JIJt: "Jt:fl tJ1 fJ!/, i!iUf cp 
1:µ ! ""Jf ;/Jijt-5], Jfl1fiff jjfj ! "" 

" . ... Over three thousand students gathered at the Grand Theatre and with much passion, 
followed Li Yang, the founder of "Cruzy English" and use English to shout crazily: "I love 
the motherland, Rejuvenating the Chinese nation!" (Line 1-3) 
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Figure 2 Motherland 

A 

Onese lf 

~ 
u 
C 
~ 

~ 
0 

.\,/_ 

People/ 

Chinese 

Agent 

A. (,t;X;-1'-if1/%!,,A_Jil}!jff£$ikf'/;ii) Ff c" 

Motherland/ 

Co unt ry 

BenefR:iary 

As a Chinese, one should always ask oneself the question. (Line 92) 

B. #J}!jfJ/J5'c""'tfflJll;ffJ#, iftrf#T-1±!0] g c : If!.&, Je!Jt;X;f*fJHlz.? RJJ_ffl1.1ftikf/ 
!Jli!l!l Iii 2, 11: 117 /fl !l.iff # ff/1/t f!iJ ft#, iiH/J M-tf 4 if 1f T ;:r %.!-iJ-1,f flJ it.x" 

On every nation 's birthday, one cannot help asking oneself: "home counlfy, what can I do 
for you?" lf we keep asking and reminding ourselves., our life will be more enriched. Ow 
hard work will then have extraordinary meanings. (Linc 120-1 22) 

c. ft ;X;- 1' 1' & ,A EZ }!!, & ;it,· ik H 1aJ Iii 2 " 1f m ,A fit7:7 Jfc£t !l:J ;1;, trfil,A nt7:7 :j/Jr/J 
JfJJ f!i,, 1f fil.A /Jt ;X; /1rl iffNft ;lc. 

As a Chinese, one should always ask one.self the question. Some people can work for the 
benefits of the family, some for development of the city, and some for glorifying thri country. 
(Line 92-93) 
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Figure 3 Power of Communication 

Chinese ancient 
refere nt Beijing referent 

Eastern Self-confidence 
capital Civilisation 

Source 
C 

Theme 01? CommuniG 

Communicate 
~ 
'" :...i__ dative 

------
----

~~ 
English 

referent I Foreigners 
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A. :iJfi:iJf/11'.:f/HfJ Ji! iff ililiit:, ft/J!tf f rff 8M4!J/$t,t;l!ifif, :tEiPf :Ntff J# JI[ ilhlf/#f. 

Having passed very hard Enghsh exams, he has become a vohmleer al the Forbidden Ci1y 
Museum, using English to give introductions at the Time Museum. (Line 14 7-149) 

B. 4-5f /ffJ /nJ !fl fl; z A , /N;f l!J J-!:'ill ,(f!,1{ fl, :fl/fl Pf flt, ill# !!1/:li!:f!! t1i!t.F$, .!l!.JiH!,f 
{J py,t,,ffjT($;ffl !ii(ti'. .. 

Toduy, the elderly and children in Hutongs greet forr,igners in English, showing their 

hospitality, and more importantly, their openness and seffconfidence originating from their 
hearts · .. (Lille 153-155) 

C. P?/;ffiJ{J_,,{ f/J%JS!J/ifjf,t',,J$, ffi/aTJftf!f, fnldi.J'h'1!.f/f.t,_--ff/:.ff.J.ffe7J _j!.'IJ!I.. 

The passionate people long for opening their hearts and releasing their passion, show to the 
world Eastern civilisation of five millenniums ... (line 130-13 !) 
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Figure 4 Grandma 

Grandma 
Instrument 

Path 

~-Beneficiary 

A. . .. J!...5f2l/Ji:lt.LlfflllJ/!ii/jIJ, Jj,fji±.if$/f:J$i-fii/, :x:x!ff«J'f fir", iEIIJJtf ilfilff 91.A "iP! 
#". a y 1tm1t-1" 

... Grandma, who has renwined in the village in [her] entire lifetime, now is filled with fl.e\1.' 
words, does "foreign trade" eve,yday , and even uses ji1reign language to "negotiate" with 
Jhreigners. The hometown has i,ufeed changed. (Line 206-209) 
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Figure 5 American tourist 

'" B E 
'" .c 
f-

Americans/ 

American students 

Experiencer 

Shanhaiguan 

A 

A 

A Instrument 

~ 
English 

A. . .. fj/f r:p fill §l-rif!-- lfl!tf:ilf, if.~ III :!Jf 4 ift,JL i'ip/7y_· .. 

r China 

(C hinese students, 

Children, People) 

------Agent 

/ 
/ A 

.. ,Hearing Chinese children speak a paragraph of English, letting American students speak a 

few sentences of Chinese ... (Linc 210-212) 

B . .4 Jj 20 B£ 21 B, ~!I!ii1-?f:iZJJUP!t!Jff)'Jf.!tt£;tft'11f/I!rJJ.Hff,r&:#JdJl/ij~j_rJ.: 
T M;lc.~/!f /lJR1fi';, !J..iftfJf (}:fi .. '!'f 7 fl!Jt£!lJ/1lJ?ff/1/".~jff.fi!fi•• . . ..... 

i!iJt' '.f#'f{f lg' 4' fjfj ijf: 4-~lf/["' $ff!"$ T $f 1) 7 fil_P.lt ., flr;Jl!f ffl tE Li.; ;'lij;)t-Ji3 - 1f7 :!jt j/ifi !E ftJ 

ilJ iii): ;,fs:fl!J-f}IJi/ii/lJ,'#fd!f cf.7 f# JJ!/ Ti/!!J Ji. 1£ 1!,i!HfO'tJ f)J #' T, .i!f JUJ<JiJf:!:U(Ji!Ufl=/5 
.£tr, il!Jl@'Jtr}f}, .t£-1!Bicr!rift..f:2f!T7"4'/I!", "ilJifiJ):", " 1) 11!!,&J!f" f-f-¥-/1, Jt/J, 
11.',,f!!Jiff{# f.J al£ ,LJ lli}cf!S1i£/IJ i/1.it !tiff:. .. . 

.. . Mike, and his students were travelling around the ancient Shanht1igu1m city famous within 
the country and overseas on the 2dh and 21'1 Ap1il, to continue his "wonderful journey" in 
Shanlzaiguan ... (Line 212-214) 

Mike's wishes to com1nunicate with Chinese students, hopes to learn more about Chinese 
culture are falfilled by some passionate Chinese high school students and a local 
calligrapher of Shanhaiguan. Under the direction of the calligrapher, Mike's students write 
on every single paper ,i1ords such as "Chimi ", "Shanhaiguan " and "Chinese-American 
friendship" and carefi,lly keep their Chine.se assignments they completed in Shanhaiguan. 
(Line2J5-2J9) 
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Figure 6 Taxi driver 

A Agent 

~ og 
Path 

~"''°"" ' ~ ~ so,, 

A 

Experiencer 

Patient"\. Pa ssenger Coreference ~ 

Meng: Agent, Litt le Memo: Path, English: Goa l 
Engli sh: Sou rce, Passe nger= Foreigners: Experiencer, Meng: Goal 

A . ... -:g ;Z;./J<J Jlilf f!Jft!J,f!.t fw #{P,/J J}(Jfi:$ ;;gft!J f/f :J/t',Fd,'@.:ff.·/$, f &_"f: ~ iJt ftE -71= IJ{J :N tff/./L, 
~~lfl-'f=,1/j',{J: f'/tft!J 11 '1!-itf. .. . 

... Lao Men g's English and hispas.~ionate and fi ·ar1k dispositions brhig liwny customers back 
to him. Those foreigners who have been taken by him before call him when they need a ride ... 
(Line 392-393). 
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Appendix 7 

Deictic mapping charts 

Table 1 Power of Communication 

Line Speaker 1st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person 
129 author we - Chinese (include 

author) 
139 author they - people in 

general 
140 author we - readers 

(presumably Chinese) 
145 elderly you - Chinese 

Yang 
146 author He - elderly Yang 
148 author he - elderly Yang 
149 author he - elderly Yang 
150 author them - foreign 

visitors 

Table 2 New Generation 

Line Speaker 1st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person 
165 author she - Chinese 

University Student 
166 author her - Chinese 

University Student 
167 foreign I - forei gn judge you - Chinese 

judge University 
Student 

170 author I - author she - Chinese 
University Student 

172 Chinese you - foreign 
Uni judge 
Student 

172 Chinese I - University Student your - foreign 
Uni judge 
Student 

173 Chinese I - University Student 
Uni 
Student 

173 me - University 
Student 

174 Chinese you - foreign 
Uni iudge 
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Student 
174 Chinese our - the student + 

Uni foreign j udge 
Student 

174 Chinese I - Chinese University 
Uni Student 
Student 

174 Our - the student and 
Chinese people 

175 Chinese we - Chinese people + 
Uni the student 
Student 

178 Chinese I - Chinese Univers ity 
Uni Student 
Student 

179 Chinese I - Chinese University 
Uni Student 
Student 

180 Chinese we - Chinese 
Uni University student and 
Student Chinese people 

181 Chinese we - the student and Their - traditions 
Uni Chinese people and modernity 
Student 

186 author their - young 
talented people in 
other areas 

186 author their - young 
talented people in 
other areas 

187 author us - old men (including their - young 
author) talented people in 

other areas 
189 author our - author + readers 

(Chinese peoole) 

Table 3 Mike 

Line Speaker 1st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person 
212 author his - Mike 
213 author hi s - Mike 
218 author their - Mike's student 
220 author hi s - Mike 
222 Mike my - Mike 
223 Mike my - Mike's 

students 
I - Mike 
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Table 4 River 

Line Speaker 1st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person 
227 author me - author 
228 author we - Chinese (include 

author) 
232 author we - Chinese (include 

author) 
235 author we - Chinese (include 

author) 
236 author their - French 
237 author they - French 
238 author we - Ch inese (include 

author) 
239 author us - Chinese ( include 

author) 
us - Chinese ( include 
author) 

253 author we - Chinese (include 
author) 

254 author I - author 
my - author 

262 author we - Chinese (include 
author) 

264 author we - Chinese (include 
author) 

265 author our - Chinese (include they - French 
author) 

268 author I - author 

Table 5 We are also ready 

Line Speaker 1st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person 
325 Author they - Overseas 

volunteers 
328 Massiah my - Massiah 
329 Massiah I - Massiah 
329 Massiah them - Beijinger 

family 
330 Massiah me - Massiah 
330 Massiah my- Massiah 
331 Massiah I - Massiah their - Beijinger 

fam ily 
331 Massiah I - Massiah him - Chinese 

teenager son 
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332 Massiah me - Massiah he - Chinese 
teenage son 

333 Author [hi s) own -
Massiah 

334 Massiah my - Massiah 
my - Massiah 

335 Author he - Mass iah 
336 Author he - Massiah 
338 Author he - Shelakas 
338 Shelakas we - Schoolmates (including 

Shelakas) 
340 Shelakas I - Shelakas 
342 Shelakas - you - people 

taking a in general 
Chinese 
stance 

344 Shelakas I - Shelakas 
346 Shelakas I - Shelakas 
346 Shelakas my - Shelakas 
349 David 1- David 

353 Author him - David 
354 Author he - David 
354 David my - David 

355 David me - David 

355 David my - David 

356 David me - David 

359 Author he - David 
362 David I - David 

363 David I - David 

we - volunteers ( overseas 
fo reigh) 

Table 6 Tax i Driver 

Line Speaker 1st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person 
370 Author him - foreigner 
373 Author he - Lao Meng 
375 Author he - Lao Meng 
380 Author hi s - Lao Meng 
385 Author hi s - Lao Meng 
386 Author he - Lao Meng 
386 he - Lao Meng 
386 [him] self - Lao Meng 

388 Lao Meng my - Lao Meng 
389 Author him - Lao Meng 
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389 he - Lao Meng 
392 Author his - Lao Meng 
393 him - Lao Meng 
393 Author him -· Lao Meng 
393 him - Lao Meng 
394 Author he - Lao Meng 
396 Lao Meng vou - foreigner 
399 Lao Meng our - Chinese 

Table 7 Li Yang 

Line Speaker l st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person 
2 Li + I - Li + student 

students 
3 L i + I - Li + student 

students 
4 Li + I - Li + student 

students 
6 author he - Li Yang 
6 author these - students 
7 author thei r - students 
8 author them - students 
9 author them - students 
11 author 111e - author -
11 parent 111e - parent 
14 author [ - author 
14 author I - author you - Li Yang 
14 author I - author your - Li Yang 
15 author I - author 
16 author it - phrase 
18 Li 111 y -Li 
19 Li her - motherland 
20 Li I - Li 
33 author he - Li 
38 author he - Li 
39 Li [our] self -

Chinese people 
39 author he - Li 
40 author he -Li 
41 Li our - hi111self and 

people in hi s generation 
42 author he - Li 
43 author I - author his - Li 
45 author his - Li 
45 author I - author 
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46 author him - Li 
46 author me - author he - Li 
46 author I - author 
47 author me - author he - Li 
47 Li you - author 
49 Li our - Li + author 
49 author he - Li 

hi s - Li 
53 Li our - Li + author, 

students (Chinese) 
55 Li my - Li 

58 author he - Li 
60 author he - Li 
63 author he - Li 
63 author he - Li 
64 author he - Li 
74 author me - author he - Li 
75 Li we - Chinese 

(including Li + 
author) 

75 Li we - Chinese 
(including Li + 
author) 

76 Li we - Chinese 
(including Li + 
author) 

81 Li I - Li 

Table 8 Motherland 

Line Speaker 1st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person 
title author I - author you - motherland 
88 author it - the saying 
89 Lu Xun I - Lu Xun 

my -Lu Xun 
90 author my - author it - the idea 
90 author I - author 
91 myself - author 

91 author I - author you - motherl and 

95 author we - author + readers 
you -

JOO author I - author + readers motherland 
us - author + his/her 

105 author schoolmates 
English you a ll - author + his/her 

105 teacher schoo lmates 
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108 author I - author 
he - English 

108 author teacher 
116 scientist I - scienti st 
117 scientist me - scientist 
119 author we - author + readers 
121 author I - author + readers you - motherland 

our [selves] - author 
121 author + readers 

our - author + 
122 author readers 

Table 9 Changing sound of the hometown 

Line Speaker 1st Person 2nd Person 3rd 
Person 

400 author I - author 
400 me - author 
402 author me - author 
402 author my - author she -

mother 
403 author our - author + hi s villagers 
406 author him - the 

teenager 
408 author I - author 
416 author I - author 
417 author me - author 
419 author I - author 
421 author It - dialect 
424 author I - author 
425 author his -

Qiang 
431 author our - author, his v illagers/ hometown 

people, Qiang 
432 author I - author he - Qiang 
4'' .).) author he - Qiang 
437 author I - author him -

Qiang 
438 author You - Qiang 
439 author me - author he - Qiang 
440 Qiang You - author 
441 Qiang You - author 
442 Qiang You - author 
442 Qiang I - Qiang 

me - Qiang 
me - Qiang 
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443 Qiang me - Qiang 

our - Qiang's company 
444 author we - author + Qiang him -

Qiang 
445 author me - author 
446 Qiang You - author 
447 author I - author 
448 Co1made him -

Zhang Qiang 
453 author her -

Qiang 
sister 

453 author her -
Qiang 
sister 

454 author she -
Qiang's 
sister 
him - the 
uncle 

455 author she -
Qiang's 
sister 

455 Qiang's I - Qiang's sister 
sister 

456 author she -
Qiang's 
sister 

458 Qiang's me - Qiang's sister you - uncle 
sister 

459 Qiang's you - uncle 
sister 

459 Qiang's you - uncle 
sister 

459 author her -
Qiang 
sister 

460 author I - the author 
461 author I - the author 
461 author I - the author 
461 author I - the author 
463 author I - the author 
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Appendix 8 

Interview keywords tables 

High school students 

Q2 

Keywords 
?Zim (communicate/communicat ion) 
{th{['] (they/them/their) 

T fil!i'. ( understand) 

iitW (the world) 
fl<; {['] (we/us/our) 

I fie (job) 
I Jl_. (tool) 

~~ (need/necessity) 

~ tf (choose/choice) 

~QiH (knowledge) 

;t) ifil (exchange) 

Q3 

Keywords 
I J!_. (tool) 

)Zyjff, (communicate/co111111unicatio11 ) 
'# >] (learn) 

iitJ'f. (the world) 

T fil!i'. ( understand) 
fi<:f['] (we/us/our) 

~i,t (exam) 

Y {I::: (cu lture) 

Q4 

Keywords 
iitJ'f. (the world) 

x.im (co111 111unicate/co111111 unication) 
I J!_. (tool) 

j§ jf (the West/Western) 
fi<:f['] (we/us/our) 

Y {I::: (culture) 

T fil!i'. ( understand) 

;t)ifil (exchange) 

~jJ (work hard) 

liHI (mutual) 

Frequency 

13 

10 

8 

7 

7 

5 
4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

Frequency 

13 -
10 

9 

6 

5 
4 

3 

3 

FreouencY 

9 

8 

5 

5 

5 
4 

4 

3 
3 

3 
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Q5 

Kevwords F requency 
T :Jii~ ( understand) 2 
x'.mE (communicate/communicat ion) 2 
1'l"~ (interesti ng) 2 
f f '9i; (fun) 2 
~ i,t (exam) 2 

Q6 

Kevwords Freauencv 
{t!1ii'J (they/them/their) 11 
T :Jii~ ( understand) 7 
'ttf['J (we/us/our) 6 
x'.mE (commun icate/comm unication) 5 
tfl~ (opportunity) 3 
,\!!,fl!, (th i11king) 3 
;t.) jm (exchange) 2 

(,f):Il,\l~ (im/practica l) 2 

i<:H (farmers' vil lage) 2 
;/q.lJ _!'[ (mountain) 2 
*/p:j (suzhi : "essentaili sed qua li ty") 2 
A ~ (the people) 2 
A~*/p:j (the people's suzhi ) 2 

Q7 

Keywords Frequ ency 
'ttf['J (we/us/our) 8 
x'.mE (com municate/communication) 7 
7}00 (forei gn (adj.)/foreign countries) 7 ** (everyone/everybody) 5 
T :Jii~ ( understand) 5 
1:.i'! (life) 4 
Jtft (culture) 4 

jtJlli: (develop/development) 4 
§I c, (onese lf) 4 
,\!!,~, (thinkin g) 3 
;t.) jm (exchange) 3 
t!t-,'i!- (the world) 2 
-i:t!t-,'l!. (the whole world) 2 
/M!}\. (integrate) 2 
{t:hfl'J (they/them/their) 2 
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Q8 

Keywords F reo uency 
tltfi'J (we/us/our) 23 
'P 00 (China/Chinese) 22 
{ill{!'] (they/them/their) 8 
X{t ('POO) (Chinese culture) 6 
:i:Ti!i ( li fe) 5 
~ (learn ) 4 
Lf!Jl'. (environment) 3 
xrm (communicate/communication) 3 
'P 00,A (Ch inese people) 3 
<<iiif§"-iJ>> ("The Last Lesson") 3 

I~ (tool) 2 
ff;if( (pass on) 2 
~~ (soul) 2 
1R:;$: (root) 2 

Q9 

Keywords Frequency 
~>] (learn ) 6 

I :tffi (emphas ise/emphasis) 4 

-!: (give up) 2 

Q IO 

KeYwords FreouencY 
'POO (Ch ina/Chinese) 18 
{f iJt (tradition) 12 
X{t (culture) 12 
{f !Jt X{ t (trad itiona l culture) 5 
.Jilt (at the same time) 4 

75 :¥: Ti (Ha lloween) 4 
1§1.i" (the \;Vest/Western) 4 
:¥:iNTi (Chri stmas) 3 
I~ (tool) 2 
.JlltJijj)j (take care at the same time) 2 

QI I 

KeYwords Frequency 
X{t (cu lture) 34 
T fllii'. ( understand) 23 
ils1.i" (the West/Western) 22 
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Y11:J,oi)=! (cultura l knowledge) 9 

~Jr (better) 8 
~IJ-i)=! (know ledge) 4 
Ix~ (ethnic ity) 3 
"'ff~ (bac kgro und) 3 

LftlE (enviro nment) 3 
'.£/i5 ( li fe) 3 
iJl;:A ( in-depth) 2 

University students 

Q2 

Kevwords Freauencv 
#; (I/me/myse lf) 48 
#:f['J (we/us/our) 18 
T fil !i'. ( understand) 14 
5<'. im (commu nicate/communi cation) 9 
t!tW (the world) 9 
00:71- (outs ide the co untry) 8 
'.£ 1i5 (I ife) 8 
El c, ( onese lf) 7 
I ~ (tool) 6 
:71-00A (fore igners) 6 
'ff P5l (open) 5 
f;':jj~ (translat io n) 5 

,;li: Jjk ( deve lop/deve lopment) 5 
Ht Uob) 5 
Y1~ (culture) 5 
g§li ( im po1ia nt) 5 

~ l3;i; ( internationa l) 4 
imffl (common/un iversal) 4 
JEJ ~ (perspecti ve) 4 
fB" ,~, (message/ info rmation) 4 

~ .ill!. (profess ion/major) 4 

Q3 

Keywo rds Freauency 
I~ (tool) 23 
T fai!t ( understand) 15 
5<'.im (communicate/communi cation) 14 
#;ff] (we/us/our) 14 
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>C1~ (culture) 12 

1¥-!lk (profession/major) 8 
{t!!.f['J (they/them/their) 8 

1' A (personal) 7 
13 c (onese lf) 7 
1:f.5 ( life) 5 
:71-00A (foreigners) 4 
i:!!:W (the wor ld) 4 
f-lli'/s (trans lat ion) 4 
-'I, (book) 4 
H ;JY (open) 3 
{B" ,~, (message/information) 3 
1/§tJ (ab ili ty) 3 
~00 (Britain) 2 
OIJ!j'\l (horizon) 2 

~00 (U.S.) l 
;t]iiij (exchange) l 

Q4 

Kevwords Freauencv 
tJt{['J (we/us/our) 26 
I~(tool) 10 
i:!!:W (the world) 10 
:>'l-00 (foreign (adj)/fo re ign countri es) 9-
T/'i/f. (understand) 7 
~im (communicate/communication) 6 
ql[1j!;:;Ff ;JY (reform and opening up) 5 
~@ (interest) 5 
;Ff;JY (open) 4 

ffic ~ (bridge) 3 
Yldr (channel/medium) 3 
1:Tis- ( li fe) 2 

QS 

Kevwords Freauencv 
{iliffJ (they/them/their) 12 
~@ (i nterest) 9 
~ii!; (exam) 9 
>C1~ (cu lture) 7 
I~ (tool) 7 
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:>Z:irrE (commun icate/comm unicati on) 6 
?"~OOA (fo re igners) 5 

~ .ill!. (profess ion/major) 4 
~00 (U.S.) 2 

Q6 

Kevworcls Freauencv 
{ili{l'J (they/them/the ir) 36 
:>Z:mE (commun icate/comm un ication) 12 
§ c (onese lf) 11 
:1".i'i5 (li fe) 9 
~{I'] (we/us/our) 9 
~M, (contact) 6 
~OOA (fore igners) 6 
i'9'.1f ffl (useless) 5 
-'lt-'r (entire li fe) 5 
;le* (re lationship) 5 
~ ~ (inte rest) 4 

5-lt ml: (cleve lo p/cleve lopment) 4 

B1 1sl (time) 4 

tJLf.c (opportu ni ty) 4 

~{tj: (condi tion) 3 
I{t (j ob) 3 

f!,\l ~ (practi ca l) 2 
i!llim; (remote) 2 

i<:H (farmers' v il lage) 2 
f',11Il (poor) 2 

Q7 

Keywords Freauencv 
}Ji;f(] ( we/us/our) 44 

ftMr'J (they/them/the ir) 30 

Ni:11' (economy) 21 
t!:!:W (the wo rld) 11 

JFJJJ/: ( open) 11 

tt;;t:: (methods/techniques) 7 
~1j1iJFjj.Ji: (reform and opening up) 6 

,I\HJ:! (thinking) 5 
)(fr, (culture) 4 

ili! ~jj; ( international) 4 

T ffllf ( understand) 3 

q/,'.l'f (education) 3 

mi/.W (ho rizon) 3 
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QS 

Keywords Freauency 
El c. (oneself) 17 
l ldfJ (we/us/our) 13 
't' !EA (Chinese people) 12 
::X:1t (cul ture) 11 
't' 00 (China/Chinese) 10 
j::f,§ (life) 7 
:Ef±\\1; (environment) 7 
r& (root) 6 

Q9 

Keywords Frequency 
l ldfJ (we/us/our) 24 
11!\ {I'] (they/them/their) 18 
,\!H'lt (ways of thinking) 10 
:SC1t (culture) 8 
ti°:SC (litera ry Chinese) 6 
8-]l'B] (time) 5 
]lH!l\ (emphas ise/emphasis) 4 

QIO 

Keywords Frequenc 
t.lt1fJ (we/us/our) 24 

QI I 

Keywords Frequency 
11!\ {l'J (they/them/their) 25 
:f.Jt{l'J (we/us/our) 13 
~ :lfl: (backgro und) 9 
-'¥!- i ii] (s ingle words) 9 
3(;'.,11, (communicate/communicat ion) 8 
L_lll/fi/i'. (understanding) 8 
i ii] ¥[ (vocabulary) 7 
1l" (embedded (meaning of words)) 5 
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Teache rs 

Q2 

Kevwords Frequency 
itl:J'\'- (the wor ld) 8 
3c¥;1t. ( com municate/comm un ication) 8 
If"F (job) 5 
IJel. (too l) 5 
Y /(J~ (understand) 5 
Jtft (culture) 5 
~r,s (li fe) 5 
:Jlcj/: (fu rther study) 4 
~ffft (g loba li sation) 4 
Ji;J jfil (exchange) 4 
jffi::IJ (the West/Western) 4 
t!L¾ (opportunity) 3 
5tnl: (advanced) 3 
JtaJI (c ivi lisation) 3 
[3i] ~1:i; (international) 3 
fl-I[,"( (job promotion) 2 
ftMfJ (they/them/their) 2 
:WfU (i mmediate success) 2 
'iffi!j;/J (supplementary) 2 
:}Jtf1'] (we/us/our) 1 

Q3 

Keywords Frequency 
Llel_ (too l) 12 
Jtft (cu lture) 12 
3c¥.m. (commu nicate/comm uni cation) 7 
~~ ( important) 7 
ffijj~ (translation) 7 
~r,s (life) 6 
I f"F (job) 5 
cj/: ;:J (learn) 5 
itl:J'\'- (the world) 5 
:>'r l;fil (fo reign (adj )/fore ign countries) 4 
9" J;fil)\ (Chinese people) 4 

'riif IJ (channel) 4 
§I e, (oneself) 4 
'ftff] (we/us/our) 3 

f½:/1 (spread) 3 

fi],, fl'] (they/them/the ir) I 
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Q4 

Keywords 
tlL'J'j'- (the wor ld) 

Iil (too l) 

:>C {-1'.. (culture) 

3):y.iif, ( com mun icate/comm un ication) 

l\::if] (we/us/our) 

tMt (bridge) 

IfF- (job) 

)'1;Jjfil (exchange) 

T /(J!f. ( understand) 

{tli, fl'] ( we/us/our) 

Yr Ii ;\ (foreigners) 

QS 

Ke vords 
X{-1'.. (culture) 

Q6 

Kevwords 
mi~ (need/necess ity) 

{t/1.ii'J (they/them/their) 

:fJtifJ (we/us/our) 

1' ;\(persona l) 

I fl (job) 

Y:1.m (communicate/communication) 

T /Qif ( understand) 

Yr~ ;\ (fore igners) 

- ~ =f (entire li fe) 

t!l:'Ji'- (the world) 

Q7 

Kevworcls 
Y{-1'.. (culture) 

:fx fl'] ( we/us/our) 

{t11, fl'] (they/them/the ir) 

Y:1.m (communicate/co111111unication) 

7:: ff- (job) 

~ ~_ii; ( internationa l) 
.. 

§:~;if (economy) 

T /fJI(. ( understand) 

Freauencv 

13 

8 

8 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

4 

Frequency 

6 

Freauencv 

21 

9 

9 -
7 

5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

I 

Freauencv 

15 

9 

7 

7 

5 

5 

5 

4 
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Q8 

Keywords Frequency 
"P III.A (Chinese peop le) 3 

ffijj~ (trans latio n) 3 

11.m (l ife) 2 

J;f±ft (environment) 2 

Jx;fi'] (we/us/our) I 

Q9 

Kevwords Frequency 
IH fsJ (time) 10 
JH'J (we/us/our) 7 
11H!ll (emphas ise/emphasis) 4 

QIO 

Keywords Freouency 
11,'iJt (tradit ion) 23 

11z'~JtJC1t (traditiona l cu lture) 15 
:fJtif] (we/ us/our) 9 

T /0¥ ( understand) 7 
"P lfiY1t (Chi nese cu lture) 7 
:Yr If! (fo re ign (adj)/ foreign countri es) 6 
l/!inY1t (Western culture) 5 
1[:i'§ (mutual) 3 

QI! 

KeYwords F reouency 
®:15" (the West) 19 
T /0¥ ( understand) 12 
®nY1t (Western cu lture) 10 
Yf-tj;ni-9 (cultural knowledge) 10 
I;!el; (too l) 6 

~ !Ii (grasp) 5 

ijj'j (vocabulary) 4 

Parents 

Q2 

Keywords Frequency 
t!t:W (the worl d) 13 
'9:t1i. (com mun icate/communication) 12 
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TW't (understand) 7 

l!]~jj; (internationa l) 6 
I~ (tool) 5 
fl<;f['J (we/us/our) 5 
rtJ® (exchange) 4 

iz§:1:J (the West/Western) 4 

®ffi (common/un iversal) 3 

5:EloiJ (wa lk towards) 2 

>Cft (cu lture) 2 

ftgffJ (they/them/their) l 

Q3 

Keywords Frequency 
ttl:W (the wor ld) 5 
I~ (tool) 5 
fl<;f['J (we/us/our) 5 
::9::tm (communicate/communication) 5 *~ ( important) 5 
I f'F (job) 3 
15'l'tt ( info rmat io n) 3 
rtJ® (exchange) 2 
ffi~ (bridge) 2 
7 f/Ji~ ( unde rstand) 2 
~$ (life) 2 
>Cft (culture) l 

Q4 

Keywords Frequency 
fl<;ff] (we/us/our) 8 
I~ (tool) 6 
7 /91¥ ( understand) 5 
ttl:W (the world) 4 
::9::rm (communicate/communicati on) 4 
m~ (important) 3 
*10 (suzhi: "essenti a lised qual ity") 3 
:9HEI (foreign (adj )/ foreign countries) 3 
fFfjJ( (open) 3 
:9} i-g (fo re ign languages) 2 
ftgf['J (they/them/the ir) I 

QS 

~ vords Frequency 
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N il 

Q6 

Kevwords 
fltff] (we/us/our) 

~dtj=- (condition) 

{t!!,f['J (they/them/their) 

>11:5'} ( outside/external) 

Q7 

Kevwords 
flt{['] (we/us/our) 

-ff n5i'. (open) 

~:ii;~ (the Olympics) 

)(J:9} (outs ide/external) 

T W~ ( understand) 

i:Et!rf. (the world) 

3'z:1t (cul ture) 

:xi'i'E (exchange) 

m~ (enhance) 

*&t (suzhi: "essentiali sed quali ty") 

Q8 

Kevwords 
(t.N)* (root) 

fit ff] ( we/us/our) 

Elc (onese lf) 

1'.ft§ (life) 

cp[lj)._ (Chinese people) 

3'z:1t (culture) 

i:lt!n!- (the world) 

'.# >] (learn ) 

£liili (foundation) 

~:Im (ethni city) 

Q9 

Ke vords 
BilsJ (time) 

Nil 

Freo uency 

5 

3 

2 

2 

FreQuency 

7 

4 

4 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 

Frca ucncv 

16 

7 

7 

6 

6 

5 

3 

3 

3 

2 

Fre~ 
10 
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QlO 

Ke ords Frequency 
ttlJ'f. (the world) 5 

Qll 

Keywords Frequency 
fz1i'J (we/us/our) 3 

~DJ :5t (inseparable) 2 

Y'.:JJiE (communicate/communication) 2 
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